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Preface
1. The involvement and collaboration of all staff and other stakeholders to support student
achievement.

After the last full-study visit six years ago, Gabrielino High School changed its approach to the self-study
process and adopted an ongoing and continuous approach to a Focus on Learning. As part of this newly
adopted continual process, the Focus Groups have met at least twice a year every year to review data,
brainstorming evidence for/drafting chapter 3, and identify areas of strength and growth for each Focus
Group area. This same process was mirrored in department meetings. Please note that teachers have been
able to choose which Focus Group they would like to be a part of.

PREFACE

Since gathering data to determine areas of focus is a critical part of the Focus on Learning process, the
decision was made to adopt key measurements and revisit these in an iterative process at least once a year
with the whole staff. These touchstone measurements are: first, the percent of Hispanic students graduating
UC/CSU a-g eligible and second, the number of non-grads who are identified as English Learners. These
measurements were initially identified through the work of the Data and ELD Teams.
The success of the ongoing Focus on Learning process has been facilitated and supported through the
benefit of consistent and quality WASC leadership in its WASC chair position. For the year of the visit and
the year and a half preceding, the previous self-study chair mentored an additional teacher, and as a result,
Gabrielino has had the benefit of strong collaboration between the two co-chairs, the administration, and
the rest of the teaching staff in order to prepare for the 2018 WASC visit in an authentic and quality fashion.
The success of the ongoing Focus on Learning process is evidenced by the fact that Gabrielino started to
write its WASC full-study visit report in the fall of 2016. While the school continued to revise and sculpt this
document through the start of the 2017-2108 school year, the focus of the months preceding the visit was
on the WASC Action Plan. In fact, the first draft of the Action Plan was created by the Data Team in the
spring of 2016, as part of many years of foundational work of examining school data. Gabrielino is committed to the development of an Action Plan that captures areas of growth and also is a compelling document
with buy-in from all stakeholders.
While Gabrielino teachers have been the primary participants in the WASC process, yearly meetings were
also held with classified staff. These meetings with classified staff focused on student data, and provided
classified staff the opportunity to interact with data, ask questions, and be exposed to the lens through
which the school is targeting improvement. Of course, each Focus Group has embedded classified staff
as well, but it is through these classified-only meetings that these staff members had protected time to talk
about data from the unique perspective that they share.
In the spring of 2017, Gabrielino administered its first schoolwide student survey dedicated to WASC. Gabrielino students are surveyed often at the end of the year, both for site and district level needs, so it was a
challenge to determine the optimal time to give the WASC survey. As a result, the survey results are not as
reliable as the school would like; only 50% of the student body took the survey.
Out of this relative failure, came a significant silver lining. Because the staff felt the results were unclear, a
student WASC Committee was formed. In the fall of 2017, an administrator, a counselor, and a classified
staff member met with this student group to ask clarifying questions about the results from the survey. The
input from students at this meeting was superbly insightful (the Student Notes from the meeting are included in the addendum at the end of this document). After the meeting, the student input was brought to
the WASC Action Plan Team and was used to revise the Action Plan. The students from the WASC Student
Group are included in the WASC Focus Groups, and they are enthusiastic about being included.
Parents were added to WASC Focus Groups in the year of the visit. Over the years since the last visit, all parent groups have had an opportunity to hear updates about the WASC process and the School Site Council
has given input into the development of the WASC Action Plan.
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The most impactful part of the WASC Focus on Learning process for Gabrielino has been the creation of the
WASC Action Plan Team. Gabrielino created a Data Team five years ago, and in this final year of the visit,
the Data Team temporarily became the WASC Action Plan Team. More members were added to the team
to increase representation, and team together wrote the action plan, enlisted input from staff and students,
revised the plan, and finally, articulated obstacles to the accomplishment of the tasks.

2. The clarification and measurement of what all students should know, understand, and be
able to do through school wide learner outcomes and academic standards.

Gabrielino High School has made the shift to the Common Core Standards, now referred to as California
State Standards. These guide the school’s curriculum, in addition to the school’s Student Learning Outcomes. Besides the standards, Gabrielino teachers administer common assessments and utilize shared
rubrics to evaluate student work.
Almost all department courses have shared pacing guides and articulate with the course that follows for
vertical articulation. Departments have aligned grading practices: courses have common weighted categories, and these categories are changed with group input. There may be cases where teachers have made
changes as part of a departmental pilot. Placement into courses has been articulated and is publicized at
the website via the Course of Study. Additionally, courses that have limited space and therefore require certain entrance qualifications have these posted and translated at the school’s website.
Graduation requirements are set by the School Board. These requirements have not changed in many
years; the last change occurred during the economic downturn and lead to a reduction in credits required
for graduation from 220 to 210. Since that time of crisis, Gabrielino has adopted a College Prep Transition
/ Health Course that is required for all ninth grade students, and these semester-long curricula reflect what
all Gabrielino students should know for four-year planning and health and safety. While the health course is
required for ninth grade, it is not required for graduation.
Gabrielino adopted the CANI for the Student which summarizes the expectations for student behavior in
the categories of learning, participation, and citizenship. The CANI for the Student is shared by teachers at
the start of each school year with students.

3. The analysis of data about students and student achievement
Gabrielino High School’s approach to analyzing data about students and student achievement is to use a
collaborative process that has been recognized by the state of California through the identification of Gabrielino High School as a Gold Ribbon school. Gabrielino’s Gold Ribbon-worthy “model practice” is a collaborative and data-driven approach to closing the academic achievement gap between Hispanic and Asian
students, and also between English Learners (EL) and English Only (EO) students. These achievement gaps
are in evidence in the percent of students meeting or exceeding the standards on the ELA Smarter Balanced
Assessment. The three collaborative groups that embody Gabrielino’s model practice are the Behavior RTI
Team, ELD Team, and Data Team. This collaborative model practice is aligned with the San Gabriel Unified School District’s LCAP and therefore Gabrielino’s Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA) and its
WASC Action Plan. Gabrielino uses LCAP funding to support these collaborative working groups through
the purchase of the essential resource of substitute coverage on meeting days. These three collaborative
groups embody the spirit of the school’s motto, CANI, “Constant and Never-Ending Improvement,” and
capture the energy, passion, and determination of Gabrielino’s teaching staff. The team’s accomplishments,
both qualitative and quantitative, are shared with the entire school community through the ongoing WASC
process and SPSA.
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This model collaborative approach started in the 2012-2013 school year with the creation of the Behavior
RTI team, now the “MTSS Team” (Multi-Tiered System of Support, a phrase adopted by the state of California) which is comprised of counselors, administrators, the school psychologist, and more recently, the
district’s social worker. The goal of the Behavior RTI Team is to leverage administrative and counseling resources to maximize the time that students are in an instructional setting. The MTSS Team’s original and only
goal was to decrease the numbers of days of suspensions for Gabrielino’s Hispanic students. Data showed
that this goal was successful, and the team has found that while suspensions are still an issue, truancy rates
and mental health issues have replaced suspensions as the reason why students are not accessing the instructional setting. Because of a significant increase in truancy, the team’s focus has shifted to discussing
students with attendance problems and crafting a school-based response that includes both support and a
SART/SARB referral. In addition to looking at attendance data, the Behavior RTI Team conducts confidential
individual case studies of students with behavior and/or mental health challenges; these case studies often
include associated attendance issues.

PREFACE

Based on the success of this first collaborative model, in the 2013-2014 school year Gabrielino initiated the
ELD Team. The ELD Team was created in response to a school-wide concern that English Learner needs
were not being met, and that the ELD program lacked organizational clarity. The ELD Team consists of designated ELD teachers, selected English teachers, a science teacher, a social science teacher, the district’s
ELD TOSA, a high school counselor, and the assistant principal of curriculum and instruction.
The ELD Team recursively examines individual student data in order to refine placement decisions and
progression through the ELD program. The ELD Team is in some cases the primary architect of placement
decisions, such as with incoming 8th grade EL/L-TEL students. In other situations the ELD Team creates policy to be implemented school-wide, such as placing L-TEL students in regular classes with clustered cohort
with like-peers. The ELD Team has made significant programmatic changes, which include: A) adding a
new L-TEL support class, B) altering the ELD 3 block from two hours of designated support to one hour of
ELD Designated and one hour of English 9 Integrated (college prep), and C) adding Spanish for Spanish
Speakers 2 and 3 courses, for Spanish-speaking L-TELs. In the 2017-2018 school year, GHS will offer Spanish for Spanish Speakers Level 3 (for L-TELs), and a new ELD 4 class for students who are moving out of the
newcomer ELD program but are not yet reclassified. In collaboration with district staff, the ELD Team participated in the investigation and adoption of the SIOP model; a program that is now being implemented
district-wide. The ELD Team will be the site leads for further implementation of the SIOP model.
For the past two years, the ELD Team has analyzed the stories behind the EL students who did not graduate.
In most cases, these EL students were newcomers were unable to accrue the social science credits required
for graduation; it is rare for a student to enroll at Gabrielino with an international transcript showing credits
in US History or US Government. Previously, Gabrielino ELD students were unable to access social science
credit until they were in ELD 2, but now, through changes proposed by the ELD Team and agreed to by the
social science department, ELD 1 students are enrolled in a non-college-prep US Econ and Government
course.
The third collaborative group is the Data Team, which was created to analyze data for the purposes of closing the achievement gap between Gabrielino’s Hispanic and Asian population. The Data Team’s Purpose
Statement is: “The Gabrielino Data Team is a collaborative action group designed to improve student
achievement,” and the actions of the Data Team have been refined to increase the rate at which Gabrielino’s Hispanic students graduate UC/CSU eligible. The Data Team was created in 2014-2015 and consists
of representation from the four core content areas, one counselor, and three administrators, including the
principal. The Data Team consistently examines Hispanic student UC/CSU eligibility and student grades in
core content areas. The examination of grade data has included diving into teacher gradebooks to draw
conclusions about what weighted categories influence student success or failure. The discussion in the Data
Team meeting is loosely structured to allow for participants to guide the conversation. These discussions
have led to significant changes, including the elimination of non-college prep courses Integrated Science
1 and 2 in the 2015-2016 school year, and instead the requirement that all ninth graders take college prep
biology and all tenth graders take college prep chemistry.
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While the Data Team has evolved over time in its structure and its exact focus, one persistent metric for
examination has been grade data. The Data Team has looked at grade data through a macro lens of the
overall number of D’s and F’s for the whole school, to the micro details of teacher gradebooks to determine
which categories are predictors of overall course failure. In addition, the Data Team has looked at Hispanic
students and followed their trajectory through a particular discipline, noting low-grade patterns not ameliorated by summer school programs. In this examination, the Data Team also noted that F’s given in the first
semester of the ninth grade year were harbingers of poor academic success to come.
In addition to grade data, the team has examined after-school tutoring attendance numbers, summer school
completion and enrollment data, and post-secondary Clearinghouse data for its graduates.
This year the Data Team has temporarily taken on a different identity, and is instead acting as the WASC
Action Plan Team. In this capacity, the team now includes teacher representation from CTE, VAPA, special
education, physical education, and World Languages in addition to the existing representation from core
departments and the counseling staff. The WASC Action Plan Team wrote the plan with input from teachers
and students. The plan was actually written by September of 2017, so the team used the additional time to
dig deeper into both the data included in the plan, and to do deep work around clarifying the action steps.

4. The assessment of the entire school program and its impact on student learning in relation to the school wide learner outcomes, academic standards, and ACS WASC/CDE criteria.

Gabrielino’s collaborative practice utilizes certificated staff as the primary engaged stakeholder. In order
to build capacity, at each department meeting that follows an ELD or Data Team meeting, representatives
bring data and discussion points for further discussion, and an email is sent to the whole staff summarizing
agenda topics and highlighting key discussion points.
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In addition to these communication tools, Gabrielino follows a yearly Focus on Learning WASC process;
WASC Focus Groups meet at least twice a year every year, and Focus Groups update evidence. One Focus
Group meeting every year includes the opportunity for staff to analyze data identified by the ELD and Data
Teams. All staff, including classified, are given the opportunity to examine the list of non-grads, and to see
the percent of graduates, disaggregated by race, that are UC/CSU eligible.
The School Site Council supports the development of the school’s Single Plan for Student Achievement,
which includes all three collaborative teams as action items with budgets. Members of the SSC approve the
plan yearly and they are privy to progress monitoring updates on the action items, including the ELD Team
and the Data Team.

PREFACE

Changes in the ELD program have been shared with ELAC parents. In order to increase the engagement of
these parents, school staff have implemented a strategy to better meet the cultural needs of Chinese and
Hispanic families’ by facilitating two separate ELAC meetings, one for the Chinese parent group and one for
the Spanish-speaking parent group. This is a recent change but a promising one for creating an environment
that encourages parent-to-parent relationships.
Gabrielino has initiated a Hispanic Parent Group to address the unique needs of the Hispanic community
in a school setting. These meetings are conducted in Spanish with the participation of one of GHS’ Spanish
teachers. The Hispanic Group is modeled after an approach articulated in Reaching Out to Latino Families of English Language Learners, by Campos, Delgado, and Soto Huerta. At the Hispanic Parent Group
meetings, administration is transparent about the goal of the group, which is to create a supportive parent
community in order to raise the academic achievement of Hispanic students. The families have been given
hands-on training on how to access their child’s Naviance 4-year plan by the College and Career Counselor,
a representative from the science department came to talk about access to AP courses, and the parents
have had training on how to utilize the Parent Portal for online gradebook and attendance access. The
schedule for the 2017-2018 school year includes bringing a representative from Rio Hondo Community
College, and from UC Riverside.
Six years ago, Gabrielino High School participated in a full WASC visit that resulted in six critical areas for
follow-up. These areas for follow-up are listed below, along with a status report on progress.

Area 1: The school needs to develop and implement a collaboration model that facilitates
data-driven decision-making to inform curriculum and instruction, and support all students,
specifically ELL, special needs, and underachieving students in order to close the achievement gap.
At the time of the last visit, all staff meetings occurred at lunch or after school. Since then, the school has
adopted a collaboration schedule that allows for approximately 90 minutes twice a month for departments,
Focus Groups, and teacher whole-staff meetings. The collaboration schedule must be voted on each year
with an 80% approval rate of all teachers who vote.

Area 2: Explore and implement a formal systemic school-wide intervention program.
Since the last full self-study visit, Gabrielino High School has experimented with and piloted a wide-range
of interventions for students. In the 2013-2014 school year Gabrielino offered an afterschool intervention
course for incoming ninth graders who had poor English eighth grade grades. The following year a math
component was added. This math component was “restorative;” students were able to come after school
and re-take exams that they had failed. This after-school intervention was open to students enrolled in algebra readiness, algebra, and geometry. When students retook the tests, the highest score they were allowed
to add to their grade was a 70%. This after-school intervention was also relatively successful. In the years that
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followed Gabrielino continued to add after school options to support students.
Unfortunately, over time fewer and fewer students attended after school tutoring. The data showed that the
program was serving very few students. The school decided to take a “time out” and examine why students
were not attending. It was discovered that students had a negative perception of after-school tutoring, and
that they saw it as only for students who were failing. Therefore Gabrielino has changed its approach and
is moving the location of tutoring to the library. One tutoring supervisor is available and student tutors will
also be there to help in all subject areas.
In addition to after-school tutoring Gabrielino also initiated Academic Advisory. This is a pullout program
and one teacher is given one period per day to meet with students and coach them on executive functioning. This means that the student is helped in a one-on-one setting to look at their gradebooks, and make
a plan for how to make-up work. At any given time at least 50 students have been assigned to academic
advisory; each student is pulled out of one of their classes one day per week.

Area 3: Continue to expand enrollment in the AP and Honors program, particularly of underrepresented students.
Each year, Gabrielino High School expands its enrollment in the AP and honors program and also increases
its course offerings (AP Art, AP Chinese, AP English Language, and AP Physics C were added since the last
full self-study). The overall percent of the Hispanic and African-American students as compared with the
whole student body grows every year: the number of underrepresented (Hispanic and African-American)
students in Advanced Placement classes was 110 in 2015-2016 and 126 in 2016-2017. However, the percent
of underrepresented students taking AP classes stayed the same, at 18%.
As Gabrielino continues to expand its AP offerings, it will be important for the school to continue to track
the anxiety that accompanies over-scheduled students with parents who are not prepared to address the
mental health issues

Area 4: Continue to develop, refine, and implement benchmark assessments in all academic
courses.
This critical area for growth is complete. All core content areas have developed common benchmark assessments. Gabrielino High School is exploring the Interim Benchmark Assessments and Interim Comprehensive
Assessments, and how best to administer them.

Area 5: Improve completion rates for the UC/CSU A-G Requirements.
Gabrielino High School staff examine a-g completion data on a yearly basis to determine growth in this
area. The percent of Hispanic students versus the percent of Asian students who are a-g eligible increased in
2014, 2015, and 2016 in both subgroups. However, this upward trend did not continue in 2017. The school
has so many programmatic changes in the works that will affect this statistic; the Data Team will continue
to unpack this statistic to determine what is effecting the percent of students graduating completing a-g
eligible, including an examination of surrounding area summer school credit recovery options that are not
helping student with skill recovery due to low rigor and expectations.
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5. The alignment of a long-range action plan to the school’s areas of need; the capac-

ity to implement and monitor the accomplishment of the plan.

In the spring of 2017 the Data Team (temporarily renamed as the WASC Action Plan Team) started drafting
the WASC Action Plan. After years of analyzing data about students and student achievement, the pieces of
the Action Plan fell into place quickly. Over the summer of 2017, the first draft of the Action Plan was written
and this draft was taken to the entire staff, certificated and classified, in the first month of the school year.
Students on the Student WASC Committee were interviewed as follow-up to the student survey given in the
spring of 2017 and the student feedback altered the Action Plan.

PREFACE

When the WASC Action Plan Team met in September, the team incorporated feedback and made a formal
adoption of the WASC Action Plan, with its two areas of improvement, rationale, and resulting action steps.
At its late September meeting, Gabrielino’s WASC Action Plan Team formally adopted the Action Plan with
the revisions discussed. After the meeting, the Action Plan was sent to the entire staff along with a summary
of the meeting agenda. The administrative team then took the WASC Action Plan to parents, students, and
district staff for discussion and promotion of the plan. While the WASC Action Plan was technically completed, it never got a chance to rest, as the WASC Action Plan Team immediately began to work on digging
deeper into the Action Steps and continued to analyze data. Specifically, the team looked at summer school
data and also began the actual work described in the Action Plan itself, such as discussing social-emotional
learning and student anxiety and how to determine exactly what course of action the school will take.
Another key activity the Action Plan Team engaged in was determining the priorities for the school as they
are listed in the Action Steps of the Action Plan. The action steps are ordered to reflect the priorities and
these action steps are also in bold in the list below.
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Gabrielino’s New Action Plan is as follows:
Goal 1 (Area of Improvement): Ensure post-secondary success for each Gabrielino student.
Rationale / Critical Need:
Self-study findings indicate a need to increase college and career readiness. Data indicate that the a-g completion rates for Hispanic and all students increased for three years in a row but declined in 2017. Students
are re-taking courses to stay UC/CSU a-g eligible at a high rate. Students share concerns about being prepared for the 21st Century workplace. FPM audit findings indicate a need to improve CTE Pathways.
Supporting Data:
•

There is an achievement gap between Asians and Hispanic students in completing UC/CSU a-g
requirements.

•

D/F grades account for approximately 12% of all grades given; on average 60% of D/F grades go
to Hispanic students.

•

Summer school data shows an over-representation of Hispanic students in credit recovery courses.

•

Steady growth is desired in English for all students and continued steady growth is desired in math
for CAASPP.

•

CTE Pathways are in need of cohesion and analysis.

•

Post-graduate data through Clearinghouse is preliminary.

SLOs Addressed: Career/academic plan, be employable, and prepared for employment expectations; technologically literate and able to function in a technological society; Communicate effectively and work collaboratively; evidence of personal accountability, responsibility, and involvement within a culturally diverse
community.

The Action steps for goal 1 are (priorities are in bold):
•

Examine a-g eligibility data for Hispanic students; determine barriers and articulate
support for students.

•

Explore and propose integrated academic supports for both struggling and achieving
students.

•

Look at correlation between D and F grades and literacy; determine interventions to improve skill if necessary.

•

Expand CTE Pathways and strengthening post-secondary connections.

•

Promote CTE Pathways to increase enrollment.

•

Grow CTE advisory council for the purposes of evaluating success of CTE Pathways.

•

Teachers collaborate to align curriculum in order to ensure post-secondary success.

•

Track graduates beyond GHS to determine post-secondary success.

•

Implement IBAs (Interim Assessment Blocks) in math and English grades 9-11.
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•

Implement ICAs (Interim Comprehensive Assessments) grades 9 and 10.

•

Refine student survey and interview students to mine the why behind perception of not
being prepared for 21st century.

Goal 2. (Area of Improvement): Implement and refine programs and interventions to assist students who are academically at-risk.
Rationale/ Critical Need:
Self-study findings indicate that for the past three years, the greatest percent of non-grads are English
Learners and that the percent of L-TEL’s / at-risk of L-TEL is 15%. There is a need to decrease the number
of students who are enrolling in credit recovery options in order to graduate. Hispanic students, students
with disabilities, English Learners, and 9th grade students are most at risk for low academic performance.
Staff report an increase in student mental health issues, including anxiety, that prevent student success.

PREFACE

Supporting Data:
•

60% of the D and F grades assigned are assigned to Hispanic students.

•

14%-16% of 9th graders have at least one F on their transcript at the end of first semester

•

Students enroll in credit recovery to be cohort graduation-eligible at a high rate.

•

Summer school data shows an over-representation of Hispanic students; 50% of Hispanic students
who enroll in summer school are dropped from rosters for attendance issues.

•

iReady scores indicate 36% of incoming 9th graders reading 1 or 2 levels below.

•

Approximately 90% of students with disabilities scored standard not met/nearly met on SBAC math
and English (past three years).

•

Small percentage of the students with D’s and F’s attend after-school intervention sessions.

•

Increase in student hospitalizations, PET team referrals, and anxiety issues.

•

Most non-grads are English Learners; for the past two years, the percent of L-TELs/at-risk of L-TEL
is 15% of overall EL population.

•

Students share that the support available to students is inconsistent.

SLOs Addressed: Growth in all content standards and performance assessments; critical thinking, creative
problem solving, and data analysis.

The Action steps for goal 1 are (priorities are in bold):
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•

Explore and propose integrated intervention and enrichment opportunities through flexible
scheduling.

•

Track incoming 9th grade students reading below grade level as identified by iReady scores;
create intervention plan for students with literacy challenges.

•

In collaboration with district goals, design 3 year plan for how to increase inclusion of students with IEP’s into the general education setting.

•

Determine whether the school would like to pursue ways to aid students’ “Personal Development,” such as in the area of resiliency.

•

Evaluate effectiveness of current interventions.

•

Examine D and F grades of Hispanic students in the 9th and 10th grade years to determine and
implement intervention strategies.

•

Evaluate the summer school delivery model to determine revisions to the program.

•

Utilize English Learner strategies in each classroom.

•

Increase teacher collaboration in order to support the use of integrated instructional strategies.

•

Implement Long-Term English Learner course.

•

Evaluate the need to reinstate the ELD 4 course.

•

Analyze English Learner data to determine the best strategies for supporting L-TELs, including an
analysis of the success of the new L-TEL courses and the Spanish for Spanish Speakers program

•

Continue to evaluate why English Learners are less likely to graduate and determine next steps for
improvement.

•

Refine student survey and maintain WASC Student Group.

•

Articulate schoolwide strategies that decrease student anxiety

•

Create intake form for students who leave instructional setting for mental health support in order
to gather data and set benchmarks.
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Chapter I: Progress Report
Gabrielino’s last full self-study was in 2010-2011 and the visiting committee came in the fall. The educational
landscape in 2010 was very different from the one we have today in 2017-2018. The visit six years ago was
before the dawn of Common Core Standards, before the creation of the CAASPP assessments, and before
the days of “Local Control” and the resulting LCAP.
In 2010, Gabrielino’s goals and related action steps were:
Objective #1: Every tenth grade Gabrielino student will score proficient on the English and math portions
of the CAHSEE.
Action Steps:
•

Gabrielino will administer a CAHSEE diagnostic for the second year to ninth grade students. Data
will be compared year-to-year and will be used to identify students that need intervention.

•

Students will be provided with intervention and support in order to score proficient on the March
CAHSEE.

CHAPTER I

Commentary:
The CAHSEE is no longer a relevant measurement in California, as it is not aligned with the new standards
and has been cancelled.
Objective #2: Gabrielino’s API score will grow by 10 points, 845 to 855.
Action Steps:
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•

Each teacher will be visited informally at least four times during the 2011-2012 school year and will
be provided with feedback on the following schoolwide professional development goals: Communicating clear Learning Goals/Objective to students, Checking for Understanding in order to inform
both in-the-moment and long-term instructional decisions, and Using tools and/or strategies to
promote student engagement.

•

The administrative team will provide feedback to teachers through the data that has been collected and will provide professional development.

•

The 2011-2012 schoolwide Performance Objective Program goal is: “Upon analysis, student work
collected from the same class three times during the school year will demonstrate the teacher’s
learning objective.” All teachers evaluated during the 2011-2012 school year will show evidence
of meeting this goal via lesson plans and student work analyzed via reflective dialogue and writing.

•

Benchmark assessments will be administered in the four content areas at least twice a year and will
be uploaded into Data Director. Departments will review student data in order to revise benchmark assessments and assess student need. Administrative team and TOSA will monitor progress
in this area and provide support where needed, and will work in coordination with department
chairs to analyze the results of the benchmark assessments.

•

This year, the administrative team will propose a banked-time schedule for the 2012-2013 school
year with a faculty vote held in the spring.

•

Gabrielino teachers will participate in district level content area teams and professional development opportunities that prepare the school for the transition to the Common Core Standards.

Commentary:
Classroom Visits:
The approach to informal classroom visits has changed more than once in the past six years. Sometimes
the district has been involved, such as when the Walk’bout strategy was adopted and administrators were
trained to use a digital tool to record data. In some years peer observations have taken place, such as when
the Data Team spent a portion of the day walking through colleagues classrooms. In the 2017-2018 school
year, SGUSD adopted the Instructional Rounds protocol and trained both teachers and administrators. What
has remained consistent over the six years is that site administrators have been in teachers’ classrooms for
informal visits. Visits are more frequent in the fall and winter and tend to taper off later in the school year as
administrator schedules become more impacted.
Learning Objectives:
Every three years there is an updated schoolwide goal for all teachers who are being evaluated. Six years
ago, Gabrielino’s professional development was focused on daily learning objectives. Gabrielino has now
migrated to the SIOP approach of utilizing both content objectives and language objectives. Many teachers
post content and language objectives daily, and in many cases students are asked to interact with these objectives in some way when class begins. In some cases, teachers are still struggling with language objectives.
Benchmark Assessments:
Gabrielino successfully developed benchmark assessments and these have been revised again and again to
align with curriculum and for general improvement as a result of student academic data.
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Banked Time:
Every year the Gabrielino teachers must vote-in the banked-time schedule. It was a recommendation of the
visiting committee that the school look for ways for teachers work collaboratively that was not at lunch or
outside the contractual day. In 2012-2013, the faculty did not vote in favor of banked time, but the vote was
successful in 2013-2014 and has been every year since then.
Common Core:
Gabrielino teachers fully transitioned to the new standards. The changes in the curriculum, instruction, and
assessment were facilitated and supported by a robust district initiative.

Objective #3: Close the Achievement Gap at Gabrielino High School, specifically between Asian and
Hispanic subgroup populations.

CHAPTER I

Action Steps:
•

Continued implementation of the co-teaching model as much as possible—for the 2011-2012
school year that is an Integrated Science 1 class that will have two teachers present, one a content
specialist, and the other a special education teacher.

•

The AP and Honors Committee of teachers that was re-initiated during the 2010-2011 school year
will continue to meet and will finalize new policy that outlines a commitment to recruit Hispanic
students for both AP and honors classes, the retention of all students in AP and Honors classes,
and an overall increase in the number of rigorous course offerings available to students.

•

The English Language Acquisition Committee will meet four times a year with an added attention
on attendance and the specific language needs of parents and families.

•

Provide ELD teachers with continued professional development and support.

•

Gabrielino will continue its implementation of the AVID program and will open its 11th grade AVID
class this year in order to provide support, encouragement, and academic skills to students who
are underrepresented in post-secondary institutions, so that these students can be the first people
in their families to attend college.

•

Renew contract with Parent Institute for Quality Education.

•

Continue implementation of parent and student access to on-line grading with volunteer teachers
in preparation for full implementation at the start of the 2012-2013 school year.

Commentary:
Co-Teaching:
The co-teaching model was not successful at Gabrielino, and in fact, may have actually created a
negative backlash against the concept of inclusion and delayed growth. The good news is the 20162017 school year Gabrielino was able to try the “collab” model on a small scale (one classroom). This
was a success and has grown to three classroom working with the “collab” model in 2017-2018 (one
Chemistry class, one Biology class, and one Algebra class).
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AP Committee:
The AP committee met for a span of two years. The committee worked primarily on an AP “contract.” This contract was never approved, but the discussions unearthed a significant range of opinions about student and parent rights to choose versus the opinion that students need to take course
choices seriously.
ELAC:
Attendance at ELAC meetings continues to be a struggle. This past year, the school started holding two ELAC meetings, one for Mandarin/Cantonese speakers and one for Spanish speakers. First
impressions are that this will create a more personalized environment that will over time, increase
attendance.
ELD:
Soon after the last visit, Gabrielino created the ELD Team, which has lead the school through significant growth and success.
AVID:
Soon after the last full self-study visit Gabrielino cancelled its AVID program. It was increasingly difficult to recruit students to enter the program, and the cost of the program was not warranted.
PIQE:
Gabrielino used PIQE for three years. This was paid for with Title 1 funding. While Gabrielino’s
student free and reduced lunch count still qualifies the school as Title 1, the district and school has
determined that the stigma associated with the label is significant enough to only use unduplicated
LCFF monies instead of Title 1.
On-line Grading:
100% of teachers use Aeries on-line grading and this has been the case for four years.
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Objective #4: Each Gabrielino student will be exposed to a variety of post-secondary options and will
have the opportunity to develop a four-year plan.
Action Steps:
•

Participate in the development of the new model of the College and Career Readiness Four-Year
Plan and lead in the implementation of the plan.

•

Transition from a paper-based system of learning about post-secondary choices to a digital system.

•

Maintain current successful programs, such as Financial Aid Night, Cal SOAP enrollment, and
4-Year College Fair.

•

Continue to interact with college recruiters both in and out of state, both private and public to
expose students to a variety of post-secondary options.

•

Increase communication and promotion of college counseling by both counselors and Career Center staff.

Commentary:

CHAPTER I

Four-Year Plan:
Gabrielino uses Naviance and the Blueprint function for four-year planning. Students build their fouryear plans in the College Prep Transition Course, and they continue to update the plan when they
meet one-on-one with their counselors in the spring each year to choose their courses.
College and Career:
The College and Career Center continues to be a vibrant source of support for our students. CASH
for College is an added feature, and there continue to be college rep visits, and access to career
exploration, such as through the ACE program.

Objective #5: Gabrielino High School will provide an educational environment which fosters mutual re-

spect and a desire to learn for all students. This environment will be safe and free from bias and bullying.
Action Steps:
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•

Implement GHS’ newly adopted anti-bias / anti-bullying policy.

•

Hold second annual Gab Week in the spring of 2012 to celebrate diversity and promote acceptance.

•

Re-form the Student Forum, made up of Club representatives, ASB Vice president, and School Site
Council representatives.

•

Provide opportunities for teachers to participate in classroom management professional development.

•

Implement the Brief Intervention Model that provides quick but effective intervention to students
with drug or alcohol problems (San Francisco Unified uses this model).

•

Institute Renaissance “program.”

Commentary:
Gabrielino’s anti-bias/anti-bullying policy continues to be relevant and the school’s Gab Week was
held for the seventh year in a row with the theme of “Kindness.” Pizza with the Principal became the
re-incarnated “Student Forum,” and this meets twice a year. Counselors in tandem with the nurse
still utilize the Brief Intervention Protocol, and the Renaissance is a huge celebration every year.

Objective #6: Gabrielino will align its teaching and learning objectives with the Expected Stu		
dent Learning Results.
Action Steps:
•

Revise and update the ESLR’s.

•

Link student samples as evidence of student progress towards achieving the ESLR’s.

•

Evaluate the success of the ESLR’s and make programmatic changes where necessary.

Commentary:
As articulated in the self-study report, Gabrielino looked at its Student Learning Outcomes and determined
that they liked them the way they are. The school has not looked at student work through the lens of the
SLO’s.
Gabrielino had a mid-cycle visit in 2015. The visiting committee validated the work that Gabrielino had done
and did not add any new critical areas for growth.
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Chapter II: Student/Community Profile and
Supporting Data and Findings
History

CHAPTER II

Gabrielino High School is a comprehensive high school located in San Gabriel, California. Gabrielino is the
only traditional high school in the San Gabriel Unified School District, although the district also has a highly
successful continuation high school. For the citizens of San Gabriel, the opening of Gabrielino High was the
culmination of a long-held dream. Previously, students from San Gabriel had attended various high schools
in a large neighboring district; many parents and community members felt San Gabriel students would be
better served by a community-based school. When the district completed the unification process, four
Community Advisory committees worked for two years creating the criteria for the school before Gabrielino
High opened. This unique experience brought all facets of the community together to develop a common
vision for San Gabriel’s own high school. After much discussion, the school was named in honor of the Gabrielino Indians who built the famous San Gabriel Mission. Gabrielino first opened its doors in the fall of
1994, on the site of a former elementary school that had been converted to a middle school. Each year, an
additional class was added to the school, until 1998—when Gabrielino graduated its first class of seniors.
Gabrielino quickly grew from a few hundred students to well over a thousand. The enrollment has remained
relatively constant over the past decade, averaging around 1800 students. Although some of the elementary schools in our district have seen declines and are predicted to see continued declines in future enrollment. It is not uncommon for students to attend private schools in the area until they reach high school,
when they then join the Gabrielino community, or for students to move into the district at the start of their
9th grade year. However, as of September 1, 2017, Gabrielino’s enrollment is 1,736.
As Gabrielino High has continued to grow and develop over the past quarter century, the staff of the school
has continued to encourage the participation of all stakeholders (students, staff, teachers, parents, and community members) in the decision-making processes of the school. Gabrielino High has a dedicated and involved Site Council, PTSA, and Athletic Booster and Speech Booster programs to help improve our campus.
The school also benefits from the San Gabriel Education Foundation (SEF), whose support and fundraising
enables extended library hours and get-ahead courses in the summer. However, staff are always looking for
ways to have a greater number and variety of parents participating in the life of the school.
Meeting the challenges of a diverse and growing student population has enabled GHS to become a synergistic community of learners. The active and involved student body is served by a dedicated administration
team, teaching staff, and classified staff, in addition to a supportive cadre of boosters, parent groups, and
community supporters. All members of the GHS community are important to the school’s past success, and
to overall school improvement. Through the Focus on Learning self-study process, several key areas for action were identified by stakeholders to further improvement efforts--specifically a focus on eliminating the
achievement gap and increasing overall student performance.

Accreditation History
Gabrielino High school is accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC). In 1997,
Gabrielino High School was granted a 3-year Interim Term of Accreditation (for grades 9-11) by the Western
Association of Schools and Colleges. In 1999, the school was revisited by the original two-member visiting
team from 1997 for a Substantive Change review due to the addition of a twelfth grade class. In March of
2000, Gabrielino completed its first full accreditation and was granted a 6-Year Clear Term of Accreditation
by WASC. GHS also completed the required Focus on Learning Mid-Term Report in 2003. In 2006, Gabrielino completed another accreditation cycle, and was granted another 6-Year Clear Term of Accreditation.
In 2009, Gabrielino High School completed the required Focus on Learning Mid-Term report. In the fall of
2011, the school had a full WASC visit, and was awarded a 6 year term of accreditation with a 1 day revisit,
and completed the revisit process in the spring of 2015.
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Gabrielino is currently working on its 2017-2018 WASC accreditation process. The school began the actual drafting of the self-study report in the fall of 2016, although stakeholder groups have been working on
gathering information and completing the action plan goals for some time. Gabrielino has made progress
towards many of the goals set forth in the last WASC cycle.
The school has worked on aligning SPSA goals with the district LCAP, providing additional intervention for
our under-represented students, constructing new facilities such as additional Science laboratory classrooms
and a new band room, and continuing to provide students a wide variety of courses. Additional courses
which fulfill the UC/CSU a-g requirements, as well as additional courses to help students learning English
progress towards graduation, have been added to the master schedule in the past three years. In addition,
an area where there was much room for growth was identified-- the CTE program. A new CTE committee
has been formed and new CTE courses will be added to the current course offerings. The school has implemented formal collaboration time for teachers and provided opportunities for various staff members to be
a part of school committees. Gabrielino’s staff continues to work towards eliminating the achievement gap
and preparing students to be college and career ready. Courtesy of a district program, nearly all Gabrielino
teachers have completed initial SIOP training.
In addition, as a result of a new district initiative, Gabrielino now has achieved a 1 to 1 technology ratio.
Nearly every classroom has a mounted projector and computer cart; most carts are equipped with Chromebooks, although there are a few that are equipped with iPads or MacBooks--dependent upon course requirements. The school currently has 7 fully equipped Science laboratories, and based on recent Safety
Audits, the school is kept well-maintained.
All courses offered at Gabrielino are aligned to the relevant standards. Each year, subject teams make necessary revisions and adjustments to their curriculum and instruction, to keep their courses closely aligned
to the standards. For example, during the 2017-2018 school year, Social Science has incorporated the new
changes to the framework into all affected courses and the Science department continues the process of
transitioning to the NGSS.
After several years with no adoptions for the core departments, as a result of the financial crisis, the district
began adopting new materials in the 2016-2017 school year. Mathematics was the first to receive new
materials (selected with student, parent, and staff input). Courses that have been substantially redesigned,
such as AP Courses, have adopted new materials to reflect the changed standards. Over the next few years,
all core departments are expected to be able to adopt new materials. Although some of the materials are
older, all students have materials to take home and some classrooms also have class sets of textbooks to
use as a resource. In areas where the age of materials may be an issue, teachers supplement the textbooks
with updated information—for example, Social Science and Science teachers will use current event articles
or other resources to help ensure the content is as relevant and accurate as possible.

Honors and Recognitions for the school
Gabrielino High School has been recognized for its academic success in a number of ways. In the 20162017 school year, Gabrielino was recognized as a Gold Ribbon school by the state of California. Gabrielino’s
VAPA program was singled out for special recognition as an Exemplary Program in the Arts for the State of
California. In addition, Gabrielino has been recognized by Newsweek as a school that is one of the “Top
Schools Beating the Odds.” For the 9th year, the school was recognized by the Washington Post as being
among the top 9% of high schools in the country, and once again made their list of the top 100 high schools
in the state. Due to a glitch in data reported to the state, we were not recognized in 2016 by US News &
World Report or the organization California for Business. Our graduation rate in 2015 was recorded as
0%; when it was actually 93.77%. Despite several attempts by the district to correct this error, the error still
remains in the state database, and the attempts at enacting a correction in the state database are merely
listed as a small footnote.
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School Purpose:
Gabrielino’s purpose can best be summed up in the mission statement. Based on the last WASC Visiting committee’s recommendation, the previous pages-long mission statement was re-written. Stakeholder
groups were asked to develop new mission statements. After canvassing the organizations, all major stakeholder groups were asked to select their favorite from the suggestions received by the principal’s office.
After voting was completed, a suggestion from a student representative to the school Site Council was
selected to be Gabrielino High’s new mission statement. Our new mission statement is:
“A commitment to Constant And Never-ending Improvement.”
The mission statement, in addition to being more succinct than its predecessor, is much more in harmony
with our Vision Statement:
“Building upon the strengths, talents, and passions of all students”.
Each year, the principal selects a new theme to unify our efforts and guide our focus for the year. Last year’s
theme was “Creating Opportunities”; this year’s theme is “Right Here, Right Now”. These themes, along
with the mission and vision, help keep Gabrielino High a dynamic community of learners.

CHAPTER II

Student Learning Outcomes:
The SLOs are posted in classrooms. The posters were created by students in the VAPA program. Teachers at
Gabrielino work diligently to develop lessons and practice that will help all students make progress towards
eventual mastery of the SLOs.
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•

Every student will demonstrate growth overtime in all content standards and supplemental performance assessments.

•

Every student will have a career/academic plan, be employable, and prepared for employment
expectations.

•

Every student will be technologically literate and able to function in a technological society.

•

Every student will be able to communicate effectively and work collaboratively.

•

Every student will be able to show evidence of critical thinking, creative problem solving, and data
analysis.

•

Every student will show evidence of personal accountability, responsibility, and involvement within
a culturally diverse community.

Community
The founding of San Gabriel predates the formation of the United States of America, and San Gabriel is
considered the birthplace of the entire Los Angeles area. Long a home for the native people now known as
the Gabrielino Band of Mission Indians, the foundations of the modern community began with the founding
of the Mission San Gabriel in 1771. Anglo settlers joined the community in large numbers after California
joined the United States, and the community incorporated as the City of San Gabriel in 1913.
Today, the City of San Gabriel is a small but vibrant city. The city covers 4.13 square miles, and has a high
population density. The city has a population of approximately 40,000 people. In the early 2000s, San Gabriel’s largest racial or ethnic group was Latino. Over the past 10 years, the demographics of San Gabriel
have changed dramatically; there has been a substantial increase in the Asian population and today, San Gabriel’s largest racial or ethnic group is Asian. Approximately 61% of the city’s population is of Asian heritage.
54.8% of the community was born in another country. 78.1% of San Gabriel residents have a high school
diploma, and 30% have at least a Bachelor’s degree. San Gabriel has a relatively high poverty rate, with
nearly 14% of the residents of San Gabriel living in poverty. San Gabriel is also considered a low to middle
income community. The median income, in 2016, was about $54,000, or $10,000 less than the California
average. Housing costs, however, are far above the state average.
Gabrielino benefits extensively from the local Educational Foundation, the San Gabriel Educational Foundation (SEF). SEF is incredibly valuable to Gabrielino, allowing students to take get-ahead and enrichment
classes in the summer, sponsoring scholarships, and by providing the much-needed funding to keep the
Library/Media Center open after school. Gabrielino also has a strong PTSA, which provides much needed
support and guidance to the school. Booster clubs also provide support for Gabrielino’s students—there
are several booster groups for programs like athletics, band, and speech.
The School Site Council is active, offering guidance and giving the school direction and oversight. Each
year, elections are held to fill openings for parents, staff, and student representatives. Student representatives are volunteers who are elected by their peers to serve on the council. Elections for students are held
electronically, during 2nd period classes, at the start of each school year. Faculty and classified staff are also
selected by election whenever elections are needed. Parents are selected by election whenever there are
more interested parents than available seats. Meetings are open to all, however, only elected representatives have voting rights.
In addition, the school has an ELAC committee, Hispanic Parent Group, Athletic Boosters, and an active and
engaged PTSA. As is common with many schools, there is a core group of active and involved parents. Gabrielino is currently exploring new ways to encourage and engage parents who have not been as involved,
though it remains a challenge for the school.
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District Data
The district accepted its first students in 1868, and has grown substantially since opening a one-room school
house on the site of today’s Washington Elementary. Currently, the San Gabriel Unified School District has
over 6,000 students attending 8 different campuses. There are five elementary schools within the district;
Coolidge, McKinley, Roosevelt, Washington, and Wilson. The district operates one junior high school, Jefferson, and the overwhelming majority of students at Gabrielino attend these schools prior to joining our
campus. In addition, the district operates a highly regarded continuation school, Del Mar High. Students
may elect to attend Options for Youth, which is the local charter school operator.
The student body of the district is made up of approximately 50% Asian, 37% Latino, 4% White, 3% Filipino,
and 1% African American students, with 5% of the students classified as “other”. 289 teachers serve the
students of San Gabriel Unified, and 242 classified staff support student learning. The district has 30 members of management staff to guide and direct the district.

CHAPTER II

The district has gathered representatives from all stakeholder groups to develop and revise the district
LCAP’s plan. Because there is only one comprehensive high school in the district, the school’s LCAP goals
and the district LCAP goals are closely aligned. The GHS Budget Allocation Table, included in the appendix, shows the direct correlation between the district’s LCAP goals and the site’s LCAP goals, as well as the
amount and source of funding for each of the goals.

Student Demographics
Gabrielino students are active and involved; in the 2017-2018 school year, there are currently 46 different
student-led chartered clubs in addition to a variety of extracurricular activities such as ASB, athletics, drama,
and music programs. Gabrielino offers 18 Varsity athletic programs, and a wide range of drama offerings
including a Professional Actors Workshop, Choir, and Orchestra, Concert Band, and Marching band. The
school’s Speech and Debate program offers a variety of courses for students at all levels, and the Screaming
Eagles Speech and Debate team is ranked as one of the finest in the nation.
Additionally, many students are current or former English Language Learners, as well. Our students have
a wide variety of primary languages; in the 2017-2018 school year, GHS students had 78 different primary
languages. Aside from English, which is the primary language of 739 students, dialects within the Chinese
language family are by far the most common primary languages, with 490 speaking Cantonese, Mandarin,
or ChaoZhou. 231 students speak Spanish as a primary language, and 105 identified Vietnamese as their
primary language. The number of students who speak Vietnamese as a primary language has declined
in recent years, so Gabrielino currently offers formal translation services for Cantonese, Mandarin, and
Spanish. However, for many on-site events, we provide Vietnamese translation as a service to our many
Vietnamese-speaking families. For parent information nights, college information nights, and financial aid
workshops, we offer sessions in English, Mandarin, Cantonese, Spanish and Vietnamese. At Back to School
Night and Open House, student organizations such as the Associated Student Body (ASB), Future Business
Leaders of America (FBLA), and Interact service club, provide student guides and translators to help facilitate the participation of parents who do not speak English or are uncomfortable speaking English. In addition, for large events, Gabrielino runs a “UN” style translation service, with headsets allowing non-English
speaking parents to hear a real-time translation of the presentations.
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Enrollment Data

The number of students enrolled at Gabrielino has remained relatively constant. There is, however, a variance in the size of the classes at Gabrielino. The current senior class is larger than the other three classes,
and was an unusually large class when they arrived as freshman. The district has been concerned about
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declining enrollment for some time, although the high school has been less affected by this trend than other
sites in the district.

CHAPTER II

Number of students in each grade level
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Gabrielino Student Gender Breakdown
There are slightly more male students than female students enrolled in the 2017-2018 school year.

Gabrielino Student Race & Ethnicity Breakdown
Gabrielino is a very diverse school; we are a majority-minority school. Students of Asian heritage make up
the majority of students on campus, and students of Hispanic or Latino heritage are the second largest
group on campus.
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Free & Reduced Lunch Qualifications
The majority of students at Gabrielino face financial challenges. More than half of our students receive free
or reduced lunch; this has been a typical level for much of the past decade. Despite the high number of
students receiving Free & Reduced lunch, the district has opted not to accept Title 1 funding for Gabrielino
High.

School Year

Percent of Students Receiving Free or Reduced Lunch

2017-2018

54.92%

2016-2017

53.94%

2015-2016

53.8%

Primary Languages

CHAPTER II

Gabrielino students speak 79 primary languages in the 2017-2018 school year.

ELD & ELD Team (LCFF Priority 4)
In recent years, the number of students designated as English Language Learners (ELL) has fluctuated
slightly, and the ELL numbers increase as the school year progresses. In 2017-2018, 19% of our students
were classified as ELL as of September 1. However, the number of students who do not speak English as
a primary language is far larger. 40.5% of our students are considered to be Fluent English Proficient (FEP),
and 40% are classified as English only. This high percentage of ELL and FEP students does pose a challenge
to effective instruction for all students. To help ensure all students succeed, the district has offered SIOP
training to nearly all staff members. The school site has also worked to improve the use of instructional and
language objectives when teaching lessons.
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In the 2013-2014 school year Gabrielino initiated the ELD Team. The ELD Team was created in response to
a school-wide concern that English Learner needs were not being met, and that the ELD program lacked
organizational clarity. The ELD Team consists of designated ELD teachers, selected English teachers, a biology teacher, a Social Science teacher, the district’s ELD TOSA, a high school counselor, and the assistant
principal of curriculum and instruction.
The ELD Team recursively examines individual student data in order to refine placement decisions and
progression through the ELD program. The ELD Team is in some cases the primary architect of placement
decisions, such as with incoming 8th grade EL/L-TEL students. In other situations the ELD Team creates policy to be implemented school-wide, such as placing L-TEL students in regular classes with clustered cohort
with like-peers. The ELD Team has made significant programmatic changes, which include: A) adding a
new L-TEL support class, B) altering the ELD 3 block from two hours of designated support to one hour of
ELD Designated and one hour of English 9 Integrated (college prep), and C) adding Spanish for Spanish
Speakers 2 and 3 courses, for Spanish-speaking L-TELs. In the 2017-2018 school year, GHS will offer Spanish for Spanish Speakers Level 3 (for L-TELs), and a new ELD 4 class for students who are moving out of the
newcomer ELD program but are not yet reclassified. In collaboration with district staff, the ELD Team participated in the investigation and adoption of the SIOP model; a program that is now being implemented
district-wide. The ELD Team will be the site leads for further implementation of the SIOP model.
For the past two years, the ELD Team has analyzed the stories behind the EL students who did not graduate.
In most cases, these EL students were newcomers were unable to accrue the Social Science credits required
for graduation; it is rare for a student to enroll at Gabrielino with an international transcript showing credits
in US History or US Government. Previously, Gabrielino ELD students were unable to access Social Science
credit until they were in ELD 2, but now, through changes proposed by the ELD Team and agreed to by the
Social Science department, ELD 1 students are enrolled in a non-college-prep US Econ and Government
course.
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Number and Percent of Students’ CELDT Performance Level (LCFF Priority 4)
(2016-2017 School Year)

Performance Level
Advanced
Early Advanced
Intermediate
Early Intermediate
Beginning
Number Tested

9th

10th

11th

12th

Total

17

16

15

1

49

(20%)

(18%)

(20%)

(2%)

(16%)

34

32

26

29

121

(40%)

(37%)

(35%)

(45%)

(39%)

21

21

18

16

73

(24%)

(24%)

(24%)

(25%)

(23%)

7

12

12

13

44

(8%)

(14%)

(16%)

(20%)

(14%)

9

6

4

5

24

(11%)

(7%)

(5%)

(8%)

(8%)

85

87

75

64

311

In the 2016-2017 school year, 33 students (8.7%) were reclassified as FEP. In 2015-2016, no students were
reported as reclassified as FEP, and in 2014-2015, 39 students (13.0% were reclassified as FEP.

GHS Staff Description (LCFF Priority 1)
The Gabrielino staff is a dedicated and innovative group. In 2017-2018, there were 72 teachers on staff at
Gabrielino. 67 teachers are considered full-time employees, and 5 are part-time (teaching between 40%
and 80% of a full-time course-load.) The school employs 4 special education teachers, 2 life skills teachers
(formerly SELPA), and 39 support staff and classified members. 7 custodians keep Gabrielino clean and
well-maintained.
Gabrielino High School also has 4 administrators and 6 counselors, as well as a full time teaching librarian
(in 2017-2018, the teaching librarian position is being shared by two employees.)  There are 15 teachers
currently teaching an overload assignment. Staff are rarely absent for reasons other than school business;
the absentee rate is very low.
The teaching staff is fairly evenly divided between males and females; 33 of our teachers are male and 39
are female. The administration is evenly split between women and men. The staff at Gabrielino is reasonably
diverse; approximately 1/3 of the staff is White, approximately 30% are Latino or Hispanic, and approximately 15% are of Asian heritage.
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Teaching Qualifications (LCFF Priority 1)

CHAPTER II

The staff at Gabrielino is a combination of newly trained and veteran teachers; the average teacher on campus has 12 years of experience, of which 9 have been at Gabrielino. The staff is highly qualified in terms
of instruction and curriculum. Staff members serve as strong role models for students and are extensively
involved in the cultural life of the campus through participation in many co-curricular and extra-curricular
programs and activities. Many staff members serve as club advisors, as tutors during lunch and after school,
and attend the various school activities. The school district supports staff development for all employees.
Although the lingering effect budget cuts have curtailed opportunities, teachers actively seek opportunities
for additional education. The district has also enabled the staff to complete the initial training in SIOP; nearly every staff member has now completed the first level of SIOP training. AP and honors teachers are able to
attend an AP Summer Institute--which takes place every summer at Gabrielino—at no cost to the teachers.
The overwhelming majority of AP teachers have completed at least one summer institute. Although the
policy to get board approval for conferences or trainings is fairly cumbersome, teachers still try and take
advantage of the opportunity whenever possible.

In 2017-2018, all of Gabrielino’s teachers meet the “Highly Qualified” requirements of the No Child Left
Behind law. No teachers at Gabrielino teach outside their area of credentialing. 1/3 of the teachers at Gabrielino have a Master’s Degree or higher degree. Gabrielino High School’s hiring philosophy over the past 25
years has been to seek individuals who are highly qualified with subject matter competence, and who will
also be committed to all aspects of the high school. Staff is also selected with an eye to recruiting individuals who deeply care about students and want to make a difference. Potential new staff members are considered not only for the technical skills and credentials they possess, but also for their potential effectiveness in
providing high quality services to the multi-ethnic and multi-cultural population of the school.

Data Team
The Data Team was created in 2014-2015 and consists of representation from the four core content areas,
one counselor, and three administrators, including the principal. The Data Team was created to analyze data
for the purposes of closing the achievement gap between Gabrielino’s Hispanic and Asian population. The
Data Team’s Purpose Statement is: “The Gabrielino Data Team is a collaborative action group designed to
improve student achievement,” and the actions of the Data Team have been refined to increase the rate at
which Gabrielino’s Hispanic students graduate UC/CSU eligible.
The Data Team consistently examines student data; for example Hispanic student UC/CSU eligibility and
student grades in core content areas. The examination of grade data has included diving into teacher
gradebooks to draw conclusions about what weighted categories influence student success or failure. The
discussion in the Data Team meeting is loosely structured to allow for participants to guide the conversation.
For example, a major reason why students had not completed the UC/CSU a-g requirements was a lack of
laboratory Science courses. These discussions have led to significant changes, including the elimination of
non-college prep courses Integrated Science 1 and 2 in the 2015-2016 school year, and instead the requirement that all ninth graders take college prep biology and all tenth graders take college prep chemistry.
While the Data Team has evolved over time in its structure and its exact focus, one persistent metric for
examination has been grade data. The Data Team has looked at grade data through a macro lens of the
overall number of D’s and F’s for the whole school, to the micro details of teacher gradebooks to determine
which categories are predictors of overall course failure. In addition, the Data Team has looked at Hispanic
students and followed their trajectory through a particular discipline, noting low-grade patterns not ameliorated by summer school programs. In this examination, the Data Team also noted that F’s given in first
semester of the ninth grade year were harbingers of poor academic success to come.
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In addition to grade data, the team has examined after-school tutoring attendance numbers, summer school
completion and enrollment data, post-secondary Clearinghouse data for our graduates, and potential alternate bell schedules. The Data Team also participated in walkabouts to observe instructional practices during
the first few years. In the 2017-2018 school year a new team, the Instructional Rounds Team, was created
to develop an instructional rounds program for the campus.
This year the Data Team has a temporarily shifted its focus, and is acting as the WASC Action Plan Team. In
this capacity, the team now includes teacher representation from the CTE, VAPA, Special Education, Physical Education, and World Languages departments. These teachers have joined the representatives from
English, Social Science, Science, Math, Counseling, and the administration. The WASC Action Plan Team
wrote the Action Plan with input from teachers and students. The plan was actually written and finalized by
September of 2017, so the team used the additional time to dig deeper into both the data included in the
plan, and to clarify the action steps.

Collaboration Time
Prior to 2012, most department and subject team meetings took place during teachers’ lunch or after school.
Per the recommendation of the Visiting Committee, in the 2013-2014 school year, an experimental Collaboration Time model was established. Several times a month, the school would have a “late start day”, and
the staff would have 90 minutes of staff development time. Some days are dedicated only to department
concerns; once a month, there is a 45 minute staff meeting, and the remaining time is dedicated to various
teams and to the WASC Self-Study process. Each year, a supermajority of staff must vote to reauthorize this
Collaboration Time schedule. And each year since its implementation, the staff has enthusiastically re-authorized the Collaboration Schedule. Teachers continue to meet outside the official collaboration time, and
also offer tutoring and support to students outside of the contract day.

Gabrielino Programs & Features (LCFF Priority 2 & 7)
Gabrielino students typically have a 6 period day. All students are encouraged to select courses that will
help them fulfill the UC/CSU a-g requirements. The overwhelming majority of courses offered at Gabrielino
offer students the opportunity to fulfill their UC/CSU a-g requirements. Very few courses remain at Gabrielino which do not fulfill a UC/CSU a-g requirement. The Assistant Principal who oversees the Counseling
department maintains the school’s a-g course list, and has helped guide new or revised courses to a-g approval. Several courses that are not a-g compliant have been replaced; for example, the Integrated Science
courses were replaced and now all Gabrielino students take College Prep Biology as 9th graders and College
Prep Chemistry as 10th graders—after it was discovered that a lack of laboratory science classes were a main
reason students failed to complete their UC/CSU a-g requirements.
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Gabrielino High School requires 210 credits to graduate:

•

Content Area

Years

Units Required

Including courses in:

Required

English

40

4

Math

20

2

Algebra 1

Social Science/History

30

3

World History
US History

CHAPTER II

Government/Economics
Science

20

2

VAPA

10

1

Physical Education

20

2

Electives

70

Physical and Life Science

Beginning in their Freshman year, students begin selecting their course of study for their time at Gabrielino
and beyond. This process now begins in the Freshman College Prep Transition course. Using Naviance, after
a career exploration project, students mark out a four-year plan. This plan is reviewed with the counselors.
The counselors meet with students each year to plan their schedules for the following year, and offer advice
and guidance to help students make progress towards their self-set college and/or career goals. Counselors
also meet with all students who earn a D or an F on a progress report, to help guide students to appropriate support and to help them get back on track for their graduation and to complete the UC/CSU a-g
requirements. The College and Career Center also provides extensive support to students when it comes to
planning their post-Gabrielino education.

College Prep Transition/Health (LCFF Priority 7)
Beginning in the 2015-2016 school year, a semester-long health course was brought back to campus after
being lost to budget cuts. All ninth graders are expected to take health, which is a fully comprehensive
health education program. This course was paired with a College Prep Transition course, dedicated to helping students develop the skills and knowledge needed to succeed in high school and beyond. The College
Prep Transition course provides support for students arriving at Gabrielino, college and career planning, and
teaches students how to work effectively with technology and with each other. In addition, students complete a unit on information literacy, so that they may better understand how trustworthy or reliable a source
may be. In addition, students learn about responsible social media use and how to develop an effective
online presence, particularly when it comes to networking.
To better serve the students, an unorthodox schedule was created for this course pairing. Students switch
between the College Prep Transition course and the health course each quarter, rather than each semester.
This way, students do not have to wait until the end of the semester in order to begin their formal planning
for their career at Gabrielino any beyond.
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Zero Period (LCFF Priority 7)
After a several year absence due to budget cuts, Gabrielino students may once again elect to take a 7 period day. For the past two years, freshmen and sophomores have been able to take a 7th class; starting in
the 2017-2018 school year, any student may elect to take a 7th class. Having the option to take a 7th period
class has been frequently requested by students This will be a great benefit to students who participate in
programs like speech, music, ASB, athletics, and art, and has been a frequent request of students. It also
provides students an opportunity to get back on track for graduation or to complete their UC/CSU a-g requirements prior to graduation. Courses offered during zero period are selected based on student interest
and faculty availability. An effort to offer a variety of subjects is made; this year, courses such as English 1,
Algebra 2, Intro to Art, Coed PE, and English Credit Recovery are offered during zero period. These course
offerings will change next year, depending on student demand.

Visual and Performing Arts (LCFF Priority 7)
The Visual and Performing Arts program at Gabrielino is well-rounded and highly successful. In the 20162017 school year, it was recognized as a Gold Ribbon Exemplary Program in the Arts. Besides offering their
students an amazing and varied program, the VAPA department has taken the lead in training other subjects on how to develop creativity in their students. They have also created a “Creativity Trophy”, which is
awarded to staff members based on nominations from students and staff for creating exceptional lessons
which incorporate creativity.
In addition, Gabrielino has a nationally recognized Speech and Debate program, which has been ranked #1
in the nation. In 2017, Gabrielino’s Screaming Eagle Speech and Debate Team earned the Bruno E. Jacob
Award (aka “The Big One”) at the National Speech and Debate tournament, a testament to the strength and
breadth of the program. This award is given to one school in the nation each year by the National Speech
and Debate League (formerly the National Forensics League.) This is considered to be the most prestigious
Speech and Debate recognition or award given in the nation.

Advanced Placement (LCFF Priority 4 & 7)
Gabrielino High School offers 18 Advanced Placement classes in the subject areas of English, Math, Science,
Social Science, World Languages, Art, and Computer Science. Each year, the courses are reauthorized
through the College Board by the Principal. All students in these classes are expected to take the relevant
AP exam at the end of the year, and it is very rare for a student to not take the relevant AP exam. Financial
assistance is available for those students eligible for the Free or Reduced Lunch program. In the 2016-2017
school year, Gabrielino students took 1,525 exams in 19 different subjects. Currently, Gabrielino is offering
AP Courses in the following subject areas:
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Honors and Advanced Placement Courses at Gabrielino High ((LCFF Priority 7)
Honors

Advanced Placement

English 1 Honors

AP English Language

English 2 Honors

AP English Literature

Honors Algebra 2

AP Calculus AB

Honors Geometry

AP Calculus BC

Honors Pre-Calculus

AP Statistics

Honors Biology

AP Biology
AP Chemistry
AP Environmental Science
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AP Physics I
AP Physics C & E
AP European History
AP Government
AP United States History
AP World History
AP Chinese Language
AP Spanish Language
AP Computer Science
AP Studio Art
The number of Advanced Placement exams taken by Gabrielino students has increased consistently over
the past several years. This trend indicates that an increasing number of students are encouraged to challenge themselves in Advanced Placement classes and are still passing at a significant rate. Generally speaking, students are able to enroll in AP courses when they meet the minimum requirements. The requirements
are kept minimal, in order to encourage more students to take on the academic challenges that come with
enrolling in an AP course. Gabrielino experimented with true open enrollment in several AP courses, but it
was felt that too many students were setting themselves up for failure even with support. For example, in
order to enroll in a Social Science AP Course, students must be in the appropriate year in school, and have
earned an overall GPA of at least a 2.0. If a student has less than a 2.0 they can be admitted if there is space
available in the course. Science allocates seats in their AP program via a lottery, and in Math, students are
recommended by their previous year teacher and their performance on the benchmarks in the previous
year’s math course. English still requires an entrance essay, but the overwhelming majority of students who
complete the writing exercise are admitted. As these policies were revised in the 2016-2017 school year,
data on their effectiveness has yet to be gathered.
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Due to scheduling and budgetary issues, Gabrielino has not been able to increase the number of sections
offered in some AP classes despite student demand; however, students are encouraged to consider taking
AP courses that replace courses required for graduation whenever possible, as this has a minimal impact
on the budget and schedule. This issue is most noticeable in Science; students are currently limited to one
AP course in Science per year, as a result of laboratory space limitations—even though nearly all Science
teachers are on an overload schedule. Currently, Gabrielino has seven well-equipped Science laboratory
classrooms connected by a common preparation area which also houses the Science storage rooms. Construction is underway on a new building that will house an additional three fully-equipped science labs. This
building is scheduled to be completed in the winter of the 2017-2018 school year, so it is hoped that the
limitations on taking multiple AP Science courses at the same time will be revisited in the next school year.
Since the last WASC visit, AP Physics has been redesigned to reflect the changes required by the College
Board and AP French has been retired. However, the Chinese language program at Gabrielino has dramatically expanded, and AP Chinese has been offered for the past several years. In addition, honors English 3
has been retired and replaced with AP English Language—and has quickly expanded to three sections. AP
Art 2-D was added in the 2016-2017 school year, and AP Art 3-D and AP Studio Art have been added for the
2017-2018 school year. AP Spanish Literature is expected to be added as a course in the 2018-2019 school
year, after being trialed as an independent study course in the past.
Courtesy of an AP Summer Institute offered at Gabrielino during the summer (AP*SI San Gabriel), all AP
teachers have been able to attend and benefit from training and professional development. Several teachers have attended the summer institute more than once. This training has also helped AP and Honors
teachers more effectively and confidently recruit historically underrepresented students and students who
don’t necessarily meet the traditional profile of an “AP Student” into AP and Honors classes. There is still
much room for improvement; even though the total number of historically underrepresented students has
increased, the percentage of historically underrepresented students taking an AP course remains virtually
unchanged.
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Total enrollment in AP classes continues to increase. This has occurred despite budgetary and facility limitations that prevent Gabrielino High from adding additional sections of AP courses such as AP Biology—
courses that do not directly replace those required for graduation. Additionally, until the 2017-2018 school
year, students could not elect to take seven classes. This has severely impacted several AP programs—most
notably AP European History, which was reduced to one class section based on the lower number of students able to fit the course into their schedule. However, the ability to offer additional sections in courses
like AP World, AP US History, and AP Language has helped increase the total number of students enrolled
in AP courses.
Despite the increasing number of students taking AP and honors classes at Gabrielino, the percent of students earning scores of 3 or greater continues to be above the national average. However, more students
who are not quite ready for college level work are also enrolling, and AP teachers report they have to do
much more remediation and skill building to try and help all their students succeed.

Number of students taking AP Courses (LCFF Priority 4 & 7)
2015

2016

2017

1,173

1,291

1,525

Number of GHS students taking AP Courses

562

605

705

GHS students who earned score(s) of 3+

357

406

454

Percent of GHS tests earning a 3+

63.5%

67.1%

64.4%

National percent of AP students with scores of 3+

60.7%

62.5%

62.3%
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Number of tests taken by GHS students

AP Exam Free and Reduced Lunch Recipient Participation (LCFF Priority 4 & 7)
Nearly half of the AP Exams ordered by Gabrielino are for students who are eligible for free or reduced
lunch.

Total Exams
Year
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017

Ordered

Free &
Reduced Exams
Ordered

1,177

628

1,327

673

1,535

755

CTE Pathways (LCFF Priority 4 & 7)
Based on suggestions and recommendations following an audit of our CTE program, stakeholders and staff
developed a new plan for the CTE program moving forward. By increasing CTE course opportunities and
pathways, it is hoped that Gabrielino students will be better prepared for life after high school.
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Visual and Performing Arts
Drama 1

Formerly: Beg. Drama

Drama 2

Formerly: Adv Drama

Professional Actors’
Workshop 1

Formerly: Professional
Actors’ Workshop

Professional Actors’
Workshop 2

Formerly: Professional
Actors’ Workshop

Stagecraft Technology
1

Formerly: Beginning
Stagecraft

Stagecraft Technology
2

Formerly: Advanced
Stagecraft

Graphic Design Basics –
UC Approved

Formerly: Intro to
Graphic Design

Graphic Design Advanced

New: SY18-19

1 Year
(2 Semesters/10Un)

Prereq: None

1 Year

Prereq: Drama 1 OR

(2 Semesters/10 Units)

Professional Actor’s WS 1

1 Year
(2 Semesters/10 Units)
1 Year
(2 Semesters/10 Units)
1 Year
(2 Semesters/10 Units)
1 Year
(2 Semesters/10 Units)
1 Year
(2 Semesters/10 Units)
1 Year
(2 Semesters/10 Units)

Prereq: None
Prereq: Prof. Actors’ WS 1
OR Drama 1
Prereq: None
Prereq: Stagecraft Tech 1
Prereq: Intro to Art
Prereq: Graphic Design
Basics

Woodworking, Carpentry, Cabinet Making
Woodcraft 1

Formerly: Beginning
Woodshop

Woodcraft 2

Formerly: Advanced
Woodshop

1 Year
(2 Semesters/10 Units)
1 Year
(2 Semesters/10 Units)

Prereq: None
Prereq: Woodshop 1

Business Management
Business Communications 1

Formerly: Same

Business Communications 2

New SY18-19

1 Year
(2 Semesters/10 Units)
1 Year
(2 Semesters/10 Units)

Prereq: None
Prereq: Buss Comm 1

Marketing, Sales, and Service
Marketing Fundamentals 1

Marketing Fundamentals 2

Formerly: Same

New SY18-19

1 Year
(2 Semesters/10 Units)

Prereq: None

1 Year Prereq: Marketing Fund.
1
(2 Semesters/10 Units)
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Rio Hondo – Concurrent Enrollment (7th Period)
Kinesiology: Athletic Trainer’s/CSU Transferable
Certification
Kin197: Prevention and Treatment of Athletic Injuries

to

Bachelor

of

Kinesiology

and

Athletic Trainer

1 Semester: Fall 2017

Prereq: None

1 Semester: Spring 2018

Prereq: None

Eng101: Introduction to Technical Design and Drafting

1 Semester: Fall 2017

Prereq: None

Eng150: AutoCAD for Basic
CADD Applications

1 Semester: Spring 2018

Prereq: Eng. 101

1 Semester: Fall 2017

Prereq: None

1 Semester: TBD Spring 2018

Prereq: None

Kin193: Standard First Aid and
CPR
Engineering: Certificate Program

Counseling
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101: College and Life Success
151: Career Exploration and Life
Planning

Special Education (LCFF Priority 4 & 7)
Gabrielino High School’s special education population is approximately 8% of the overall student population. These students are supported by four full-time mild/moderate credentialed special education teachers
and one part-time mild/moderate credentialed special education teacher. There are two moderate/severe
credentialed teachers and one full-time school psychologist. Gabrielino also has a social worker on campus
three days a week (the position is split between the high school and the middle school). The social worker
is primarily focused on providing ERICS services to students with IEP’s who qualify as emotionally disturbed.
Students receive additional services from an itinerant speech therapist and adaptive physical education
teacher.
Gabrielino has seven classroom instructional aides—all are funded through special education monies. These
teachers go where students with IEP’s go, which may mean into a general education and/or a special education environment. Most aides move to a different classroom every period. The exception to this is the
classroom aide for the Community Based Instruction class for severely handicapped students, some of
whom are medically fragile. This classroom environment is unique: there are almost as many adults as there
are children, with one general LVN, a one-on-one LVN, and four additional one-on-one aides, most of whom
are employees from surrounding districts, following their students to the best fit program within the SELPA.
Many students with specific learning disabilities are mainstreamed into general education classes, and there
are currently three classes on campus using the collaboration model; in one section of biology, one section
of chemistry, and one section of 11/12 grade algebra there is both a content expert teacher and a special
education teacher (who also has a credential in the subject area being taught). It is expected that this model
will expand next year.
Some students with more severe disabilities who are on certificate-track are mainstreamed into general education classes, primarily into elective classes, such as Intro to Art. These students are not receiving credit
toward graduation and the standards being met through this exposure are Life Skills.
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The curriculum for the specific academic instruction (SAI) setting in core content areas is aligned with the
California State Standards and the teachers are using modified pacing guides from the general setting. Students in Community-Based Instruction classes are not on diploma track, the curriculum for these classes is
AbleNet, which is supported by our SELPA through regular professional development opportunities.
Recent data shows that Gabrielino’s students with disabilities are not doing nearly as well as we would hope.
They are not only underperforming in comparison with Gabrielino’s general education students, but also in
comparison with students with disabilities in surrounding districts and when compared to the state of California. This is one of the reasons Gabrielino is looking to increase the inclusion of special education students
in the general education setting and also expanding the collaboration model.

Credit Recovery Opportunities (LCFF Priority 4 & 7)
Students at Gabrielino have a variety of ways to recover credits towards graduation and UC/CSU a-g requirement completion. These currently include APEX credit recovery, zero period, summer school fee-free
program, and temporary or permanently moving to Del Mar High. Most Gabrielino students who require
credit recovery take advantage of either the APEX program, or the summer school fee-free courses.
Some students elect to check out of Gabrielino to attend the independent study program offered at a
charter school in San Gabriel, Options for Youth. This activity has recently accelerated and is contributing
to the slight decrease in the school’s enrollment this year. This is a trend that is being watched carefully by
Gabrielino staff.
In the 2017 GHS Summer program, 232 students attempted to recover credit in 337 courses. Students successfully earned credits in 269 courses, for an 80% success rate. 48 students dropped their summer school
courses, most due to attendance issues.

SEF Summer School & Extended Library Hours (LCFF Priority 7)
Our local educational foundation (the San Gabriel Educational Foundation or “SEF”), has been instrumental
to the success of Gabrielino students. SEF runs enrichment and get-ahead classes during summer. The
SEF Summer School program allows students to take courses they would otherwise not be able to fit in
their schedule. Courses in Math, Spanish, and Social Science are among the most popular. By taking these
courses in the summer, students can advance in their subject mastery or open up a spot in their schedule
during the school year for another course or activity. SEF works closely with the administration to offer the
most relevant and in demand courses to our students.
In addition, courtesy of a grant from SEF, Gabrielino has been able to extend the hours of the Media Center. Every day after school, the Media Center stays open until 5pm, giving students a chance to study, use
technological and information resources, and work collaboratively. Without this grant, the Media Center
would close at 3pm.
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Grades of D and F (LCFF Priority 4)
For many years, teachers have been working to reduce the D and F rate at the school. It is of critical importance to the faculty that any attempt to reduce the number of D and F grades earned by students does not
result in watering down the curriculum or easing the rigor of the courses. To help reduce and minimize the
number of students who earn these low grades, various support strategies have been enacted by faculty
members at the classroom level and school wide level. Subject teams and departments revisit the issue on
a regular basis, and frequently brainstorm new ideas on how to improve student motivation (as the reason
teachers most commonly report a D or F grade is due to “missing assignments” or “low test scores”).
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In addition, efforts at Gabrielino have been focused on improving student performance to meet expectations. For example, teachers have worked to create essential academic and subject-specific vocabulary
building activities to ensure that students understand what is being asked and how to appropriately respond. The staff has also engaged in professional reads of Explicit Direct Instruction and in order to help
improve the overall quality of instruction and student mastery.
The D & F issue has historically been dealt with at the subject and department level; as a result of the WASC
Self-Study process, the school has worked in the past years to create a school wide tutoring and intervention
program to reduce Ds and Fs. The Academic Advisory program is a pull out system for students who have
multiple Ds and/or Fs. They get individualized attention and monitoring from a teacher once per week. The
program is new and the school is still working on making it a period that will produce growth for the students
participating in it. In addition the Data Team has analyzed and advised on various strategies that may aid in
reducing the number of D and F grades at Gabrielino.
The school has focused on trying to close the achievement gap—as a whole, and in a variety of stakeholder
groups. Closing the achievement gap still remains a serious struggle, and a key focus of the staff. The counselors at Gabrielino High are adept at identifying students who are struggling in multiple classes and getting
them appropriate assistance and intervention. Our counselors constantly monitor their students’ grades,
and the smaller-than-the-state-average caseload allows them to develop more personal relationships with
their students than at many high schools. At the end of each grading period, counselors meet with each of
their students who have earned a D or F on their report card, and determine what sort of additional support
may be appropriate. Students who are failing will now meet with their counselors every five weeks.

Year

Total Grades

Total # D/F
Grades

% D/F
Grades

D/F Grades
Hispanic Students

% D/F
Hispanic
Grades

2016-2017
Spring

10,215

1,336

13%

766

57%

2016-2017 Fall

10,132

1,210

12%

701

58%

2015-2016
Spring

10,054

1,305

13%

792

61%

2015-2016 Fall

9,997

1,024

10%

655

64%

2014-2015
Spring

10,117

1,330

13%

790

59%

2014-2015 Fall

10,123

1,145

11%

682

60%
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Graduation & Post-Gabrielino (LCFF Priority 5)
The percent of Gabrielino students who graduate has increased since the early days of the school. However, due to a glitch or error in the data in possession of the state, our graduation data is reported incorrectly.
For the class of 2015, a 0% graduation rate was recorded at the state level. Despite efforts to correct it by
the district, this error persists in the data base, and in the school’s dashboard and report card.
Students who have not graduated with their class over the past three years are primarily English Language
Learners who arrived from overseas with insufficient credits to graduate with the class they joined. For example, in 2016-2017, 15 of the 23 students who did not graduate with their class were ELD students—the
vast majority of whom had arrived in the last two years. Some of these students had already completed
the equivalent of high school in their native country; these students often enroll at Gabrielino High to take
advantage of our English language instruction. However, it was found that some simply did not have access
to enough courses that could earn credit for graduation. ELD courses were reworked and rolled out to help
these students graduate from high school.
The remaining students who did not graduate from Gabrielino High usually elected to transfer to our continuation school, Del Mar High, during the 2nd semester of the year. A few have transferred to Options for
Youth, the local charter. However, the dropout rate at Gabrielino High is low; since 2000, the average dropout rate is one student per year.
The overwhelming majority of students at Gabrielino continue their education after graduation. In recent
years, the number of students going straight into a four-year school has increased slightly, and the number
attending a 2 year school has decreased slightly.

Class of

Total Students

% Attending
College

4-year In State 2-Year In State 4-Year Out
School
School
of State

2017

455

97%

51%

39%

4%

2016

404

96%

50%

40%

6%

2015

407

98%

45%

50%

3%

2014

470

98%

51%

44%

3%

UC/CSU a-g Completion Data: (LCFF Priority 4)
There is a clear gap achievement gap at Gabrielino (see table below). Asian students are much more likely
to complete the UC/CSU a-g requirements than our Hispanic or Latino students. The Data Team has looked
into the details regarding particular students, and how and why students fail to become UC/CSU a-g eligible; based on that analysis, the school’s action plan includes targeted steps to try and increase the overall
completion rate. Already, the school has removed the Integrated Science I and II classes and replaced them
with Biology for all 9th graders and Chemistry for all 10th graders. This was done after the Data team discovered that a key reason students did not fulfill the UC/CSU a-g requirements was due to a lack of laboratory
science classwork. In addition, ELD students often struggled to meet the UC/CSU a-g requirements, so the
Integrated courses were reworked to help these students stay on track to be a-g eligible by graduation.
The staff at Gabrielino would like to see more students fulfill the a-g requirements, as we firmly believe more
students are capable of doing so.
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UC/CSU a-g Eligibility (LCFF Priority 4)
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Year

# of
Seniors
(end of
year)

# of
Asian
Seniors

J u n e
2017

452

265

J u n e
2016

415

J u n e
2015
J u n e
2014

# of
Hispanic
Seniors

# of Asian
Students
a-g Eligible

# of Hispanic Students
a-g Eligible

% of Asian
Students
a-g Eligible

% of Hispanic Seniors a-g
Eligible

129

180

42

68%

33%

223

137

165

51

70%

37%

449

281

118

175

35

62%

30%

489

291

149

183

38

62%

25%

Graduation Rate (LCFF Priority 7)
Gabrielino has a high graduation rate, yet the staff would like to see it increase. In the 2014-2015 school
year, 93.77% of Gabrielino seniors successfully earned their diploma (despite the data point of zero graduates reported in state databases.) In 2015-2016, the graduation percentage dropped slightly, to 90.84%-but it rebounded to 92.79% in 2017. The Data Team discovered that a significant portion of our non-grad
students were ELD students. Based on an analysis of the data, it was determined that the reason students
do not graduate from Gabrielino was a result of a lack of courses offered for beginning ELD students that
earned credits towards graduation. By revising and reorienting courses, and increasing the number of ELD
courses that count towards graduation credit, it is hoped the number of seniors successfully earning their
diploma will increase. In addition, more intervention by the counselors, expansion of APEX and credit recovery courses in the summer, and after school tutoring will hopefully increase the graduation rate for all
students.

CASSP Testing Data (LCFF Priority 4)
In general, Gabrielino students have performed relatively well on the CASSP tests. There is a clear drop
between the 2016 and 2017 testing; staff believes this is the result of a correction, as the 2017 data more
closely tracks with the 2015 data. Given the variety of results, it has been a challenge to identify patterns.
However, it is clear that there is much room for growth and improvement for all Gabrielino students on the
CASSP exams—but particularly for our students with disabilities, our ELD students, and our Hispanic students. Shifts in classroom instruction and adding additional support opportunities will hopefully help our
students achieve better results on the CASSP.

English CASSP Results (% met or exceeding standards)
2014-2015
All Students
46

2016-2017

2015-2016
76

82

73

Low Socio-economic Students

70

76

63

ELD Students

19

47

25

8

18

14

59

72

50

Students with Disabilities
Hispanic Students

Math CASSP Results (% met or exceeding standards)
2014-2015

2016-2017

2015-2016

All Students

60

62

63

Low Socio-economic Students

56

58

53

ELD Students

32

41

38

4

4

10

27

36

27

Students with Disabilities
Hispanic Students

SAT Participation Rate: (LCFF Priority 4)
Gabrielino students continue to take the SAT at an increasing rate. Although the SAT participation rate is
creeping upward, Gabrielino staff would like to see the number of students taking the exam increase further.
In 2017, the average score for Gabrielino students was 1179, and 70% successfully met both benchmarks.
Due to the changes in the SAT, it is difficult to directly compare with previous years. However, in 2015, 57%
of students met the composite benchmark and in 2016, 53% meet the composite benchmark.
Currently, students self-select whether or not they will take the PSAT. The PSAT has been given on a late
start day, to minimize lost instructional time for the test-takers. Any interested 9th, 10th, and 11th graders may
sign up for the PSAT. However, some students have expressed confusion as to whether or not they should
sign up for and take the PSAT and some promising students have missed out on the opportunity.
Beginning next year, Gabrielino will try a new approach to offering the PSAT. All juniors will take the PSAT
in the fall, and the exam will be provided free of charge. 10th graders will take the PSAT 10 in the spring.
Students in the 9th grade will take the PSAT 8-9 at our feeder middle school on a Saturday. On the day the
PSAT is administered to 11th graders, the current plan is to offer other opportunities for tailored support
appropriate to their class.

Year

Number of Seniors Taking the SAT

Percent of Senior Class

2015

276/451

61%

2016

264/417

63%

2017

Awaiting data from CB

Awaiting data from CB

Far fewer Gabrielino students elect to take the ACT. However, the performance of the students who do
elect to take the ACT is encouraging when compared to students statewide.
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ACT Tests Taken & Scoring Data
State

Composite

Gabrielino

Composite

State

Science

Gabrielino

Science

State

Reading

Gabrielino

Reading

State

Math

Gabrielino

Math

State

English

Gabrielino

English

# Tested

Year

119

23.9

22.1

25.0

22.7

24.1

22.6

23.5

22.0

24.2

22.5

2016

125

24.7

22.1

25.8

22.7

24.7

22.9

24.0

22.1

24.9

22.6

2017

131

25.5

22.5

26.5

22.7

25.7

23.1

24.7

22.2

25.7

22.8

CHAPTER II

2015

Behavioral Expectations: (LCFF Priority 6)
The school’s discipline philosophy is one that is progressive in nature, and one that is fair, firm, and consistent, while at the same time respecting the dignity and self-worth of every student. Criminal behavior by
students is consistently reported to law enforcement personnel according to regulations established by the
State of California Education Code, Penal Code, and district and school policies. The administrative team
documents all suspensions and pursuant to Sate of California Education Code section 49079, teachers are
notified of “their right to know” about any students on campus that may pose a danger to the classroom
environment. Gabrielino High School has clear expectations for student behavior.
There are strong mechanisms to clearly delineate and communicate the behavior expectations of the school.
Some of these are a school-wide code of behavior, written and defined administrative job and discipline
descriptions, the distribution of the Student Handbook at the start of each school year (and to new students
upon their enrollment in the school), and class-level assemblies at the start of each school year and also
when needed to update or clarify rules and expectations. In addition, the Student Handbook is reviewed in
detail in the College Prep Transition course, to ensure all students clearly understand the rules and proce-
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dures utilized at Gabrielino High. Teachers generate classroom syllabi which include behavioral guidelines,
and the school has a SB 187 Safe School Plan. The school has adopted a school-wide tardy and truancy
plan of action, with clear and progressive penalties fairly and consistently enforced when students are tardy
or truant. Also, regular bulletin announcements are shared with all staff and students regarding changes in
behavior and discipline policy, or when a new area of concern is identified. The school district also sends
home (in multiple languages) a “First Day” packet to keep parents informed regarding updates or changes
in school and or district policy at the start of each school year. Gabrielino also sends home letters to inform
parents of specific school-based policies, procedures, or initiatives, as well as other informative items, as
needed.
The school’s website (www.gabrielino.sgusd.k12.ca.us) has become the school’s “newsletter.” The site
includes relevant information regarding the Single Plan for Student Achievement, school organizations,
announcements, activities, procedures, and discipline issues, including an electronic copy of the Student
Handbook. To increase the electronic exposure of the campus, the administration created a Gabrielino High
page on Facebook, and also has a presence on Instagram and Twitter. It is through these portals that upcoming events, important information, and even surveys are now being publicized in addition to traditional
mailings, phone calls (via EdConnect robo-calls), and the school marquee.
To make certain the campus stays as safe as possible the school has a district-supported dress code policy
that prohibits pupils from wearing gang-related apparel or revealing clothing. The administrative staff of
Gabrielino High School cooperates very closely with local businesses and our neighbors to help maintain
a safe area and to discourage students and other individuals from loitering unnecessarily in the area. This
cooperation includes assistance from school administrators and school campus supervisors, as well as close
cooperation with the San Gabriel Police Department and the police personnel assigned to the district on a
part-time basis.
Administrators supervise various locations on campus, particularly during lunch and after school. Administration, teachers, and campus supervisors also help with supervision during passing periods. This commitment helps us regularly patrol the school’s facilities in order to create a safe and secure school environment.
Gabrielino has a safe campus; most referrals deal with issues of academic honesty or tardy policy violations
and physical confrontations are rare. Suspensions are also rare; the suspension rate for students at Gabrielino is generally low, but it is hoped the rate will be reduced even further in future years. In 2014-2015, there
were 42 students who were suspended for one or more days; in 2015-2016 there were 60 students suspended for one or more days, and in the 2016-2017 school year, there were 30 students suspended for one or
more days. A higher percentage of Hispanic or White students were suspended compared to students of
Asian heritage in all three years. For example, in 2016-2017 school year, 23 of 636 Hispanic students were
suspended for at least one day; 1 of 87 White students were suspended for at least one day, and 6 of 1,032
Asian students were suspended for at least one day. Students with disabilities are suspended at a slightly
higher rate than other groups on campus, as well. In the 2016-2017 school year, no African American or
Filipino students were suspended.
Gabrielino’s expulsion rate is extremely low; in 2016-2017, the expulsion rate was 0%. In 2015-2016, the
expulsion rate was .11%, and in 2014-2015, the expulsion rate was 0%. It is a very rare occurrence for a
student to be expelled.
The truancy rate at Gabrielino is also very low compared to Los Angeles County and the State of California. In 2015-2016, Gabrielino’s truancy rate was 13.84—the statewide truancy rate was 34.05 and the Los
Angeles county rate was 39.25 in 2015-2016. Even though the truancy rate is low, the staff at Gabrielino
believes it can be lowered through targeted interventions by the teaching staff, attendance office staff, and
counselling staff.
Gabrielino, happily, does not have a problem with chronic absenteeism. In general, students regularly attend classes.
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Students tardy to class is the most common disciplinary issue on campus. Tardies at Gabrielino are overwhelmingly the result of students being a few minutes late to class, and occur mostly during 1st period.
Major construction on key roads in the area has exacerbated this issue in the past two years; construction
on the railway corridor is due to finish in the spring, and road and lane closures in the area will substantially
decrease.

CHAPTER II

Gabrielino High has also been working proactively to prevent more serious issues on campus by working
to prevent bullying. Although neither students nor staff report having witnessed frequent bullying, the
school has adopted an anti-bullying initiative to try and eliminate all forms of bullying from our community. Starting in 2009-2010 school year, students were educated about bullying and cyber-bullying in mass
assemblies. Continuing this focus in the 2010-2011 school year, the anti-bullying initiative expanded to the
writing of a school Anti-bias and Anti-bullying Policy and the creation of “Gab Week;” a week dedicated
to promoting a safe and welcoming environment for all students, regardless of their unique characteristics.
There are a variety of lunchtime activities, and all staff create a lesson to support the theme selected for that
year’s Gab Week. These lessons are staggered throughout the week. In addition, GabTalks, modeled on
TedTalks, provides the Gabrielino community a chance to come together and learn during lunchtime talks,
given in the theater. Students and staff volunteer to give a talk. These programs are now ongoing and a regular part of the Gabrielino year. Gab Week 2017 took place in the fall, and had a theme of “Think Kindness”.
All teachers planned special lessons around the theme, and there were lunchtime activities celebrating acts
of kindness. Planning is underway for GabTalks 2018, which will take place in the spring.
Student surveys results, focus groups, Student Forums, ASB, and the new “Pizza with the Principal” meetings have repeatedly shown the staff that students generally feel safe and supported at Gabrielino.

Stakeholder Participation and Involvement (LCFF Priority 3)
Gabrielino has evolved and grown since the last WASC visit. The staff of the school has continued to encourage the participation of all aspects of its community (students, staff, teachers, and parents) in the decision-making processes of the school. The current administration is dedicated to a collaborative leadership
approach, and routinely seeks the input of stakeholder groups.
Site-based management continues to be the key concept of the organizational structure of Gabrielino
High. Several organizations already exist in the school to solicit the input of guidance personnel, teachers,
classified staff, students, and parents. The Associated Student Body (ASB) provides a critical forum for
student ideas, concerns, and participation in the leadership of the school. Student representatives to the
School Site Council oversee a Student Forum (now reincarnated as “Pizza with the Principal”), wherein students can offer their suggestions and concerns in a collaborative and constructive environment. Pizza with
the Principal occurs at least twice a year, providing an informal environment for students to ask questions
about things that are on their mind.
Staff members have monthly late starts to conduct faculty/staff meetings, department meetings, and work
on special topics such as WASC preparation. Many departments also have subject/grade level team meetings during this time, and plan revisions and updates to curriculum and instruction during this time.   The
Instructional Cabinet (Department chairs) exists to formalize input and involvement in the governance of the
school, and meets with the Administration monthly.
Parents and community members have regular PTSA and Booster Club meetings, and the ELAC and Site
Council continue to serve as important forums for parent issues and concerns. In addition, during the 20162017 school year the school created the Hispanic Parent Group. The goal is to provide Hispanic parents access to the resources and knowledge needed to navigate an American school system. Although Gabrielino
High has a dedicated cadre of active and involved parents, administration and staff would like to increase
parental involvement. To help encourage more parental involvement, the school expanded the use of the
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EdConnect phone system, made AERIES Parent Portal accessible to all parents, and created a Facebook
page. The school has expanded its presence on Twitter and other social media to try and increase outreach.
The school is also researching services which could help coordinate outreach to parents across a variety of
platforms and in a variety of languages. Parents, too, frequently contact the school directly if they have a
question or a concern.
In addition, parents and students participated in the preparation of the WASC Self-Study. Attendance and
participation increased in the 2017-2018 school year. Based on feedback from Site Council and the Student
Focus group, the Student Focus group was expanded to include a greater number and greater variety of
students. These groups provided important insight and guidance through the completion of the Self-Study
report, and generated many useful suggestions and comments.
These groups have helped the school’s leadership team with the decision making process and help to bring
forward the needs and concerns of various individuals and groups at the school. Additionally, student support clubs such as Conversation Partners, community service organizations such as Key Club and Interact,
and competitive clubs such as FBLA and MESA, work diligently to help make Gabrielino High a better place.
Gabrielino High remains committed to the concept of “Constant and Never Ending Improvement.” Although we as a community are proud of our successes, we are acutely aware that we can do more: reduce
and eliminate the achievement gap, increase the success of our students in preparing for college, and
continue to work towards our goal of building upon the strengths, talents, and passions of all our students.

Survey Data
Over the past several years, Gabrielino has been exploring different options to gather formal and measurable data from stakeholder groups. As a result, our formal surveys of stakeholder groups have been
somewhat erratic. Last year, in particular, there were many surveys sent by the district and other groups.
Broad surveys of stakeholder groups have not elicited the widespread participation we would hope to
see, skewing the data or providing limited data at best. For example, few parents responded to the last
survey—however, committees with parent membership remain vibrant and parents often contact staff with
their concerns. There is, however, a serious concern that parents who are less involved are not being heard.
We are exploring new ways to utilize Social Media to reach out to parents, and to provide more outreach to
families in their primary languages in the hopes of eliciting more responses.
Students, too, faced many surveys in quick succession, and a similar situation arose with the response rate
for the student survey. The survey given last year was completed by a relatively small number of students.
As a result, the voices and opinions of many students were not captured, and the data is challenging to
utilize. The Data Team discussed the results of the survey, and also explored possible reasons for the low
response rate. To help offset the low response rate, additional students were added to the WASC Student
Focus group.
This survey issue has become a critical priority that the school leadership teams wish to remedy as quickly as
possible. In the fall, a trial run was made in a survey of students who elected to take summer school. Using
a variety of outreach, this survey elicited a response rate approaching 100%.
Based on this experience, and on suggestions from the student focus groups, faculty, Site Council, Data
Team, and other groups, new surveys and survey protocols will be created during the 2017-2018 school year
and fully enacted during the 2018-2019 school year. The WASC Self-study Co-Chairs and the administration
will create the new surveys, and establish an annual calendar specifying specific times for the surveys to be
administered in future years. Efforts will be made to schedule them away from other surveys. The new and
revised student survey will be given in February 2018, and the parent and staff surveys are expected to be
given at the end of the school year. The data generated by these surveys will be examined by the Data
Team, and they will share relevant conclusions with the Instructional Cabinet and departments.
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Beginning in the 2018-2019 school year, the Data Team will take over responsibility for the formal annual
surveys of major stakeholder groups: students, parents, and staff. The Data Team will also take over analyzing the data produced by these surveys, and will share their findings with the staff and other stakeholder
groups.

Summary

CHAPTER II

Implications of data:
•

Gabrielino still has a distinct achievement gap; Hispanic students underperform compared to other
ethnic and racial groups and Hispanic students are less likely to enroll in AP/Honors classes than
Asian or Caucasian students

•

Overall, Gabrielino students are doing well on CASSP, but significant gains must be made in key
subgroups’ performance—particularly for students with disabilities, ELD students, and Hispanic or
Latino students.

•

Gabrielino believes more students are fully capable of completing UC/CSU a-g requirements than
currently complete the requirements

•

More opportunities now exist for ELL students to earn graduation credits, and to earn UC/CSU a-g
credit

•

Gabrielino believes more students can take and do well on the SAT or ACT

•

AP Enrollment continues to increase, without a significant drop in overall success rates

•

More options for credit recovery are now offered

•

More support for struggling students is available than in the past, but there is much room for improvement

•

Gabrielino can continue to improve collection and use of data, particularly in surveying students &
stakeholder groups, and increasing response rates for surveys

•

Suspension rates are not high, but disparities in rates of suspension between significant subgroups
is a concern.

Critical student learning needs
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•

Closure of achievement gap

•

More effective tutoring/support for students

•

Higher completion of UC/CSU a-g rates
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Chapter III: Self-Study Findings
Category A: Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance,
Leadership, Staff, and Resources
A1.

Vision and Purpose Criterion

The school has a clearly stated vision and mission (purpose) based on its student needs, current educational research, current educational research, the district LCAP, and the belief that all students can achieve
at high academic levels. Supported by the governing board and the district LCAP, the school’s purpose is
defined further by schoolwide learner outcomes and the academic standards.

CHAPTER III: A

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard A: Mission Statement: The mission statement of a quality online program clearly conveys its purpose and goals. It serves as the basis for the program’s day-to-day operations,
as well as a guide for its strategic plans for the future. Communications between and buy-in from stakeholders is a critical component of a mission statement. [iNACOL Standard A, 2009.

Indicators with Prompts
Vision – Mission – Schoolwide Learner Outcomes – Profile
A1.1. Indicator: The school has established a clear, coherent vision and mission (purpose) of what students
should know and demonstrate; it is based upon high-quality standards and is congruent with research,
practices, the student/community profile data, and a belief that all students can learn and be college and
career ready.
A1.1. Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which the development of the school’s statements has been impacted
by pertinent student/community profile data, the district LCAP, identified future global competencies, current educational research and an overall belief that all students can learn and be college and career ready.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino’s vision and mission statements are clear and coherent Vision and Mission stateand capture the culture and community values, including the be- ments
lief that all students can learn and be college and career ready.
The vision and mission statements still ring true to the staff and
students and have not been revised since the implementation of
LCFF model. The Gabrielino staff does not plan to update the vision and mission statement, as these capture the enduring meanings of the campus that go beyond political fluctuation and programmatic shifts. Gabrielino’s vision statement is, Building upon
the strengths, talents and passions of all students,” and the
mission statement is, “The mission of Gabrielino High School
is a commitment to Constant And Never-Ending Improvement
(CANI).” The acronym that this phrase translates to, “CANI,” is
used thematically and as a brand to capture the essence of many
school documents.
a
Gabrielino teachers use instructional time at the beginning of the
school year to cover the school’s expectations for studenbehavior, the school’s values, and course expectations. Teachers also
review school expectations for academic achievement, character,
and citizenship. Teachers and administrators share the Student
Handbook contents with students. The class level meetings at the
start of the school year which are utilized to ensure all students
are aware of the rules and expectations for student behavior at
Gabrielino.

The CANI for the Student
Student Handbook
Course Syllabus
Class Level Meeting agendas

a
Starting in the 2014-2015 school year, Gabrielino began offering College Prep Transition Cura 9th grade class called Freshman College Prep Transition and the riculum
curriculum for this course includes an overview of Gabrielino’s vision and mission and provides time for students to identify and
articulate how the document relates to them personally.
Development/Refinement of Vision, Mission, Schoolwide Learner Outcomes
A1.2. Indicator: There are effective processes in place to ensure involvement of all stakeholders in the development and periodic refinement of the vision, mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes.
A1.2. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes that engage representatives from the entire
school, the district board, business, and the community in the development and periodic refinement of the
vision, mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino High School is just about 25 years old in 2018, and its
vision and mission statements still represent the leadership and
community that helped establish the school. The schoolwide learner outcomes were created by the school when it went through its
original accreditation, and have been re-evaluated since.

CHAPTER III: A

a
Gabrielino may never change its Mission Statement: “A Commit- Mission Statement
ment to Constant and Never-Ending Improvement” (CANI), especially since the “CANI” label is used for the branding of many
communication tools on campus; Gabrielino may never change Vision Statement
its Vision Statement, “Building on the Strengths, Talents, and Passions of All Students” as it is truly a part of the school’s culture
and captures the quest to determine the best program and course Motto
of study for each student; and Gabrielino may never change its
Motto, which is “Pride-Tradition-Honor,” as these words ring true
to all staff.

In the next six years, the school will probably update its schoolwide learning outcomes in tandem with district leadership. There
is a new enthusiasm for a unified K-12 perspective, of which Gabrielino is proud and excited to be a part. The San Gabriel School
District was, for more than 126 years, a K-8 school district and it
was only when the high school was opened in the 1990s that the
District became “unified.” The process of becoming a truly unified
district continues.
a
When Gabrielino adopts new schoolwide learner outcomes (SLO’s), SLOs
these will be harnessed to a district vision that will be informed by
student, staff, family, and community input.
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Understanding of Vision, Mission, and Schoolwide Learner Outcomes, District LCAP
A1.3. Indicator: Students, parents, and other members of the school and business community demonstrate
understanding of and commitment to the vision, mission, the schoolwide learner outcomes, and the district
LCAP.
A1.3. Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which the school ensures that students, parents, and other members
of the school’s community understand and are committed to the school’s vision, mission, and schoolwide
learner outcomes.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino ensures that the majority of students, parents, and
other members of the school’s community understand and are
committed to the school’s vision, mission, and student learner outcomes. Gabrielino continues to have room to grow more
when it comes to gathering input from its English Learner population, special education population, and Hispanic population.
Gabrielino has also made significant improvements recently in
the area of coordinating and communicating with the local business community.

ELAC
Hispanic Parent Group
Site Council
PTSA

CHAPTER III: A

a
Gabrielino has a strong PTSA board that creates programs that PTSA Parent Events
meet the needs of parents, including the Teen Driving Education
Night (co-hosted by San Gabriel Police Department) and regular Parent Seminars
parent-to-parent coffees. The PTSA makes a concerted effort to Translation equipment
reach non-English speaking parents and bought translation headsets to facilitate this coordination. The school then purchased
additional headsets with site funds to promote simultaneous
translation. The principal attends every PTSA board meeting to
share with parents the work and direction of the school.
a
In addition to PTSA, Gabrielino has an engaged School Site
Council. As with the PTSA, the principal and an assistant principal attend every meeting in order to evaluate progress toward
implementing the Single Plan for Single Achievement which is
aligned with the District’s LCAP. There is an opportunity at each
School Site Council meeting for parent, student, and community
input.

Student feedback has also been gathered at the Student Forum
and “Pizza with the Principal” events. This year the “Pizza with
the Principal” program was discontinued in favor of the WASC
Student Committee, and the feedback from this group has been
shared with teachers and School Site Council.
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School Site Council Agendas
and Minutes
District LCAP
School Single Plan

In order to better meet the needs of the parents of its English
Learner students, Gabrielino staff has altered the method for facilitating the ELAC (English Language Advisory Council) meetings.
Historically, attendance at ELAC meetings has been low, and parents who come once often do not return. The set-up for these
meetings may have contributed to this low turnout and lack of
consistency in attendance as the cultural needs of the groups were
not met.

ELAC PowerPoint presentation
ELAC agendas and minutes

Therefore the format of the ELAC meeting has been altered to two
different formats: the first ELAC meeting of the year is a formal presentation, so this meeting is held in the theater with simultaneous
translation through the headsets with both Spanish and Mandarin/
Cantonese translators. The rest of the meetings are smaller and
more informal, so these are now held separately: the same day,
with Spanish-only parents at 5:30 and Cantonese/Mandarin only at
6:30. The purpose is to meet the needs of the parents in a more individualized manner, and create a more personalized environment.
This approach was started in the 2016-2017 school year and first
impressions are favorable. The 2017-2018 school year will demonstrate if this method is worth pursuing.
a
In 2016-2017 the school created a new parent group called the His- Hispanic Parent Group
panic Parent Group. This group is conducted in Spanish, although Membership Roster
not all of the parents have students who are English Learners.
The goal is to reach this relatively-unengaged parent group and
to share the vision, mission, and Student Leaning Outcomes, and
to also hear from the parents about how we can better meet the
needs of their students.
a
Gabrielino initiated its Career Technical Education (CTE) Advisory
Committee in the 2016-2017 school year. This coincided with the
district’s FPM audit, which included a review of Gabrielino’s use of
both federal Perkins Grant and state CTE funding. Out of the audit
came six findings, and one of them was that Gabrielino needed to
create and utilize a CTE advisory committee to ensure input from
all stakeholders into the development of the CTE program. Staff
was able to put together the CTE Advisory Committee at the right
time to influence and give input into how to respond to the need
to strengthen the overall CTE program. The audit experience was
both positive and stressful, and as a result, Gabrielino’s CTE program is stronger.

CTE Committee Agenda
and Minutes

CTE Audit Results
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A2. Governance Criterion
The governing board (a) has policies and bylaws that are aligned with the school’s purpose and support
the achievement of the schoolwide learner outcomes and academic, college, and career standards based
on data-driven instructional decisions for the school; (b) delegates implementation of these policies to the
professional staff; and (c) monitors results regularly and approves the single schoolwide action plan and its
relationship to the Local Control and Accountability Plan.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard B: Governance Statement: Governance is typically provided by a
Board of Directors, an Advisory Board or an ISCHOOL Board. In a quality online program, governance and
leadership work hand-in-hand, developing the operational policies for the program and its leadership and
staff. [iNACOL Standard B, 2009]
Indicators with Prompts

CHAPTER III: A

Governing Board and District Administration
A2.1. Indicator: The district policies and procedures are clear regarding the specific duties and roles of the
governing board and district administration in their relationship to the school and staff.
A2.1. Prompt: Determine the clarity of board policies and procedures regarding the roles of the board
and district administration, including supporting the school’s vision, mission, schoolwide learner outcomes,
monitoring student progress, engaging parent and community participation in site governance, implementing complaint procedures, and reviewing program effectiveness in alignment with the district LCAP requirements.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Board policies and procedures are clear regarding the Board Policies
specific duties and roles of the governing board and district administration in their relationship to the school and
staff.
a
School Board members and district staff follow the Single Plan
guidelines for implementing complaint procedures and
District LCAP
once a year review Gabrielino’s Single Plan for Student
Achievement to ensure alignment to the district’s LCAP
and appropriate allocation of funding. District staff and
board members are visible in the community supporting
students in a wide-variety of endeavors and engage with
stakeholders to support student growth and school success.
A2.1. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the policies related to online instruction for effectiveness in clarifying the vision for the school’s use of various types of online curriculum, instruction and support
methodologies; this includes, upgrading or updating technology, acceptable use policies, CIPA policies,
and policies to ensure internet safety.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

There are no district policies regarding online instruction, Internet Use Agreement
however, there is an acceptable use of the internet policy
that students and families acknowledge when they enroll
for school every year.
a
Gabrielino has an online course policy for students look- Counselor’s Handbook
ing for enrichment or credit recovery options that was
GHS Online Course policy
written by site staff. In addition to its site-specific online
course policy, Gabrielino staff have also written policies for
how to use its APEX curriculum. At this time, students in
general education can take APEX for credit recovery only.
Students with IEP’s or 504 plans can take APEX courses
in lieu of a traditional setting, if their disability makes this
setting appropriate. Students who are enrolled in APEX
and have an IEP must have any accommodations that apply to this setting articulated in their IEP.
Understanding the Role of the Governing Board
A2.2. Indicator: There is clear understanding about the role and responsibilities of the governing board and
the professional staff.
A2.2. Prompt: Determine the extent to which there is clear, sustainable understanding regarding the relationship between the governing board and the professional staff.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The San Gabriel Unified School District’s board governs Board Policy
under the authority of the Education Code of the State
of California and there is a clear understanding about the
role and responsibilities of the governing board. At the
Governing Board’s direction, the Superintendent takes
actions to meet Education Code requirements and to
implement the work of the district through the district
administrative team. The board has allowed the district
to utilize a site based management model to be used
at each individual school site, including Gabrielino. The
role of the district board in the review and refinement
process of the vision, mission and SLOs comes at the approval level. The School Board is responsible for approving our annual budget, the LCAP, and any modifications
or changes to our SPSA, with the support of the district
administrative team.
Governing Board and Stakeholder Involvement
A2.3. Indicator: Parents, community members, staff and students are engaged in the governance of the
school.
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CHAPTER III: A

A2.3. Prompt: Evaluate the ways the school community and parents are a) informed as to how they can
participate in the school’s governance and b) engaged in the governance of the school through their participation on the School Site Council, ELAC, district LCAP committees and other advisory or shared decision-making groups that provide guidance or direction to the school.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

At Gabrielino, parents and students and staff are engaged in the governance of the school. During the registration process, all parents/guardians are informed of
opportunities to participate in school governance, which
include invitations to join School Site Council. The PTSA,
the San Gabriel Educational Foundation, and the Athletic
Boosters all set up table during the registration process
(schedule pick up) to encourage participation.

Counselor’s Handbook
Committee Membership
Rosters
School Site Council
ELAC
Hispanic Parent Group
LCAP Advisory
SEF
PTSA
Athletic Boosters

The administration visits all ELD classes with district trans- ELD Class visit schedule
lators to personally invite students to the ELAC meetings
and provide the students with letters/flyers to take home
to their parents to encourage them to attend. The district
staff take responsibility for communicating with parent
groups about the LCAP.
Board’s Evaluation/Monitoring Procedures
A2.4. Indicator: There is clarity of the evaluation and monitoring directed by the governing board and carried out by the district administration.
A2.4. Prompt: Determine the degree to which there are evaluation and monitoring procedures conducted
by the district administration and reported to the governing board, including the annual LCAP assessment
of district goals and the Eight State Priorities, the review of student performance toward career and college
readiness, assessment of overall school programs and operations, and the fiscal health of the school.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

District administration evaluate and monitor procedures
including the assessment of district goals and the Eight
State Priorities, assessment of overall school programs
and operations, and the fiscal health of the school. The
evaluation and monitoring procedures for college and career readiness are improving.
Complaint and Conflict Resolution Procedures
A2.5. Indicator: The established governing board/school’s complaint and conflict resolution procedures as
they apply to the school’s stakeholders are effective.
A2.5. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the established governing board/school’s complaint and conflict
resolution procedures, including the ways the complaint procedures are communicated to parents.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

The governing board’s established complaint procedures are Uniform Complaint Proceeffective and are codified in board policy. Board policy covers dure
the Uniform Complaint policy which applies to efforts to ensure
compliance with applicable state and federal laws, while other
complaint guidelines relate to personnel. The uniform complaint
procedure is only available through Gamut online and is only
available in English.
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A3. Leadership: Empowerment and Continuous Planning and Monitoring Criterion
Based on student achievement data, the school leadership, parent/community, and staff make decisions
and initiate activities that focus on all students achieving the schoolwide learner outcomes and academic, college, and career standards. The school leadership and staff annually monitor and refine the single
schoolwide action plan and make recommendations to modify the LCAP based on analysis of data to ensure
alignment with student needs.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard C: Leadership: The leadership of a quality online program is accountable to the program’s
governance body, and is responsible for setting and meeting the operational and strategic goals in support of the program’s mission
and vision statements. [iNACOL Standard C, 2009]
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard D: Planning: A quality online program makes planning, managed by the leadership and
staff of the organization a regular part of the program. There are several types of planning activities, including strategic planning,
long-range and operational planning, which identifies annual goals. Effective planning is not a one-time activity, but instead should
provide opportunities for reflection on how to improve the organization’s performance. [iNACOL Standard D, 2009]

CHAPTER III: A

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard F: Commitment: In a quality online program governance, leadership and staff are responsible for creating an organization that demonstrates a commitment to attaining the program’s goals and mission statement. Everyone
within the organization understands the mission statement and works to achieve it. [iNACOL Standard F, 2009]
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard I: Integrity and Accountability: In a quality online program, leadership is transparent in its
management of the program, providing regular and timely information on progress towards attainment of goals, alignment with
policies and standards, and achievement of student learning outcomes. [iNACOL Standard I, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Broad-Based and Collaborative
A3.1. Indicator: The school’s broad-based, collaborative planning process is a continuous improvement
cycle that a) assesses data to determine student needs, b) collaboratively determines and implements strategies and actions and c) monitors results.
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A3.1. Prompt: Determine the effectiveness of the continuous school improvement planning process to ensure that it is broad-based, collaborative and fosters the commitment of the stakeholders.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino has adopted a continual Focus on Learning process, and
this continuous improvement approach is broad-based and collaborative. This process includes assessing data to determine student
needs, determining action, and monitoring results. The Data Team,
which meets at least five times a year, reviews a wide range of student
achievement measurements. (In 2017-2018, the Data Team temporarily became the “WASC Action Plan Team”.) Out of this continual
process came the identification of two “Touch Stone” measurements,
they are: (1) the percent of students who graduate UC/CSU a-g eligible and (2) the number of non-grads that are English Learners. Data
relating to these measurements are shared with the entire staff at the
start of each school year to analyze and identify trend data (or lack
thereof). In addition to the yearly conversation on these two measurements, the members of the Data Team share data with their departments to continue the discourse, and the entire staff receives an email
summarizing the agenda and discussion from the Data Team meeting.

Focus on Learning

Data Team Agendas
ELD Team Agendas

Data on UC/CSU a-g eligibility and graduation rates

a
In addition to the Data Team, Gabrielino has an ELD Team that examines English Learner student achievement measurements and the
most appropriate placement of students. As a result of the Data Team
and ELD Team, the school has made significant changes to its program, and these include the elimination of Integrated Science and
the resulting requirement that all 9th grade students take Biology
and all 10th graders take Chemistry; and the addition of (a) an ELD 4
course, (b) an L-TEL support course, (c) an ELD 1 Intro to Econ and
Government course, and (d) a Spanish for Spanish Speakers level 2
and 3 (only for L-TELs or English Learners).

Course Descriptions and
Curriculum for new courses
Counselor’s Handbook
UC Approved Course List

a
Both the Data Team and ELD Team monitor the success of new cours- Grade Data
es and/or other strategies that have been implemented. Two examples of this monitoring include watching the D/F rate in both biology Tongva Tutoring Sign-ins
and chemistry to ensure that the students new to the courses are
successful (they have been) and also an analysis of the after-school tutoring program, which was not successful and is now being revisited.

a
The school’s counselors also closely monitor students’ progress. Any Counselor Meetings
student with a grade or a D or an F on a progress report is called in
for a meeting with their counselor. Strategies to help the student get Counselor Handbook
back on track are discussed and implemented.
Single School Plan for Student Achievement Correlated to Student Learning
A3.2. Indicator: The school’s Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA) is directly correlated to and driven
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by the analysis of student achievement data.
A3.2. Prompt: How do staff ensure that the analysis of student achievement of the critical learner and college- and career-readiness needs, schoolwide learner outcomes, and academic and career-readiness standards are incorporated into the SPSA and impact the development, implementation, and monitoring of the
SPSA and the LCAP?
Findings

Supporting Evidence

CHAPTER III: A

Gabrielino ensures that the inclusion of student achievement CTE Audit Results
of the critical learner and college- and career- readiness needs,
Naviance
school wide learner outcomes, and academic and career-readiness standards are incorporated in the SPSA. The school will con- SLOs
tinue growing in its approach when collecting and analyzing data
that relates to college-and career-readiness needs and standards.
Gabrielino’s Single Plan also includes data measurements that
were chosen at the district level, these are updated yearly, and
include bullying data and attendance data.

Twice a year the School Site Council participates in progress monitoring, which is an analysis of progress towards accomplishing
the goals laid out in the SPSA.
a
The school’s goals are carefully crafted with the use of data from
student assessment and performance. Staff discussed these findings in staff meetings, cabinet meetings and WASC committees.
This data is what drives the refinement of the SPSA for the following school year and the information in the SPSA is for the purpose
of increasing students’ achievement and success. Since the LCAP
funding was made available to site, two years ago, the use of
the funds have been carefully used by administration to meet the
needs of the goals drafted in the single plan. The administration
incorporates ideas and suggestions from all stakeholder groups.
The Data Team contributes to the writing of the annual SPSA and
monitoring progress towards achieving the stated goals.

SPSA Goals
SPSA progress monitoring
LCAP
Site Budget Allocation

Staff Actions/Accountability to Support Learning
A3.3. Indicator: The school leadership and staff demonstrate shared decision-making, responsibility, and
self-reflection on actions and accountability for implementing practices and programs that support student
learning.
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A3.3. Prompt: Determine the effectiveness of the processes and procedures for involving staff in shared
decision-making, responsibility, and self-reflection on actions and accountability to support student learning
throughout all programs.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The school has effective leadership teams that involve the staff in decision- making, responsibilities, and self- reflection actions that support
student learning. Staff have the opportunity to be involved in shared
decision-making, and over one third of the teachers at Gabrielino are
involved in a collaborative team, beyond their department and Focus
Group. This gives them input into the practices and programs that support student learning.
The following are the leadership teams at Gabrielino High School:

a

Administration. The administration team has regular meetings, which Administrative Team Agendas
include the principal and three assistant principals. Policy and procedures for the school, student management issues, and long-term and
a
strategic planning take place during these meetings.
Cabinet. Department chairs represent their teachers in monthly cabinet Cabinet (Instructional Council)
meetings. The Cabinet provides input and guidance to the administra- agendas and minutes
tive team, and helps establish policy and procedures. Any department
chair may add items to the agenda for discussion or clarification prior
to the meeting, and at the end of the meeting, “items for the good of
a
the cause” may be added for discussion and future action.
Departments. Teachers are organized into departments, and many de- Department Membership Lists
partments have further sub-divisions for subject or grade level teams.
These groups determine pacing and content guides, establish grading policies and procedures, and collaborate on day-to-day instruction,
projects, and long-term planning.
Departments meet monthly, and meet during “Late Start” days. On Department Agendas
Late Start days, the staff is given 90 minutes to work together on professional development or curriculum development. Department time is
used to work collaboratively on curriculum, instructional strategies and
practices, pacing, data analysis, modeling of lessons, and collaborative
grading or rubrics. The agenda for department meetings is created by
the department chair, who takes into consideration department-based
needs.
a
Data Team. The Data Team meets five times a year and is comprised Data Team Agendas
of teachers and administrators at Gabrielino. For the 2017-2018 school
year the Data Team temporarily became the WASC Action Plan Team.
ELD Team. The ELD committee is comprised of ELD, social science, ELD Team Agendas
and science teachers; a site administrator, and a counselor. The committee works on curriculum, course adoptions, student policy placement, program progress, and the implementation of schoolwide SIOP
strategies.
MTSS Team

a

The administrative team, the counselors, the College and Career coun- MTSS Team Agendas
selor, the nurse, the school psychologist, the school nurse, and the
part-time social worker meet monthly to discuss student situations to
promote collaboration and communication both to solve problems and
prevent them from occurring.
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Internal Communication and Planning
A3.4. Indicator: The school has effective existing structures for internal communication, planning, and resolving differences.

CHAPTER III: A

A3.4. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the existing structures for internal communication, planning, and
resolving differences among the staff or administration.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino has effective structures for internal communication. The
daily routines of the school are in place and are reliably implemented. These include the daily bulletin produced by classified staff in
the Student Center and the schoolwide internal calendar that staff
can use for long-term planning purposes. There are also systems in
place for reserving spaces on campus, such as the theater or gyms.

Daily Bulletin

There is an electronic staff handbook and shared folder that includes important guidelines such as how to document leaving
campus, calling the sub line, or communication protocols. There
is also a counseling handbook that summarizes the complicated
guidelines of scheduling and credits, in addition to guidelines for
calling the psychological evaluation team.

Staff Handbook

Naviance
Facilities Sign-up
a

Shared Folder
Counseling Handbook
a

Gabrielino also has an emergency plan that is posted in the school’s Emergency Plan
shared folder that is updated yearly. During safety drills the school
uses the Remind App to communicate with staff so that commu- Remind App
nication still flows even when other methods for communication
are not working. Gabrielino is working with district staff to develop
guidelines for responding to a student safety event, such as suicide
or attempted suicide. While these are being developed by district
staff, the Gabrielino MTSS group has developed unofficial guidelines to ensure the school is not without a response plan.
a
This year Gabrielino is experimenting with additional digital com- Digital Communication Tools
munication tools, such as Slack.com to build collective knowledge
around particular topics, such as the Gab Week theme of “Think Slack.com
Kindness,” which required teachers to create lesson plans and then
post them at Slack.
At this time there is no formal protocol for resolving differences
between staff members. Differences of opinion are usually resolved
through one of the many collaborative groups on campus and decisions are then communicated out-usually to the entire staff. Teachers also have support and assistance from union representatives if
there is a need for a resolution that may not be resolved at the site
level through one of the collaborative groups or by speaking with
an administrator.
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A4. Staff: Qualified and Professional Development Criterion
A qualified staff facilitates achievement of the student academic standards and the schoolwide learner
outcomes through a system of preparation, induction, and ongoing professional development. There is a
systematic approach to continuous improvement through professional development based on student performance data, student needs, and research.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard E: Organizational Staffing: A quality online program recognizes
appropriate levels of staffing are critical to the success of an online program. Staff should be well-trained
in order to successfully meet their performance goals, and are provided with appropriate levels of support,
resources, feedback and management. [iNACOL Standard E, 2009]
Indicators with Prompts
Qualifications and Preparation of Staff
A4.1. Indicator: The school has procedures to ensure that staff members are qualified based on staff background, training, and preparation.
A4.1. Prompt: Evaluate the procedures to ensure all staff members in all programs, including online instruction, are qualified for their responsibilities based on employment policies and practices, staff background,
training, and preparation.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The San Gabriel Unified school district has procedures to ensure that District hiring policies
staff members are qualified based on staff background, training, and
preparation. Administrators and department chairs work together to
review applications and interview candidates; the district uses Edjoin.
org as its online application tool. Teacher candidates go through a
rigorous interview process, which often includes examples of lesson
plans. Almost all interviewed applicants are highly qualified (with the
exception of special education). To the greatest extent possible, Gabrielino hires culturally diverse teachers to better reflect the student
population. All teachers at Gabrielino teach in their credentialed subject area.
a
New teachers go through an extensive orientation where they are in- Orientation Schedule
troduced to the district and school’s policies and procedures. SGUSD
is the lead agency for the multi-district BTSA/Induction program for BTSA/Induction Program
new teachers in San Gabriel Unified. New teachers who are qualified
for this program participate during their first two years, and can earn
their Clear Credential by successful completing the Induction program. BTSA/Induction mentors provide new professionals the support
and guidance they need to grow as a new teacher and in order to
complete their BTSA/Induction requirements. Usually, BTSA/Induction
mentors are seasoned teachers from Gabrielino who teach in the same
content area as the new teachers. Occasionally an experienced teacher will mentor an Induction Candidate in another instructional area,
although this has become less frequent in recent years as fewer newto-the-profession teachers have been hired at Gabrielino, and more
senior Gabrielino teachers have become BTSA/Induction mentors.
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All teachers are observed informally throughout the year and most are
formally evaluated every other year. First and second year teachers
are formally evaluated each year. Senior teachers in good standing
may opt to be formally evaluated every three years. The administrative
staff provides support in the areas of instructional practices, classroom
management, and additional areas as needed. Each year, the administration creates a POP goal, based on the SPSA, to be used as one of
the POP Goals during the formal evaluation cycle. Staff members set
two additional goals based on their own perceived needed areas of
growth, with input from the administrator in charge of the staff member’s evaluation. Any teacher who is found to need additional support
during the formal evaluation process can be referred to the district’s
Peer Assistance and Review (PAR) program. In this program, teachers
receive one-on-one mentoring from a highly skilled teacher, additional time and support to refine instructional practice, and remedy any
deficiencies.

Administrative Walk
Throughs
Instructional Rounds
POP Goal Forms & Procedure
PAR Program

a

In the 2017-2018 school year, the district has begun rolling out a new Instructional Rounds
Instructional Rounds practice. Administrators and several teachers are
participating in this roll out, and the program will expand in the 2018a
2019 school year.
Gabrielino provides professional development opportunities for the Professional Developstaff. In addition to district provided professional development, new ment Agendas
and returning teachers participate in on-site professional development. This professional development changes every year; recently, it
has included: SIOP strategies, especially the use of Language Objectives; the use of technology to enhance learning, and concepts from
staff professional reads such as Understanding by Design and Explicit
Direct Instruction. Most professional development is site-based and
site-driven, and reflects the areas the staff and administration feel are
in most critical need of improvement.
a
AP (and other interested teachers) may attend AP*SI San Gabriel (Ad- APSI San Gabriel Webvanced Placement Summer Institute), which is held on campus every site
summer. Because Gabrielino is the location for the Summer Institute,
Gabrielino teachers are able to attend at no cost.
a
SGUSD has a board policy regarding conferences and outside train- Board Conference Policy
ings. Teachers may apply to attend additional training if they would
like to do so.
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Staff Assignment and Preparation
A4.2. Indicator: The school has a process to assign staff members and provide appropriate orientation for
all assignments, including online instruction and focused programs, to maximize the expertise of the staff
members in relation to impact on quality student learning.
A4.2. Prompt: Evaluate the process to assign staff members and provide an appropriate orientation process,
including online instruction and focused programs, to maximize the expertise of all staff members in relation
to impact on quality student learning.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The district provides an appropriate orientation process for Orientation Meeting Agendas
all new hires; formal orientation for new hires is conducted
BTSA/Induction
through the Human Resources department. Teachers new to
Gabrielino also participate in several days of orientation prior
to the start of their first year. Teachers new to the profession
are enrolled in the district’s BTSA/Induction program, and assigned a mentor teacher.

Teachers receive their class rosters a couple of days before students arrive at school and are given time after their professional development to work with their department—usually two
afternoons prior to the start of the instructional year.
a
All teacher assignments are reviewed annually by depart- Master Schedule
ments and administration in order to ensure that every teacher
is placed in the best setting and providing students a quality
learning environment.
a
All staff are required to complete mandated reporter training District Policy
at the start of every year.
Defining and Understanding Practices/Relationships
A4.3. Indicator: The school implements a clear system to communicate administrator and faculty written
policies, charts, and handbooks that define responsibilities, operational practices, decision-making processes, and relationships of leadership and staff.
A4.3. Prompt: Evaluate the system used to communicate administrator and faculty written policies, charts,
pacing guides and handbooks that define responsibilities, operational practices, decision-making processes, and relationships of leadership and staff. Determine the degree of clarity and understanding of these by
administration and faculty.
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Findings
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Support of Professional Development/Learning and Measurable Effect on Student Learning
A4.4. Indicator: The school effectively supports professional development/learning with time, personnel,
material, and fiscal resources to facilitate all students achieving the academic, college- and career-readiness
standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
A4.4. Prompt: Determine the effectiveness of the professional development support, time and resources to
meet the needs. To what measurable effect have the professional development/ learning activities, including coaching and mentoring, had on student learning?
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino maximizes the time available for professional devel- District Calendar
opment. The contractual yearly calendar allows for three staff deCollaboration Vote Results
velopment days and the Gabrielino teachers have voted yearly
to maintain the Collaboration Time (late start) days. These days
are used for a wide range of professional development experiences, such as the use of district database tools, how to support
students with mental health issues, or potential uses of technology to enhance student learning. While the professional development activities are high-quality, the relatively limited time has an
impact on the ability of the school to train all staff in a particular
area quickly. An example of this is the area of Language Objectives. The ELD Team has undertaken the task of continuing to
train and support teachers in the use of language objectives, and
this training has been done in 30 minute segments during staff
meetings approximately three times per year.

Professional development also occurs in collaborative groups,
such as the Data Team, ELD Team, Cabinet, and department
meetings. In many cases, the training is embedded into the
task or goal of the particular group—members of the Data Team
have received training in Instructional Rounds and data analysis;
ELD Team members have received additional training in SIOP
and other techniques. Gabrielino has experienced tremendous
growth as a result of these professional development opportunities, and this has been primarily supported through the use substitutes covering classes in order for teachers to participate in
these collaborative groups.

Department Meeting Agendas
Data Team Agendas
ELD Team Agendas
Cabinet Agendas

a
The impact of this professional development is evident through
the dramatic changes to the school’s programs that came about
from the work of these groups. Through the work of the Data
Team, non-UC/CSU a-g compliant courses such as Integrated Science I and II were replaced by Biology for all 9th grade students
and Chemistry for all 10th grade students after it was determined
many students failed to complete the UC/CSU a-g requirements

Biology for all 9th Graders
Chemistry for all 10th Graders
Intro to Government/Intro to
Econ
New ELD Course offerings
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because they never enrolled in a qualifying Laboratory Science
course. The Data and ELD teams discovered that many ELD students struggled to earn enough Social Science credits for graduation, and new courses in Social Science were added. The ELD
team has taken the lead in supporting all the staff in the implementation of SIOP strategies.
Teachers are assigned to their position based on their individual
expertise in order to make the most meaningful impact on student learning. Core content courses are taught by teachers who
are credentialed in that subject; electives and specialized programs and courses are taught by teachers who are credentialed
in their subject. If a teacher is asked to, and decides to, teach a
course for the first time, their department will work to support
that teacher. Additionally, department collaboration time during
many late start days allows teachers to work together and support each other.
a
Department meeting topics are directed by department needs Department Meeting Agenand information from the Cabinet meetings that take place once das
a month before the department are scheduled to meet. These
Cabinet Meeting Agendas
meetings provide departments with the opportunity to collaborate on analyzing, gathering department data, resolve departmental issues, brainstorm needs, requesting information, provide
time to work on pacing or curriculum and have meaningful professional communication. Department communication also takes
place via emails or shared files to the department and administration.
Supervision and Evaluation
A4.5. Indicator: The school implements effective supervision and evaluation procedures in order to promote
professional growth of staff.
A4.5. Prompt: How effective are the school’s supervision and evaluation procedures?
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

Supervision and evaluation procedures are effectively implement- Classroom observations
ed at Gabrielino High School. The principal and members of the
administration team visit classrooms for informal observations.
Temporary staff are evaluated yearly, permanent staff are evaluated every other year, and permanent staff with more than 10 years
of experience have the option of electing to be evaluated every
3 years—provided they have had fully satisfactory evaluations in
prior years. The evaluation process in SGUSD includes the development of a “performance objective plan.” Administrators meet
with each evaluated teacher to develop these goals, internally re- Teacher and administrative
ferred to as “POP” goals. The schoolwide POP goal this year is: “I POP goals
expect to see: Evidence that my “in class” targeted interventions
are having a measurable, positive effect on six selected students
with D or F grades. Three of these students will come from one
class, the other three will come from a different class and course
(if applicable).”

A5.
Resources Criterion
The
human,
material,
physical, and financial resources are sufficient and utilized effectively and appropriateA5.
Resources
Criterion
ly
in human,
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legal and
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and
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The
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sufficient
utilized
effectively
and appropriateacademic
standards,
the
collegeand
career-readiness
standards,
and
the
schoolwide
learner
outcomes.
ly in accordance with the legal intent of the program(s) and LCAP to support students in accomplishing the
academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard G: Financial and Material Resources: A quality online program has adequate financial and
material resources to accomplish the mission of the organization. These resources are appropriately planned for and expended
Online
Programs:
iNACOL
Standard
G: Standard
Financial G
and
Material Resources: A quality online program has adequate financial and
using sound
business
practices.
[iNACOL
2009]
material resources to accomplish the mission of the organization. These resources are appropriately planned for and expended
using sound business practices. [iNACOL Standard G 2009]

Indicators with Prompts

Indicators
with Prompts
Allocation Decisions
and Their Impact
Allocation
Decisions
Impact between the decisions about resource allocations, the school’s vision,
A5.1. Indicator:
Thereand
is aTheir
relationship
mission,
the schoolwide
outcomes,
the the
critical
student
learning
needs,
the district’s
LCAP and
the
A5.1. Indicator:
There is alearner
relationship
between
decisions
about
resource
allocations,
the school’s
vision,
Single
Plan
for
Student
Achievement
(SPSA),
the
academic
standards,
and
the
collegeand
career-readiness
mission, the schoolwide learner outcomes, the critical student learning needs, the district’s LCAP and the
Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA), the academic standards, and the college- and career-readiness
standards. The school leadership and staff are involved in the resource allocation decisions.
A5.1. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which the resources are allocated to meet the school’s vision, mission,
the schoolwide learner outcomes, the critical student learning needs, the student needs identified in the
district LCAP and the SPSA, the academic standards, and the college- and career-readiness standards.
Determine the extent to which leadership and staff are involved in the resource allocation decisions. What
impact has the process for the allocation of resources made on student learning?
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Supporting
Evidence
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A5.1.
Prompt:
Evaluateand
the extent
to which
the resources
allocated
meet the
school’s
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mission,
Financial
resources
decisions
are first
based onarethe
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Site
Budget
Allocathe
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learner
outcomes,
critical student
learning
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student
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on the
SPSA. the
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priorities
follow.
The the
tion
LCAPneeds identified in the
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academic standards and college/career readiness standards are
Determine the extent to which leadership and staff are involved in the resource
allocation decisions. What
SPSA goals
embedded
in
the
SPSA,
which
helps
drive
the
decisions
made
impact has the process for the allocation of resources made on student learning?

at the district and site levels. In addition, the school’s vision,
Cabinet Agenda
mission and school wide learner outcomes align with the SPSA
and LCAP. Decisions are driven by the school’s data and by student needs, which then allows the School Site Council, Administration, and Cabinet to decide where resources are allocated.
These allocations are recorded in the School Site Budget AlloFindings
Evidence
cation, which cross-references the district LCAP goals, theSupporting
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goals, theresources
funding sources,
and how
moneysonwill
be School
used. Site Budget AllocaFinancial
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the School
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more
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Site
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Practices

A5.2. Indicator: There are processes operating in relationship to district practices for developing an annual
budget,
conducting
annual audit,
all times
Departments
are an
allocated
a setand
of atfunds
to conducting
use each quality business and accounting practices.

Department budgets

year to
support
their instruction.
Departments
use these
A5.2.
Prompt:
Evaluate
the effectiveness
of the school’s
processes in relationship to district practices for
moneys
to
purchase
supplemental
materials,
instructiondeveloping an annual budget, conducting an annual audit, and atPurchase
all times conducting
quality business and
orders
al tools, and
studentincluding
consumables.
Eachagainst
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has of institutional funds. (Note: Some of this
accounting
practices,
protections
mishandling
the be
ability
decide howthan
to use
and how to apportion
may
moretodistrict-based
school-based.)
their department’s allocation.

Requests for more expensive items can be submitted by
teachers or departments to the Administration and SSC.
Practices
A5.2. Indicator: There are processes operating in relationship to district practices for developing an annual
budget, conducting an annual audit, and at all times conducting quality business and accounting practices.
A5.2. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the school’s processes in relationship to district practices for
developing an annual budget, conducting an annual audit, and at all times conducting quality business and
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accounting
funds.
(Note: Some of this
Findings practices, including protections against mishandling of institutional
Supporting
Evidence
may be more district-based than school-based.)

Quality accounting and budgeting practices are ensured
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planning and enables all stakeholders to have a voice in how
funds are allocated.
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Facilities
A5.3. Indicator: The school’s facilities are adequate to meet the students’ learning needs, support the educational program (i.e., accomplish the vision, mission, and the schoolwide learner outcomes) and are safe,
functional, and well-maintained.

CHAPTER III: A

A5.3. Prompt: Determine the extent to which the facilities enable the school to maintain a learning environment to meet the educational health and safety needs of students.safety needs of students.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino is proud of its facility, which was built in the ear- Campus Map
ly 2000s. The campus provides students with an adequate
number of classrooms to enable productive learning. The
campus provides students with the opportunity to have a
College and Career Center where they can find resources
to grow and opportunities to understand and research future careers. The Student Center has several office spaces
where counselors, administration, attendance, and ASB staff
is housed. The Media Center houses the library collection
and a full computer lab, while the Goodson Theater offers
a large rehearsal and performance space for the students.
Currently, there are two open classroom buildings, the larger
B building which also houses the Science laboratories and
Art Studios, and the smaller E building, which also houses
the Dance room and Speech and Debate program.
a

A new building just south of the existing campus is expect- New construction
ed to be completed during the 2017-2018 school year. This
building will add three much needed science laboratory
classrooms to the campus, in addition to a multi-purpose
room on the ground floor and additional student restrooms.
There is also a new snack/ticketing booth building being built
adjacent to the football stadium, with additional student rea
strooms included as well.
The buildings are well-maintained and teachers are able to Custodial Schedules
sustain the functionality of their classroom through work orWork Order forms
ders. The entire campus is cleaned every summer, including
steam cleaning bathrooms and the pavers, and the two gym
floors are waxed. The turf field was recently upgraded and
a new art classroom was created by remodeling an existing
room over the summer.
a

Gabrielino has a full-time on-site tech support person to help Tech Support forms
maintain our technological resources, and help from district
AED Devices
staff is brought in when needed.
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The district contracts with a company that conducts facility safety Safety Audit Results
audits once a year, and Gabrielino has only a few substantial findings. These include the fact that there is no PA system in the band
room, so the teacher and students do not hear announcements.
The school has accommodated this need by providing the teacher
with a radio, and this is used when needed. The existing music
facilities are scheduled to be demolished and replaced, but this
project has yet to break ground. The music program will temporarily relocate to the new multi-purpose room in the new building Construction Plans
being constructed on campus.

The district recently added defibrillators to the campus and Gabrielino has two, one in the nurse’s office and one in the trainer’s area
adjacent to the athletic field.

CHAPTER III: A

a
In the past, there were concerns about classroom doors that could New door locks
only be locked from the outside of the classroom. Teachers had
valid safety concerns about how to lockdown safely when they
needed to exit their classroom to be able to lock the door. Fortunately, the district responded and now all classrooms have been
equipped with locks that can be locked from the inside.

Instructional Materials and Equipment
A5.4. Indicator: The policies and procedures for acquiring and maintaining adequate instructional materials
and equipment, such as textbooks, other printed materials, audio-visual, support technology, manipulatives, and laboratory materials are effective.
A5.4. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the policies and procedures for acquiring and maintaining adequate instructional materials and equipment, such as technology tools and software, the support systems
for technology, software, textbooks, other printed materials, library media resources, manipulatives, and
laboratory materials for instruction including online.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Policies and procedures for acquiring and maintaining adequate Department budgets
instructional materials and equipment are clear in most areas.
Each year, departments are allocated small budgets that can be
used for supplemental instructional materials. These procedures
are clear; the amount of money that is influenced by these protocols is, however, negligible compared with the amount of money
that goes toward textbooks and technology.
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Gabrielino, like all California schools, is working with district person- Textbook adoption procedure
nel to adopt new textbooks that align with the California standards.
The new textbooks signify a considerable expense to the overall district
budget. The district adopted math textbooks during the 2015-2016
and 2016-2017 school year. This process was methodical, well-thought
out, and executed by district staff. The ELA/ELD textbook adoption
process will begin in the 2018-2019 school year, and it is anticipated
that this process will go as smoothly as math. The district is expected
to begin the adoption process for Social Science and Science after the
ELA/ELD adoption is complete.
a
The district has been incredibly responsive to requests for replacement Replacement textbooks
textbooks or to allow the adoption of textbooks when the College
Updated AP Textbooks
Board updates one of its courses. Communication between the site librarian, administration, and district support staff is strong in this area.
San Gabriel Unified has adopted a one-to-one initiative, using Chrome- SGUSD 1-to-1 Technology Inibooks as the primary device. Students are not assigned a device to tiative
check-out and take home, however. There is a Chromebook cart in almost every classroom. In some cases, departments have chosen a different device. In Math, for example, the primary device is an iPad.
a
Initially there was an influx of money from the state to jump start the use
of technology in California schools in order to support the Smarter Balanced test, which is computer-adapted. When this money was gone it
fell to the sites to complete the one-to-one initiative and Gabrielino has
used LCAP funding to complete this initiative. It has taken the school
three years to complete the one-to-one goal, and the final classrooms
should get a Chromebook cart sometime in the 2017-2018 school year.

Chromebook Carts
Science iPads
MacBook carts

a

The exciting era of the technology enhanced classroom has brought One time monies
challenges in the area of policies and procedures, particularly when it
comes to repairs and replacements. This area has seen improvement,
but the classroom expectations for technology on a district level are still
unclear and Gabrielino must decide year-to-year on what the budget
will allow for technology, making the creation of policy quite challenging.
At Gabrielino there is an IT position to assist teachers with technology
problems such as computer upgrades, hardware and software. Technology support is provided daily, and the technician is certainly never idle.
Support is officially provided through work orders, but the site tech will
respond as quickly as possible when notified of an issue.
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The exciting era of the technology enhanced classroom has brought Technology User Agreechallenges in the area of policies and procedures, particularly when it ment forms
comes to repairs and replacements. This area has seen improvement,
Tech Work Order forms
but the classroom expectations for technology on a district level are
still unclear and Gabrielino must decide year-to-year on what the
budget will allow for technology, making the creation of policy quite
challenging.
a

CHAPTER III: A

At Gabrielino there is an IT position to assist teachers with technology Site technician position
problems such as computer upgrades, hardware and software. Technology support is provided daily, and the technician is certainly never
idle. Support is officially provided through work orders, but the site
tech will respond as quickly as possible when notified of an issue.
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Well-Qualified Staff
A5.5. Indicator: Resources are available to enable the hiring, nurturing, and ongoing professional development of a well-qualified staff for all programs such as online instruction and college and career.
A5.5. Prompt: Determine if the resources are available to hire, nurture, and provide ongoing professional
development for a well-qualified staff. Include specifics if online, IB, and/or college and career preparation
programs are in place.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

All teachers at Gabrielino are encouraged to attend and participate in learning opportunities that will help them remain current
on growing trends in education. Through professional development on site or provided by the district, teachers at Gabrielino
have been able to participate on SIOP training, district wide and
school site educational technology training, the Arcadia Summer
Summit, and/or the AP summer institute. In addition, late start
days have allowed departments to have more collaborative time.
The site is also able to prepare tailored professional development to the staff’s needs, and to utilize the skills and abilities of
staff members to serve as a resource for the staff. For example,
two teachers with high levels of technological expertise serve as
coaches and run the Gab Tech forum.

SIOP
AP Summer Institute
Technology training
Professional Development
Agendas
Teacher (Gab) Tech Forum

Staff members are encouraged to continue their education and
look for ways to enhance their skills and abilities. Any school related professional development opportunities are managed and approved by the school administrator. For personal growth teachers
are provided with resources such as workshops and conferences
that promote learning. However, if the staff wishes to gain additional college units or certifications, they will incur the cost in
order to obtain the added benefits on the pay scale.

Long-Range Planning
A5.6. Indicator: The district and school’s processes for regularly and effectively aligning the Local Control
Accountability Plan (LCAP) with site resource decisions ensures the continual availability and coordination
of appropriate funds to support students’ achievement of the critical student learning needs, the academic
standards, college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
A5.6. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of these processes.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

CHAPTER III: A

To ensure continual availability of resources for LCAP
school programs, the San Gabriel Unified School
District has implemented a multi-faceted approach
that involves all stakeholders in review and monitoring of the LCAP. Two groups were created to
address the annual review and revision of the district’s LCAP. The Educational Advisory Council (EAC) SPAC Agendas
consists of teachers, district management, and site
administrators. The Student and Parent Advisory
Council (SPAC) consists of students and parents.
These groups participate in discussions regarding
LCAP progress monitoring, goals and action steps. SPSA
The LCAP is revised each year based on the input
from these groups. The Principal works with the
school’s Site Council to align the yearly Single Plan
for Student Achievement (SPSA) to the district LCAP
goals and expected learning outcomes.
a
The allocation of resources to support the imple- GHS Budget Allocation
mentation of the LCAP and SPSA is determined
through collaboration between the district management team and the school principal. In February of
each year, the Deputy Superintendent and Assistant Superintendent, Business Services, meet with
the principal to discuss funding allocations for the
next year. When allocations are determined, the
principal gathers input from the School Site Council,
school leadership team, and the school administrative team regarding how the allocation will be budgeted at the site to successfully fulfill the goals of the
SPSA/WASC Action Plan. During this time the principal works closely with the Deputy Superintendent
of Educational Services and the Assistant Superintendent of Business Services to ensure that goals,
resource allocations, and budget coding is correct
and aligned to the district LCAP. This process is repeated annually to ensure that the school receives,
and allocates, resources to grow and maintain the
programs that support overall student achievement.
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ACS WASC Category A. Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership, Staff, and Resources: Summary, Strengths, and
Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in
Category A are being met.
Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the school’s ability to address one
or more of the identified critical student learning needs (Chapter IV).
Summary (including comments about the critical student learning needs)

Gabrielino’s vision and mission statements are clear and coherent and capture the culture and values of the
community. This includes the belief that all students can learn, and be college and career ready. Gabrielino
has been able to ensure that most students, parents, and other members of the school’s community understand and are committed to the school’s vision, mission, and student learner outcomes, but there is room
to grow in this area.

Board policies and procedures are clear regarding the specific duties and roles of the governing board and
district administration. Parents, students, and certainly staff are engaged in the governance of the school.
District administration evaluate and monitor procedures including the assessment of district goals and the
Eight State Priorities, assessment of overall school programs and operations, and the fiscal health of the
school.

Gabrielino has adopted an on-going Focus on Learning process, and this continuous improvement approach is broad-based and collaborative. Gabrielino ensures that the inclusion of student achievement of
the critical learner and college- and career- readiness needs, school wide learner outcomes, and academic
and career-readiness standards are incorporated in the SPSA. The school has effective leadership teams that
involve the staff and have effective structures for internal communication.

The San Gabriel Unified School District has procedures to ensure that staff members are qualified based
on staff background, training, and preparation. The district provides an appropriate orientation process
for all new hires; formal orientation for new hires is conducted through the Human Resources department.
Gabrielino maximizes the time available for professional development and the supervision and evaluation
procedures are effectively implemented.

Gabrielino is proud of its facility as it provides students with adequate classrooms to enable productivity and
learning, and the policies and procedures for acquiring and maintaining adequate instructional materials
and equipment are clear in most areas. All teachers at Gabrielino are encouraged to attend and participate
in learning opportunities that will help them remain current on growing trends in education.

To ensure continual availability of resources for school programs, the San Gabriel Unified School District has
implemented a multi-faceted approach that involves all stakeholders in review and monitoring of the LCAP.
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Prioritize the areas of strength and growth for Category A.
Category A: Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership, Staff, and Resources: Areas
of Strength

•

Decision making is a shared responsibility between the school site and the district.

•

Access to technology has greatly increased. Chromebooks or iPads are available in most classrooms.

•

District guided hiring practices and staff development.

•

Stakeholders participate in various forms in the decision making process at Gabrielino.

CHAPTER III: A

Category A: Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership, Staff, and Resources: Areas
of Growth
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•

Communication of the Student Learning Outcomes and the school vision to ELs and Hispanic parents.

•

Improved collection, management, analyzation, and use of data.

•

Continue improving communication between the stakeholder groups.

Category B: Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum
B1. Rigorous and Relevant Standards-Based Curriculum Criterion
All students participate in a rigorous, relevant, and coherent standards-based curriculum that supports the
achievement of the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide
learner outcomes. Through standards-based learning (what is taught and how it is taught), these are accomplished.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard J: Curriculum and Course Design: A quality online program will have a well thought-out
approach to its curriculum and course design whether it develops its own courses and/or licenses curriculum from other educational
providers. [iNACOL Standard J, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts

B1.1. Indicator: The school uses current educational research related to maintain a viable, meaningful instructional program that prepares students for college, career, and life.
B1.1. Prompt: Evaluate how effective the school uses current educational research related to the curricular
areas to maintain a viable, meaningful instructional program for students.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino uses current educational research to develop and
support professional development in order to enhance the curriculum and instruction offered at Gabrielino. The administration
has designated schoolwide instructional initiatives, and the staff
works to improve their performance on the initiative over several
years. Developing a variety of questioning techniques, creating
content objectives for lessons, and writing language objectives
are some of the more recent schoolwide instructional initiatives.
As part of these schoolwide initiatives, the staff has completed a
professional read of Explicit Direct Instruction, by John Hollingsworth and Sylvia Ybarra. In the 2017-2018 school year, the staff
is beginning a professional read of Understanding By Design, by
Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe.

Explicit Direct Instruction
Understanding by Design
Staff, Cabinet and department meeting notes

a
Explicit Direct Instruction supports Gabrielino’s instructional pro- Professional Development
gram with the sixteen elements of explicit instruction. The text Agendas
was first introduced to Cabinet in the 2013-14 school year. Cabinet members led their departments through implementation and
by the 2015-16 school year, all teachers have been trained to
utilize strategies from this evidence-based program. Gabrielino
uses this type of professional read and research to help improve
current practices, moving us towards even more meaningful instructional programs.
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Current Educational Research and Thinking
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In order to further support instructional programs, the cabinet began SIOP Training
exploring Understanding by Design in the 2016-17 school year. This
will be followed by cabinet members leading implementation in the
2017-2018 school year. The strategies of both UBD and EDI are concurrently being utilized to improve instructional practice and lesson design. Particular consideration is being paid to our students’ preparation
for college, career, and life.

CHAPTER III: B

In addition, the district has provided SIOP training to the staff. The ELD
Team has provided additional training for teachers at Gabrielino, and
will continue to support and assist teachers as they continue to expand
the use of SIOP strategies in their classrooms.
a
Gabrielino effectively uses educational research to inform the improvement of instructional programs and student preparation. The instructional program is primarily determined by teachers at Gabrielino. The
implementation of evidence-based research is continuous and drives
most curricular decisions. Course curricula and pacing guides are developed by teachers during late start department time or during the
summer, and they are often adjusted as the semester progresses.

Curriculum Guides
AP Audit course approvals
UC A-G Course Approval List
Department meeting agendas

All courses are aligned to the appropriate and relevant standards. Core Common Core Performance
content areas are aligned to California’s standards, and curriculum is Tasks & Rubrics
written with an eye to incorporating the Four Cs: Communication, Collaboration, Creativity, and Critical thinking. The Science department’s
courses are being aligned with the new Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS). CTE courses are aligned with the pathways standards for
that course, and all College Board Advanced Placement courses have
been approved through the College Board’s Audit process. All courses use the relevant standards for their course, curriculum and pacing
guides, and educational research to guide their instruction. All coursework includes a variety of texts, and coursework frequently connects to
a
real-world situations—particularly in performance tasks.
Gabrielino has a late start schedule for teacher collaboration. Teachers Department meeting agenuse collaboration time to align, revise, and update curriculum and an- das
alyze data. The late start schedule must be approved by a vote of staff
each year, so the continued existence of the late start days illustrates Collab Time Vote results
its value.
In addition, teachers at Gabrielino participate in a variety of professional
learning opportunities after school, on weekends, during the summer,
or through site-release time. These opportunities provide meaningful
resources and knowledge for teachers to implement in their instructional program, and help improve delivery of curriculum.
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Academic and College- and Career-Readiness Standards for Each Area
B1.2. Indicator: The school has defined academic standards and college- and career-readiness standards for
each subject area, course, and/or program.
B1.2. Prompt: Determine the extent to which there are defined academic standards and college- and career-readiness standards for each subject area, course, and/or program that meet state or national/international standards and, where applicable, expectations within courses that meet the UC “a-g” requirements.
(This includes examination of the annual submission of course syllabus approval to UC for all AP courses.
Verify that the facility requirements for “wet labs” are met for all lab science courses.)
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino has clearly defined academic standards and SLOs,
and is working on strengthening alignments with college- and career-readiness standards for each subject, course, and program
at the school. Most departments at Gabrielino have formally adopted and implemented expectations for their courses which now
incorporate college and career readiness, real-world connections,
and the Four Cs throughout the curriculum. Performance Tasks
are used in all departments. Each department has curriculum and
pacing guides for teachers to follow, and are aligned to all relevant standards. These guides also specify implementation and
integration of the college and career readiness standards. All AP
courses follow the College Board outlines and AP teachers submit an AP audit to the College Board for approval. These courses
are renewed every year. The process for gaining UC/CSU a-g
credit is also carefully followed.

Curriculum/Pacing Guides
SLOs
AP Audits
A-G Approved Course list
Performance Tasks & rubrics

a
Gabrielino is collaborating with local community colleges to ex- CTE Pathways
pand and establish more career pathways. This collaboration will
develop and expand pathways that meet UC/CSU a-g requirements, and offer a wider variety of opportunities to our students.
a
Social Science and Science have the most recent changes to their
standards and frameworks. The Social Science department has
aligned curriculum to the new framework. The Science department has transitioned to the new state standards and is aligning
to the NGSS. All seven science labs at Gabrielino meet the facility
requirements for “wet labs.”

NGSS Standards
History/Social Science Framework
Performance Tasks & rubrics
Laboratory assignments
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Most courses offered at Gabrielino meet UC/CSU a-g requirements. In the past few years, Gabrielino has endeavored to eliminate courses that were not UC/CSU a-g approved—such as Integrated Life Science I and II. Now, all 9th graders are required to
take Biology, and as 10th graders they are enrolled in Chemistry—
instead of taking a non-UC/CSU a-g approved course series. The
courses that do not meet UC/CSU a-g criteria still meet credits
required for graduation, and it is mainly beginning English Learners or special education students who enroll in these courses.
Gabrielino has worked on developing and implementing courses
for these special populations that are either aligned to the core
inclusive classes and/or meet UC/CSU a-g requirements. For example, Social Science has added courses for ELD students which
incorporate key content, such as Intro to Government and Intro
to Economics. Students may earn graduation credits in these
classes. In addition, the Integrated World History and US History
courses have recently earned UC/CSU a-g compliance. Also, the
ELD program has implemented an Integrated English 1 course
which is UC/CSU a-g approved. Math has added courses in Intro
to Statistics and Intro to Finance to offer additional courses in
which students may earn graduation credits.

UC Course Approval List
Counselling Guidebook
Biology Course Rosters
Chemistry Course Rosters

a
This implementation has also supported the use of SIOP strate- SIOP Training Information
gies across all content courses. The ELD team supports teachers
in creating concrete content and language objectives for all students’ language needs, and provides an invaluable resource to
their peers when questions come up.

Congruence
B1.3. Indicator: There is congruence between the actual concepts and skills taught, the academic standards,
the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
B1.3. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which there is congruence or consistency between the actual concepts
and skills taught, the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide
learner outcomes.
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Each department has implemented practices and procedures to SLOs
create, maintain, and revise pacing guides, essential lessons, and
Benchmarks
common assessments that are aligned to the relevant standards.
These practices have supported the alignment (and realignment) Performance Tasks
to standards, and departments are encouraged to work across
disciplines. Collaboration within departments provides support
for all teachers to inform their instruction while responding to the
students’ needs—and to insure lessons incorporate more than
just the content standards. The addition of performance tasks
to all courses, in particular, has given subject teams an excellent
opportunity to create assignments that have strong alignments to
college- and career-readiness standards, and to the SLOs.

Gabrielino’s Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) are posted
throughout classrooms and campus for students to explicitly refer
to the expectations. The SLOs are considered to be as essential
as the content standards when developing curriculum. Data is
collected through common assessments, such as benchmarks and
performance tasks, and used to improve curriculum while monitoring student progress. Lessons specifically focused on the SLOs
are not terribly common at Gabrielino; however, skills and strategies to help students achieve the SLOs are infused into all curriculum used at Gabrielino.
Integration Amongst Disciplines
B1.4. Indicator: There is integration and alignment among academic and career technical disciplines at the
school and where applicable, integration of outsourced curriculum into the program so that curricular integrity, reliability, and security are maintained.
B1.4. Prompt: Evaluate to what extent is there integration among disciplines and where applicable, integration of outsourced curriculum into the program so that curricular integrity, reliability, and security are
maintained.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino operates under a department model; as a result of this
structure, there is little formal integration of curriculum between
departments. Within the departments, most individual subject
courses operate as a team. Common assessments and rubrics
are used, and these materials are kept secure between uses. Subject teams are responsible for driving curriculum at Gabrielino;
the teams also monitor the security of their materials in a variety
of ways.

Department Lists

However, teachers routinely collaborate informally with colleagues
in other departments to share ideas and resources from other subjects. Integration among disciplines includes the integration of
reading, writing, and real world problem solving in math, science,
and social science. In all Science courses there is integration of
mathematical concepts in courses in Chemistry, Physics, and Biology. Social Science courses routinely incorporate mathematical
concepts in data analysis activities and/or budgeting activities.
Students in Woodshop apply practical mathematics throughout
the creation and design of their products, as do students in Small
Business Management and Stagecraft. Writing is expected in all
courses; the English department has offered expert advice in the
development of rubrics for other core areas. The VAPA department has offered a great deal of support to other departments
in the 21st Century skill of Creativity; they have provided professional development and expert advice to other departments as
curriculum has been redesigned.

Department Meeting Agendas

There is room for development in the alignment between academic and career and technical disciplines. As the CTE program
is expanding, departments will have more opportunities to incorporate career and technical disciplines into their curriculum.
Currently, various career projects, the Economics personal finance
and marketing projects, and the guest speaker program in Visual
Arts are high points.

CTE Pathways
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Sample rubrics
Common Assessments
Common Projects
a

Professional Development
Agendas

VAPA-led Professional Development

a

Freshman College Prep Transition Course
Economics Projects
Visual Arts Guest Speaker
program

There are many opportunities for greater integration among the
disciplines. Departments are encouraged to collaborate more and
this will improve the integrity, reliability, and security of curriculum.
For example, in the 2017-2018 school year, the Social Science and
English departments began exploring how to use common terminology and rubrics for written work. Monitoring these elements
will require teachers to work together in updating and integrating
the curriculum with other departments. World Languages and Science are exploring a new category weighting system in the 20172018 year for student work, and several teachers are collaborating
and piloting the concept. If successful, this concept could lead to
a complete reworking of the curriculum for the courses involved.

Social Science & English Department Meeting Agendas
World Languages Grade
Categories
Science Grade Categories

Articulation and Follow-up Studies
B1.5. Indicator: The school articulates regularly with feeder schools, local colleges and universities, and
technical schools. The school uses follow-up studies of graduates and others to learn about the effectiveness of the curricular program.
B1.5. Prompt: Determine the extent to which the school articulates curricular programs and expectations
with its feeder schools, local colleges and universities, and technical schools. Explain how the school uses
follow-up studies of graduates and others to learn about the effectiveness of the curricular program.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino is the only comprehensive high school in a district with
one middle school; as a result, Gabrielino communicates with Jefferson Middle School regularly and especially when it comes to
the transition to high school. Starting in March, Gabrielino coordinates with Jefferson to support incoming 8th graders. This includes an informational meeting at the middle school which highlights the Health and Freshman College Prep Transition Courses.
The following week, families are invited to Gabrielino for the 8th
Grade Information Night. This night is also open to families whose
students are coming from other schools. The administration and
counseling staff share an overview of the courses 9th graders may
take, and families get an introduction to other high school curricular and extra –curricular programs. After these evening events,
the counselors then visit the middle school and meet with each 8th
grade student on their caseload. Based on these discussions with
the student, the counselor schedules the students into classes for
the following year. Finally, the 8th graders visit Gabrielino for an
introductory pep rally given just for the incoming 9th graders. This
gives them the opportunity to sign up for clubs, sports teams, or
other programs to help them feel connected and informed about
the school they will be attending in the fall.

Meeting agendas
8th Grade Parent Night Flyers
and Agenda

Feeder school student visit
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However, there is not as much curricular integration with the mid- Rio Hondo Partnership
dle school as staff would like. Some departments, such as Math
New CTE Pathways
and World Languages, have clear progressions and have linked
the curriculum between the schools. Other departments have not
achieved much of a formal connection between the middle school
curriculum and what is taught at the high school.

Gabrielino is in the unusual position of being roughly equidistant
from all of the community colleges in the surrounding area. As
a result, the school has struggled for many years to “get on the
map” of any of these schools. Technically, our students should
follow a pathway to East Los Angeles College, but Gabrielino students have historically eschewed this choice, and instead have
chosen to go to Pasadena City College. This occurs even though
they are not from the area that gives them preferential treatment
and access to classes—but it is only one bus transfer away, an important consideration for many of our students. Two years ago the
Superintendent of San Gabriel Unified School district initiated a
connection to Rio Hondo College and this has proven fruitful. Not
only has Rio Hondo College helped Gabrielino students make the
transition to their school by offering support through our College
and Career Center, they have also provided courses and workshops in in the area of career exploration. Finally, they offer courses on the Gabrielino campus in the afternoon that have helped
Gabrielino complete some CTE pathways, especially in the area
of sports medicine.
a
In addition, the College and Career center offers a great many Career Center Calendar
programs and events to support our students in their transition to
their post-Gabrielino life. A representative from Cal State LA is a
regular fixture in the Career Center, offering advice and support
to our students who are hoping or planning to attend Cal State
LA. Representatives from East Los Angeles Community College
(ELAC) and Rio Hondo Community College are also available to
students in the College and Career Center on a weekly basis. Multiple workshops are offered to help our students through the application process, for admissions, financial aid, and scholarships.
They also provide a great many resources to teachers in the development of curriculum regarding college and career readiness.
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Gabrielino is tracking its graduates through Clearinghouse and Clearinghouse data
initial data reported shows that the class of 2013 at four years
out has only 12.5% of students “No longer enrolled & not graduated,” and 10.4% have no record at all of having enrolled in a
post-secondary institution of any kind. Gabrielino is continuing
to track this data, but initial indications are positive.

B2. Access to Curriculum Criterion
All students have equal access to the school’s entire program and are provided assistance with a personal
learning plan to meet the requirements of graduation and are prepared for the pursuit of their academic,
personal, and career goals.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard H: Equity and Access: A quality online program’s policies and practice support students’
ability to access the program. Accommodations are available to meet a variety of student needs. [iNACOL Standard H, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Variety of Programs — Full Range of Choices
B2.1. Indicator: All students are able to make appropriate choices and pursue a full range of realistic college
and career and/or other educational options. The school provides for career exploration, preparation for
postsecondary education, and pre-technical training for all students.
B2.1. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes to allow all students to make appropriate choices
and pursue a full range of realistic college and career and/or other educational options. Discuss how the
school ensures effective opportunities for career exploration, preparation for postsecondary education, and
pre-technical training for all students.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino ensures that all students have access to career exploration opportunities, preparation for postsecondary education, and
pre-technical training so they can make appropriate choices for
realistic post-high school planning. The most important processes
that guide students in making this choice and developing a Four
Year Plan are as follows: visits to the College and Career Center,
the use of Naviance, and meetings with their counselors. Students who are taking or have completed the Freshman College
Prep Transition course have had extensive opportunity to explore
careers and select the appropriate course of study. The school
works to encourage all students to complete the UC/CSU a-g requirements, and to pursue the most rigorous course of study that
is appropriate for the student.

College and Career Center
Calendar
Naviance
Counselors’ meetings with
students
College Prep Transition Course
Four Year Plan
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The College and Career Center also provides students opportunities to explore different career choices, universities, trades, and
post-secondary opportunities. The primary tool utilized by the
College and Career Center to help students explore these opportunities is called Naviance. The Naviance online college planning
system allows students and their families to create a personalized
plan that will guide the academic journey for their chosen college
and career pathway. Students also use Naviance to sign up for the
events offered in the College and Career Center. The College and
Career Center offers guest speakers, campus visits, and support
in the application process. They also host college and career fairs
on several occasions throughout the year.

College and Career Center
Calendar
College Fair maps
Naviance
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a
Gabrielino counselors also educate students in the process of
making appropriate choices and pursue a full range of realistic college and career or other educational options. Counselors
meet at least twice a year with students, (more frequently with
those who have earned at least one D or F grade) and also meet
in small groups with students sorted by their Naviance interest
survey results. Counselors help students determine an appropriate course of study for the next year that best meets the requirements for graduation and best prepares them for the pursuit of
their academic, personal, and career goals.

Naviance Interest Groupings
Counselor meeting information

a

The students have a wide range of course and scheduling offer- Master Schedule
ings. The vast majority of academic courses taught at Gabrielino
are UC/CSU a-g approved. Gabrielino offers a wide range of AP CTE Pathways
and honors courses, as well; more than 19 AP and honors courses AP Course offerings
are being offered in the 2017-2018 school year.
a
Despite increasing enrollment in the AP program, students continue to do well on the AP Exams. There are also CTE opportunities offered to students throughout the school day. After school,
students are able to take CTE courses, some of which are eligible
for college credit. In addition, the school has enacted a plan to
expand the CTE Pathways offered at the site.
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AP Enrollment Numbers
AP Exam results
CTE Course schedule
CTE Pathways

These processes are largely effective in light of the personalized
approach taken by counselors to ensure that students are appropriately counseled to make choices that align with their four-year
plan and post-secondary goals. However, students often report
concerns about not being prepared for life after high school—
specifically relating to basic life skills, such as cooking and financial skills. The school is in the process of analyzing this student
feedback, but has a long-standing financial literacy program in
the Economics courses. Financial planning has also been added
to the Freshman College Prep Transition course, and a non-a-g
compliant course called Intro to Finance was added to the math
department’s course offerings.

Course syllabi for Economics
& Freshman College Prep
Transition
Financial Literacy Project
Student Survey
WASC Student Focus Group
Minutes

Accessibility of All Students to Curriculum
B2.2. Indicator: A rigorous, relevant, and coherent curriculum that includes real world applications is accessible to all students through all courses/programs offered.
B2.2. Prompt: Evaluate students’ access to a rigorous, relevant, and coherent curriculum across all programs
that includes real world applications. To what extent do the instructional practices of teachers and other
activities facilitate access and success for all students?
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Aside from specialized courses designed to best support and Course Guide/Course of
serve the needs of special education students, or students who Study
are just beginning to learn the English language, students at GaCTE Course syllabus
brielino are provided with access to a rigorous, relevant, and coherent curriculum which includes real-world applications. This is
particularly true in CTE courses.
a
A rigorous, relevant, and coherent curriculum has been made ac- Additional class and course
cessible to more students than before through the addition of offerings
new classes and courses. The restoration of a 7th period option
offers students the ability to have access to seven courses during
the school day. New courses to serve students’ needs, such as
ELD-specific courses like Intro to Government, to non-mathbased Science courses like Conceptual Physics, have been added
to the master schedule in order to improve the richness of curriculum students are exposed to.
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In addition, Gabrielino provides access to a rigorous, relevant,
and coherent curriculum by offering a wide range of rigorous
courses with choices for a range of ability levels and ambitions.
Few courses offered do not meet the UC/CSU a-g requirements,
virtually all students are on a path towards college. Also, few AP
and honors courses have firm prerequisites at Gabrielino—the
most common being that students need to be in a particular year
in school. The vast majority of AP and Honors courses use a modified open enrollment; if there is space available or an additional
section can be added to the master schedule, any interested student can choose to enroll. This includes students who are learning English—some of whom have decided to take AP courses.
Students who are enrolled in the higher level ELD support classes
may elect to take advanced mathematics or science classes; special education students may decide to take an advanced or college preparatory course. Every effort is made to give students all
relevant information needed to make the best decisions possible,
but students are ultimately able to select the courses they wish
to enroll in. This requires a great deal of differentiation and remediation by our AP teachers; however, despite this rather open
access, students at Gabrielino frequently outperform their state
and national peers on the AP Exams.

Enrollment policies for AP
and Honors courses
AP & Honors course rosters
AP Course Audit
AP Exam results

a
The instructional practices of Gabrielino teachers and other activities facilitate access and success for all students through the use
of differentiated instruction, technology integration, a variety of
assignments to develop 21st century skills, and vertical articulation across the curriculum.

Differentiated Instruction
Use of technological resources
Integration of the 4 Cs

Teachers at Gabrielino are continuously fine tuning their curricu- Department Meeting Agenlum and pacing to accommodate any differentiation that needs das
to occur to support their students. Teachers analyze student work,
Assessment results
grades, assessment results, and student feedback regarding assignments to determine the appropriateness of the curriculum in
maximizing successful student learning. Teachers regularly meet
with colleagues to revise and update curriculum and instructional
practices to help better prepare students for their future lives;
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whether it is learning how to create a positive web presence in the
Freshman transition course, how to plan a budget in Economics,
or how to create a well-written business letter in English, teachers
are always looking for new ideas to help prepare for students for
their postsecondary lives.
a
Use of technology as an instructional practice in classrooms is increasing. New technologies, like Chromebooks and iPad carts,
digital textbooks, Google Classroom are helping students have
greater access to the content. Digital resources also allow teachers to create differentiated lessons, access additional resources, or
provide additional research opportunities for their students.

Technology Integration with
curriculum
Technology carts in classrooms
a

Another instructional practice that facilitates the success for all 21st Century Skills
students is the integration of collaboration and teamwork in lesPerformance Tasks
sons. As more and more lessons are created to address 21st century skills and the California Common Core State Standards, increasing connections to real-world applications are being made.
Performance tasks are a frequent place to see direct connections
to real-world applications.
a
Within each department, the curriculum and skills build from Vertical Articulation within
course to course in sequential subjects in order to create coher- departments
ence across the curriculum. Teachers in all departments have
worked diligently to create links between the curriculums. This is
clearly observable in courses like Spanish 1, 2, 3, and AP Spanish,
or in ELD 1, 2, and 3, or in the sequential nature of courses in the
mathematics department.

As the school still struggles with an achievement gap, and many
formal support structures for students are being refined (such as
Academic Advisory) or revised (such as the Tongva Tutoring program), there is room for growth in facilitating student success in all
areas. This remains a key area of focus for the school.

a

Academic Advisory
Tongva Tutoring
Counselor Meetings with
students who have D or F
grades
WASC Action Plan
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Student-Parent-Staff Collaboration
B2.3. Indicator: Parents, students, and staff collaborate in developing and monitoring a student’s personal
learning plan and their college and career and/or other educational goals. (This includes the evaluation of
whether online instruction matches the student’s learning style.)
B2.3. Prompt: Evaluate to what extent parents, students, and staff collaborate in developing, monitoring,
and revising a student’s personal learning plan and their college and career and/or other educational goals.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

CHAPTER III: B

Parents, students and staff are generally successful at collaborat- Naviance/Four Year Plan
ing to develop and monitor a student’s personal learning plan
Course of Study
and their educational goals. However, some parents are more involved than others, and some students seek less guidance. Making certain all students develop, revise, and complete their educational goals is an area of ongoing concern for the school.
a
The process for developing a personal learning plan begins with 8th Grade Orientation
staff involvement. Prior to enrollment at Gabrielino High School,
Naviance
counselors visit Jefferson, Gabrielino’s feeder school, and provide information to students and parents in partnership with the
counseling staff at Jefferson. An information night is held for incoming students and their parents. Students come to GHS for an
orientation during the school day, and are introduced to a variety
of clubs, teams, and other activities that they may choose to join.
Students also complete a Naviance career interest survey, to aid
students in selecting their freshman year classes.
a
In the 2015-2016 school year, College Prep Freshman Transition College Prep Transition
was added for all Freshmen students. This new course combined Course Curriculum
the best aspects of an old course lost to budget cuts (Freshman
Seminar) with the best available information on college and career
planning. This course provides much needed support for students
in a number of areas in postsecondary exploration. When the old
class was lost, teachers immediately noticed students were not as
focused on college preparation—some said their students didn’t
even know the steps that they needed to complete in order to
attend a four-year college directly after high school. Additionally,
teachers soon reported that students had little idea how to evaluate the validity of sources, conduct research, or write a resume
or business letter. Many teachers attempted to incorporate these
key concepts and skills into their own courses. In response to staff
feedback, the best of the former Freshman Seminar was revised
and added to current educational thinking, in order to create the
Freshman College Prep Transition Course.
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Personal learning plans begin developing in earnest in this course, Naviance
through Naviance surveys and career planning activities, and career planning is infused throughout the curriculum.
a
Counselors also meet with students individually at least twice a Counselors’ meetings with
year to monitor students’ personal learning plan and their educa- students
tional goals. Students and counselors review the student’s goals
and career interest, and develop a schedule of classes for the
student that will help them move towards that goal. In addition,
counselors also meet with any student who earns a D or an F on
a progress report or report card, in the hopes of creating a plan
of action that will enable the student to get back on track. As students’ interests and goals change, access to Naviance and these
regular counselor meetings enable students to continue to work
towards their goals.
a
Parents have access to the Parent Portal in AERIES. Using this
tool, parents can monitor their child’s progress and discuss with
the teacher appropriate interventions whenever they feel they
are needed. Parents are continuously encouraged to participate
in their child’s education to the greatest extent possible. Parents
usually email, call or set up a meeting with teachers to discuss
their student’s performance, or their need for assistance in a particular class. If the student is generally struggling, parents may
contact their student’s counselor directly. In addition to parents
being able to monitor their child’s grades, parents are welcomed
to the campus. Back to School Night and Open House are two
obvious examples. In addition, Gabrielino runs a series of information nights and Parent Seminars to encourage parental involvement.

AERIES Parent Portal
Parent Seminar Series Schedule
Back to School Night Letter
Open House Letter

Gabrielino, like many schools, struggles to have a variety of parents participate regularly on-campus. A smaller group of highly
involved parents shoulder most of the load, and make up most
of the representation on School Site Council, the English Learner
Advisory Council, and in some years, even the PTSA.
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Increased visibility of translation services, personal outreach at School Site Council
events where a large number of parents attend (such as concerts
ELAC
and athletic events), and increased mailings and robocalls targeting parent involvement has helped somewhat. However, Gabrielino would like to see an increase in the number of parents who are
a
actively involved in the campus community.
This also occurs with parent and community representatives on
district committees, such as the District English Learner Advisory
Council, District School Leadership Team, and Superintendent’s
Parent Advisory Committee. However, attendance at parent education workshop/seminars is high in many cases. The families
of our low income and our ELD students are underrepresented
on these committees, and they attend parent seminars, Open
House and Back to School Night at a lower rate than other parent
groups. To help mitigate this issue the Hispanic Parents group
was created in the 2016-2017 school year.

Hispanic Parent Group

This also occurs with parent and community representatives on
district committees, such as the District English Learner Advisory
Council, District School Leadership Team, and Superintendent’s
Parent Advisory Committee. However, attendance at parent education workshop/seminars is high in many cases. The families
of our low income and our ELD students are underrepresented
on these committees, and they attend parent seminars, Open
House and Back to School Night at a lower rate than other parent
groups. To help mitigate this issue the Hispanic Parents group
was created in the 2016-2017 school year. The purpose of the
group is to encourage parents to become active participants in
their children’s education while providing support for parents
whose primary language is Spanish. Gabrielino is continuing to
work on closing the achievement gap. It is hoped that greater
participation and involvement of parents will help improve student achievement. To help support parents who might be uneasy
communicating in English, the school offers translation services in
Cantonese, Mandarin, Spanish, and Vietnamese. Gabrielino also
offers breakout sessions in these languages at some events, and
uses a UN-style headset based translation service at others, to
help ensure that parents have the knowledge they need to support their students.

Open House
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PTSA
Athletic Boosters

a

Back to School Night
Parent Seminar Series
Translation services

Parent participation varies by family, and despite all the opportunities Meeting Agendas
for collaboration, parent involvement varies. At times work schedules
or cultural differences make school and parent collaboration a challenge. Translation services have been expanded to help encourage
parents who are more comfortable using another language to participate in campus life. Parents are always encouraged and welcomed
at Gabrielino, and staff enjoys working with families to develop a
plan that will be most beneficial for their children. Gabrielino works
to encourage parents to participate in all aspects of their child’s education, including school events, advisory board, PTA, School Site
Council meetings, ELA meetings, parent information nights, and in
the Hispanic parent group meetings.
a
In the Special Education Department, parent involvement takes Transition plan
place formally in IEP meetings, and informally through communicaIEP meetings
tion with the teacher. By the time a special education student is ready
to exit Gabrielino, a transition plan has been created in collaboration
with the special education teacher, counselor, student and parents.
Parents and students also have access to their personal learning plan
through Naviance and current grade information in AERIES.
a
In the 2016-2017 school year, the AERIES Parent Portal was ac- AERIES Parent Portal
cessed by 90% of Gabrielino parents. AERIES is utilized by 100%
of the teachers at Gabrielino. Parents are always welcome to email Phone calls
teachers to discuss grades and their student’s progress. Teacher and Emails
parent communications varies by teacher, but at Gabrielino every
teacher tries to dedicate time to communicate with parent via email,
AERIES, phone calls or in-person meetings. Parents may request an
in-person meeting at any time. Some teachers have begun including parents in their use of Google Classroom, as well.
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Post High School Transitions
B2.4. Indicator: The school implements strategies and programs to facilitate transitions to college, career,
and other postsecondary high school options and regularly evaluates their effectiveness.

CHAPTER III: B

B2.4. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the strategies and programs to facilitate transitions to college,
career, and other postsecondary high school options.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino has implemented a variety of programs and strategies
to facilitate students’ transition to life beyond high school. The
school regularly evaluates the effectiveness of these strategies
and programs. As a result, Gabrielino understands there is room
for growth in this area, as there is still an achievement gap in
the completion of graduation requirements, UC/CSU a-g requirements, and post-secondary education enrollment.

Graduation Rate

Gabrielino has added a course for Freshmen, the Freshman College Prep Transition class, which is meant to ease the transition between middle school and high school, college, career, and other
postsecondary options. Students are taught how to create a positive web presence, how to create resumes and professional business documents, and they complete a unit on information literacy. In addition, students complete Naviance surveys to help them
determine their career interests and what steps they will need to
take to achieve them. This course is paired with Health, another
budget casualty that has been resurrected. Students spend half
of each semester in Health, and switch to College Prep Transition
(or vice versa.) The Health curriculum emphasizes healthy decision making and how to live a healthful life. Data regarding these
classes are being gathered and is being evaluated annually. It is
hoped that these classes will help reduce the achievement gap in
graduation rates and in UC/CSU a-g completion, but as the first
class of students to take them has not yet reached their senior
year, it is difficult to evaluate what impact these courses may have
on graduation and a-g completion rates at this point. Anecdotally, however, the signs are favorable for success.

Freshman College Prep Transition Course

A-G Completion Rate
Clearinghouse data
a

Health
Naviance
Four Year Plans

a

To better prepare students for their post-secondary lives Gabri- Rio Hondo Partnership
elino also offers students the opportunity to complete college
Additions to CTE pathways
classes through a partnership with Rio Hondo Community College. The program was added in the 2015-2016 school year, and
in the 2016-2017 school year, two introductory courses were offered after school for students. One is Counseling 101, the other
is Sports Medicine. The Sports Medicine course is part of the
Athletic Trainer CTE Pathway, and students can earn an initial certification as an Athletic Trainer at the completion of the pathway.
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There are plans to continue to expand the Rio Hondo partnership
in the coming years, based on career interest expressed by students in their Naviance career planning surveys.
a
Gabrielino students have access to a career counselor in the College and Career Center. The College and Career Center also
provides students a variety of workshops, seminars, and guest
speakers. These workshops are scheduled based on student
interests, using the results of Naviance surveys and student requests. Much support is offered for students (and their parents)
who are completing the Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA). The College and Career Center also provides support
for students completing their college applications. Representatives from Cal State Los Angeles, East Los Angeles Community
College (ELAC), and Rio Hondo are also stationed in the College
and Career Center one day per week.

College and Career Center
Workshops &
Seminars Calendar
Guest speakers & College
Representatives
Naviance survey
College Application Support
Financial Aid Night Agendas
a

Although the focus in recent years has been on continuing educa- College and Career Center
tion into college, information about careers in the military and in Calendar
skilled trades is also offered. Unions also have presented about
their apprenticeship programs, and local trade schools have also
given presentations and participated in the school’s Career Fair.
A high crane simulator was even brought to campus so students
could see what it would be like to be a crane operator. These
events allow students to be exposed to a wide variety of paths
that they may pursue upon graduation. Counselors and the College and Career Center help make the necessary connections
with community, universities, and local businesses to make students aware of what the local area and beyond has to offer in
a
terms of potential career paths.
Naviance is being used with greater frequency. In addition to
helping students with career interest surveys and information,
data produced from Naviance is used to help target students with
scheduling advice relevant to their ultimate career goals. Prior to
the 2015-2016 year, information about selecting courses for the
following year was provided through generic counselor talks in
English classes. Now, students are grouped according to their career interests and are called in for scheduling meetings based on
the goals and interests they have expresse d in their Naviance activities. In this manner, appropriate courses can be recommended
and students can ask questions (and see their peers with similar

Naviance
Naviance Surveys
Guest speakers & College
Representative Calendar
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career goals and interests). Additionally, all letters of recommendation for college applications are being handled through Naviance.
This gives counselors the ability to help students navigate the private college application process (a frequent request of students and
parents), and see if all relevant forms and letters have been submitted. Students can also sign up for all guest speakers and college
visits via Naviance.
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a
In addition, the school offers a Parent Seminar series, with topics
like “Help! My Kid Got Into College! Now What?” tailored to parent
information as provided by the Site Council and PTSA. Parents are
invited to come to campus for specialty workshops. AP Information
Night (translation available) shares information about accessing the
AP Program at Gabrielino; a highlight of the night is an all-volunteer student panel that answers questions posed by parents and
students in the audience. Additional information nights cover Financial Aid and FAFSA forms (presented in multiple languages), and
Open House encourages parents to explore the possibilities for their
students at Gabrielino.

Parent Seminar
AP Information Night Information
Financial Aid Night Information

a
The ELD Team determined there was a particular challenge in transitioning to postsecondary pathways for ELD students, due to the
fact that they did not have access to enough courses which fulfilled
UC/CSU a-g requirements (and in some cases, access to enough
appropriate credits to graduate). Overall, data showed the biggest
obstacle was a lack of Social Science courses for students in ELD
1 & ELD 2. Consequently, new courses were added to help these
students complete their requirements and be better prepared for
postsecondary opportunities. Two new courses, Intro to Government and Intro to Economics, were added in the 2016-2017 year to
help these students progress to graduation. Previous social science
courses for ELD students were not eligible for college credit. The
courses were re-worked, and now students can earn UC/CSU a-g
credit in Integrated classes offered by the Social Science and English
department.
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ELD Team Agendas
Integrated World & US
Courses
Intro To Government/Intro
to Econ
English I Integrated

The data also showed the second biggest obstacle was a lack of Master Schedule
UC/CSU a-g eligible English courses. In response to this need, the
old ELD 3 block was converted into English 1 Integrated and English Designated (ELD 3). The first class uses the Freshman English
curriculum and gives students the opportunity to earn college credit. The second class provides language support for the first class
and has elective credits attached to it.
a
The data analyzed by the Data Team showed that many students Data Team Agendas
were falling off the UC/CSU a-g completion track as a result of not
completing or not attempting the needed laboratory science cours- Biology & Chemistry Grades
es. In the 2014-2015 school year, old Integrated Science courses
were retired and replaced with Biology for all freshmen. All 10th
grade students are enrolled in Chemistry; previous math requirements for Chemistry were eliminated. Students who face challenges in Math are placed into Chemistry sections that are taught by a
teacher who integrates math instruction into the Chemistry lessons.
Early data shows a high number of these students successfully completing Biology and Chemistry, although the Science department is
exploring new ways to support all students enrolled in these courses. Additionally, a new non-math based Physics course, Conceptual
Physics, was added in 2016-2017. This course gives students who
may struggle in math another course option to complete a second
year of laboratory science and reach A-G completion.
a
Math courses, too, are being reworked to help students achieve Algebra Readiness
their graduation requirements and UC/CSU a-g requirements so
Math intervention
that they may have more post-secondary opportunities. Several
remediation courses have been retired and replaced, and the Algebra Readiness course has been revamped since the last WASC
visit. In addition, students in Algebra Readiness and Algebra 1 may
take part in Restorative Math. This program allows struggling students to attend Tongva Tutoring and retake assessments they have
failed. They may earn up to a C in the retake, which helps students
improve their grades and improve their content mastery by revising
their knowledge. Early data is promising. New courses, too, were
created and added—such as Intro to Finance and Intro to Statistics.
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A new course, Academic Advisory, was also added to help students Academic Advisory
meet their graduation requirements and their UC/CSU a-g requireData Team Agendas
ments. Identified students, either by counselor or through teacher
recommendation, are pulled out of a class once a week. The Academic Advisory teacher meets with the students individually, plans
a course of action to help them improve their grade, and then monitors and submits the work to general education teachers. Due to
staffing changes, this program was completely reworked in 20162017, and staff is looking forward to seeing how this will impact
results. Data analyzed by the Data Team showed that students who
earned a D or an F in their Freshman year were most likely to be
non-grads or a-g ineligible in their Senior year, so early intervention
and support is key.
a
Gabrielino High School has worked diligently in recent years to improve the intervention services provided to students, and is continuing to refine and revise this support. Since the last WASC visit,
Gabrielino has attempted to create an after school intervention program, but data from 2016-2017 shows that there was very low attendance, especially in English and Social Science. In discussion with
the students in the WASC Student Committee, it was determined
that students felt stigmatized attending after school intervention,
believing that it labeled them as a “bad student.” As a result, the
Data Team is examining potential supplements or replacements to
the Tongva Tutoring program as it currently exists.
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Tongva Tutoring Schedule
Tongva Tutoring Sign-ins
Student Survey
WASC
Student
Group meetings
Data Team Agendas

Focus

ACS WASC Category B. Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum:
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in Category
B are being met.
Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the school’s ability to address one or
more of the identified critical student learning needs (Chapter IV).
Summary (including comments about the critical student learning needs)

Gabrielino’s use of current educational research related to viable, meaningful instructional programs that
prepares students for college, career, and life is generally effective. Gabrielino operates under a department
model; as a result of this structure, there is little formal integration of curriculum between departments—although there is increasing collaboration and use of other departments’ expertise. Gabrielino has curriculum
aligned to clearly-defined and relevant academic standards. College- and career-readiness standards are
expected to be integrated with each subject, course, and program at the school. Gabrielino High School
establishes clear connections between the day-to-day content learning and what students will leave with as
they head to college, careers, and the world at large. Although many classes have great connections, there
is always room for further improvement and refinement.

Gabrielino articulates well with Jefferson Middle School when it comes to the transition to high school.
Some subject areas have stronger articulation than others, particularly Math and World Languages. Gabrielino counselors effectively educate students in the process of making appropriate choices and pursuing a full
range of realistic college and career or other educational options. All students at Gabrielino are provided
with a rigorous, relevant, and coherent curriculum which includes real-world applications. Creating stronger
lessons linked to real-world applications is an ongoing goal of the faculty at Gabrielino.

Parents, students and staff are generally successful at collaborating to develop and monitor a student’s
personal learning plan and their educational goals. However, some parents are more involved than others,
and some students seek less guidance. Making certain all students develop, revise, and complete their educational goals is an area of ongoing concern for the school.

Gabrielino has implemented a variety of programs and strategies to help students transition to life beyond
high school, and regularly evaluates their success. However, there is room for growth in this area, as there
is still an achievement gap in the completion of graduation requirements, UC/CSU a-g requirements, and
post-secondary education enrollment. The CTE program is being expanded, particularly through the use
of new partnerships with local community colleges, to offer Gabrielino students additional CTE pathways.
New methods of supporting students are being examined, and new courses have been created to support
and to challenge our students.
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Prioritize the areas of strength and growth for Category B.
Category B: Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum: Areas of Strength

●

All courses are standards-based and incorporate Common Core skills

●

Curriculum is rigorous, with an abundance of AP and Honors courses and few courses offered that
do not meet UC/CSU a-g requirements

●

Initial data shows that Gabrielino students are persisting in college, implying that the curriculum
experienced at the high school has prepared many to succeed in college.

●

Rio Hondo relationship expanded CTE Pathways

●

Teachers collaborate frequently to align curriculum across subject teams and within departments.
Departments have shared their expertise, such as VAPA department offering guidance for developing creativity and English offering support for writing and writing rubrics in other departments.

CHAPTER III: B

Category B: Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum: Areas of Growth

●

In collaboration with district goals, design a 3 year plan for how to increase inclusion of students
with IEP’s into the general education setting.

●

Increase support for English Language learners, Hispanic students, Special Education Students,
and other struggling students.

●

Expand CTE Pathways and strengthening post-secondary connections, and promote CTE Pathways
to increase enrollment.

●

Grow CTE advisory council for the purposes of evaluating success of CTE Pathways
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Category C: Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction
C1. Challenging and Relevant Learning Experiences Criterion
To achieve the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes, all students are involved in challenging and relevant learning experiences.
Indicators with Prompts
Results of Student Observations and Examining Work

C1.1. Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which all students are involved in challenging and relevant learning to
achieve the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner
outcomes. Include how observing students working and examining student work have informed this understanding. Provide evidence on how the school has evaluated the degree of involvement of students with
diverse backgrounds and/or abilities and how the school has modified instruction based on these findings.
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C1.1. Indicator: The students are involved in challenging and relevant work as evidenced by observations of
students working and the examination of student work.

Gabrielino High School WASC Report
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Students are consistently involved in challenging and relevant
learning to achieve academic and college and career-readiness
standards. Students are increasingly invited into lessons that center around the student rather than teacher. While direct instruction is a tool teachers will utilize, students are often working collaboratively, participating in discussions and debates, developing
projects or presentations, and conducting experiments.

Small group discussions,
Socrative seminars, English/
Social Studies debates,
VAPA projects, Science experiments, English dramatic
performances

CHAPTER III: C

a
Gabrielino offers 18 AP courses that are open to all students that AP Course List
meet the prerequisites. Counselors encourage all students, but
AP Course rosters
in particular students identified as underrepresented in the SPSA
plan, to take an AP course. In 2017, there were 705 students who
took an AP exam. Out of the total number of students taking the
AP exam 63% earned a passing score of a 3. This year the number
of students enrolled in AP courses has gone up.
a
Gabrielino continues to include some Special Education students
in general education courses, when it is the most appropriate
placement for the student. There are inclusion classes for Special
Education students. These courses offer the least restrictive environment and allow students the possibility of meeting UC/CSU
a-g requirements. Teachers of these courses differentiate their instruction to meet the needs of the varying levels of abilities. In
addition, Special Education students may take advantage of designated resource periods and collaborative courses.

Collaborative Biology course
Collaborative Chemistry
course
Master Schedule

Course offerings are always evolving to better fit the needs of Master Schedule
Gabrielino’s rich and diverse student population—and data drives
these decisions. Conversations have been led by administration, Data Team, ELD Team
the Data Team, and the ELD Team. New courses include an L-TEL
Course, Spanish for Spanish Speakers, Freshman College Prep
Transition, Health, and ELD World History. Courses that are a-g
qualified have also been added; these include Integrated English
I, Integrated World History, and Integrated US History. AP Art and
AP Language have also been added to our Master Schedule.
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In addition, non-college prep courses such as Integrated Science have
been retired—now all 9th grade students take the UC/CSU a-g approved
course in Biology, and all 10th graders take Chemistry. These changes
are a direct result of analyzing student performance, and clearly finding an achievement gap. The analysis of this data has been led by the
Data Team and ELD Team. Further changes to Gabrielino’s instructional
practices, such as the adoption of SIOP strategies in all courses, is also
a result of this analysis.

UC/CSU a-g completion
rates
Graduation rate
ELD performance
SIOP Professional Development

Student Understanding of Learning Expectations
C1.2. Indicator: The students understand the standards/expected performance levels for each area of study.
C1.2. Prompt: Examine and evaluate the extent to which students understand the standards/expected performance levels that they must achieve to demonstrate proficiency.

Findings

Supporting Evidence
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

Most Gabrielino students understand the standards/expected
performance levels they must achieve to demonstrate proficiency.
a

CHAPTER III: C

Most departments use standard-based grading rubrics and scales
to evaluate student work. Most teachers at Gabrielino post a daily
objective as well as a language objective. The objectives may be
posted by the teachers but it may or may not be reviewed by the
teacher prior to the beginning of the lesson. Student work and the
lessons observed, however, show that many students understand
the objective across disciplines. Teachers check for student understanding of the objective and standards in their courses using
pre or post assessments, short response, warm ups, peer reviews,
small group and large class discussion, and summary of notes.

English/Social Studies writing
and project rubrics
Google Classroom question/
response, Exit slips, Thinkpair-share, random questioning
Peer Reviews for English
Essays
a

Students demonstrate their understanding in a variety of ways. Benchmarks
In all courses at Gabrielino students take standard based assessPerformance tasks
ments such as: performance tasks, benchmark exams, speeches,
debates, speaking presentations, cooperative labs, summative
assessments, and real world standard based projects.

Teachers use rubrics that are aligned to the content standard. The
rubrics provide students the understanding of how to demonstrate proficiency in any given project.

Differentiation of Instruction
C1.3. Indicator: The school’s instructional staff members differentiate instruction, including integrating multimedia and technology, and evaluate its impact on student learning.
C1.3. Prompt: Determine how effectively instructional staff members differentiate instruction, such as integrating multimedia and technology, to address student needs. Evaluate the impact of this on student
learning.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

Most instructional staff members effectively differentiate instruction via
visuals, collaborative groups, scaffolding, multimedia and technology.
Differentiated instruction takes place in most classrooms at Gabrielino
in a variety of forms. Teachers at Gabrielino deliver their instruction
with a wide array of instructional methodologies developed with current research in order to differentiate their instructions and support all
student learners. New techniques and ideas on how to help students
master the content are being introduced and implemented across the
campus. Some teachers have had greater success at differentiating instruction than others, as measured by student performance on benchmarks and performance tasks.

Teacher differentiated instruction: Modified summative
assessments, choice in research
topics, creative presentations,
choice in technological tools,
benchmark and performance
task results

Over the years, teachers have been working on implementing EDI instructional techniques. As evidence, most classrooms now have a daily
objective posted in their classroom. The district has adopted SIOP as
an ongoing strategy to help all students achieve; the majority of teachers at Gabrielino have begun training and implementing SIOP strategies. Some teachers are now posting language objectives that are
closely linked to their standard objective.

Explicit Direct Instruction (EDI)
School Wide Initiative

Accommodations are regularly made to allow all students access to the
instruction. Students with IEPs and 504s are guaranteed appropriate accommodations. IEP goals and objectives are given to all teachers with
students who have an IEP at the beginning of the year. In the classroom,
teachers make the appropriate modifications for those students with an
IEP or 504 Plan. Teachers are also in regular communication with the
student’s case carrier, to ensure that the student’s needs are being met.
Some teachers differentiate by providing students the opportunity to
make test corrections, re-take tests, or allowing students to explain their
responses orally if they do not perform well on a written task.

IEP Accommodations, modified
summative assessments, VAPA
projects in home language,
teacher observation form

There are varying levels of technology use in each classroom at Gabrielino, although the school has very nearly reached a 1 to 1 technology ratio. Differentiation has been enhanced with the integration of
technology in most classrooms. Technology is currently used to help
differentiate instruction and provide more access to the curriculum
through internet access, multimedia presentations, tests and quizzes,
instructional websites, videos, podcasts, interviews, skype and many
other uses. Technology has brought outside resources in to make the
content go beyond the textbook. Students use technology to create
their presentations, projects, essays, and complete in-class activities.
Using technology has been effective when differentiating instruction.

a

SIOP District Wide Training
a

a
iPads, Chromebooks, MacBooks, PC desktops, iMacs,
projectors, document cameras

Gabrielino will continue working on improving differentiated instruction
in all departments and continue developing a variety of strategies to
differentiate for all students.

C2. Student Engagement Criterion
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C2. Student Engagement Criterion
All teachers use a variety of strategies and resources, including technology and experiences beyond the
textbook and the classroom that actively engage students, emphasize higher order thinking skills, and help
them succeed at high levels.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard K: Instruction: A quality online program takes a comprehensive and integrated approach
to ensuring excellent online teaching for its students. This process begins with promising practices but is equally committed to
continuous improvement and adaptation to student learning needs through professional development. [iNACOL Standard K, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Current Knowledge
C2.1. Indicator: Teachers are current in the instructional content taught and research-based instructional
methodology, including the integrated use of multimedia and technology.

CHAPTER III: C

C2.1. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which teachers effectively use a variety of strategies including multimedia and other technology in the delivery of the curriculum.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino effectively uses a variety of multimedia and technology
in the delivery of curriculum. Gabrielino staff have been offered
the opportunity to participate in district trainings on a variety of
strategies that include the use of multimedia and technology in
the classroom. Some teachers at Gabrielino have attended the
Arcadia Summer Summit. This conference provided teachers
knowledge and expertise on research-based instructional practices to meet student’s needs with the application of technology
in the classroom. With the increase of Chromebooks, document
cameras, and mounted projectors, teachers have been incorporating more multimedia and technology in their lesson delivery.

District Technology Training,
GHS Tech Coaches

Google Classroom Sites,
SKIES Lessons, Turnitin.com
evaluation tools,
a

Some teachers use technology almost every day in their classrooms. Some teachers still offer students a combination of activities both online or pen to paper. The use of technology has
allowed teachers at Gabrielino to engage students in the content
by providing students with the opportunity to review previous
content and introduce new content. Some teachers use technology to supplement lessons and have students work on digital
projects, research, or work with authentic resources in the subject
area. Most teachers utilize educational sites like Google Classroom or Edlio to provide students information.
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10th grade English Research
Paper, timelines or graphic
organizers, GALE online resource subscription

The tools these sites enable students to access class notes, an- Google Doc assignments,
nouncements, resources, videos, and daily class information. peer revising, Google Slides
Students also have access to dynamic real time documents that
allow collaboration to happen after class ends. Teachers post a
number of sources for student’s access. In addition, teachers use
a variety of online sources such as Gale Subscription Database,
Kahoot, Socrative, Edmodo, YouTube, and Remind.
Teachers as Coaches
C2.2. Indicator: Teachers facilitate learning as coaches to engage all students.
C2.2. Prompt: Evaluate and comment on the extent to which teachers use coaching strategies to facilitate
learning for all students. Provide examples such as equitable questioning strategies, guided and independent practice, project-based learning, and other non-didactic techniques to engage students in their own
learning.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Most departments use coaching strategies to facilitate learning Student interviews, Students
for all students. Teachers work as coaches to facilitate learning as teachers, student leaderfor all students, and may designate students to serve as coaches ship in instrumental music
for their peers.
a
Many students are able to participate in open ended discussions
through online discussion boards in Google Classroom. Students
in various courses at Gabrielino can work collaboratively in groups
via google documents. This makes student learning student-centered, rather than teacher directed. Teachers have small and large
group discussions of content by making real world connections.
Some teachers use “think alouds”, provide models for writing,
allow students to calibrate scores, have jigsaw readings, and student-directed projects. These activities are guided and monitored
by the teacher, and allow students to develop the skills taught by
the teacher independently or collaboratively.

Google Doc/Slide collaboration, Google classroom
question threads,
Four-corner debates, Socratic
Seminars, Expert Rotations,
Think-Pair-Share

a

Many teachers use a variety of questioning techniques, and it is Explicit Direct Instruction
not uncommon to see the use of hand-held whiteboards and oth- Understanding By Design
er classroom quick-response techniques. Teachers have completed a professional read of Explicit Direct Instruction, and are beginning a professional read of Understanding By Design. Both of
these texts have offered a variety of strategies Gabrielino teachers
may deploy in their classrooms. Some also use old-school techniques like popsicle sticks and playing cards, others tick off their
roll sheet, and still others use randomizer apps when questioning
students.
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Departments are utilizing projects and performance tasks. Stu- Performance Task prompts,
dents participate in research projects, content based presenta- research project prompts
tions, plays, speeches, competitions, story boards, community
based projects.

Examination of Student Work
C2.3. Indicator: Students demonstrate that they can apply acquired knowledge and skills at higher cognitive
levels to extend learning opportunities.
C2.3. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which students demonstrate a) that they are able to organize, access
and apply knowledge they already have acquired; b) that they have the academic tools to gather and create
knowledge and c) that they have opportunities to use these tools to research, inquire, discover, and invent
knowledge on their own and communicate this.

CHAPTER III: C

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Students demonstrate their application of knowledge acquired in Graphic organizers, thinking
a variety of ways. Teachers offer students various tools to orga- maps, Cornell Notes, Google
nize the content they are teaching in their courses. Such exam- Docs
ples of these tools are graphic organizers, thinking maps, Cornell
notes, and online sources such as google documents. Students
also demonstrate their ability to be able to organize and synthesize the knowledge gained when planning essays, speeches,
presentations, art portfolios, lab reports, interactive notebooks
and performance tasks.
a
Teachers’ lessons provide the opportunity for students at Gab to
access, and apply their knowledge in a variety of ways. Teachers’
units and lessons are paced so students accumulate skills over
time. Depending on the content area students demonstrate their
knowledge through assessments, projects, collaborative group
projects, portfolios, performances, speaking presentations, art
work, and competitions.

Performance Tasks, Socratic
Seminars, 4-Corner debates,
dramatic performances, lab
reports, performance tasks

AP and honors courses offer students rigorous coursework that
test students understanding of application of the material and
demonstrates that understanding in the AP exam and course assessments. This is demonstrated by 63% of Gabrielino’s AP exams earned qualifying scores of 3+.

10th grade English Research
Paper, 11th grade History
Paper, Process Essays, portfolios, artwork
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a

AP Exam results

Many courses require students to be able to synthesize a number of sources to demonstrate their knowledge in the content.
Research papers, performance tasks, and projects at all levels require that students inquire, discover, assess and apply knowledge
learned in the classroom. Visual and performing arts, as well as
CTE courses, also require students to research and then invent
knowledge on their own—from performing original pieces, to
coding a program, to constructing a set, students are asked to
go beyond simple recitation of facts.

English and Social Science
research papers, Science
experiments and labs, Social
Science DBQ’s, VAPA performances, CTE projects

C2.4. Indicator: Students demonstrate higher level thinking and problem solving skills within a variety of
instructional settings.
C2.4. Prompt: Evaluate and provide evidence on how well the representative samples of student work
demonstrate that students are able to think, reason, and problem solve in group and individual activities,
projects, discussions and debates, and inquiries related to investigation.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The representative samples of student work demonstrate that
students are able to think, reason, and problem solve in group
and individual activities, performance tasks, projects, discussions,
debates, and inquiries related to investigation.

Data is collected in various ways at Gabrielino. Teachers use assessments such as benchmarks, test, quizzes, performance tasks,
projects, research papers, notebooks, and presentations. Students’ work samples used in the classroom demonstrate the students’ ability to write critically and problem solve.

EADMS/IO, Google Forms,
Turnitin.com, benchmark
data, performance task data,
science notebooks

All departments collect student data in one form or another. Certain assignments allow students to argue a position and propose
solutions, synthesize information collaboratively and share with
the class, work on projects that interest them, and formulate conclusions based on the investigation of primary resources. Activities like the ones above provide evidence that demonstrates our
students are able to apply what they have learned in class and
present their reasoning in a creative and authentic way. Each department has a favored “style” of assignment, but each department provides a variety of opportunities for students to demonstrate their abilities to think, reason, and problem solve in group
and individual activities.
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C2.5. Indicator: Students use technology to support their learning.

CHAPTER III: C

C2.5. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which representative samples of student work demonstrate that students use technology to assist them in achieving the academic standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Student work samples demonstrate students at Gabrielino are using technology, in many cases, to assist them in
achieving the academic standards and school wide learner outcomes.

10th grade English Research
Paper, Process Essays,12th
grade “Genius” projects, performance tasks, lab reports,
Personal Finance project

With the acquisition of additional technology at Gabrielino, more teachers are requiring students to access technology both inside and outside of the classroom. Many
teachers use web applications to assess students. Some
departments use Turnitin.com to assess the appropriate
use of citations in research papers or history performance
tasks. Some classes, such as art, have skyped with guest
speakers to learn about professional experiences. Students use a variety of technology to complete science
labs, as well. Many teachers also expect their students to
use Google Docs and Google Slides on a regular basis.
As the widespread access to technology is a relatively recent phenomenon at Gabrielino, and some teachers have
only just received carts recently, instructional practices in
this area are changing dramatically from semester to semester.

English Essays in MLA format, Google Docs for collaboration, SKIES collaboration,
Educreations videos in math,
Google Classroom for short
answer responses, SKYPE for
professional interviews, poetry project, interviews, science
labs

a
Students are able to use these and other technological Library and Career Center
resources to achieve the academic standards and school Computer Labs
wide learner outcomes. Since not all students have access to technology outside of school, this limits the access
to technology for some students at Gabrielino. To better
provide all students technological access Gabrielino also
has computer laboratories.
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C2.6. Indicator: Students use a variety of materials and resources beyond the textbook.
C2.6. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which representative samples of student work demonstrate student
use of materials and resources beyond the textbook; availability of and opportunities to access data-based,
original source documents and computer information networks; and experiences, activities and resources
which link students to the real world.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino students use a variety of materials and resources be- Performance Tasks
yond the textbook to enhance their instruction. These materials
Student Projects
vary from subject to subject, but include a wide range of resources—and the use of these resources is evident throughout the performance tasks and lesson tasks students complete as part of their
instructional experience. Performance tasks, in particular, are frequently connected to the real world—activities such as the Economics Personal Finance project, science labs, and the construction of sets by Stagecraft, or of furniture by Woodshop, are key
examples.
a
Every Gabrielino teacher incorporates multimedia or technology into instruction to enhance learning. The integration of these
resources beyond the textbook and added training is aimed to
help students achieve academic standards and SLOs. Teachers are
continuously connecting the use of technology to assist students
to better grasp a lesson, make the material more accessible, and
present students with outside resources. The idea is to be able to
offer all students at Gabrielino the opportunity to use technology
as a powerful tool that can tailor the teacher’s lesson to meet the
student’s academic strengths, interests, and motivations. Technology has allowed teachers to deliver differentiated content and
prepare students to be prepared for the 21st century workplace.

Math lesson videos, history documentaries, primary
source databases, laboratory
experiments, art projects,
professional interviews

Technology provides access to a wide variety of resources, from
primary source databases, oral histories, virtual tours, and skypebased interviews with people working in various fields. This helps
Gabrielino’s instruction move beyond textbooks.
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Textbooks continue to be used as a primary resource for student Research based projects,
learning. Teachers at Gabrielino can add or modify textbook-based essays, experiments
lessons and have students use other resources to complete their
assignments. In certain subject areas, students are able to use resources beyond the textbook to access the topic presented by the
teacher. These assignments allow students to use outside sources
such as articles, recordings, videos, websites, tutorials, lab and
math demos, and online applications. Students exercise choice
with the guidance of a teacher, to choose their own sources and
search methods.

CHAPTER III: C

a
Observations of teachers by administrators, the Data Team, and
the new Instructional Rounds Team confirm teachers are using resources and materials beyond the textbook. For example, Social
Science teachers regularly use primary source documents, World
Language teachers use authentic resources, and AP teachers use
College Board released questions to help students master the
content. English teachers emphasize the real world application of
writing by requiring student generated essays, emails, and personal statements. Math teachers use the online textbook and tutorial
videos. Science teachers use articles and laboratory equipment to
help illustrate key concepts. Web resources are also widely used
on campus.

Use of primary sources,
authentic resources, College
Board resources, articles,
laboratory equipment, and
web resources

Real World Experiences
C2.7. Indicator: All students have access to and are engaged in career preparation activities.
C2.7. Prompt: Evaluate the degree of and the effectiveness of student access to career awareness, exploration and preparation that may include such activities such as job shadowing, internships, apprenticeship
programs, regional occupational programs, career academy programs, on-the-job training programs, community projects and other real world experiences that have postsecondary implications.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino effectively offers students access to career aware- Student Survey
ness, exploration and preparation, but the school currently does
WASC Student Focus Group
not offer job shadowing, internships or an apprenticeship programs. Students report that they are being prepared for college, but not necessarily for a career.
a
The College and Career Center is the main access hub for information regarding College and Career opportunities, and heavily
utilizes Naviance for student sign-ups. The College and Career
center seeks out opportunities to expose our students to career
information; unions and other professional organizations have
been invited to present on campus. The College and Career
Center also organizes field trips to conferences and events that
are relevant to career planning. The CTE pathways have been
expanded to offer more opportunities for Gabrielino students
to gain exposure and even certification in a variety of career areas. Students are offered the opportunity to attend various university/college workshops in the College and Career Center, all
students are also offered career guidance and opportunities to
explore other career choices. Students are also provided with
the opportunity to visit several university campuses throughout
the school year, and as part of the CTE pathway, students have
participated in tours of the active construction sites on campus.

College visits
College Workshops
College Fair
Career Fair
Naviance
CTE pathways expansion
Field Trips

a
To better prepare students for their post-secondary education SLOs
and career, Gabrielino focuses on those skills that will best suit
SPSA
students in college and in the workforce. While the curriculum
is focused on preparing students for college, Gabrielino attempts to engage students in courses that will prepare them for
their future career. As outlined in the SPSA one of the goals is
to make sure all students are receiving the same opportunities. Master Schedule
New courses have been created for our English Learners and
special education students, to help them earn credits for graduation or move towards UC/CSU a-g completion.
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Students in CTE courses have the opportunity to experience hands CTE Advisory Council
on curriculum that trains them for a future technical career or vocational career. The school has a new CTE advisory council which
consists of teachers, parents, community and college partnerships.
Their role will be to look at the programs offerings, path ways and
career options.

CHAPTER III: C

a
A variety of other programs offer students the opportunity to explore careers. The Science department uses Amgen resources to
help demonstrate what a working scientist actually does. Freshman College Prep Transition has students learn about positive web
presence, creating a resume, applying for jobs, and interviewing.
The Youth In Government program illustrates voting to all students,
and participants shadow city officials. Art classes have invited professional artists to address their classes, and describe what their
job entails. Journalism students have had the opportunity to tour
the Los Angeles Times.
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Amgen Labs
Freshman College Prep
Transition Course
Youth in Government
Guest speakers in Art
LA Times Field Trip

ACS WASC Category C. Standards-based Student Learning:
Instruction: Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in Category
C are being met.
Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the school’s ability to address one or
more of the identified critical student learning needs (Chapter IV).
Summary (including comments about the critical student learning needs)

Students are involved in challenging and relevant learning in all disciplines. This includes college preparatory courses, honors and Advanced Placement courses as well as electives. Most Gabrielino students understand the standards/expected performance levels they must achieve to demonstrate proficiency. Most
instructional staff members differentiate instruction via visuals, collaborative groups, scaffolding, multimedia and technology. Differentiated instruction takes place in some classrooms at Gabrielino in a variety of
forms. Gabrielino effectively uses a variety of multimedia and technology in the delivery of curriculum and
some departments use coaching strategies to facilitate learning for all students. Teachers work as coaches
to facilitate learning for all students.

Students demonstrate their application of knowledge acquired in a variety of ways. Teachers offer students
various tools to organize the content they are teaching in their courses. Such examples of these tools are
graphic organizer, thinking maps, Cornell notes, and online sources such as google documents. Students
also demonstrate their ability to be able to organize and synthesize the knowledge gained when organizing
essays, speeches, presentations, art portfolios, and interactive notebooks. Teachers’ lessons provide the
opportunity for students at Gab to access, and apply their knowledge in a variety of ways. Teachers’ units
and lessons are paced so students accumulate skills over time. Depending on the content area students
demonstrate their knowledge through assessments, projects, collaborative group projects, portfolios, performances, and speaking presentations.

Some departments at Gabrielino meet the goal of evaluating and providing evidence on how well the representative samples of student work demonstrates that students are able to think, reason, and problem solve
in group and individual activities, projects, discussions and debates, and inquiries related to investigation.
Student work samples demonstrate students at Gabrielino are using technology in many but all appropriate
cases to assist them in achieving the academic standards and school wide learner outcomes. Gabrielino students use of materials and resources beyond the textbook to access data-based, original source documents
and computer information networks, and experience activities that link students to the real world.

Gabrielino effectively offers students access to career awareness, exploration and preparation, but the
school currently does not offer job shadowing, internships or an apprenticeship programs.
Students report that they are being prepared for college, but not necessarily for a career.
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Prioritize the areas of strength and growth for Category C.
Category C: Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction: Areas of Strength

•

Teachers and students agree the curriculum at Gabrielino is rigorous.

•

The number of AP courses will continue to grow as well as the number of students taking AP courses.

•

Various opportunities are provided for students to apply learning to the real world.

•

Students and teachers have access to resources other than textbooks through the use of technology.

•

The CTE program will grow in years to come.

CHAPTER III: C

Category C: Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction: Areas of Growth

•

Utilize English Learner strategies in each classroom.

•

Increase teacher collaboration in order to support the use of integrated (English Learners) instructional strategies.

•

Offer students more access to career exploration and preparations such as job shadowing, internships, apprenticeship programs, regional occupational programs, and more community projects.

•

Increase the participation of underrepresented students in AP courses.

•

Although most teachers use a variety teaching strategies most differentiation and scaffolding may
help reduce the D/F rate at Gabrielino.

•

Students are unable to identify in some classrooms the daily language and standard objective.
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Category D: Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability
D1. Using Assessment to Analyze and Report Student Progress Criterion
The school staff uses a professionally acceptable assessment process to collect, disaggregate, analyze, and
report student performance data to the school staff, students, parents, and other stakeholders.
Indicators with Prompts
Professionally Acceptable Assessment Process

D1.1. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the school’s assessment processes. This would include the collection of data from state, national and local sources; the disaggregation of data for ethnic groups, socioeconomic status, and students with disabilities; and the analysis of performance that provides feedback as
to how students are meeting the expectations of the academic standards (including Common Core) and the
schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The school staff uses a professionally acceptable assessment pro- Student performance data
cess to collect, disaggregate, analyze, and report student performance data to the school staff, students, parents, and other stakeholders. Assessment is an integral part of the education process
at Gabrielino. Teachers use a wide variety of assessment practices, both summative and formative, to evaluate their students’
learning at the classroom level.
a
State and official testing at Gabrielino is coordinated by an ad- State testing
ministrator who trains teachers on procedures and protocols.
Some testing, such as the CELDT testing, requires that proctors CELDT testing
complete online training before administering the exam. The re- ELPAC
sults of the test are used to place students in the appropriate ELD
courses. However, new assessments (ELPAC) will soon replace
CELDT as the main criteria for placement.
a
Testing procedures on the day of a state or standardized test are Testing procedures
well organized, and Gabrielino staff always consider ways to imTeacher affidavits
prove the procedures. Teachers sign affidavits before they proctor
the exams and sign out test materials on the day of the exam. IEP testing modifications
Special populations are tested according to their needs and offered modifications based on IEP’s. The test administrator carefully logs and maintains the testing materials. All testing materials
are counted by the proctors and finally by the test administrator
who makes sure no test are missing.
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D1.1. Indicator: The school uses effective assessment processes to collect, disaggregate, and analyze student performance data.
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If they come across a missing test document, or if there are any AP Exams
irregularities, these are dealt with accordingly. For some exams,
such as the AP Exams, testing procedures are particularly strict.
These standardized exams are overseen by the AP Coordinator
and a group of specialized proctors.
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a
Other assessments, such as formative and summative assessments, are conducted by teachers in their classrooms. The assessments include quizzes, projects, re-enactments, plays, think/pair/
share, thumbs up/down, whiteboard response, essays, essential
questions response, homework, and small group projects. Some
departments’ curricula include performance tasks that require
students to apply their knowledge in real world scenarios. Most
courses also include unit, benchmark and final exams—and many
utilize performance tasks and projects. Department and subject
teams have also developed Common Core Performance tasks
and rubrics that are in use.

Formative and summative
assessments
Performance tasks
Projects

a
For students learning English, teachers administer assessments ELD level diagnostic assessthat meet California Standards and Common Core standards, and ments
evaluate both content and the student’s progress through structural knowledge of the language. ELD level diagnostic assessments are used as a tool to help determine the student’s placement. However, if a student would like to move up to the next
level or into a mainstream inclusive class, they are allowed to do
so. There are procedures to help students move into mainstream
inclusive classes, and these may include a parent waiver or ELD
Committee recommendation. All language courses use performance assessments that meet California standards, which evaluate both content and progress.

Most departments use real world scenarios in their performance
tasks. These types of assessments can include a project at the end
of a unit or chapter that is a culmination of the lesson series. The
results of the project or performance task demonstrate the student’s mastery and critical thinking skills by having them complete
a multi-step process.
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Monitoring and Reporting Student Progress
D1.2. Indicator: The school informs and creates understanding through effective processes in order to keep
district, board, parents, and the business and industry community informed about student progress toward
achieving the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner
outcomes.
D1.2. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes that inform and create understanding of the appropriate stakeholders (governing board members, teachers, students, parents, business/industry community) about student achievement of the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards,
and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino uses a variety of processes to appropriately inform
stakeholders regarding student achievement of the academic
standards over time. In general, Gabrielino is proficient at informing students, parents, the district, and the board about student
achievement. However, there is still room for growth, and in particular, Gabrielino could improve how well the students’ success
is communicated with the community at large.
a
Gabrielino uses AERIES as an online resource to record attendance, grades, and general student information. Teachers use
AERIES to record student assignments, grades, quarter grades,
semester grades, and progress reports. Both students and parents have access to real-time grade reports and attendance information via AERIES. Teachers must give an updated progress
report every five weeks. Teachers also can print student grades
and assignment reports, and email parents a missing assignment
report or a summary of missing assignments or an overall grade.
This system provides students with feedback and helps support
student achievement of the academic standards at Gabrielino.
Gabrielino uses EADMS, which was recently renamed IO Education assessments. Most staff still refer to it as “EADMS”. IO/
EDAMS is a data management system used to record assessment
results and generate reports that are used to drive instruction.
With EADMS students receive feedback on tests and teachers can
break down question responses by various demographic characteristics. However, several departments have requested additional training, as they have faced challenges using the system’s interface based on their particular assessment needs. Over the past
few years the transition from Data Director to AERIES Analytics
and now to EADMS/IO has resulted in additional challenges.

Update of AERIES grade
book
Progress reports
Quarter grades

EADMS (now IO)
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In addition to AERIES, grades and progress reports are updated
periodically and mailed to parents by the Student Center. Semester grades and year-end grades, as well as a detailed gradebook,
are given to the Registrar at the end of the school year for their
records. This detailed gradebook contains grade distributions
and grading categories. These grades are available for parents
if they wish to clarify any grade. They can meet with the teacher
and/or an administrator to review and discuss a final grade. Each
teacher is expected to share the class expectations with the students and parents at the start of the course—this information has
detailed policies for grade break downs, late work policies, and
extra credit, in an effort to keep parent and students informed.

Mailed report cards

Student achievement and success at Gabrielino is also shared in
a variety of ways, from meetings with the PTSA, Boosters, School
Site Council, and School Board, to mailings, the school’s website, and robocalls. In addition, the school’s electronic marquee
celebrates student successes and the daily bulletin is a source of
student information.

Mailings

Gradebooks

Class syllabus
Teacher Check-out sheets

a

School website
Robocalls
Electronic marquee
a

The Single Plan is posted online and can be accessed by parents, SPSA
students, and the community. The SPSA plan provides detailed
goals for the school as well as a detailed explanation of the steps
and monies that will be used to achieve the school wide goals.
Monitoring of Student Growth
D1.3. Indicator: The school has an effective system to determine and monitor all students’ growth and
progress toward meeting the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the
schoolwide learner outcomes, including a sound basis upon which students’ grades are determined and
monitored.
D1.3. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the system used to determine and monitor the growth and
progress of all students toward meeting the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes, including the basis for which students’ grades, their growth,
and performance levels are determined.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino’s system of monitoring student growth is high- A-G requirements
ly effective. However, for students who are English lanA-G completion data
guage learners, of a low socio-economic standing, or
who are of Hispanic or Latino heritage, there is room for Course syllabus
growth. These students fail to meet the a-g and graduation requirements at a higher rate than their peers. The
school is actively seeking new ways to help these students
improve academically.
a
Counselors regularly monitor students’ progress through Grade monitoring
individual meetings which are regularly scheduled twice
a year to plan students’ academic schedules. At every Students’ academic schedule
grading period, counselors meet with students receiving Counselor meetings
Ds and Fs. In addition, students may request (or teachers
may recommend) a meeting with the counselor in which
any issue impeding their progress may be discussed.
Counselors also work closely with Special Education Case
carriers.
a
Gabrielino monitors student achievement in a number
of ways including: grade conferences, progress reports,
quarter grades, and semester grades. Most departments
use standardized grading scales and categories for each
course the department offers. EADMS (now called IO)
is used at Gabrielino to monitor students’ progress and
growth. It is a database that links a standard to prompts
or questions. This program replaced Data Director and
AERIES Analytics; some departments have adapted to the
multiple changes in data collection systems more quickly
than others. Several teachers have requested additional
training, or are working to modify their assessments to
make them work better with the EADMS system. Better
utilization of EADMS (now called IO) is certainly an area
where potential growth can be achieved.

Grade conferences
Report cards
Progress Reports
Semester grades
EADMS (now called IO)
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AERIES Gradebook is used by all teachers to store student scores Aeries parent portal
on assignments, quizzes, chapter/unit tests, projects, department
exams, and performance tasks. AERIES gradebook is also visible
to students and to parents; they may examine the information
a
posted at any time.
In addition, most courses at Gabrielino have finals, performance tasks, and curriculum guides aligned to the State Standards. NGSS is being rolled out in Science, and the Social Science department has adjusted their assessments to the new
framework. All departments have assessments that are aligned
to the Common Core standards and/or incorporate the Four
Cs—Critical Thinking, Creativity, Communication, and Collaboration. Some departments are farther along than others, but all
courses now include multiple Common Core assessments which
address the Four Cs.

Final exams

All departments’ assessments are designed to measure how well
students have mastered the academic content and related academic skills. Staff regularly monitors the students’ progress and
offers intervention if needed. Students may be asked to attend
tutoring, participate in the Tongva Tutoring after school program,
or referred to the Academic Advisory program. If a student needs
to be rescheduled out of an AP or Honors class, a discussion
between the student, counselor and teacher occurs before any
student is moved out of an advanced class.

Academic Advisory Program

In addition, Gabrielino has a Data Team that monitors the school’s
progress as a whole in meeting SPSA goals in addition to monitoring the equity of school resources for underrepresented students. Through non-evaluative walk through the Data Team analyzes strategies and tools used by teachers. Their findings have
provided valuable data for the SPSA Plan. For example, the Data
Team learned that ELD students had a hard time becoming A-G
eligible and some were even struggling to graduate. The ELD
team used this data to add new courses in English and Social
Science, such as Intro to Government. It was also discovered that
students who had a D or F in the Freshman year were most likely
to be off track to complete the UC/CSU a-g requirements and/or
the graduation requirements. College Prep Freshman Transition,
additional counselor meetings, and Academic Advisory were
added to help serve these students.

Data Team
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Performance tasks
Curriculum guides

a

Tongva Tutoring
a
a

SPSA goals
Walk throughs
ELD Course progression
Freshman College Prep Transition course
Academic Advisory Schedule
Counselor meetings

D2. Using Assessment to Monitor and Modify Learning in the Classroom Criterion
Teachers employ a variety of appropriate formative and summative assessment strategies to evaluate student learning. Students and teachers use these findings to modify the learning/teaching practices to improve student learning.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard L: Assessment of Student Performance: A quality online program values student academic
performance and takes a comprehensive, integrated approach to measuring student achievement. This includes use of multiple
assessment measures and strategies that align closely to both program and learner objectives, with timely, relevant feedback to all
stakeholders. [iNACOL Standard L, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Appropriate Assessment Strategies
D2.1. Indicator: Teachers consistently use appropriate formative and summative strategies to measure student progress and guide classroom instruction.
D2.1. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness, the appropriateness and the frequency of the assessment strategies, especially student work, based on the programmatic goals and standards to determine student
achievement.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Teachers regularly employ a variety of appropriate formative and
summative assessment strategies to accurately evaluate student
learning. Teachers use these findings to modify the instructional
practices throughout their units to improve student learning.
a
At Gabrielino High School a variety of appropriate assessment
strategies are used to measure students’ progress. These include
informal assessments, like direct questioning, the use of clickers
or whiteboards, to assess responses. In addition, the majority
of courses taught at Gabrielino require skill and content-based
performance tasks and/or projects. All teachers check for
understanding to improve students’ progress. Gabrielino uses
data as an essential indicator of student success in acquiring the
necessary skills to obtain mastery in the content standards taught
in class. Teachers are also expanding the use of Content and Language Objectives to help students succeed in class.

Informal assessments
Direct questioning
Clickers & White Boards
Projects/Performance Tasks
Content and Language Objectives

a
Three years ago, led by the Administration and Cabinet, the staff Explicit Direct Instruction
began utilizing the techniques and skills put forth in Explicit Direct
Instruction. All teachers received a copy of the book and partici- & Understanding By Design
pated in several professional development sessions and activities Professional development
related to the techniques presented in the book. This year our
faculty has begun using Understanding By Design.
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Both of these professional reads offer insight into designing lessons to promote mastery and how to accurately assess student
learning through various instructional techniques that facilitate
informal assessment throughout a lesson.
a
At the beginning of the school year, departments whose cours- Skills tests
es require mastery of the previous year’s content use a skills test
to determine the knowledge students retained over the summer. This data is used to identify student strengths and areas
of improvement. If necessary, changes may be made to the student’s schedule to ensure appropriate placement.

CHAPTER III: D

a
Gabrielino teachers focus on progress by monitoring student
achievement through formal and informal assessments. These assessments allow teachers to provide data which is discussed in
subject team meetings, department meetings, cabinet meetings,
staff meetings, and in various committees such as the ELD committee or the Data Team. In return the data is analyzed and used
to monitor the connection between the students’ progress and
their achievement of the SLOs content standards, and the progress of the department’s curriculum.   

Progress monitoring
Department meetings
Cabinet meetings
SLOs

a
Teachers use often use formal assessments at the end of a unit
or a lesson, and informal assessment strategies such as portfolios, journal entries, presentations, performances, whiteboards,
student response and quizzes throughout the course of the unit.
Teachers at Gabrielino use the data of their assessments to gauge
their teaching and appropriately plan strategies to improve student learning. The timing and scheduling of formal and informal
assessments vary by teacher, although most formal assessments
are given within a specific time period by department and/or subject. These formal assessments may be revised each year for security purposes.
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Formal assessments
Informal assessments
Portfolios
Journal entries
Presentations
Performances

Informal assessments are used at Gabrielino, and teachers use the
results to adapt and modify their instruction throughout the course
of the unit. On any given day, a visitor to campus will see a variety of
informal assessments, from reviewing homework problems, to warmup questions, to class discussion, or technology based assessments
like the use of clickers and instant surveys. Many teachers use an
opening activity to review the previous day’s lesson, and end the period with exit tickets to get a snapshot of how well the students have
learned the day’s content, while most teachers use random questioning throughout the lesson to check for understanding.

Checking for understanding
Warm-ups/Bell ringers
Exit Tickets

a
Although standard exams which involve multiple choice or essay Common Core Standards
questions remain the most useful formal assessment, departments
have created and aligned performance tasks to their content stan- Four Cs
dards as well as to the Four Cs and Common Core Standards. Many
performance tasks require individual work as well as collaborative
work and extensive use of technology.
Demonstration of Student Achievement
D2.2. Indicator: Teachers use the analysis of assessments to guide, modify and adjust curricular and instructional approaches.
D2.2. Prompt: Examine the effectiveness of the processes used by professional staff to use formative and
summative assessments to guide, modify and adjust curricular and instructional approaches. This includes
how professional learning communities and subject matter teams collaborate to collect, analyze, and use
assessment data for the basis of curricular and instructional decisions.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Teachers at Gabrielino effectively use the results of their formal Late starts
and informal assessments to adjust their curriculum and instrucCollaboration time
tion on an ongoing basis. Through the use of department time,
teachers are able to review, modify and adapt their curriculum to
better serve their students. As this is an ongoing process, more
time to accomplish this never-ending task would be welcome, but
the addition of late start days has helped move the process forward.
a
Staff at Gabrielino is organized by department, by subject team,
and WASC Focus Groups. Most decisions about curriculum and
instruction take place at the department and subject team level. The use of late-start days helps facilitate these conversations,
although conversations often take place outside of these meetings. In these meetings, staff review assessments and students’
performance to determine how best to adjust and modify instruction and assessments.

WASC Focus Groups
Departments
Performance task
Curriculum alignment
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Departments collaborate on the implementation of and crafting Curriculum pacing guides
of performance tasks aligned to the Common Core standards, and
that offer students the appropriate skills necessary for CAASPP
testing. The frequency with which students complete performance tasks varies by department and subject, but students complete at least one performance task per semester. As well as aligning exams during professional time, teachers work organizing and
pacing their curriculum to better prepare well-crafted lessons that
prepare students for their assessments. It is not uncommon for
teachers to choose to meet outside of the contract day to work
on modifying assessments.
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a
Teachers also collaborate in the collection and analysis of data to
identify where their students struggled or showed mastery. Departments not only review performance data, they examine how
it reflects mastery of the school-wide learning outcomes, state
standards, Four Cs, and department goals and/or initiatives. The
analysis of data leads to shifts in curriculum and instruction. Administrators also use the data to develop school wide goals for
the SPSA.

SLOs
State Standards
Four Cs
Department Goals and initiatives
a

The Data Team (temporarily reformed as the WASC Action Plan
Team) and ELD Team have become important groups in regards
to data collection. Gabrielino has a group of teachers and administrators that are being trained in the 2017-2018 school year on
the Instructional Round protocol, to observe student and teacher
interactions. The Data Team also analyzes any data that demonstrates a need of growth in any given area at Gabrielino. In 20152016 the Data Team’s agenda focused on students who were not
meeting the A-G requirements and those who had earned Ds or
Fs. Through this data analysis teachers and administrators work
together to create awareness for all. Teachers can then an alyze
the effectiveness of their lessons or curriculum and work with their
department to better gauge their instruction and the appropriate
connection to their curriculum to their standards, SLOs, and California State Standards. As a result of work produced by the ELD
Team, new courses in English, Social Science, and Science have
been added to help students in the ELD program move towards
graduation and A-G compliance.
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Data Team Agendas
ELD Team Agendas
Data analysis
Instructional Rounds Team

a-g completion rates
ELD A-G courses
ELD science A-G courses

Integrated Science I & II were replaced with Biology for all 9th graders and Chemistry for all 10th graders. New courses for struggling
math students, like Intro to Stats and Intro to Finance were added to help students earn graduation credits. An additional science
course, Conceptual Physics, was added to give students who find
math more challenging another option to complete their science
requirements—this is an UC/CSU a-g approved course. The Data
Team has also focused on D/F grades, and how to reduce the number of students earning these marks. This focus has led to a re-evaluation of our student support programs.

9th Grade Biology for All
10th Grade Chemistry for All
Conceptual Physics
Intro to Stats
Intro to Finance

Student Feedback
D2.3. Indicator: Student feedback is an important part of monitoring student and classroom progress over
time based on the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide
learner outcomes. Interviews and dialogue with representative students inform the degree to which learning
experiences are understood and relevant in preparing students for college, career, and life.
D2.3. Prompt: Using interviews and dialogue with students, evaluate the extent to which students understand the expected level of performance based on the standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes in
relation to preparation for college, career, and life. Evaluate the effectiveness of the student-teacher interaction and monitoring of student progress based on student feedback.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence
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In recent years there has been a more collective effort WASC Student Group
to create a standardized process for collecting student
2017 student survey
feedback to gauge their understanding of the expected
level of performance. In 2017 Gabrielino launched a new
student survey and WASC Student Group. Some teachers have students complete surveys of the course instructional experiences, but this is not consistent throughout
departments. This is an area where the school can improve. In the past year a school-wide student survey was
conducted and some students also participated in the
student WASC group. The results of the survey and the
student group have been evaluated in the Data Team/ SPSA goals
WASC Action Plan team. The results have led to discussions and refinement of SPSA goals.
a
Teachers provide students with clear summary expectations and grading policies at the start of each course, in
the form of a syllabus. Counselors meet with students
twice yearly to discuss scheduling and future plans. Students who earn a D or an F on a progress report or report
card are called in for an additional meeting with the counselors. In annual meetings, counselors review student
progress towards graduation and a-g requirements. A
student’s graduation status is also readily available on the
AERIES portal. In addition, UC/CSU a-g requirements are
posted throughout the campus. The counseling department continues to explore ways to disseminate information to students via technology, workshops, and student
bulletins.
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Course Syllabus
Class schedule
Student progress
A-G requirements
Student’s graduation status

D3. Using Assessment to Monitor and Modify the Program Schoolwide Criterion
The school, with the support of the district and community, has an assessment and monitoring system to determine student progress toward achievement of the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness
standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes. The system drives the school’s program to continually
improve and to allocate resources to effectively meet student needs.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard R: Program Evaluation: A quality online program recognizes the value of program evaluation. Program evaluation is both internal and external and informs all processes that effect teaching and learning. Internal evaluations often are more informal in nature and may provide immediate feedback on a targeted area of inquiry. External program
evaluations typically look at the entire program from an objective perspective that will bring additional credibility to the results.
[iNACOL Standard R, 2009]
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard S: Program Improvement: A quality online program establishes a culture of continual program improvement. Improvement planning focuses on using program evaluations, research, and promising practices to improve
student performance and organizational effectiveness. It fosters continuous improvement across all aspects of the organization and
ensures the program is focused on accomplishing its mission and vision. [iNACOL Standard S, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Schoolwide Assessment and Monitoring Process
D3.1. Indicator: The following stakeholders are involved in the assessment and monitoring process of student progress: district, board, staff, students, parents, and the business and industry community.
D3.1. Prompt: Evaluate the impact of stakeholder involvement in assessing and monitoring student progress. Include district, board, staff, students, parents, and the business and industry community.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino regularly involves stakeholder groups, such students, Parent groups
parents, the School Board, and district personnel in the monitoring of student progress. With the support of all stakeholders, SPSA
Gabrielino monitors assessments to determine achievement of
academic standards, college-and career-readiness, and schoolwide learner outcomes. Based on these findings, the school can
make necessary program improvements and allocate resources to
effectively meet student needs.

Student achievement data is analyzed and monitored by administration and reported to parents, the Board of Education, teachers, and students. Curriculum planning and school planning is
presented to all stakeholders. For example, the district board approves any school goal and necessary steps to reach the goal.
Likewise, the data is also analyzed and monitored in the SSC by
parents, students, teachers, and administrators. Data is shared
with the PTSA, and with students in grade-level meetings.

Student achievement data
SLOs
School Site Council (SSC)
Agendas
PTSA Agendas
ELAC Agendas
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The stakeholders participate in decision making agenda items
in regards to data and the actions needed to improve student
progress, as well as exploring new courses and CTE Pathways.
Teachers and administrators are also an integral part in evaluating data. Information presented in board meetings, professional
development sessions, and cabinet meetings is discussed at department meetings to determine the best instructional practices
for the students’ needs.

Hispanic Parent Group Agendas
CTE Advisory Committee
Board meeting agendas
Cabinet meeting agendas
Department meeting agendas

Curriculum-Embedded Assessments
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D3.2. Indicator: The school regularly examines and analyzes standards-based curriculum-embedded and
standardized assessments for English language and mathematics in all subject areas.
D3.2. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of how the entire school examines and analyzes standards-based
curriculum-embedded as well as other standardized assessments (Smarter Balanced, SAT, ACT, EAP, others)
for English language and mathematics. Include how this assessment data is collected, analyzed, and used as
the basis to make decisions and changes in the curricular and instructional approaches. Comment on how
this process impacts the instruction of second language learners by modifying the teaching and learning
process.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino is effective in utilizing data from standardized assessments for English and mathematics. However, there is room for
growth in how the data is shared with teachers and how to best
use data from the English and math assessments in other subject
areas to improve student performance.
a
Gabrielino uses data each year, from both the English and math CASSP Results
standardized assessments, to make decisions and changes to curriculum and instructional approaches. As the data most directly
applies to the English and Math departments’ courses, it is most
often reviewed and analyzed by them. However, data on student
performance has been used in other departments. For example,
information that students were not as comfortable utilizing primary source documents led to an increased effort to incorporate them throughout Social Science instruction, and students’
discomfort with word problems led to an increased use of them
in Science courses. The information gathered from English and
Math assessments has been beneficial in modifying curriculum to
address student needs.
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Departments monitor students’ progress through diagnostic
tests, quizzes, unit tests, performance tasks and benchmarks. If
the data demonstrates students are not meeting the standards
focused on by the department, the department may use data to
create goals within the department, and in some cases the curriculum is analyzed to determine if it is taught effectively or if any
modifications are needed. In addition to examining classroom
assessments, teachers and administrators work together during
cabinet meetings or professional development days to analyze
data on student achievement.

Diagnostic tests
Quizzes
Unit tests
Performance tasks
Benchmarks

a
The data is used as evidence and helps the teachers and administrators determine if there is need for a new or revised school
wide goal to be implemented in the area of need. For example,
SPSA goals are based on the data analysis conducted by the Data
Team, the ELD committee teachers and administrators. The data
demonstrated English learners, SED, and Hispanic students are
scoring below the overall proficiency levels on the CASSP, UC/
CSU a-g completion rates and the EAP in both Math and English.
These teams determined Gabrielino needed to focus on working to better provide English learners, Hispanic/Latino students,
and low income students more support and more opportunities
to succeed. Most focus has been on examining the results of the
CASSP. Administrators and AP teachers closely monitor student
performance on the AP Exams, and teachers adjust curriculum,
instruction, and assessment accordingly. Administrators have taken the lead on analyzing SAT, ACT, and EAP results and sharing
relevant data with teachers.

SPSA goals
Data Team
ELD Committee
Student performance data
CASSP results
AP Exam results
SAT/ACT Results
EAP

Schoolwide Modifications Based on Assessment Results
D3.3. Indicator: The school uses assessment results to make changes in the school program, professional
development activities, and resource allocations demonstrating a results-driven continuous process.
D3.3. Prompt: Comment on the overall effectiveness of how assessment results have caused changes in
the school program, professional development activities, and/or resource allocations, demonstrating a results-driven continuous process. Examine examples and comment on the overall effectiveness of changes
in the online opportunities, professional development of the staff, and the resource allocations to support
student achievement and their needs.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Assessment results have been effectively used to modify school
programs, and regularly inform decisions regarding professional
development and allocation of resources. The assessment of student achievement, either through testing or course completion
has helped direct resources for intervention at Gabrielino.
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Based on findings of data collected over the past three years, Gabrielino continues to work on eliminating the achievement gap.
To successfully do this Gabrielino has implemented several interventions, and their results have been evaluated by the Data
Team. Some of the interventions in place at Gabrielino include:
the College Prep transition course for 9th graders, collaboration
protocols, tiered course levels in ELA/ELD, intervention staff with
specialized training, equal access to an appropriate and challenging education for our students with IEPs, and alignment of the SST
process with tiered interventions to establish baseline indicators
of students at risk. Tongva Tutoring and Academic Advisory also
provide support. The addition of courses in social science and
science have opened more accessibility for the ELD population
to courses which fulfill UC/CSU a-g requirements—much earlier
than before. Biology is now also offered to all freshman students,
chemistry is offered to all sophomore students, and a course in
Human Anatomy has also been made available to students. Spanish for Spanish Speakers fulfills a need for native speakers who
needed to build literacy skills in their primary language—data
showed that some students were struggling in English because
they lacked proficiency in their native language.

Achievement gap data
Tongva Tutoring
Academic Advisory
Data Team
Freshman College Prep Transition
Increased collaboration
9th grade biology
Spanish for Spanish Speakers

a
Although ELD students at Gabrielino were being moved into general education classes at an acceptable rate, it became clear that
too many students were unable to complete the UC/CSU a-g requirements—and in some cases their graduation requirements—
in a timely manner due to the limitations of their schedules. To
help these students, additional courses that fulfill graduation or
UC/CSU a-g requirements were developed and added to the
master schedule. In addition, the district has provided beginning
SIOP training, and the ELD Team is leading further professional
development for the staff.

Graduation requirements
ELD a-g course expansion
ELD graduation requirement
course expansion
SIOP Training
ELD Team professional support
a

Because data gathered by the district led them to conclude that District Technology initiative
students lacked essential technological skills, the district has
Textbook adoption
rolled out a 1 to 1 technology initiative. This process is nearly
complete at Gabrielino; nearly all classrooms are now equipped
with iPads, MacBooks, or Chromebooks.
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There is a need for new textbooks in several areas; social science, science, and English are all due for new adoptions. It is hoped that the
process for adopting new materials will move forward in the 20172018 school year, so that students may have the benefit of materials
better aligned to the Common Core standards.
D3.4. Indicator: The school periodically assesses its curriculum and instruction review and evaluation processes.
D3.4. Prompt: Evaluate the process that the school utilizes to review and assess the effectiveness of each
program area, including graduation requirements, credits, course completion, and homework and grading
policies, to ensure student needs are met through a challenging, coherent, and relevant curriculum.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence
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The process of reviewing curriculum, instruction, and assessment Professional reads:
is effective and integral to Gabrielino, as it is a constant and on- Explicit Direct Instruction
going process. The ultimate goal of the school is to see that stuUnderstanding By Design
dent needs are met, and they are provided with a challenging and
relevant academic program.
All departments constantly revise curriculum and instructional
practices. The staff has participated in two professional reads,
learning and utilizing techniques from Explicit Direct Instruction
in the 2013-2014. 2014-2015, and 2015-2016 school years. In
2016-2017, Understanding By Design was introduced to the Cabinet, and will be expanded to the staff through training in departments during the 2017-2018 school year. The techniques included in these books, in addition to new skills learned in professional
development, help inspire teachers to remember curriculum,
instruction, and assessment, like anything else at Gabrielino, is
worthy of Constant and Never Ending Improvement. Teachers
routinely research and or create new lessons, which are shared
with their peers; teachers across subject areas routinely send each
other useful resources they come across. Teachers with expertise
in certain areas are tapped to provide support to those with less
expertise; for example, to help with the increased technology on
campus, the school has provided hours to teachers to mentor
others on the use of AERIES or Google Classroom. As teachers
become more confident with these technologies, they begin using and creating new lessons. These ideas are shared in department and subject meetings.

CANI

Technology mentors (Gab
Tech Forum)

a

Assessments and performance tasks are revisited and revised Rubrics
frequently. Updating content, revising rubrics, and modifying rePerformance Tasks and Projquirements are common. Longstanding projects have been reect prompts
vised or replaced; there is a genuine willingness to experiment
and try new things with regards to improving instruction at Gabrielino High School.
D3.5. Indicator: The school employs security systems that maintain the integrity of the assessment process.
D3.5. Prompt: Evaluate the selection of and the use of proctors, the security systems for test documents,
and the means to maintain the integrity of the assessments.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

The school effectively employs systems in order to maintain Testing protocol
the security and integrity of the assessment process. Security around testing is a serious concern and one Gabrielino
examines frequently to prevent issues that may jeopardize
the integrity of the assessments.
a
Gabrielino has a precise process when it comes to proc- Teacher affidavit
toring state and local assessments. The protocols for state
testing is always discussed with teachers in a staff meeting
where teachers sign an affidavit. All documents are stored
in a secure manner and protocols are set in place for the
distribution of test material.

Proctors are trained on security, distribution and administration in advance of all testing. Depending on the test, teachers or specialized proctors oversee the testing environment.
a
To better administer the SBAC Gabrielino has employed a SBAC
group of technology aids that help teacher proctors with any
technological issues. These aids have allowed teachers to Technology aids
focus on monitoring the exam portion rather than spending
time dealing with problematic technological issues.
a
AP Exams are overseen by an AP Coordinator, and are proc- AP Exam procedures
tored by counselors and administrators who ensure all rules
and procedures are followed.

In addition, a new committee on Academic Honesty was Committee on Academic Honesty
formed, including all stakeholder groups. This group has rewritten Gabrielino’s Academic Integrity Policy—which went Gabrielino’s Academic Integrity
Policy
into effect in the spring of 2017.
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In general classroom settings, teachers take extra steps to en- Testing protocols
sure that all exams are secure. Many teachers require students
to place all electronics in their bags during testing sessions,
and some also require students to move their personal items
away from the testing area. Over the years, there have been
a few issues where department or subject level exams have
been compromised. Based on the particular circumstances
of those breaches, a greater effort to maintain security is now
common to all departments. Exams have been rewritten and
are routinely revised, multiple versions now exist, and teachers have moved away from using even the secure questions
provided by the College Board for AP Exams—since many of
those questions are available online.

ACSWASC Category D. Standards-based Student Learning:
Assessment and Accountability: Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in Category
D are being met.
Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the school’s ability to address one or
more of the identified critical student learning needs (Chapter IV).
Summary (including comments about the critical student learning needs)

The school staff uses a professionally acceptable assessment process to collect, disaggregate, analyze, and
report student performance data to staff, students, parents, and other stakeholders. Assessment is an integral part of the education process at Gabrielino and all faculty employ a variety of strategies to meet the
needs of a diverse population. Teachers use multiple assessment practices, both summative and formative,
to evaluate their students’ learning at the classroom level.

Gabrielino uses a variety of processes to appropriately inform stakeholders regarding student achievement
of the academic standards over time. In general, Gabrielino is proficient at informing students, parents, the
district, and the board about student achievement. However, there is still room for growth, and in particular,
Gabrielino could improve how well the students’ success is communicated with the community at large.

Gabrielino’s system of monitoring student growth is effective. However, for students who are English language learners, of a low socio-economic standing, or who are of Hispanic or Latino heritage, there is decidedly room for growth.

Teachers regularly employ a variety of appropriate formative and summative assessment strategies to accurately evaluate student learning. Teachers use these findings to modify the instructional practices throughout their units to improve student learning.
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Teachers at Gabrielino effectively use the results of their formal and informal assessments to adjust their
curriculum and instruction on an ongoing basis. Through the use of department time, teachers are able to
review, modify and adapt their curriculum to better serve their students. In recent years there has been a
more collective effort to create a standardized process for collecting student feedback to gauge their understanding of the expected level of performance.

Gabrielino regularly involves stakeholder groups, such students, parents, the School Board, and district
personnel in the monitoring of student progress. With the support of all stakeholders, Gabrielino, monitors
assessments to determine achievement of academic standards, college-and career-readiness, and schoolwide learner outcomes. Based on these findings, the school can make necessary program improvements
and allocate resources to effectively meet student needs.

Gabrielino is effective in utilizing data from standardized assessments for English and mathematics. However, there is room for growth in how the data is shared with other departments and how to best use data from
the English and math assessments in other subject areas.

Assessment results have been effectively used to modify school programs and course offerings, and these
results regularly inform decisions regarding professional development and allocation of resources. It has
also helped us refine and improve the program offered for our students.

The process of reviewing curriculum, instruction, and assessment is effective and is an ongoing process. The
ultimate goal of the school is to see that student needs are met, and they are provided with a challenging
and relevant academic program. The school effectively employs systems in order to maintain the integrity
of the assessment process. Security surrounding testing is a serious concern and one Gabrielino revisits
frequently to prevent serious issues.

The school effectively employs systems and procedures in order to maintain the security and integrity of the
assessment process. Security around testing is a serious concern and one Gabrielino examines frequently to
prevent issues that may jeopardize the integrity of the assessments.
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Prioritize the areas of strength and growth for Category D.
Category D: Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability: Areas of Strength

•

Data and ELD Teams examine student achievement data on a variety of assessments.

•

Student achievement data is shared with the teachers and other staff on a regular basis.

•

All courses have California State Standard or CTE Standard aligned, common assessments, and all
incorporate the Four Cs.

•

Testing environments have integrity and are well-managed.

•

Teachers use a wide range of assessment types to determine student mastery.

•

Data Team, ELD Team, Departments, and WASC Focus Groups collect and analyze a variety of
data, which is used to modify the educational program at Gabrielino.
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Category D: Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability: Areas of Growth

•

Track incoming 9th grade students reading below grade level as identified by iReady scores; create
intervention plan for students with literacy challenges.

•

Look at correlation between D and F grades and literacy; determine interventions to improve skill if
necessary.

•

Evaluate the summer school delivery model success rate to determine revisions to the program.

•

Evaluate effectiveness of current interventions.

•

Examine D and F grades of Hispanic students in the 9th and 10th grade years to determine and
implement intervention strategies.

•

Evaluate the need to reinstate the ELD 4 course.

•

Analyze English Learner data to determine the best strategies for supporting L-TELs, including an
analysis of the success of the new L-TEL courses and the Spanish for Spanish Speakers program.

•

Continue to evaluate why English Learners are less likely to graduate and determine next steps for
improvement.
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Category E: School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic
Growth
E1. Parent and Community Engagement Criterion
The school leadership employs a wide range of strategies to encourage family, business, industry, and community involvement, especially with the learning/teaching process.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard Q: Parents/Guardians: In a quality online program, parents and guardians play an integral
part in their students’ educational life. They work as a team with faculty, administrators, guidance services, and organizational support to ensure a quality educational experience for their students. [iNACOL Standard Q, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts

E1.1. Indicator: The school implements strategies and processes for the regular involvement of all stakeholder support groups in the learning and teaching process, including parents of non-English speaking,
special needs and online students.
E1.1. Prompt: Evaluate the strategies and processes for the regular involvement of the family, business, industry, and the community, including being active partners in the learning/teaching process. Comment on
the effectiveness of involving parents of non-English speaking, special needs and online students.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino consistently offers a variety of opportunities for the
regular involvement of the family and the community. The school
implements strategies and processes for the regular involvement
of all stakeholders through school wide events and parent organizations including Back-to-School Night, Open House, CASH
for College, Senior Awards Night, Parent Seminar Series, Open
House, ELAC meetings and Hispanic parent group.

Letters to parents

The participation of parents varies. There is noted improvement
in parent participation in most of the parent organizations. There
has been an increase in the personalization of communication to
families through the use of translated robocalls, and through the
use of new digital tools such as the Remind app and WeChat. Access to translators is available for non-English speaking families,
and in the Hispanic Parent Group, the meeting is led by a native Spanish speaker. Translators also attend other meetings and
events and offer live, real time translation for speakers of Mandarin, Cantonese, Spanish, and usually Vietnamese.

Parent log in sheets
CASH for College

Invitations/flyers
Website
Marquee
EdConnect Robocalls

Translation Services
Robocalls
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Parents at Gabrielino High School use Aeries Parent Portal and Aries Parent Portal
Google classroom to check grades and initiate calls or emails
Meeting agendas
and every year the topic for the first Parent Seminar Night is how
to register for and use the Parent Portal. This event is translated
and is consistently well-attended. Translators are provided for
non-English speaking parents via real-time translation provided
via headsets or in language-specific breakout rooms. In addition,
IEPs, 504 plans, and SST meetings target individual students and
their parents, and parent participation at these meetings is 100%.
In addition, PTA, ELAC, site council and parent seminar series
involve other organizations and community members. Although
participation is growing and remains constant, more work needs
to be done to engage parents and improve attendance at these
meetings.
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Use of Community Resources
E1.2. Indicator: The school uses community resources to support student learning.
E1.2. Prompt: Evaluate to what extent the school solicits and employs business and community resources to
support and extend learning. Determine how effectively community members’ expertise and services, such
as professional services, business partnerships, guest speakers, job fairs, field trips to local employers, and
evaluation of student projects and classroom presentations, provide real world applications of the learning
standards and schoolwide learning outcomes.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino provides a range of meaningful opportunities and
connections with the community for our students.
a
A partnership has been developed with Rio Hondo Community Rio Hondo Partnership
College to offer Career and Technical Education (CTE) college
credit courses on our campus. Through the Kinesiology pathway,
Gabrielino students may earn a state issued certification as an Assistant Athletic Trainer. One component of the course sequence
requires students to have practical experience. For this, they take
a course under Rio Hondo’s Athletic Director providing care to CTE Pathways
college athletes. Further, these courses can be transferred to the
Cal State system into the bachelors of Kinesiology program and
earn certification as a full athletic trainer. An Engineering pathway
was started this year. It begins with technical design and drafting on paper and then transfers those skills to Computer Aided
Drafting and Design (CADD) programs. Ultimately, this sequence
can lead to a certification in technical drafting that can be used
in a range of fields such as urban planning, civil engineering, and
architecture for example. These can also transfer to 4-year institutions. Two counseling courses are also offered. One is focused
on helping students prepare for community college. The other is
broader, focusing on life skills such as interviews.
a
Gabrielino continues to offer a many classes that utilize commu- Center theater fieldtrip
nity resources. The Drama department performs for the school
and broader community. Students and teachers also regularly
take field trips to the Center Theater group to receive training
from professional actors. They learn more about the craft and
how to dive deep into the scripts.
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In the fall of 2016, Gabrielino piloted the first Broadway Locker
Program with the San Gabriel Valley Music Theatre program. This
comprised of two full days of workshops with professional and notable individuals from actors to network executives. Each evening,
professional musicians performed Broadway hits for the community. Our stagecraft students worked with the professionals to set
lighting, sound, and all aspects of technical preparation.
a
In 2016, a CTE Advisory Committee was formed that includes rep- CTE Advisory Committee
resentatives of our community including iron workers, real estate,
and medical professions. These representatives, teachers, students, and administrators work to help our students meet future
demand in high skill, high wage occupations.
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a
Every year Gabrielino has an event called “Gab Week.” This week
is used to focus on anti-bullying strategies, inclusiveness, and developing a “Gab Attitude.” The purpose of Gab week is to build
a stronger community of students that will support, respect and
understand each other. Guest speakers are invited yearly to deliver
uplifting and inspiring talks to the student body. Likewise, members of the community participate in another event called “Gab
Talks”-- a week of speakers at lunch inspired/modeled by the TedTalks program. In 2015, the speaker was an Olympic caliber physically challenged athlete who spoke about overcoming her barriers.
In 2017, the speaker focused on kindness. Social Media tools were
used to spread the message. This also included a shoe drive for
children in Uganda.

Gab Week Schedule
Naviance
Daily Bulletin/Screaming
Eagle

a

The College and Career Center has an extensive schedule of guest College and Career Center
speakers. Many of the speakers are representatives of various col- Calendar
leges and universities. In addition, speakers from various profesCampus Visit Rosters
sions and trades, as well as vocational schools and unions, have
come to offer their advice and information to the students. Students are invited to attend these events through Naviance and
the daily bulletin. Several groups also take interested students on
campus visits. Some are geared towards seniors who have already
enrolled in the program, and others are informational trips so the
students can see what it is like to attend college, for example, Cal
State Los Angeles, UCLA, USC, Rio Hondo or PCC.
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The City of San Gabriel and Gabrielino work collaboratively to facilitate the Youth in Government program. This program, one of the largest and most complex of its kind, provides an opportunity for students
to go behind the scenes and see how a city is truly run. All Juniors
and Seniors may apply for positions which will guarantee them an
opportunity to shadow a city official. Seniors may run for City Council.
The entire campus is offered the opportunity to register and vote in
an election modeled on real-world voting practices. (During election
years, this election also incorporates the Mock Presidential or Mock
Congressional election for the school.) The students elected and selected to the program then shadow city officials and prepare staff reports. On Youth In Government day, participants take a behind the
scenes tour of the city, run a mock City Council meeting and enjoy a
networking luncheon with the leaders of the city and representatives
from the San Gabriel Unified School district executive staff and governing board.

YIG Calendar
YIG Election Schedule
YIG (student created)
Staff Reports
YIG Meeting Agenda

a

The Visual and Performing Arts Department also provides a great deal Field Trip Records
of interaction with the community. From field trips to local museums
CTE Pathways
to performances for the community, the VAPA department is very active. In addition, experts from the community provide guidance and
advice to students as guest speakers. Some courses and clubs provide
students learning opportunities by performing in community events.
The VAPA courses and CTE courses expose students to performances
and competitions, allowing them to showcase their products and talents. Drama and choir classes perform in festivals and on campus, and
at the same time visit other local schools and Disneyland to compete. a
As additional options, students have extracurricular clubs such HOSA Club List
who invite health professionals to speak to their members. Key Club
ACE Program
meets with local business leaders through Kiwanis, and the Interact
Club meets with Rotary Club members, Architecture Construction and
Engineering (ACE) club is mentored by architectural professionals in
planning design, project management, and engineering. Interested
students have been on several tours through our own construction
sites on campus with the lead architect and the district project manager.
We continue to seek new ways to build partnerships and connect with
our community. Those opportunities enrich the experiences of our
students and connect Gabrielino High School with our community.
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E2. School Environment Criterion

The school is a) a safe, clean, and orderly place that nurtures learning and b) has a culture that is characterized by trust, professionalism, high expectations for all students, and a focus on continuous school improvement.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard P: Organizational Support: A quality online program has organizational support to oversee
the instructional learning environment as it is conveyed through technology. Some organizational support services may be distributed between the programs and other entities, depending on the physical location where the students are taking their online courses.
[iNACOL Standard P, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Safe, Clean, and Orderly Environment
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E2.1. Indicator: The school has existing policies and regulations and uses its resources to ensure a safe,
clean, and orderly place that nurtures learning, including internet safety.
E2.1. Prompt: Determine the extent to which the school has implemented policies and committed resources
to ensure a safe, clean, and orderly environment that nurtures learning. Evaluate the effectiveness of the
school’s practices and procedures for all aspects of student safety including: effective operating procedures
for internet safety, bullying, drug and alcohol abuse education and intervention, conflict intervention, use of
derogatory or hateful language especially in the context of race or gender, disaster preparedness and other
safety topics of local concern that may interfere with learning.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Maintaining a safe, clean, and orderly environment that nurtures learning is a high priority at Gabrielino. The school
excels in many aspects of this area, yet recognizes the ongoing need to remain vigilant, consistently communicate standards to its staff and students, and try and anticipate future challenges while developing plans for the future.
a
The student handbook clearly outlines disciplinary procedures
and consequences. The school has a clear tardy policy and procedures as well. In addition, teachers have the option to write
referrals or request security assistance if there is a substantial disruption in class. During the 2016-2017 school year, Gabrielino
instituted a new Academic Honesty Policy after gathering input
from staff, students, and parents.

Student Handbook
Tardy Policy
Referral Forms
Academic Honesty Policy
a

Gabrielino has three security personnel at Gabrielino (two male Campus Supervisor schedule
and one female.) Gabrielino High is a closed campus, and at
least one Campus Supervisor is in charge of the front gate of the
school. As a result, only two Campus Security Officers are available to cover the remainder of the campus.
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The school district has renewed its partnership with San Gabri- Board Announcement of
el Police Department and this year (2017-2018) the school is as- SGUSD/SGPD program
signed a Campus Resource Officer who works closely with Gabrielino administrators, students, and their families for intervention
and police enforcement when appropriate. SGUSD also contracts
with an outside agency that brings drug-sniffing dogs to the campus. These searches are carried out randomly, several times a
quarter, and the canines have been trained to identify both drugs
and alcohol.
a
The Emergency Plan is updated annually, and is distributed elec- Emergency Plan
tronically to all staff. Safety concerns can be brought to the administration at any time, and when appropriate, changes to the Drill Schedule
Safety Plan will be made. Multiple drills are held each year; fire,
lockdown, and earthquake drills are the most common. The plan
follows District and State guidelines and is updated yearly with
input from the District nurse, health aide and the administrators.
Drills are held several times a semester, at irregular intervals and
during different periods in an attempt to enhance the effectiveness of the drills.
a
The SPSA specifically addresses the need for anti-bullying and Bullying Policy
anti-bias programs and education on campus. Staff and students
are knowledgeable about the process for reporting and handling Discrimination Complaint
any complaints. The administration seeks to deal with any dis- Form
cipline issues quickly and efficiently. The administrative team at
times will share responsibility in enforcing discipline. Two administrators handle behavioral issues; another deals with issues regarding academic honesty.
a
Each year, grade level assemblies are held at the start of the year
to remind students of the policies related to student expectations
and policies. Cyberbullying and other forms of harassment are
addressed at these assemblies. As of 2017, Administration and
staff have also implemented the use of a new and revised Academic Integrity Contract where policies regarding honesty,

Grade-level meeting schedule & Agenda
Academic Integrity Policy &
Contract
Internet agreement
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approved forms of collaboration, and plagiarism are clearly laid
out and communicated with students at the beginning of the year.
Students at Gabrielino are provided use of high speed internet for
academic use only. Students have responsibility to use the school’s
internet access in an efficient and earnest manner. For this purpose,
students sign an internet agreement slip signed by both student and
parent.
High Expectations/Concern for Students
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E2.2. Indicator: The school demonstrates caring, concern, and high expectations for students in an environment that honors individual differences and is conducive to learning.
E2.2. Prompt: Evaluate to what extent the school has created and supported an atmosphere of caring, concern, and high expectations for students in an environment that honors individual differences. Determine
how effectively school policies, programs and procedures support student learning by examining information such as: proportionality of discipline data, use of positive behavior strategies by staff, restorative justice
practices, celebrations of students’ heritage and ethnicity and other information or practices that support
a caring, learning environment.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino has developed an atmosphere of caring, concern, and
high expectations as is evidenced through results on the school
survey and student WASC group. Programs such as GabTalks,
Gab Week, and Renaissance Rally (which celebrate students’ academic achievement and academic progress) are integral to creating a culture of caring, concern, and high expectations for students.

Renaissance Rally Information
GabTalks Schedule
Gab Week Schedule
Student survey

a
Gab week contributes to the culture of caring by participating Gab Week lessons
in school-wide events such as the Gab week activities that promote mutual respect and fostering a nurturing environment at the
school.

The school has room to grow to meet the needs of students in the
area of providing culturally relevant courses that honor students’
heritage and ethnicity. Thus far, the study of culture and ethnic
heritage are embedded into the context of World Languages,
and to some extent, Social Science and English classes.
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It is evident in the WASC student group that most students agree WASC Student Group Meetthat they are supported by teachers. Gabrielino has procedures ing minutes
that contribute to each student’s learning ability and success. The
Student Survey
staff uses various strategies to assist students who are academically struggling such as a grade check and after school tutoring.
a
Gabrielino initiated a collaborative approach to respond to stu- MTSS Meeting Schedule
dents’ needs in the 2012-2013 school year with the creation of RTI team/MTSS team
the Behavior RTI team, which is comprised of counselors, administrators, the school psychologist, and as of this year, the District’s
social worker whenever possible. The goal of the Behavior RTI
team (now the “MTSS team,” renamed to be in alignment with
California’s adoption of this term) is to leverage administrative
and counseling resources to maximize the time that students are
in an instructional setting. The Behavior RTI Team’s original and
only goal was to decrease the numbers of days of suspensions for
Gabrielino’s Hispanic students. Data showed that this goal was
successful, and the team has found that while suspensions are
still an issue, truancy rates and mental health issues have replaced
suspensions as the reason why students are not accessing the
instructional setting.
a
As a result, the team’s focus shifted to discussing students with SART/SARB
attendance problems and crafting a school-based response that
includes both support and a SART/SARB referral. In addition to MTSS team
looking at attendance data, the MTSS Team conducts confidential individual case studies of students with behavior and/or mental health challenges; these case studies often include associated
attendance issues.
a
Gabrielino has implemented an Academic Advisory program, Academic Advisory
which is embedded as a pull-out program within the regular school
Counselor Meetings
day. Students who are receiving one or more F’s are referred by
their counselor to attend the Academy Advisory program, which
provides one-on-one coaching for students, particularly in the
area of executive functioning.
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The staff member in charge communicates with respective teachers and counselors about the needs of each individual student.
Since the redesign of the program last year, staff has been keeping
track of students’ grade progress as a result of participation in Academic Advisory.
a
In the past few years, there has been an increase in students displaying mental health issues like anxiety and depression. As a result, the District expanded the Wellness Committee, and has hired
a social worker. The social worker is at Gabrielino three days a
week, and their caseload is already substantially impacted. Counselors also refer struggling students to outside agencies that can
better provide therapy and individual counseling.

Wellness Committee
Social Worker
Referrals to Outside Agencies

CHAPTER III: E

Atmosphere of Trust, Respect, and Professionalism
E2.3. Indicator: The school has an atmosphere of trust, respect, and professionalism.
E2.3. Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which there is evidence of an atmosphere of trust, respect, and professionalism. Examine the quality and consistency of communication and collaboration between and among
the school’s leadership, staff and stakeholders; this includes the degree to which stakeholders are involved
in the review of the Single Plan for Student Achievement and District’s Local Control Accountability Plan and
to what extent they are included in decision-making.
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E3.

Personal and Academic Student Support Criterion

All students receive appropriate academic support and intervention to help ensure school, college, and
career success. Students with special talents and/or needs have access to a system of personal support
services, activities, and opportunities at the school. These are enhanced by business, industry, and the
community.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard N: Organizational Support: A quality online program has student
support services to address the various needs of students at different levels within the organization. The
levels of support are appropriate and adequate for a student’s success. [iNACOL Standard N, 2009]
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard O: Guidance Services: A quality online program has guidance services to support students and parents to ensure success of the online program. Depending on the program, these services are either directly provided by the program or a service provider, or in the case of
supplemental programs, these services may be provided by the local school. [iNACOL Standard O, 2009]
Indicators with Prompts
Adequate Personalized Support
E3.1. Indicator: The school has available and adequate services to support student’s personal needs.
E3.1. Prompt: Evaluate the availability and effectiveness of academic and personal support services,
including referral services, to support students in such areas as physical and mental health, and career,
academic and personal counseling, including an individualized learning plan.
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CHAPTER III: E

While Gabrielino is still striving to determine the best way Counseling Staff
to provide academic support to students, providing students support in the areas of physical and mental health,
career and personal counseling is one of the school’s areas of strength. School personnel are highly effective at
communicating and collaborating in order to identify, analyze, and provide support to a wide range of students.
Of course, there is always room for improvement, but the
staff is proud of how far they have come.

Gabrielino teachers are empathetic and caring and make
an effort to notice when students are in need. The security staff is experienced and kind towards students and
they intervene proactively when necessary. Strong relationships between teachers, security, and counselors promote communication when students are struggling.
a
The counseling staff is professional and responsive and SST Meetings
they investigate reports with personalization and follow
through. There is strong coordination between the coun- ELD Team
seling staff and the administration team and together, Special Education Case Carriers
these teams intervene with a wide-range of tools, from
SST meetings, to other creative tools. The ELD Team discusses individual students and makes recommendations
for intervention, and when needed creates individualized
learning plans.   Counselors also work with Special Education case carriers to help students succeed.
a
The College and Career Center is well-organized and fa- College And Career Center
cilitated and meets the needs of students and families
and staff. The College and Career Counselor coordinates Calendars
with the counseling staff as a whole and the team meets
weekly to discuss areas of concern or questions-these are
communicated to the administrative staff.
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Gabrielino High School has six full time counselors who Counselor Assignments
help students with academic and personal needs. If a
referral to an outside therapist or agency needs to be
made, a counselor makes a referral to a corresponding
agency. Counselors also make referrals to pathways or
services. 10th grade students are provided vision and Referral to outside agencies
hearing screenings and the nurse also provides referrals
to outside groups if needed. Gabrielino has a part-time
social worker who provides ERICS counseling to special
education students with emotional disturbance as their
qualifying disability and she also works with students who
have returned from hospitalization for suicidal ideation.
Special education students have learning plans to accommodate each individual student. These learning plans are
discussed in yearly meetings. Student 504 plans, IEPs,
and SSTs support student’s academic learning plans.
a
Tongva Tutoring has also been implemented to varying Academic Advisory
degrees of success. According to the most recent data,
Tongva Tutoring
most of the students that attended after school tutoring were not necessarily academically at-risk. Therefore, WASC Action Plan Team agendas
more efforts need to be made to draw in the struggling
students. One strategy being tried is to embed support
into the school day via the Academic Advisory program,
and to assign a tutoring coordinator to oversee the whole
Tongva Tutoring program. The school has recently implemented these personnel and schedule changes. In
addition, the WASC Action Plan Team is studying and
evaluating various models of how to support all students.
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Support and Intervention Strategies Used for Student Growth/Development
E3.2. Indicator: Strategies are used by the school leadership and staff to develop and implement personalized approaches to learning and alternative instructional options.
E3.2 Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the types of strategies used by the school leadership and staff
to develop and implement personalized approaches to learning and alternative instructional options which
allow access to and progress in the rigorous standards-based curriculum. This includes strategies such as
personalized learning, the use of small learning communities and the implementation of alternative learning options.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Through individual counselor meetings, group meetings, in addition to
SPED, ELD, and testing data, Gabrielino is largely successful in helping
develop and implement a personalized schedule that allows access to a
rigorous standards-based curriculum. However, there is still work to be
done to help all students highly achieve and reach their goals.

Naviance Four-Year Plans

Ninth grade students enrolled in the Freshman College Prep Transition
class learn how to create a four-year learning plan using Naviance. In
this class, students are introduced to the course curriculum guidebook,
Naviance document library, UC/CSU a-g requirements, GHS website,
school policies, just to name a few topics. Since Gabrielino has offered
this class, anecdotal reports are that there is more awareness of college
requirements and how to prepare for life after Gabrielino. However, the
first class to complete this course has not yet reached their senior year, so
hard data on college preparedness is not yet available.
To continue the exposure to a rigorous standards-based curriculum, coun- Counselors Individual
selors meet with each grade level in small group meetings of no more
meeting plans
than twenty students to go over the students four year plan on Naviance,
review and decipher transcripts, review next year class offerings, explain
college admissions process, and Naviance college and career search
tools.
During the spring semester, counselors meet with students in a one
on one meeting to assist them in selecting their courses for next year.
At these meetings, counselors use Naviance to review the students’
four-year plan and college and career interests, graduation status, and
suggestions for summer programs. Counselors continue to meet with
students throughout the remainder of the year for any course schedule
changes, following up with students on summer school get-ahead and
credit recovery courses, and assisting students with college planning and
preparation.
Throughout the year, teachers and counselors monitor student progress;
students who are struggling in classes will receive recommendations to
attend Tongva Tutoring or to come in for lunchtime tutoring from the
teacher. Ninth grade students who earn an F on a progress report meet
with their counselor for academic support.
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Naviance
Student’s four year plan

Hispanic students with an F grade in core courses are also met with at
each quarter report. Students who have three of more F’s are scheduled a
Student Study Team meeting that includes the parent, student, teacher (s)
and counselor to determine what level of support is necessary to help the
students achieve. Informal adjustments, Tongva Tutoring, and Academic
Advisory are used to help struggling students. In addition, when appropriate, 504 Plans are created to help students who need additional support
but who do not qualify for special education.

Student StudyTeam
meeting

Gabrielino has partnered with Rio Hondo community college to provide
after school college classes in Engineering and Kinesiology. Additionally,
student enroll in classes at Pasadena City College and East Los Angeles
College during the school year or summer, in classes that they are interested in and to which are not provided at Gabrielino. The Jaime Escalante
Summer Math program provides our Gabrielino student get-ahead math
courses over the summer so that they could progress further in the math
sequence. The San Gabriel Education Foundation (SEF) program provides
get-ahead summer classes for a fee. Options for Youth is also available to
students for free get-ahead and credit recovery classes.
Gabrielino utilizes the APEX program for personalized learning. In most
APEX classes and program
cases, students are enrolled in APEX for credit recovery. However, for some
students, the APEX environment will replace the core curriculum because
of a learning disability or other learning need. In many cases, students with
OCD, seizure disorders, or ADHD do better in the APEX setting because
when they cannot focus, the APEX program essentially waits for them to
re-engage and doesn’t move forward without them.
Gabrielino is a traditional, comprehensive high school. The educational
landscape is shifting and parents and students have more choice than ever
before about what school they will enroll in and what the environment will
look like. As Gabrielino continues to evolve, the staff will need to grapple
with what alternative instructional options look like to maintain enrollment
and ensure that Gabrielino remains competitive in this new choice-filled
environment.

Support Services – Interventions and Student Learning
E3.3. Indicator: The school leadership and staff ensure that the support services and related activities have
a direct relationship to student involvement in learning based on the academic standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes, e.g., within and outside the classroom, for all students, including the EL, GATE,
special education, and other programs.
E3.3. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which student learning needs are accurately identified in a timely
manner and the appropriate support and intervention services are provided. Examine how the school
monitors the effectiveness and appropriateness of intervention for each student within and outside the
classroom. Evaluate the processes that are used to identify under-performing or struggling students and
the interventions to address these identified student learning needs. Comment on how interventions
support and coordinate with regular classroom learning for all students, including those with special needs
receiving services from ELL, GATE, Title I and special education.
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Student needs are accurately identified in a timely manner at Gabrielino
High School. This is possible as a result of the counselor to teacher ratio,
which is 350 to 1. The school board approved ratio is 650 to 1, but Gabrielino uses a significant of its LCAP funding to improve the ratio. With the
board-approved ratio, Gabrielino would have 3.5 counselors; instead Gabrielino has five full-time counselors and one full time College and Career
Counselor. This low ratio not only allows one-on-one meetings to happen
throughout the year, but course selection, post-secondary planning, and
of course, intervention.
Per the Counseling Handbook, the following intervention meetings occur
to support all students, but to especially target Gabrielino’s achievement
gap between Hispanic students and other subgroups:

Student-tocounselor ratio

CHAPTER III: E

Findings

•

1st progress report – contact all 9th graders with an F grade, as well

•

1st quarter- contact all Hispanic students with F grade in a core sub-

•

2nd progress report- Monitor all D/F grades. Contact D students in

•

Semester-Same as quarter one.

•

3rd progress report- Monitor and call students as needed

•

3rd quarter-same as semester/quarter one. Contact any senior with

•

4th progress report- same as 2nd progress report

•

Final Semester - contact all students in need of summer school.

LCAP

Counseling
Handbook

as their parents

ject area, as well as parents. 3 or more F grades results in Intervention Meeting (see description below), unless inappropriate. Counselors will receive both the D and F list so as to be able to reach out
to the D students as time allows.
Hispanic subgroup, who have not been met with previously regarding their grades to encourage effort to maintain college eligibility.

an F grade and their parents

a

If a counselor determines that further intervention is required, this would
Academic Advisory
be determined through the collaboration of an SST, and if needed addiAttendance Sheets
tional support will be offered, such as after-school tutoring, enrollment in and Data
Academic Advisory, referral for counseling, or being assigned a peer-helper. It is only after all interventions are exhausted that special education
testing is recommended.
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Students with IEP’s are monitored by counselors, case carriers,
Master Schedule with Reand teachers. Students with IEP’s can access a Resource support source classes
class. The Resource class is not available as a result of additional
funding, rather, it is through the increased inclusion of special
educations students in the general education setting that has allowed the addition of the Resource class into the master schedule. Offering appropriate support to struggling students with
IEPs, both in special education and general education classes, is
an area of growth for Gabrielino.
a
English Learners and former English Learners are monitored
ELD Team
by the ELD Team through grades. However, in a 2016 Federal
R-FEP Monitoring Form
Monitoring Program audit, the district was found to not be effectively tracking the academic progress of redesignated EL’s, which
is required by federal law. The ELD team has responded to this
finding by creating an R-FEP Monitoring Form that went into
effect in spring of 2017. The team will also create an effective
method for tracking Long-Term ELs. While the school has made
huge strides in offering supports for its EL’s, the tracking of the
progress of English Learners is an area of growth for Gabrielino.
Equitable Academic Support to Enable All Students Access to a Rigorous Curriculum
E3.4. Indicator: Through the use of equitable support all students have access to a challenging,
relevant, and coherent curriculum.
E3.4. Prompt: Evaluate the school’s effectiveness in a) regularly examining for disproportionality in
the demographic distribution of students throughout the class offerings (e.g., master class schedule and class enrollments) and b) providing additional and available support to provide equitable
access to challenging, rigorous courses for all students ( i.e., extra class time, tutoring, or types
of alternative schedules available for repeat or accelerated classes, summer classes, class periods
beyond the traditional school day).
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Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino makes a strong and consistent effort to regularly exam- WASC Action Plan Team
ine disproportionality of student placement. The Data Team (temporarily renamed the “WASC Action Plan Team”) was created to try
and tease out details of where and why students end up differently
represented in various courses, a-g completion rates, and even
graduation rates. All stakeholders have reviewed and explored this
issue. Groups ranging from the Departments, Data Team, Counselors, Site Council, and Student Forum have tried to get to the root
of the causes for Gabrielino’s demographic gaps in course enrollment.
A Freshman transition course, College Prep Freshman Transition,
Curriculum for College
has been added for all Freshmen. This course focuses on college
Prep Transition Class
and career planning, as well as strategies/skills to be successful in
High School and beyond. A key highlight of the course is the section on Informational Literacy; it is designed to help students evaluate the validity of sources and how to properly complete academic
research. Students also learn how to create a positive web presence, write a resume, explore career interests, create a digital portfolio, and develop an academic plan for graduation and beyond.
While open access has been instituted for most honors and AP
courses in an attempt to increase equitability and some after-school
tutoring programs have been created, there remains a need for
more support for students who struggle in these rigorous courses.
Students who are learning English are offered a variety of classes.
AP courses
Based on evidence examined in the Data Team, Cabinet, and Site
Council, it became clear that students who begin at the most basic
level of English proficiency struggle to graduate on time and those
who start with some proficiency struggle to complete UC/CSU a-g
requirements. In the 2016-2017 school year, several new classes
were added to help these students. For example, when examining
the data, it became clear that Social Science was a sticking point
for ELD students. Two new courses to fulfil Social Science graduation requirements were added: Intro to Government and Intro
to Economics, these courses are offered to students taking ELD 1.
For students who are even further advanced in their study of English, the old Sheltered classes have been replaced with Integrated
World History, US History, and Government/Economics. These
courses are now A-G compliant, rather than simply counting for
graduation credit.
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Through the use of equitable support, all Special Education students EL courses
have access to a challenging, relevant, and coherent curriculum in the
least restrictive environment as required by the IDEA act and the stu- IDEA Act
dent’s IEP. In addition, students who are enrolled in general education IEP
classes are able to utilize specialized testing rooms each period. The
general education teacher provides the Special Education teacher a
copy of the assessment, and the student may report directly to the
testing room for that period. Because the student does not need to
leave the General Education classroom, or utilize their accommodations in front of their non-Special Education peers, it is hoped more
students will take full advantage of their accommodations. In addition, departments have modified common assessments by essentially
giving the same tests to special education students, but reducing the
number of choices (in multiple choice tests) or providing extra time.
Identified students may choose to take APEX courses to help them
APEX Program
get back on track to graduate or to fulfil their UC “a-g” requirements.
Currently, APEX is offered two periods during the conventional school
day, with one general education and one special education teacher
supporting students. Gabrielino
currently has 36 licenses, and is looking to potentially increase that
number if there is an increased demand for the APEX program.
Students may take advantage of summer school offerings, as well.
The district provides credit recovery courses at no cost in order to
help students get back on track towards graduation or a-g completion. San Gabriel’s Education Foundation (SEF) provides fee-based
access to get-ahead and enrichment classes for students during the
summer as well. Last summer the Jaime Escalante program offered
free math classes to students at GHS.

Summer School
SEF
Jaime Escalante
program

Drop-in Tutoring (Tongva Tutoring) offers teacher-led, after school
support for students who need additional support. Some students
receive recommendations to attend and are monitored by the tutoring teacher, and others students simply drop in for assistance on an
as-needed basis. Tutoring is offered two days a week in each subject, and currently lasts one hour before school, during lunch or after
school. Paid student tutors are also available to help students during
the Tongva Tutoring sessions.

Tongva tutoring
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Beginning in the 2015-2016 year, a new program called Academic
Advisory was created. Completely reworked in 2016-2017, the program provides once-a-week pull-out support for students identified
as struggling by their counselors or by their teachers.

SEF Summer School
Offerings

Students come in to meet with the teacher, discuss goals and areas
Academic Advisory
where they are struggling, and are also offered the opportunity to
make-up missing work and re-do work that did not earn a passing
grade. Each day, upon the student’s arrival, they are given a plan of
action. Students may bring in work they need to complete or fix, or
teachers may have sent items directly to Academic Advisory staff.
Once the work is completed, the Academic Advisory teacher forwards the completed work to the general education teacher, ensuring that the work is being completed by the student in question.
Most teachers have been accepting the work done in Academic Advisory for full or partial credit; a policy is being developed by Cabinet
with input from the staff to determine a school-wide policy for work
completed in Academic Advisory.
Three years ago, as a result of the Data Team’s research, non- college prep science was removed from the course offering for students
in the general program. All 9th graders are required to tale Biology
and this has increased the rigor of the schedules for our 9th graders.
Along with this, a special section of UC/CSU a-g compliant Chemistry was created to offer extra support for students who need help
with math. The teacher incorporates extra mathematical practice
and support in the curriculum for this section of Chemistry. These
policies have allowed students more opportunity and access to college prep classes.

Data Team
9th Grade Biology for All
10th Grade Chemistry
for All
“Low Math” Chemistry
support

Co-Curricular Activities
E3.5. Indicator: The school ensures that there is a high level of student involvement in curricular
and co-curricular activities that link to the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness
standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
E3.5. Prompt: Evaluate the availability to and involvement of students in curricular and co-curricular activities. Determine the effectiveness of the extent to which co-curricular activities link to
the academic standards and schoolwide learner outcomes. Examine the process that the school
utilizes to evaluate the level of involvement for all students in a variety of activities.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

Gabrielino offers a wide range of extra-curricular and co-curricular activities for students. From the nationally recognized Speech & Debate
program to the highly successful service clubs, Gabrielino students are
highly involved and are participating in activities that are clearly linked to
the academic standards and or the schoolwide learner outcomes.

Speech & Debate Program
and Awards

Gabrielino offers students a full slate of athletic teams, marching band,
Club List
concert band, jazz band, three periods of orchestra, choir and show choir,
a variety of Speech and Debate courses, and approximately 46 different clubs. From FBLA and Science Olympiad, from Gab Dance Crew to
Philosophy and Home Economics, Gabrielino offers a wide range of clubs
to suit students’ interests. The process of creating a club is communicated to students, and each year, several new clubs are added. Information
about these clubs is shared at a club fair during lunch in the quad, and
announcements about club rush appear regularly in the daily bulletin.
Some of these co-curricular activities, such as the Visual and Performing
arts organizations, tie directly to academic standards taught in those
courses. For example, the skills developed in Drama club reinforce those
taught in Drama or the Professional Actor’s Workshop. Students who
create art for the Art Club are reinforcing skills learned in class, or adding new ones. The Speech and Debate, Science Olympiad, and Athletic
teams are demonstrating their ongoing progress towards mastering the
academic content and skills learned in the courses taught in those subjects on campus. Even the Computer Science club gives students an opportunity to dive more deeply into subjects covered in Computer Science
classes.

Visual and Performing arts
organizations
Speech and debate competitions
Science Olympiad

Others, such as FBLA or HOSA (Health Occupations) tie to academic
FBLA
standards, but less directly. Students competing for FBLA are utilizing
HOSA
skills taught throughout the Social Science, English, and Math departCTE pathway
ments. It is common for students to seek out advice and help from teachers in these departments to help them prepare for competition. Health
Occupations builds on skills learned in Science and links to the CTE
pathway in sports medicine.
Various service clubs, such as Red Cross, Interact, and Key Club, as well
SLOs
as clubs like Conversation Partners and Readers’ Club help students
achieve the SLOs. In addition, programs like the mock elections, Youth
and Government, and Current Events Club encourage students to become politically active and informed citizens. Co-curricular events like
GabTalks, Gab Week, the various college/career fairs, and guest speakers
help students continue to progress towards achieving the SLOs.
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ACS WASC Category E. School Culture and Support for Student Personal and
Academic Growth:
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the
criteria in Category E are being met.
Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the school’s ability to
address one or more of the identified critical student learning needs (Chapter IV).
Summary (including comments about the critical student learning needs)

CHAPTER III: E

Gabrielino consistently offers a variety of opportunities for the regular involvement of the family
and the community. The school implements strategies and process for the regular involvement of
all stakeholders through school wide events and parent organizations.
While some departments offer opportunities for real world application through field trips, guest
speakers, and evaluative tools, the extent to which Gabrielino solicits and employs business and
community resources to support and extend learning continues to be an area of growth.
Maintaining a safe, clean, and orderly environment that nurtures learning is a high priority at Gabrielino.
Gabrielino has developed an atmosphere of caring, concern, and high expectations as is evidenced through results on the school survey and student WASC group. Programs such as Gab
Talks, Gab Week, and Renaissance Rallies (which celebrate students’ academic achievement and
academic progress) are integral to creating a culture of caring, concern, and high expectations for
students.
There is clear evidence of trust, respect, and professionalism at Gabrielino. Communication is
frequent, and staff, students, parents, and other stakeholder groups are given opportunities to
be involved. Gabrielino’s staff and the school leadership exude respect and professionalism.
Teachers communicate with the school’s administration in various forms and are involved in decision-making issues like the bell schedule, collaboration days, and having procedures in place to
vote for school calendars and schedules.
Gabrielino is effective in providing personal support services, including referral services, to support students in the areas for physical, mental health and career and personal counseling. There
are various services for students’ personal needs throughout the school day. Through individual
counselor meetings, group meetings (groups determined by Naviance survey), in addition to
SPED, ELD, and testing data, Gabrielino is largely successful in helping develop and implement
a personalized schedule that allows access to a rigorous standards-based curriculum. However,
there is still work to be done to help all students achieve and reach their goals.
Gabrielino offers a wide range of extra-curricular and co-curricular activities for students. From
the nationally recognized Speech and Debate program to the highly successful service clubs,
Gabrielino students are highly involved and are participating in activities that are clearly linked to
the academic standards and or the schoolwide learner outcomes.
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Prioritize the areas of strength and growth for Category E.
Category E: School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth: Areas of
Strength

•

Counselor to student ratio provides better personal and academic support.

•

WASC Action Plan Team (Data Team) and the ELD Team examines data to make decisions towards
improving student support and performance amongst underperforming populations.

•

Gab Talks and Gab Week provide whole-campus community building opportunities that aim to
decrease bullying and promote respect.

•

Opening more AP/Honors courses allows for increased enrollment in rigorous and challenging
courses.

•

The presence of a social worker on campus provides students who struggle with psychological
issues to gain additional support.

•

Tongva Tutoring has been simplified to make it more accessible to students, supplementing the
instruction and teacher-led interventions already occurring.

•

LTEL support course has been added this year. This is a course for English learners who were not
able to test as reclassified within 6 years.
Category E: School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth: Areas of
Growth

•

Determine whether the school would like to pursue ways to aid students’ “Personal Development,”
such as in the area of resiliency.

•

Explore and propose integrated academic supports for both struggling and achieving students.

•

Examine a-g eligibility data for Hispanic students; determine barriers and articulate support for
students.

•

Explore and propose integrated academic supports for both struggling and achieving students.

•

Examine more opportunities for career readiness and refine CTE classes to reach those goals.

•

Refine student survey and maintain WASC Student Group.

•

Articulate schoolwide strategies that decrease student anxiety.

•

Create intake form for students who leave instructional setting for mental health support in order
to gather data and set benchmark.

•

Increased opportunities for student learning to connect with real-world problem-solving.

•

Provide more translation support within the school day and increase parent engagement with the
school community.
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Prioritized Areas of Growth Needs from Categories A through E
Prioritize the growth areas from the five categories.
Explore and propose integrated during the school day academic supports for both struggling and
achieving students.

•

Examine a-g eligibility data for Hispanic students; determine barriers and articulate support for
students.

•

Track incoming 9th grade students reading below grade level as identified by iReady scores; create
intervention plan for students with literacy challenges.

•

In collaboration with district goals, design 3 year plan for how to increase inclusion of students with
IEP’s into the general education setting.

•

Determine whether the school would like to pursue ways to aid students’ “Personal Development,”
such as in the area of resiliency.

CHAPTER III: E

•
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Chapter IV: Summary from Analysis of Identified Critical Student Learning
Needs
Summarize the identified critical student learning needs based on profile and Focus Group
findings.

CHAPTER IV

Gabrielino has developed processes for examining data that are now institutionalizes, and it has
been in this manner that the school has adopted a continual Focus on Learning approach. The
Data Team meets five times a year and examines a wide range of data. This process is by design,
relatively unstructured. Members of the team are allowed the intellectual freedom to follow ideas
as they occur through authentic and trust-filled discussions. That being said, over time, patterns
have occurred and these patterns are shared with the whole staff at least once a year. These patterns are articulated as “Touchstone” data and they are the rate of Hispanic students that graduate a-g eligible, and the percent of non-grads that are English Learners. These data are revisited
to identify trends (hopefully positive).
The Data Team identified the following additional data as important to the development of the
Action Plan, and is based on years of analysis and discussion. This year the Data Team temporarily became the WASC Action Plan team, and unlike the Data Team, the Action Plan approach
has been highly structured. It is not lost on members of all leadership groups that the Action Plan
came together so quickly that work on implementing the plan began even before the plan was
fully completed.
The rationale and the critical needs developed by the Data Team are as follows:
Self-study findings indicate a need to increase college and career readiness. Data indicate that
the a-g completion rates for Hispanic and all students increased for three years in a row but declined in 2017. Students are re-taking courses to stay a-g eligible at a high rate. Students share
concerns about being prepared for the 21st work place. FPM audit findings indicate a need to
improve CTE Pathways.
Supporting Data:
•

There is an a-g eligibility achievement gap between Asians and Hispanic students.

•

D/F grades account for approximately 12% of all grades given; on average 60% of D/F grades go
to Hispanic students.

•

Summer school data shows an over-representation of Hispanic students.

•

Steady growth is desired in English for all students and continued steady growth is desired in math
for CAASPP.

•

CTE Pathways are in need of cohesion and analysis.

•

Post-graduate data through Clearinghouse is preliminary.

This data lead to the Action Plan’s first goal, “Ensure post-secondary success for each Gabrielino
student.”
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The rationale and the critical needs developed by the Data Team are as follows:
Self-study findings indicate that for the past three years, the greatest percent of non-grads are
English Learners and that the percent of L-TEL’s / at-risk of L-TEL is 15%. There is a need to decrease the number of students who are enrolling in credit recovery options in order to graduate.
Data shows a combination of low academic skills and a lack of motivation. Hispanic students,
students with disabilities, English Learners, and 9th grade students are most at risk for low academic performance. Staff report an increase in student mental health issues, including anxiety,
that prevent student success.
Supporting Data:
•

60% of the D and F grades assigned are assigned to Hispanic students.

•

14%-16% of 9th graders have at least one F on their transcript at the end of first semester

•

Students enroll in credit recovery to be cohort graduation-eligible at a high rate.

•

Summer school data shows an over-representation of Hispanic students; 50% of Hispanic students
who enroll in summer school are dropped from rosters for attendance issues.

•

iReady scores indicate 36% of incoming 9th graders reading 1 or 2 levels below.

•

Over 90% of students with disabilities scored standard not met/nearly met on SBAC math and
English (past three years).

•

Small percentage of the students with D’s and F’s attend after-school intervention sessions.

•

Increase in student hospitalizations, PET team referrals, and anxiety issues.

•

Most non-grads are English Learners; For the past two years, the percent of L-TELs/at-risk of L-TEL
is 15% of overall EL population.

•

Students share that the support available to students is inconsistent.

This data lead to the Action Plan’s second goal, “Implement and refine programs and interventions to assist students who are academically at-risk.”
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Chapter V: Schoolwide Action Plan
Goal 1 (Area of Improvement): Ensure post-secondary success for each Gabrielino student.
Rationale: Critical Need: Self-study findings indicate a need to increase college and career readiness. Data indicate that the a-g completion rates for Hispanic and all students increased for three years in a row but declined in 2017. Students
are re-taking courses to stay a-g eligible at a high rate. Students share concerns about being prepared for the 21st work place. FPM audit findings indicate a need to improve CTE Pathways.
Supporting Data:
·

There is an a-g eligibility achievement gap between Asians and Hispanic students.

·

D/F grades account for approximately 12% of all grades given; on average 60% of D/F grades go to Hispanic students.

·

Summer school data shows an over-representation of Hispanic students.

·

Steady growth is desired in English for all students and continued steady growth is desired in math for CAASPP.

·

CTE Pathways are in need of cohesion and analysis.

Growth Targets:

CHAPTER V

2018-2019

2019-2020

2020-2021

·

Increase in a-g eligibility for all students and also Hispanic students.

·

Increase in a-g eligibility for all students and also Hispanic students.

·

Department D/F goals met.

·

Department D/F goals met.

·

Fewer Hispanic students will need summer school credit recovery.

·

Fewer Hispanic students will need summer school credit recovery.

·

Increase in CTE Pathway completion.

·

Increase in CTE Pathway completion

·

Students scoring standard met or exceeded will grow by 2% in math and
3% in English SBAC.

·

Students scoring standard met or exceeded will grow by 2% in math and 3% in
English SBAC.

·

Same targets and beyond

· Increased participation in Student Survey.
· Participation survey will reveal new areas for focus.
SLOs Addressed: Career/academic plan, be employable, and prepared for employment expectations; Technologically literate and able to function in a technological society; Communicate effectively and work collaboratively; evidence of
personal accountability, responsibility, and involvement within a culturally diverse community.
Impact on student learning of academic standards and SLOs: Positive impact on student learning of the academic standards and the SLO.

Monitor Progress Tools

Report Progress

·

Student Information System: a-g eligibility & grades

·

Data Team and ELD Team meetings.

·

CDE Data

·

Ongoing WASC Focus Group Meetings

·

Student Survey

·

Staff and professional development meetings

·

Summer School Grade and Enrollment Data

·

Single Plan for Student Achievement

·

PTSA and School Site Council Meetings
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TASKS (Goal 1)

Responsible Person(s)
Involved

Resources

Means to Assess Improvement

Data Team / WASC Action
Plan Team, Counselors,
Cabinet.

School collaboration teams,
Naviance, College Prep Transition Course, summer school.

Yearly examination of
Fall 2017 and
students not a-g eligible – ongoing
summary to staff.

Shared with all staff at
least once yearly.

Data Team / WASC Action
Plan Team and entire staff.

Other school models

If appropriate models
are found, these will be
shared with staff

Fall 2017 and
ongoing

Data Team will share
progress with staff.

Look at correlation between D and F grades Data Team / WASC Action
and literacy; determine interventions to
Plan Team, Counselors,
improve skill if necessary.
Cabinet.

iReady data, teacher and
counselor input, intervention
programs, SBAC scores.

Grade data and literacy
data

Fall 2017 and
ongoing

Data Team will share
progress with staff.

Evaluate the summer school delivery model English department, adminissuccess rate to determine revisions to the
tration, counselors
program.

Department late start time,
summer school funding

Summer school enrollment and retention.

Fall 2017 and
ongoing

Administration meeting,
district ed services staff.

Action Plan #1
Examine a-g eligibility data for Hispanic
students; determine barriers and articulate
support for students.
Explore and propose integrated academic
supports for both struggling and achieving
students.

Timeline

Reporting

Expand CTE Pathways and strengthening
post-secondary connections.

Administration, CTE teachers, CTE funding, FPM audit findand CTE Advisory Council.
ings, CTE advisory meeting
time for stakeholder input.

Curriculum and classroom observations

Summer 2017
and ongoing

FPM Auditor and CTE
Advisory

Promote CTE Pathways to increase enrollment.

Administration, CTE teachers, Parent Information Nights,
CTE Advisory Council, and
course promotional matericounseling staff.
als, social media, and student
work.

Measure course enrollment and pathway completion.

Summer 2017
and ongoing.

Data are reported to state
annually.

Fall 2017 and
ongoing

CTE advisory meetings
and budget review.

Grow CTE advisory council for the purpos- Administration, CTE teachers, Meeting time, data on enroll- Student feedback and
es of evaluating success of CTE Pathways. and CTE Advisory Council.
ment and pathway completion; enrollment in courses.
student input and feedback.
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TASKS (Goal 1)

Responsible Person(s)
Involved

Resources

Means to Assess Improvement

Timeline

Teachers collaborate to align curriculum in
order to ensure post-secondary success.

Administration, department
chairs, and all teachers.

Collaboration time, pacing
guides, common assessments.

Informal student-to-teacher
feedback and annual student
survey, and common assessment results.

Fall 2017 and Department meetings and
ongoing
monthly department chair
meetings (Cabinet).

Continue to track graduates beyond GHS to
determine post-secondary success.

Administration, counselors, Clearinghouse and
department chairs, and Col- Naviance.
lege and Career Center staff.

Reports from Clearinghouse
of post-secondary success

Fall 2017 and Cabinet and SSC.
ongoing

CHAPTER V

Action Plan #1

Reporting

Maintain the Data Team to collect and
Data Team members.
discuss data that leads to accomplishment of
the Action Plan goals and the identification
of new areas of challenge as they arise.

Student data from Aeries,
CDE, and Clearinghouse
grad data.

Action Plan goals met yearly, Fall 2018 and Data Team meetings
revised as needed; new goals/ ongoing
action steps needed as data
become available.

Implement IBAs (Interim Assessment
Blocks) in math and English grades 9-11.

Administration and math
and English teachers.

District staff and LACOE

IBA student data

Fall 2018 and Collaboration time, Cabinet,
ongoing
WASC Focus Group Meetings, PD days, SSC

Implement ICAs (Interim Comprehensive
Assessments) grades 9 and 10.

Administration and math
and English teachers.

District staff and LACOE

ICA student data

Fall 2018 and Collaboration time, Cabinet,
ongoing
WASC Focus Group Meetings, PD days, SSC

Refine student survey and maintain WASC
Student Group.

Data Team / WASC Action
Plan Team and entire staff.

Google forms, Data Team
members, Student WASC
group.

Student survey results in
spring 2018

Fall 2017 and Cabinet and WASC Focus
ongoing
Groups
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Goal 2 (Area of Improvement):
Implement and refine programs and interventions to assist students who are academically at-risk.
Rationale: Critical Need: Self-study findings indicate that for the past three years, the greatest percent of non-grads are English Learners and that the percent of L-TEL’s / at-risk of L-TEL is 15%. There is a need to
decrease the number of students who are enrolling in credit recovery options in order to graduate. Data shows a combination of low academic skills and a lack of motivation. Hispanic students, students with disabilities, English Learners, and 9th grade students are most at risk for low academic performance. Staff report an increase in student mental health issues, including anxiety, that prevent student success.
Supporting Data:
· 60% of the D and F grades assigned are assigned to Hispanic students.
· 14%-16% of 9th graders have at least one F on their transcript at the end of first semester
· Students enroll in credit recovery to be cohort graduation-eligible at a high rate.
· Summer school data shows an over-representation of Hispanic students; 50% of Hispanic students who enroll in summer school are dropped from rosters for attendance issues.
· iReady scores indicate 36% of incoming 9th graders reading 1 or 2 levels below.
· Over 90% of students with disabilities scored standard not met/nearly met on SBAC math and English (past three years).
· Small percentage of the students with D’s and F’s attend after-school intervention sessions.
· Increase in student hospitalizations, PET team referrals, and anxiety issues.
· Most non-grads are English Learners; for the past two years, the percent of L-TELs/at-risk of L-TEL is 15% of overall EL population.
· Students share that the support available to students is inconsistent.
Growth Targets:

2018-2019

2019-2020

· Meet department D & F grade reduction goals.

· Meet department F grade goals.

· Decrease number of 9th grade students needing credit recovery.

· Decrease number of 9th grade students needing credit
recovery.

· Increase in math and ELA SBAC scores for all students and for SWD, English
Learners, and Hispanic students.
· Increase the number of “cohort” graduates and decrease in the percent of nongrads who are English Learners.
· Identify school-based triggers of student anxiety.
· Increased participation in Student Survey.

2020-2021

Same targets and beyond.

· Increase in math and ELA SBAC scores for all students
and for SWD, English Learners, and Hispanic students.
· Increase the number of “cohort” graduates and decrease
in the percent of non-grads who are English Learners.
· Develop school-wide strategies for

· Increased participation in Student Survey.
SLOs Addressed: Growth in all content standards and performance assessments; critical thinking, creative problem solving, and data analysis.
Impact on student learning of academic standards and SLOs: Direct positive impact on student learning of academic standards and SLO’s.
Monitor Progress Tools
· Student Information System: grades and
credit recovery
· CDE Data: SBAC and graduation
· Student Surveys
· Counselor Data

Report Progress
· Data Team and ELD Team meetings.
· Ongoing WASC Focus Group Meetings
· Staff and professional development meetings
· Single Plan for Student Achievement
· PTSA and School Site Council Meetings
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Responsible Person(s)
Involved

Resources

Means to Assess Improvement

Timeline

Reporting

Other school models, teacher visits to other schools,
articles, and Data Team
Members.
Administration, Intervention Intervention Specialist,
Specialist, counselors, and
iReady system, Middle
department chairs.
School teachers and administration, and Director of
Assessment and PD.
Administration, special ed
Data from student informateachers, school psycholtion system on number of
ogist, counseling, special
sections students with diseducation program adminabilities are not with peers,
istrator.
district organized PD.

Proposed new model of
intervention.

Fall 2017- Spring 2019

Results will be shared with
entire staff and district
personnel.

Data Team/ WASC Action
Plan Team and entire staff.

Schoolwide decision about Fall 2018 –Spring 2019
what aspect of Personal
Development teachers want
to impact schoolwide.

TASKS (Goal 2)
Action Plan #1
Explore and propose integrated ac- Data Team/ WASC Action
ademic supports for both struggling Plan Team and entire staff.
and achieving students.

CHAPTER V

Track incoming 9th grade students
reading below grade level as identified by iReady scores; create
intervention plan for students with
literacy challenges.
In collaboration with district goals,
design 3 year plan for how to
increase inclusion of students with
IEP’s into the general ed setting.

Determine whether the school
would like to pursue ways to aid
students’ “Personal Development,”
such as in the area of resiliency.

Evaluate the summer school deliv- Data Team/ WASC Action
ery model to determine revisions to Plan Team and entire staff.
the program.
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Data Team / WASC Action
Plan Team substitutes.

Decision made of how to Fall 2017 and ongoing
best support literacy needs
of students and implementation of program.

Admin team will review
with Cabinet.

Measure number of
Contingent upon district Cabinet will discuss.
sections that students with leadership.
disabilities are separated
from peers in order to set
benchmarks.

Student information system: Enrollment in summer
dropout data and; course fails. school and D and F data.

Fall 2017 – Fall 2019

Department chairs in
Cabinet.

Data Team and department
chairs in Cabinet will
review data.

Responsible Person(s) Involved

Resources

Means to Assess Improve- Timeline
ment

Data Team/ WASC Action Plan
Team, intervention teachers
counselors, and department
chairs.

Record of student sign in
and student information
system.

Grades of student participants and overall participation rates.

Examine D and F grades of Hispanic students in the 9th and 10th grade
years to determine and implement
intervention strategies.

Data Team/ WASC Action Plan
Team, counselors, and department chairs.

Student information system, Yearly and continual exam- Fall 2017 and
research on research and
ination of grade data.
ongoing
evidence-based strategies
for intervention.

Data Team will review.

Utilize English Learner strategies in
each classroom.

Administration, ELD Team, and
department chairs.

ELD Team, SIOP training
and follow-up professional
development.

Fall 2017 – Fall
2019

ELD Team, SSC, and
school-wide meetings.

Increase teacher collaboration in
order to support the use of integrated
instructional strategies.

Administration, ELD Team, and
department chairs.

ELD Team-led training, late Evidence of SIOP strategies Fall 2017 – Fall
start time and staff develop- in each classroom for at
2019
ment days.
least one course taught by
the teacher in the room.

ELD Team, SSC, and
school-wide meetings.

Implement Long-Term English
Learner course.

Administration, English department, and ELD Team.

LACOE (curriculum and
professional development)
and LCAP unduplicated
funding.

CAASPP English scores
for English Learners and
CELDT scores.

Fall 2017 – Fall
2019

ELD Team will discuss.

ELD Team, Counselors, Cabinet EL-PAC/CELDT data,
SBAC scores, iReady data,
L-TEL curriculum.

Graduation data; L-TEL
data at CDE Data Quest.

Fall 2017 and
ongoing

Staff meetings and ELD
Team meetings. Graduation data shared with all
stakeholders, including
PTSA and SSC.

TASKS (Goal 2)
Action Plan #1
Evaluate effectiveness of current
interventions.

Evaluate the need to reinstate the
ELD 4 course.
Analyze EL data to determine
the best strategies for supporting
L-TELs, including an analysis of the
new L-TEL courses and the Spanish
for Spanish Speakers program.

Formal and informal visits
by administration; peerto-peer support classroom
visits.

Reporting

Spring 2017 – Sum- Results will be shared
mer 2018
with all teachers and
parent groups.
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TASKS (Goal 2)

Responsible Person(s)
Involved

Resources

Continue to evaluate why English
Learners are less likely to graduate and
determine next steps for improvement.

ELD Team, Cabinet, and
counselors.

EL district TOSA, ELD
Yearly examination of non- Fall 2017 and onTeam subs, counselor input. grads.
going.

Refine student survey and maintain
WASC Student Group.

Data Team / WASC Action
Plan Team and entire staff.

Google Forms and Student
WASC committee

Future input on updated
Fall 2017 – Fall 2019 Results shared with WASC
and revised Student Survey.
Focus Groups and Cabinet.

Articulate schoolwide strategies that
decrease student anxiety.

Administration, counselors,
social worker, school psychologist.

MTSS group monthly
meetings

MTSS plan for support for Fall 2017 – Spring
students with mental health 2019

CHAPTER V

Action Plan #1
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Means to Assess Improve- Timeline
ment

Reporting

Data shared with staff
annually.

Share with parent groups
and all staff.
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Appendices
A. Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP)
B. Master schedule
C. Approved AP course list and Graduation Requirements
D. UC a–g approved course list: https://doorways.ucop.edu/list/app/home/
E. School accountability report card (SARC)

APPENDICES

F. Graduation requirements
G. Any pertinent additional data
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A. Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP)
LCAP/SPSA GOAL ONE: Optimize Learning Conditions for Students

APPENDICES: A

Actions to Be Taken to LCAP/SPSA Goal/DescripReach Goal
tion

Cost

GOAL 1a.4 – 11006All
students will have access to SBE-approved/
CCSS-aligned instructional materials in core
subjects, a broad course
of study pertaining to all
of the subject areas described in the California
Education Code, appropriate access to technology, and CCSS aligned
instruction, materials,
and assessments.

1a.4 – 11006: Purchase additional devices, software,
and hardware to provide
equal access to technology primarily to low income
students.

$161,408.05
S&C

1a.7 Gabrielino library
will remain accessible
to students for technology use before school,
and during lunch. The
library tech will provide
technology support to
students and teachers whose classroom
instruction utilizes the
Media Center lab.

1a.7 - 11006: Employ Lab
Techs to support technology implementation at
schools with high numbers
of Unduplicated Pupils.

$47,125.63
S&C

1a.8 Provide College
and Career Readiness
activities (i.e., in-depth
field trips to universities
and colleges, financial
aid workshops, video
calls with professionals, etc.) to prepare
targeted students for
post-secondary opportunities.

1a.8 – 11008: Provide
$25,000 S&C
College and Career Readiness activities to targeted
Unduplicated Pupils students 7-12. (College visits,
mentoring/shadowing/prep
courses, etc...) to increase
A-G completion rates.
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4400: non-capitalized
equipment: computers
for VAPA, replacement
units, projector mounts
4310: printers, items
under $500

2000: salaries classified
staff
$47,125.63 Teri Li

5000: Buses, transportation for field trips
1000: subs for teacher
chaperones, for certificated at afterhours workshops
2000:hourly pay classified afterhours support at
workshops

1a.9 Maintain 0/7th
period comprehensive
high school offerings for
targeted under-performing students in order
to provide intervention
in core subjects, (ELA,
ELD, math, science,
history-social studies)
and/or greater access to
VAPA, CTE and UC/CSU
A-G courses.

1a.9 – 11009: Provide
$65,168.69
a 0/7th period class and
S&C
online courses grades 7-12
for intervention classes for
struggling students, primarily Unduplicated Pupils, in
need of additional access
to A-G classes and APEX.

1000:Certificated salaries
Jeffrey Croot (.4 FTE)
$27,715.72

Philip Zamora (.2 FTE)
$23,502.97
4000-supplies, books,
APEX License: $13,950

1a.13 Increase honors/
AP participation for
Unduplicated Pupils by
providing student support (including offering
before and after school
tutoring/mentoring
and exam preparation
review sessions, providing access to online
resources) to ensure student interest and success in these courses.

1a.13-11018 Increase
$80,000 S&C
Unduplicated Pupil Enrollment in AP classes by
offering AP support classes
to targeted students.

1000: Hourly pay for
teachers-Tongva Tutoring
and AP Support
2000: Hourly pay for classified student tutors.
4000-supplies, books,
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1a.14 Assist parents of
targeted students by
providing in-depth parent training in meeting
UC/CSU A-G requirements, preparing for
post-secondary options,
applying for college
admissions and financial
aid.

1a 14-11023: Provided
$33,000 S&C
training to parents of Unduplicated Pupils in grades
6-12 on topics related to
College and Career Readiness.

4000: Materials/supplies
$3000
1000: Hourly pay for
teachers/counselors presenting at events.
$5,000
2000: Hourly pay for afterhours classified workers at events. $5,000

APPENDICES: A

2000: Hourly rate for
community liaison translations at parent workshops.
$5,000
5000: Contracted Service-speakers. $15,000
1a15: Purchase Instructional supplies for all sites.

1a.16/2a.1 Gabrielino
High School will continue to coordinate with
the City and district to
promote the “One City
One Book One Read”
program. The selected
book will be taught in
targeted ELA, Special
Education, and ELD
courses.

1a.16/2a.1 –11014: Pur$6000 S&C
chase additional CCSS
instructional resources, supplies and hands-on experiences (Field trips, instructional resources, etc.) to
help targeted Unduplicated
Students, particularly low
income students, master
the core California Common Core State Standards.

4000: Cost of books

1a.18 To increase AP
participation and increase college readiness, fees on college
entrance examinations
will be subsidized as
needed.

Pay for AP/SAT/ACT/PSAT
testing fees for targeted
grade 9-12 low income
students as needed.

4310: Testing fees for
low income students.
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$39,000
Base

4310: High school department budget allocations

1a.15 Provide materials
for each department
to implement strategies that align with
the CCSS, SPSA, and
SGUSD LCAP.

$69,600
CRBG

1a.20 Provide extended
learning opportunities
(after-school and summer school) in English
Language Development/English Language
Arts, Math, and career
electives to ensure
students are meeting
A-G requirements and
are exposed to career
options.

1a.20 Fund dual enrollment/concurrent enrollment classes and transportation costs for low income
students to attend summer
courses at East Los Angeles College (ELAC) and Rio
Hondo Community College.

$15,400
CRBG

4000: Materials for Rio
Hondo and ELAC Escalante dual enrollment
courses, transportation as
needed.

1a.21 Continue to
provide CTE courses
in the business, drama,
woods, pathways. In
the In coordination with
CTE Advisory Council, review CTE Model
Standards to identify
and develop career
pathways that meet
industrial standards,
provide certification opportunities and are part
of a course of study with
a partner higher education institution.

1a.21 Provide Career Technical Education Pathways
classes to students grades
9-12.

$464,694
CTE

Salaries for hourly employees:

1b.3 Ensure the plant
is clean, safe, and
well-maintained by
providing custodial
supplies and replacing
equipment as needed.

1b.3 Provide adequate utili- $39,000
ties to run schools.
Base

1000: Certificated Salaries
Jan Gluskin (Drama)
Jeffrey Croot (Stagecraft)
.2 FTE Terri Hopper
(Graphic Design)
.4 FTE Matt Gilmour
(Woods)

5000: Equipment Repair,
4370: custodial supplies
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APPENDICES: A

LCAP/SPSA GOAL TWO: Maximize Student Achievement
GOAL: 2a.2 Provide
teachers the opportunity
to attend professional
conferences and workshops to learn research
based instructional strategies to improve the
achievement of targeted
unduplicated pupils. Provide release for teachers
to align instruction and
curriculum to the WASC
Action Plan.

2a.2 - Provide teachers with
professional development in
researched-based

GOAL: 2a.3-12006 Summer school credit recovery
courses will be offered in
ELA, Social Studies, and
math to meet the needs
of students in danger of
not meeting graduation,
or completing A-G course
requirements.

2a.3-12006: Provide targeted
intervention (extended-day/
during day/summer) to struggling low income, foster, and
ELL students in CCSS math
and ELA.

2a.18-11010 Maintain
site ELD and Data Teams
and create Instructional
Rounds Team to facilitate
student data discussions,
data-driven decisions,
sharing of research-based
practices, monitoring of
student progress, to meet
the needs of targeted
Unduplicated Pupils.

2a.18-11010: Provide time
$15,000 S&C
for teachers to articulate/collaborate regarding progress
and program placement for
targeted Unduplicated Pupils.

1000: Substitute costs for
teachers.

2a.21 To prepare students
for success in Algebra 1,
provide an Algebra Readiness Summer Bridge program to at risk 9th grade
students through the
Escalante Math Program.

2a.21-Provide summer Algebra Readiness classes for
incoming at risk 9th grade students to help prepare them
for A-G classes. (Algebra 1).

4000: Materials and supplies
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$35,000 S & C 1000: Substitute costs for
teachers.
$20,000

instructional strategies designed to help improve student learning of the

5220: Conference
costs-registration, travel,
meals

California State Standards
(CCSS).

$15,000

$ 80,000 S&C

1000: Certificated
Teacher salaries, 5.5 FTE
4000: Supplies: $3000

$8,000
CRBG

4000: materials and supplies

2b.1-12015 Maintain
ELD intervention and
support class through
double block class periods for Designated ELD
1, 2 and 3 courses.

2b.1-12015: Provide double-block intervention
opportunities to LTEL and
struggling English language learners in grades
6-12.

$109,035
S&C

1000: Certificated Salary
.4 FTE Shawn Gutierrez
Nguyen
$29,080

.4 FTE Kathleen Lydon
$48,580.53
.2 FTE Tera Straker
$21,374.48
4000: Materials and Supplies:
$10,000
2b.2-12015 Provide
summer intervention
courses for English Language Development/
English Language Arts
for English language
learners, long-term
English learners (LTEL),
and low-income students.

2b.2-12015 Provide extended-day (and summer)
ELD intervention for struggling English language
learners.

$24,058 S
&C

2b.7-12011 Implement
Spanish for Spanish
Speakers Level 2 and
Level 3 classes to meet
the needs of LTEL
students and provide a
course of study for students to attain the Seal
of Bi-Literacy.

2b.7-12011: Spanish cours- $34,638.26
es for Spanish speakers
S&C
grades 6-12 will be offered
to assist targeted ELL students to attain the Seal of
Bi-Literacy.

1000: Certificated Salary
Teacher salaries
2 FTE: $19,058.00

Supplies: $5000
1000: Certificated Salaries
.4 FTE Cynthia Arvizo
$30,438.26
1000: Curriculum Development for Level 3:
$1,200
4000: Materials and Supplies $3000
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LCAP/SPSA GOAL THREE: Cultivate Engaging Learning Environments
3a.3 – 14002: Provide parent educational workshops
to help build home-school
connections for foster
youth, EL and low income
families.

3b.4-14002

3b.4-14002 –Employ sec$496,286.02 1000: Certificated Salaondary-level counselors at Base
ries
base ratio of 1:500 students
1 FTE Christopher
Rosenthal Saporito

APPENDICES: A

GOAL 3a.3: To continue to foster a home/
school connection
between Gabrielino and
its Spanish speaking,
low-income families, the
school will continue to
present workshops to,
and expand the membership of the site’s
Hispanic Parent Group.

$3000 S&C

1000: Certificated hourly
rate for Spanish speaking
teacher facilitator.
4000: Materials

$135,079.83
1 FTE Jacqueline Borja
$133,183.53
1 FTE Diana Bustamante
$126,108.39
1 FTE Amanda Ly
$101,914.27
3b.5-11012 Gabrielino
will maintain the employment of additional
secondary counselors
to provide improved
and increased services
ad support to targeted
students.

3b.5-11012: Employ ad$224,616.37
ditional FTE counseling
S&C
staff at the high schools to
support targeted foster,
homeless, and low income
at-risk students who are at
risk due to social/emotional
needs (trauma).

1000: Certificated Salaries

3c.4 Gabrielino will
continue to hold its
annual “Gab Week” to
promote the positive
community values and
to stop bullying.

3c.4 – 13009: Purchase ad- $10,000 S&C
ditional curricular materials
and programs to promote
anti-bullying and strong
character education at 2
elementary sites with high
Unduplicated Pupil populations.

4000: Gab Week materials and supplies.
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1 FTE Jocelyn Machado
$120,483.19
1 FTE Monica Hagge
$104,133.16

5000: Contracted Service-speakers.

TOTAL
BUDGET
LCAP S&C:
$953,050
BASE:
$574,286.02
CTE:
$464,694
CRBG:
$93,000
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APPENDICES: B

B. Master Schedule
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C. Approved AP course list and Graduation Requirements
Gabrielino High School Advanced Course Offerings and
Graduation Requirements
Math
·

Calculus AB

·

Calculus BC

·

Statistics

·

English Language

·

English Literature

APPENDICES: C

English Language Arts

Science
·

Biology

·

Chemistry

·

Environmental Science

·

Physics 1

·

Physics C/ Mechanics and E & M

Social Science/History
·

European History

·

Government and Politics

·

US History

·

World History

World Languages
·

Chinese Language and Culture

·

Spanish Language
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VAPA
·

Art: Studio Drawing

·

Art: Studio 2-D Design

·

Art: Studio 3-D Design

Electives
·

Computer Science

APPENDICES: C

Graduation Requirements:

English

4 Years

40 Credits

Math

2 Years (Algebra and one other math)

20 Credits

Science

2 Years (Life and Physical)

20 credits

Social Science/History 3 Years (World, US, Govt & Econ)

30 Credits

Physical Education

2 Years

20 Credits

VAPA

1 Year

10 Credits

Electives

70 Credits
Total Credits Required for Graduation
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210 Credits

APPENDICES: D

D. UC a–g approved course list
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APPENDICES: E

E. School accountability report card (SARC)
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F. Graduation Requirements
Welcome to Gabrielino High School!

The following graduation policy has been established by the San Gabriel Unified Board of Education, “This graduation policy is established with the belief that Gabrielino High School is a four-year
school with courses which will interest students in a sound educational program for that four-year
period.” The San Gabriel Unified School District’s Board of Education requires completion of the
following courses:

English, 4 years.............................................................................................. 40 units
Physical Education, 2 years........................................................................... 20 units
Mathematics, 2 years..................................................................................... 20 units
U.S. History, 1 year........................................................................................ 10 units
Physical Science, 1 year................................................................................. 10 units
Life Science, 1 year........................................................................................ 10 units
U.S. Government, 1 semester....................................................................... 5 units
Economics, 1 semester.................................................................................. 5 units
World History, 1 year..................................................................................... 10 units
Visual and Performing Arts, 1 year................................................................ 10 units
Other Electives.............................................................................................. 70 units
		

Total 210 units

Disclosure:
The San Gabriel Unified School District prohibits unlawful discrimination, including discriminatory harassment, intimidation, and bullying of any student by anyone, based on the student’s actual or perceived race, color, ancestry,
national origin, nationality, ethnicity, ethnic group identification, age, religion, marital or parental status or pregnancy,
physical or mental disability, sex, sexual orientation, gender, gender identity, or gender expression or association
with a person or group with one or more of these actual or perceived characteristics at any district school, school activity, program and/or employment. All inquiries or concerns regarding discrimination, equity and Title IX complaints
or issues should be directed to the Deputy Superintendent of Educational Services (Discrimination/Equity and Title IX
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APPENDICES: F

Gabrielino High School offers subjects in many areas of learning. You should select those subjects
which best fit your individual needs and future plans. The subjects offered at Gabrielino High
School will help you prepare for college, business, or vocational goals. All students have equal
access to this curriculum. College prep courses are indicated by a ‘P’ after the course title. Units
of credit are earned at the rate of five (5) units per semester for each passing grade of A, B, C, or
D. No credit may be earned for a repeat course that was previously passed.
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G. Any Pertinent Additional Data
Coordinator) at (616) 451-5400, 408 Junipero Serra Dr., San Gabriel, CA 91776.

CALIFORNIA STATE STANDARDS

APPENDICES: G

All Gabrielino courses are aligned to the California State Standards (known nationally as the
“Common Core”). All science courses are aligned with the Next Generation Science Standards.
Per district policy the International Society for Technology in Education Standards are infused
throughout all classes.

SENIOR NON-GRAD POLICY: Seniors who do not meet the graduation requirements, but are
within 10 credits of graduation will be allowed to attend summer school at GHS and will receive a
Gabrielino High School Diploma in August upon successful completion of the credits. Non-graduating seniors who need more than 10 credits are not eligible for a Gabrielino High School Diploma and will be referred to adult school to receive a high school diploma.

CALIFORNIA SCHOLARSHIP FEDERATION: The Code CSF-I and CSF-II designates List I solids
and Lists II solids, as defined in the CSF State Constitution. In order to qualify for CSF, a student
must enroll in at least three (3) subjects designated by the Code CSF-I or CSF-II, and of these
three, at least two (2) must be designated CSF-I. Furthermore, a student must earn two A’s and
one B in these subjects and one A in another subject. Grades of A and B in Honors classes each
count one more point than the same grades in regular classes. CSF points awarded for courses
taken in college are proportional to the semester hours of credit granted by the college. CSF
points are not awarded for physical education classes, work experience, or student aide.

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY: Requirements for membership are leadership, service, character
and scholarship, while maintaining a 3.3 grade point average. To meet the service requirements,
the students must have been active in an area of service to the school or community. Leadership
is based on a student’s participation in school or community activities. Character is measured in
terms of integrity, behavior, ethics, and cooperation with both students and faculty. No member
is permitted to have a suspension or carry D’s or F’s on his/her grade card. Once a student has
become ineligible to retain membership in NHS, the student cannot again be considered eligible
for membership. In addition, a student must participate in a service project each semester. To
graduate with the silver cord, a member must be active four semesters, one of which must be in
the senior year. Students are elected to membership by a faculty committee.

COLLEGE PLANNING INFORMATION: Each pupil is carefully counseled in his/her eighth grade
year prior to entering high school, and each year thereafter with regard to his/her education and
vocation after high school. Those pupils desiring further formal education are counseled according to the following standards:
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Community College Entrance Requirements : A graduate of an accredited high school, or any
pupil 18 years of age or older, may enter any community college.

A community college offers two types of curricula. It may prepare a student for entering a fouryear college or university at the junior or upper division level, if a prescribed course of study is
completed with acceptable grades. Or, it may prepare a student to enter a semi-professional
field or vocation at the end of a two-year course of study.

California Public Universities Entrance Requirements - California State University (CSU) and the
University of California (UC) : The CSU and UC systems have the same minimum entrance requirements as far as high school course work is concerned. Students must take a minimum of 15
units (one unit equals one year/two semesters of the subject). To be acceptable to either system,
the courses must appear on a list certified by the high school principal as meeting the minimum
admission requirements. Scholastically, the top one-third of graduating seniors in the state are
eligible for admittance to the CSU and the top one eighth are eligible for admittance to the UC
system.
Scholarship requirements for the UC system : The Scholarship requirement defines the grade
point average (GPA) students must attain in the “a-g” subjects to be eligible for admission to the
University. If a student’s “a-g” GPA is 3.0 or higher, the student has met the minimum scholarship
requirement for admission to the University.
The University calculates the “a-g” GPA by assigning point values to the grades students earn, totaling the points, and dividing the total by the number of “a-g” courses units. Points are assigned
as follows: A=4 points, B=3 points, C=2 points, D=1 point, and F=0 points. Only the grades
students earn in the “a-g” subjects taken in grades 10, 11, and 12 are used to calculate the GPA.
The University assigns extra points for up to four units of certified honors level and advanced
placement courses taken in the last three years of high school: A=5 points, B=4 points, and C=3
points. Grades of D earned in honors courses are not assigned extra points. No more than two
units of certified honors level courses taken in grade 10 may be assigned extra points.
Grade 9 courses will not be included in the GPA calculation, however grade 9 courses can be used
to meet the Subject Requirement if the student earns a grade of C or better.
Following are the course requirements for entrance to CSU/UC. Please note the recommended
“requirements” for the UC/CSU systems. With the admission process being so competitive now,
fulfilling the years recommended is virtually a requirement, especially if the student wishes to
attend one of the more competitive Universities.
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Minimum subject requirements (a-g subjects):
a. History/Social Science - 2 years required
Two years of history/social science to include: one year of U.S. history or one-half year of U.S. history and one-half year of civics or American government; and one year of world history, cultures,
and geography.
b. English -- 4 years required
Four years of college-preparatory English that include frequent and regular writing, and reading of
classic and modern literature, poetry, and drama. Not more than two semesters of grade 9 English
can be used to meet this requirement.

APPENDICES: G

c. Mathematics -- 3 years required, 4 recommended
Three years, including elementary algebra, geometry, and second year (advanced) algebra. Mathematics courses taken in grades 7 and 8 may be used to fulfill part of this requirement if the high
school accepts them as equivalent to its own courses.
d. Laboratory Science -- 2 years required, 3 recommended
Two years of laboratory science providing fundamental knowledge in a least two of these three
areas: biology, chemistry, and physics. Laboratory courses in earth/space sciences are acceptable
if they have pre-requisites or provide basic knowledge in biology, chemistry, or physics. Not more
than one year of grade 9 laboratory science can be used to meet this requirement.
e. Languages Other than English -- 2 year required, 3 recommended
Two years of the same language other than English. Courses should emphasize speaking and understanding, and include instruction in grammar, vocabulary, reading, and composition.
f. College Preparatory Electives -- 1 year required
Two units (four semesters), in addition to those required in “a-e” above, chosen from the following
areas: visual and performing arts, history, social science, English, advanced mathematics, laboratory science, and language other than English (a third year in the language used for the “e” requirement or two years of another language).
g. Visual Performing Arts -- 1 year required
One year of art, drama or music. See course lists for college approved courses.
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Private Colleges and Universities:
a.

Graduation from an accredited high school.

b.

Subject requirements: The majority of colleges usually require 15 or 16 units of study
from an accredited high school not including physical education. For college entrance purposes ten semester units are defined as one full year of work. These are
the standard units which are usually distributed as follows:

		

A. Forty semester units in English.

		
B. Twenty or more semester units in college prep mathematics, usually algebra and
		geometry
		

C. Ten semester units in U.S. History and Government.

		

D. Ten semester units of a laboratory science taken in junior or senior year.

		

E. Twenty or more semester units of the same foreign language.

		
F. Other units in social science or other standard courses to fulfill minimal require
		ments.
c.                  Scholarship requirements: In general, colleges or universities require a minimum
academic grade point average of “B”, or 3.0 with a grade of “A” counting as four
points. However, it should be noted that many universities or colleges, while requir
ing this minimum average in theory, require a higher average in practice. Physical
education grades are not computed in GPA.
d.                   A factor in the selection process is college testing. The SAT I or ACT exam is re
		
quired by most private schools.
e.                  Students are encouraged to take the required examinations (SAT I & II or the Ame
rican College Tests) in the spring of their junior 		
year, and definitely by the November test date in the senior year, particularly since universi
ties may weigh the test results in making deci-		
sions about an applicants’ selection.
Proficiency Exam Accepted in Lieu of Diploma: The California High School Proficiency Examination
may be taken by persons who are 16 or older, or have completed the 10th grade. The examination
is given at two scheduled times throughout the year. Students must continue in school until they
have officially passed the test and have presented verified parental permission to leave. The State
Board of Education awards each person who passes the CHSPE a “Certificate of Proficiency,” which
is legally equivalent to a high school diploma in California.
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APPENDICES: G

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
Course

Pre-requisite

English 1(P) – 9th Grade				

None

English 1 Honors (P) – 9th Grade				

Must Qualify

English 2 (P) – 10th Grade			

None

English 2 Integrated – 10th Grade				

Identified students

English 2 Honors (P) – 10th Grade				

Must qualify

English 3 (P) – 11th Grade			

None

English 3 Integrated –11th Grade				

Identified students

English 4 (P) – 12th Grade					          

None

English 4 Integrated – 12th Grade           			

Identified students

English Language AP (P) – 11th Grade			

Must qualify

English Literature AP (P) – 12th Grade

Must qualify

ELD 1,2,3 – 9th Grade-12th Grade

Identified Students

P = College Prep Course
The English Department believes that all students should have the opportunity to experience the
best literature and writing instruction possible. In addition to challenging courses offered to the
student body, in general, the department supports and maintains a rigorous honors English program. It is necessary for students to maintain a B average each semester to remain in an honors
class. If, for some reason, a student needs additional units to graduate, that student may take an
English course in Adult Education School or in summer school. 10 credits and two semesters of
English Language Arts must be taken and passed each year of high school.
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English 1 (CSF-I) 9th		
Year Course
This course is literature-based and whole language directed with reading, writing, speaking, and
listening integrated and the conventions of language taught in context. The students are exposed to a wide variety of classical and modern literature in many genres. The literature is discussed in such a way the students can derive individual meaning from it and relate it to their own
lives while making meaningful, universal connections. Pre-requisite: None

English 1 Honors (CSF-I) 9th		
Year Course
This course is also literature-based and whole-language directed. However, readings are extended beyond the regular core list for English I. Students are expected to read and to write with a
high level of skill, to work both independently and collectively, and to be an active class participant. The literature is discussed in such a way the students can derive individual meaning from
it and relate it to their own lives while making meaningful, universal connections. Pre-requisite:
Must Qualify

English 2 (CSF-1) 10th		
Year Course
This course specifically reinforces and extends the objectives, issues and values taught in English1. It is, likewise, literature-based and meaning-centered. The language arts skills are integrated with a particular emphasis on speaking skills. The conventions of language are taught in
the context of both classical and modern literature. Interpretation and evaluation will continue
to be stressed as a means of helping students to create meaning in a variety of literary genres.
Students read and respond to informational texts, which culminates in many activities, including
a formal research paper. Further, this course seeks to enlarge the students’ understanding of a
culturally diverse world. Pre-requisite: None

English 2 Honors (CSF-I) 10th
Year Course
This course is also literature-based and meaning-centered. But, it is specifically designed for
the highly motivated and self-directed students who read, write and think at high levels. The
students will examine ideas and issues through extensive reading, writing and speaking about
both classical and modern literature. Students read and respond to informational texts, which
culminates in many activities, including a formal research paper. Active participation, both independently and collaboratively, is essential. Pre-requisite: Must Qualify
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English 3 (CSF-I) 11th		
Year Course
Through a process of active learning, this course reinforces and extends the objectives, issues,
and values of English I and English II. It examines the diverse and changing cultures of the
people of the Americas. Students will examine a variety of genres, both classical and modern
through thematically organized units integrating major issues with United States history where
appropriate. Further, this course seeks to prepare all students for a complex technological future.
Pre-requisite: None

APPENDICES: G

English 4 (CSF-I)12th			
Year Course
This course takes a global approach, so the students will read, discuss, and write about a carefully
selected set of world literary texts both classical and modern. Students will improve comprehension and expression as they think and write about ideas and values incorporated in these works,
and they will gain understanding of how literature reflects the human experience. Students will
be asked to think, read and write on a more sophisticated level as they prepare to take their own
places in our highly complex society. Pre-requisite: None

English AP Language and Composition									
Year Course
The purpose of this course is to enable students to read complex texts with understanding and to
write prose of sufficient richness and complexity to communicate effectively with mature readers.
As well as engaging in varied writing tasks, students become acquainted with a wide variety of
prose styles from many disciplines and historical periods, and gain understanding of the connections between writing and interpretive skill in reading. Pre-requisite: Must Qualify

English AP Literature (CSF-I)		
Year Course
This course is designed to challenge and enhance students’ critical reading and writing skills.
Students should expect a strenuous course of study, significant time allocation and completion of
the Advanced Placement test. They will read, discuss and write about various texts, both classical
and modern, and students will gain an understanding of how literature reflects the human experience. Students will analyze literature on a more sophisticated level than in the regular college
prep English course. Prerequisite: Must Qualify
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English Language Development Classes (ELD 1, ELD 2)		
Year Course
These courses are two period courses teaching English Language Development to improve
listening, speaking, reading and writing skills of English Language Learners. Students are tested upon entrance to the school district on the California English Language Development Test
(CELDT) to determine placement. Students test yearly for placement in subsequent years.

English Language Development Level 3 (CSF-I)		
Year Course
The ELD 3 course is one period of English Language Development with the 3D Curriculum, and
one period of English 9 Integrated. The English 9 Integrated Curriculum is aligned with English 9
and includes scaffolding techniques to support English Learner success.
Integrated English Courses (1, 2, 3, and 4)
The curriculum for the Integrated English Courses is the same curriculum as the mainstream English courses at each grade level, although there are methods of presentation altered to meet the
needs of an English Language Learner. Students are placed based on the California English Language Development Test (CELDT) as well as course grades. The University of California system
will accept one year of a Integrated English Course toward the English Entrance Requirement.
Counselors can provide further information for English Language Learners on meeting college
requirements.
ELD 4
The ELD 4 course is taken in addition to a student’s grade-level English class and students are
enrolled with a recommendation from a teacher or counselor. The course continues the development of listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills in English with increased focus on reading
and writing. In this course, students begin to understand and use language and information in
a wide range of situations. The course hones speaking and listening skills as students articulate
ideas, debate issues, and justify arguments using academic vocabulary and precise words. The
reading of content-area materials and literature is expanded. Students move from literal comprehension to interpretation of reading passages, develop critical and evaluative reading skills, and
apply their reading ability to solve problems. Course content is based on the district-adopted
English language development standards for the early intermediate proficiency level. Teachers
of this course must hold a credential issued by the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing authorizing instruction of English learners. Textbook: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt English 3D
Course II.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT
Course

Pre-requisite

Spanish 1 (P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

None

Spanish 2 (P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

C grade in Spanish 1

Spanish 3 (P) – 10th Grade – 12th Grade

C grade in Spanish 2

Spanish AP (P) – 10th Grade – 12th Grade

Must Qualify

Spanish for Spanish Speakers 2 – 9th and 10th
grade

Must Qualify

APPENDICES: G

Spanish for Spanish Speakers 3 – 10th – 12th Grade Must Qualify
Mandarin 1(P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

None

Mandarin 2(P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

C grade in Mandarin 1

Mandarin 3(P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

C grade in Mandarin 2

Mandarin 4 (P) – 10th Grade – 12th Grade

C grade in Mandarin 3

AP Chinese (P) –

Must Qualify

P = College Prep Course
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Spanish 1 (CSF-I)		
Year Course
This first level course is an introduction to the five basic components of listening, speaking, reading, writing and cultural awareness. The student will be guided through activities designed to
help them (1) learn basic speaking vocabulary, (2) understand basic grammatical concepts and
verb forms, (3) comprehend spoken Spanish within student vocabulary range, (4) pronounce correctly in simple conversation, and (5) understand preliminary notions of the culture of Latin America and Spain. Pre-requisite: None

Spanish 2 (CSF-I)		
Year Course
This course continues to develop proficiency in listening comprehension, speaking, reading and
writing. The students will progressively develop their ability to understand and to use the Spanish language both orally and in writing. Students will further their knowledge and skill in grammatical and verb forms, and increase their comprehension of the Hispanic culture. The development of proficiency is enhanced through the use of situational and communicative exercises.
Pre-requisite: C Grade in Spanish 1.

Spanish 3 (CSF-I)		
Year Course
At this level, emphasis is on the development of proficiency in listening, speaking, reading and
writing through the use of communicative exercises. A wider range of vocabulary is introduced.
The study of basic grammatical structures will be included together with more complex grammatical patterns of oral and written expression. Cultural, historical and literary reading selections
provide greater understanding of the Spanish-speaking people. The class is conducted in Spanish as much as possible and students will be invited to use the target language most of the time.
Pre-requisite: C Grade in Spanish 2
AP Spanish (CSF-I)		
Year Course
This fourth year of Spanish is designed to develop the more complex grammatical patterns and
make effective use of the language in oral and written expression. Emphasis on writing essays
and individual reading of selected works from Spanish and Spanish-American authors will take
place. Students will explore art, architecture, music and literature of the language and their influence on other cultures. The class is conducted in Spanish as much as possible. Pre-requisite: C
Grade in Spanish 3
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Spanish for Spanish Speakers 2 (CSF-I)
This college preparatory course is designed for native speakers of Spanish. The course will develop students’ reading, listening, writing, and speaking skills in Spanish. Students will study Hispanic history and culture, as well as the political and socio-economic issues facing the Spanish-speaking world. Reading comprehension and composition complement the study of grammatical
concepts in the Spanish language. Emphasis will be placed on expanding vocabulary through
reading short stories and articles. Writing assignments for this course will focus on the advanced
paragraph and the three paragraph essay. Students are expected to participate orally through
debates, oral presentations, demonstrations, and speeches.

APPENDICES: G

Mandarin 1 (CSF-I)							
Year Course

			

This first level course is designed for the non-speaker learning to speak Mandarin for the first
time. The course will develop basic language skills stressing five components of listening, speaking, reading, writing and cultural awareness. The class will learn to write simplified Chinese characters and be proficient in Hanyu Pinyin. Pre-requisite: None

Mandarin 2 (CSF-I)			
Year Course
This course continues to develop proficiency in listening, comprehension, speaking, reading and
writing. Students will progressively develop their ability to understand and to use the Mandarin
language both orally and in writing. Students will further their knowledge and skill in grammatical
and verb forms and increase their comprehension of the Chinese culture. The class will continue to write simplified characters and be proficient in Hanyu Pinyin. Pre-requisite: C or Better in
Mandarin 1 or Placement Test

Mandarin 3 (CSF-I)			
Year Course
Mandarin 3 is a one-year course that is designed for the students who have already completed
level 2 Mandarin Chinese with a “C” or better grade, or who can demonstrate that they have acquired knowledge of the language to the required level. This course will develop students’ basic
communicative competence in the Chinese language and their understanding of the Chinese culture. Throughout the course, students develop their listening, speaking, reading and writing skills
across the three communicative modes: interpretive, interpersonal and presentational. Building
upon Mandarin 2, Mandarin 3 will continue to introduce vocabulary, characters, sentence patterns, core grammar as well as frequently used Chinese Idioms and pronunciation. Chinese word
processing ability is one of the objectives of this course. Students will learn how to type Chinese
texts using Chinese word processor. Mandarin 3 will continue using the textbook with simplified
Chinese characters and Hanyu Pinyin.
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Mandarin 4 (CSF-I)						
Year Course

				

Mandarin 4 is a one-year course that is designed for students who have already completed Mandarin 3, or who can demonstrate that they have knowledge of the language at the required level.
Mandarin 4 will continue using the textbook (Integrated Chinese) with simplified Chinese characters and Hanyu Pinyin. The goals of this course are to develop communicative competence
through reading, writing, speaking and listening activities. Students will continue building their
advanced linguistic skills in Mandarin with rich and varied linguistic experiences, such as, reading
authentic short stories, novellas, plays and poems and exploring their cultural contexts, and continuing grammar and sentence pattern learning.

AP Chinese and Culture											
Year Course
The AP Chinese and Culture AP Chinese Language and Culture course is designed for the students who are qualified and interested in further extend their Chinese language proficiencies
through a full-year study. The course emphasizes the three communicative modes: interpersonal (speaking, listening, reading and writing skills), interpretive (listening and reading skills), and
presentational (speaking and writing skills); and the five goal areas (communication, cultures,
connections, comparisons, and communities) as outlined in the Standards for Foreign Language
Learning in for the 21st Century, which is carried out exclusively in Mandarin Chinese for both the
instructor and the students with scaffolding when necessary. Students enrolled in AP Chinese will
continue building their advanced linguistic and communication skills in Mandarin with rich and
varied linguistic experiences by exploring authentic cultural contexts and continuing grammar
and vocabulary learning. Pre-requisite: Chinese Level 4 or Equivalent Level of skill as determined
by AP Chinese instructor.
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APPENDICES: G

MATHEMATICS
Course			

Pre-requisites

Algebra Readiness – 9th and 10th Grade

Placement determined through academic data

Algebra 1 (P) – 9th Grade-12th Grade

Placement determined through academic data
or C grade or higher in Algebra Readiness

Geometry (P) – 9th Grade -12th Grade

C or better grade in Algebra 1

Geometry Honors (P) – 9th - 12th Grade       

A grade in Algebra 1 and additional measurements

Algebra 2 (P) -- 9th Grade-12th Grade

C grade or better in Geometry

Algebra 2 Honors (P) – 9th Grade-11th Grade

A grade in Geometry / B or better in H Geometry

Pre-Calculus (P) – 9th Grade-12th Grade

C or better in Algebra 2

Pre-Calculus Honors (P) – 9th Grade-12th Grade A grade in Algebra 2 / B or better in Algebra 2
Honors
Calculus (P) –10th and 12th Grade

C or better in Pre-Calculus

AP Calculus AB (P) – 11th and 12th Grade

B grade or better in Pre-Cal. Honors

AP Calculus BC (P) – 11th and 12th Grade Only

C grade in AP Calculus AB

Statistics (P) – 11th and 12th Grade Only

None

AP Statistics (P) – 11th Grade-12th Grade

Completion of Pre-Calculus

Intro to Statistics – 12th Grade Only

D Grade or better in Algebra

Finance – 12th Grade Only

D Grade or better in Algebra

P = College Prep Course
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Algebra Readiness													
Year Course
This course is designed to prepare ninth and tenth grade students to be successful in Algebra
I course. Students will re-visit foundational skills not mastered in previous mathematics courses. Some of the topics covered are Number Sense, Fractions, Equations, Coordinate Plane,
etc. Pre-requisite: None.

Algebra 1 (CSF-I)												
Year Course
A key college preparatory course designed to provide a foundation for further study in mathematics and science. This course is designed for the understanding and appreciation of some of
the algebraic structure exhibited by the real number system and toward problem solving involving algebraic symbols and equations. Pre-requisite: None

Geometry (CSF-I)												
Year Course
Logical reasoning is emphasized. Geometry is the branch of mathematics that deals with space
relationships, especially in the properties and measurement of points, lines, angles, surfaces, and
solids. The course is mainly plane geometry with some solid geometry included. Pre-requisite:
C Grade in Algebra 1

Geometry Honors (CSF-I)											
Year Course
This course includes all of the material in the Geometry class studied in depth with the addition
of transformational Geometry. Pre-requisite: A Grade in Algebra 1 and Teacher Recommendation
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Algebra 2 (CSF-I)		
Year Course
This course covers the traditional second year topics, plus logarithms, determinants, probability,
statistics, etc. in a more in-depth manner. The student is pointed toward college mathematics for
which this course is a requirement. Emphasis is placed on the function concept and all topics are
used to illuminate the understanding of arithmetic. Pre-requisite: C Grade in Geometry

APPENDICES: G

Algebra 2 Honors (CSF-I)		
Year Course
This course covers the traditional second year topics, plus logarithms, determinants, probability, statistics, etc. The student is pointed toward college mathematics for which this course is a
requirement. Emphasis is placed on the function concept and all topics are used to illuminate the
understanding of arithmetic. Pre-requisite: A Grade in Geometry, Teacher Recommendation or B
Grade in Geometry Honors

Pre-Calculus (CSF-I)		
Year Course
This course is designed to prepare students for calculus. Topics include all aspects of trigonometry, functions, graphs, graphing techniques, polynomial and rational functions, exponential and
logarithmic functions, systems of equations and inequalities, matrices and determinants, sequences and series, and polar coordinates. Pre-requisite: C Grade in Algebra 2

Pre-Calculus Honors (CSF-I)
Year Course
This course is designed to prepare students for AP Calculus AB or BC. Topics include all aspects
of trigonometry, functions, graphs, graphing techniques, polynomial and rational functions, exponential and logarithmic functions, systems of equations and inequalities, matrices and determinants, sequences and series, and polar coordinates. Topics also include differentiation and integration. Pre-requisite: C Grade in Algebra 2 (with data from all benchmarks).

Calculus (CSF-I)		
Year Course
This course is for students who wish to learn calculus for business, economics, life science and
social science applications. The course is to introduce the non-math major to differentiation and
integration for the purpose of a smooth transition into basic calculus courses they will take in
college. The course will include the history of calculus, applications of formulas, differential and
integral calculus with thematic integration, further use of critical thinking skills, and data analysis
with simulation. Pre-requisite: C Grade in Pre-Calculus.
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AP Calculus AB (CSF-I)		
Year Course
This course is for students who are pursuing higher mathematics skills and are willing to be challenged on a theoretical level of mathematics as well as a practical level. It will show how calculus
has played a decisive role in the development of mathematics and the growth of our present 20th
century technological society. This course will challenge students to earn college credit by taking
and passing the Advance Placement exam. The course will be equivalent to college level mathematics course. The AP test is a requirement for taking the course. Pre-requisite: B Grade in
Pre-Calculus Honors (with data from all benchmarks).

AP Calculus BC (CSF-I)											
Year Course
This course is a continuation of the Calculus AB curriculum. It includes all the limit, derivatives,
and integral problems along with their applications from the AB curriculum and additionally includes differential equations, slope fields, area, volume, length of curves, power series, Taylor series, parametric, vector, and polar functions. The AP Test is a requirement for taking the course.
Pre-requisite: B Grade or better in AP Calculus AB or B Grade or better in Pre-Calculus Honors
(with data from all benchmarks).

Statistics (CSF-I) 												
Year Course
This course follows the subject matter of the AP Statistics course but without the pressure of the
exam. The key topics of graphical display, probability and mathematical decision making are
present and covered in sufficient detail, but the presentation concentrates on key issues and we
avoid many of the kind of AP level questions that demand creative thinking in non-standard situations. The assessments are noticeably easier and more practice is provided for the core principles
that we cover.

AP Statistics (CSF-I)		
Year Course
This course is a college level statistics course. Statistics is the study of answering questions about
the world from data that is collected from samples where the data has variability. It begins with
data collection and forms of graphical display and measures of center and spread. Then we take
some theoretical ideas from elementary probability and develop them considerably until we
arrive at confidence intervals and tests. These last two procedures are the standard methods for
data analysis used across the sciences and humanities for any mathematical decision making today. Students are required to take the Advanced Placement test in May and can receive college
credit with a score of 3 or better on the test. Geoff just came down and said that he is okay with
students currently in Hon Geom, and doing well, to take AP Stats in 10th grade concurrently with
Algebra 2. Pre-requisite: Completion or Concurrent Enrollment in Pre-Calculus. Must Qualify
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Intro to Statistics (CSF-II) 											
Semester Course
The Intro to Statistics course is designed for seniors who have passed algebra. Students who
enroll in Gabrielino’s Intro to Statistics course and complete the course with a D or better will
receive five credits that will count towards graduation; the course is aligned with the California
State Standards. The Finance course will include a test prep portion for the Community College
placement test and will be paired with the new semester-long Finance course. Intro to Statistics
is a course that assumes no prior knowledge of statistics but does assume some knowledge of
high school algebra. Basic statistical concepts and methods are presented in a manner that emphasizes understanding the principles of data collection and analysis rather than theory. Much of
the course will be devoted to discussions of how statistics is commonly used in the real world.

APPENDICES: G

Prerequisite: A grade of ‘D’ or better in algebra

Finance (CSF-II)
Semester Course

												

The Finance course is designed for seniors who have passed algebra. Students who enroll in
the Finance course, and complete the course with a D or better, will receive five credits that will
count towards graduation; the course is aligned with the California State Standards. The Finance
course will be paired with the new semester-long Introduction to Statistics course, and is a complimentary course to the Financial Literacy Unit embedded in the senior Economics course. In
the Finance course, students will learn how to compute a budget and how to use math to be
fiscally responsible and emphasizes understanding the principles of data collection and analysis
rather than theory.
Prerequisite: A grade of ‘D’ or better in algebra     
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FINE AND PERFORMING ARTS DEPARTMENT
Course

Pre-requisites

Introduction to Art (P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

None

Ceramics (P) – 10th Grade – 12th Grade

Intro. to Art

Advanced Ceramics — 11th and 12th Grade
(P)

Ceramics

Drawing & Painting — 10th Grade – 12th Grade
(P)

Intro. to Art

Adv. Drawing/Paint.— 10th Grade – 12th Grade
(P)

Drawing & Painting

Art in Motion (P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

None

(P)
Art in Motion 2 (P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

Art in Motion

AP Studio Art (P) – 10th Grade – 12th Grade

Instructor Approval
C grade-Intro/Art

Sculpture -- 10th Grade – 12th Grade
(P)
Graphic Design (P) (CTE) – 11th Grade – 12th None
Grade
Jazz Band (P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

Must Qualify

(P)
Marching Band (P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

Must Qualify

Pageantry Units (P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

Must Qualify

Concert Band (P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade
(P)

Must Qualify

Wind Ensemble (P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade
(P)

Must Qualify

Orchestra (P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

Must Qualify

Vocal Ensemble (P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

None

Show Choir (P) – 10th Grade – 12th Grade

Instructor Audition
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Drama (P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

None

Advanced Drama (P) (CTE) – 9th Grade – 12th None
Grade
Music Appreciation 9th Grade – 12th Grade

None

P = College Prep Course
Introduction to Art(CSF-I)

Year Course

APPENDICES: G

Introduction to Art is a broad survey course that provides students with the basic skills, techniques, vocabulary, and artistic mind set to be successful in advanced courses. Students will
explore art concepts while creating original works of art in a variety of media and techniques
(drawing, painting, sculpture, printmaking, and collage). This course serves as a pre-requisite for
all other art courses.

Art in Motion

(CSF-II)								

Year Course

Art in Motion is a video class featuring projects using stop-motion animation, video editing, and
installation. Students work in the Mac lab editing and animating video and sound. Group projects
or class projects are common. This class builds upon the art knowledge gained from Intro into a
digital realm. Pre-requisite: Introduction to Art

Art in Motion 2 (CSF-II)

Year Course

Art in Motion II is a video class that allows students to further their study of video art after Art in
Motion I. While Art in Motion 1 was teacher guided, Art in Motion 2 is more self-directed. In this
class, students propose and create two larger video projects per semester. Pre-requisite: Art in
Motion
Ceramics (CSF-II)								Year Course
Students will have an opportunity to explore and experiment with the three-dimensional medium
of clay. It helps to develop an awareness of functional art through the making of vases, bowls,
and mugs as well as decorative items such as wall hanging and sculpture. This course includes
direct clay modeling, slab building coil construction, decorating techniques, and kiln stacking and
firing. The history and development of ceramics is an integral part of the content. Pre-requisite:
Introduction to Art

Advanced Ceramics (CSF-II)						Year Course
In this course students will be introduced to the pottery wheel as well as exploring more advanced techniques of hand building and glaze application. Kiln loading and firing will be covered
at this level. Emphasis will be placed on good craftsmanship and problem solving. Pre-requisite:
Ceramics
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Drawing and Painting (CSF-II)		
Year Course
Designed as a studio based art class, Drawing and Painting is more than just a place to refine
your skills. This is an environment full of myth and history. While researching your multicultural
art projects you will be introduced to unbelievable characters that have played heroic, comic and
tragic roles in the history of our planet. These stories provide the foundation for your creativity
and grant you permission to stretch your imagination far off into, yet to be discovered, territories.
(Did you know Medusa was a Gorgon?) This course is perfect for any student entertaining ideas
of a career in game design, entertainment design, animation, illustration, fine art, anthropology,
geology or medicine. Drawing and painting students use both traditional and digital media to
create portfolio worthy masterpieces. While planning your compositions you will explore ideas
and devices like symbolism, allegory, conceptualism and the crucial link between text and image.
Contemporary projects will address current events that relate to issues impacting all of us here
and now. The goal of this class is to make you a creative force to be reckoned with. Prerequisite:
Introduction to Art

Advanced Drawing and Painting (CSF-II)
Year Course
Advanced Drawing and Painting is a studio based art course designed to support the serious art
student in developing a strong portfolio of unique, original pieces of art. The advanced art class
works closely with the Gabrielino Career Center to help the students research art careers and
explore various art schools. Students are notified about possible internships and professional biography boosting opportunities. Students receive firsthand exposure to art and art professionals
through, guest artists, field-trips and Gab Connects Skype interviews. The advanced art program
has a dynamic visiting alumni program, inviting former Gabrielino students back to share their
college and career experiences. Advanced students participate in local and national art competitions. Students are encouraged to display their art at public venues throughout the community.
The goal of the advanced class is provide a supportive environment where students can develop
the skills, talent, confidence and motivation to pursue their dream of a life in the arts. Prerequisite: Introduction to Art and at least 1 other upper level art course.

Sculpture (CSF-II)		
Year Course
Sculpture is the 3D version of Advanced Drawing and Painting. Students in the Sculpture class
work primarily with the element of SPACE and the principle of BALANCE. The projects are objects constructed, fabricated, carved and built using a variety of materials that include clay,
plaster, wood, wire, cardboard and paper maché. This course is valuable to any student with an
interest in product design, automotive design, engineering, architecture, interior design or film.
Sculpture projects are labor intensive and require strict dedication and commitment on the part
of the student. Prerequisite: Intro to Art
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Graphic Design (CTE) (P) (CSF-I)											
Year Course
This CTE course trains students for entry-level positions in a broad variety of related occupations
in the Graphic Design field. Students will use current graphic software to create, design and prepare materials for duplicating and printing. Pre-requisite: Introduction to Art.

APPENDICES: G

AP Studio Art (P) (CSF-II)
AP Studio Art is a portfolio-based college-level course. Students create individual art pieces that
are submitted to the College Board for evaluation. Students receive one-on-one feedback and
are expected to work independently. Required pre-requisite: Introduction to Art Required: Have
already taken at least one other upper division art course, and/or taking a second upper division
art course concurrently. Recommended if taking 3D Design, have taken or concurrently take Ceramics or Scuplture. Recommended if taking AP Drawing & Painting, have taken or concurrently
take Intermediate Drawing & Painting. Summer work is assigned.
Year Course
Jazz Band (CSF-II)												
Semester Course
This is a performance-oriented class for the advanced player who wishes to broaden his or her
musical experience through the medium of jazz. Time will be spent studying the various styles of
jazz and swing, with particular attention to the “big band” era. The student will be required to
spend some out-of-class time, both at school and individually, in practice for performances. The
class meets Period O, second semester only.

Marching Band (P) (CSF-II)												
Semester Course
Students will receive extensive performance-oriented, marching instruction in the area of field
(half-time) marching. Student will be responsible for numerous scheduled performances which
require attendance. The class will prepare half-time shows for performance at school events and
at various Southern California events. This class requires after school rehearsals, as well as during
the 0 period class meeting time. This class requires much effort and should be for only dedicated
students.
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Pageantry Units													
Semester Course
Pageantry Units meet during “zero hour” and perform throughout the year in conjunction with
the Marching Band. Students will receive extensive performance-oriented instruction in flags,
weapon line (rifles and sabres), and dance.  The class will prepare half-time shows for performance at school events and at various Southern California events. This class requires after school
rehearsals, as well as during the 0 period class meeting time. This class requires much effort and
should be for only dedicated students.
Prerequisite: Must Qualify

Concert Band (P) (CSF-II)												
Year Course
The Concert Band consists of wind and percussion instruments designed to perform advanced
literature on stage. The group performs at several concerts during the year, as well as for a panel
of experts for evaluation and critiquing. Attention is given in class to improvement of technical
abilities and musicianship. Prerequisite: Must Qualify

Wind Ensemble (P) (CSF-II)		
Year Course
The Wind Ensemble consists of wind and percussion instruments designed to perform advanced
literature on stage. The group performs at several concerts during the year, as well as for a panel
of experts for evaluation and critiquing. Attention is given in class to improvement of technical
abilities and musicianship. Pre-requisite: Teacher Approval

String Orchestra (P) (CSF-II)											
Year Course
The orchestra consists of string instruments (violin, viola, cello, bass). The group performs at
several concerts during the year, as well as for a panel of experts for evaluation and critiquing. Attention is given in class to improvement of technical abilities and musicianship. Prerequisite: Must
Qualify
Vocal Ensemble (P)			
Year Course
The chorus instructs the beginning singer in all elements of techniques of proper vocal production, and serves as a preparation for the advanced organizations available upon completion.
Emphasis is on ensemble singing as well as the individual voice.
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Show Choir (P)			
Year Course
The Show Choir is an advanced song and dance musical troupe that performs mostly Broadway,
show, and popular music. Students must excel in vocal talent and dance skills. Students are
expected to attend many after school and evening rehearsals and performances. All students enrolled in this course must be strongly dedicated to excellence in performance. Students will work
on mic technique, solo vocal skills, and group dance sequences. Pre-requisite: Teacher Audition

APPENDICES: G

Beginning Drama												
Year Course
Beginning Drama is an introductory course designed to establish basic, entry-level knowledge
and skill sets. Students will develop basic acting skills through individual work, monologues,
scene work, improvisation and rehearsals that will help them gain confidence when performing
or public speaking that will last a lifetime. The course will expose students to various forms of
theatrical production such as monologues, scenes, musicals, puppetry and masks as well as brief
exposure to theater history & Shakespeare. Dramatic structure, genres and introductory script
writing will also be covered. The course also orients students to common Theatre Arts industry
systems and methods such as stage directions, theatre language and common careers. Students
will also be introduced to various established acting methods and will watch and evaluate professional, working actors. Finally, students will   learn how to critically think about and analyze
productions and performances by critiquing each other’s in-class performances and reviewing all
Gabrielino Theatre Department productions. The course culminates with a final project which is
usually a showcase. Part of CTE Drama Pathway.

Advanced Drama		
Year Course
Advanced Drama is an enrichment course designed to focus on the student’s individual communication skills while building self-confidence and discipline in performance skills. The course
will include a study of performance style through the use of film, class exercises and visits from
professionals in the entertainment industry. This class is designed for the experienced performer.
The students will learn that the “stage” is the safest place to be, whether in front of the classroom, or in a theater. Advanced Drama is the capstone course of CTE Drama Pathway. Pre-requisite: Drama
Music Appreciation
Year Course

		

Gabrielino’s Music Appreciation course introduces students to the basics of music, such
as melody, harmony, and rhythm. Students will then be introduced to the way that music is
produced, such as the differences between instrument families. The students will study of the
various periods of classical music, including Classical, Romantic, and 20th century and will also
learn about exemplary composers. Gabrielino’s Music Appreciation course also offers some instruction in Broadway musicals, jazz, rock ‘n roll, and music in film.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Course

Pre-requisites

9th Grade Co-ed PE – 9th Grade

None

Co-ed Physical Education – 10th Grade – 12th None
Grade
Badminton – 10th Grade – 12th Grade

None

Basketball – 10th Grade – 12th Grade

None

Modified PE – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

Counselor or Case Carrier approval

Aerobics 10th Grade – 12th Grade

C or better in co-ed PE

Life Fitness 10th Grade – 12th Grade

C or better in co-ed PE

Weight Training 10th Grade – 12th Grade

C or better in co-ed PE

Athletics 9th Grade – 12th Grade

Coach’s approval

Note: Four semesters (two years) are required for graduation. Physical Education grades are
computed for eligibility purposes; they are not counted in total GPA for college entrance.

9th Grade Co-Ed Physical Education		
Year Course
This class provides a course of study in physical education to pupils entering grade 9. This includes a developmentally appropriate sequence of instruction, including the effects of physical
activity upon dynamic health, the mechanics of body movement, aquatics, gymnastics and tumbling, individual and dual sports, rhythms and dance, team sports and combatives.
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Co-ed Physical Education		
Year Course
Open to students in grades 10-12, this class provides a course of study in physical education that
develops proficient movement skills in each area of physical education. In addition, students
expand their capabilities for independent learning and examine practices that allow for sound
decision making to enhance successful participation in movement activities.
Modified Physical Education

APPENDICES: G

Modified Physical Education is education of and through the physical experience. Students learn
and grow via activities which are selected and presented with full regard to human growth and
development, behavior, and the individual needs of learning disabled and physically challenged
students.

Aerobics		
Semester Course
This semester course is open to students in grades 10-12 who have successfully completed co-ed
Physical Education with a grade of C or better. Aerobics will offer a variety of exercises aimed at
stimulating the heart and lungs to produce beneficial changes to the body and more specifically
to produce a training effect that increases that capacity to utilize oxygen.
Life Fitness											
Semester Course

		

This semester course is open to students in grades 10-12 who have successfully completed co-ed
Physical Education with a grade of C or better. Life Fitness will allow students to explore a variety
of fitness exercises that they may find in a fitness club. The course is intended for students who
wish to pursue advanced knowledge and skills and who want an intensive experience in an activity for lifelong enjoyment. Equipment to be used will include Upright Bikes, Stair Climbers, and
Elliptical Cross Trainers.

Weight Training		
Semester Course
This semester course is open to students in grades 10-12 who have successfully completed coed Physical Education with a grade of C or better. Weight training will explain how resistance
training works, what proper exercise form and safety is, as well as proper warm up and training
frequency. Progressive training programs for all levels of weight training will also be presented.
Athletics
Athletic teams represent Gabrielino High School in interscholastic competition against other
high schools. We participate in 14 boys and girls sports. The following is a list of sports in order
of season: Fall: Cross Country, Football, Girls’ Golf, Girls’ Volleyball; Winter: Girls’ and Boys’
Basketball, Girls’ and Boys’ Soccer, Girls’ and Boys’ Wrestling; Spring: Boys Volleyball, Baseball,
Softball, Boys’ Golf, Swimming, and Track and Field.
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SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
Course

Pre-requisites

Integrated Science II – 10th Grade – 12th Grade

None

Lab Biology (P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

Required for all ninth grade students

Intro to Biology – 9th grade

Must Qualify

Honors Biology (P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

Must Qualify

AP Biology (P) – 11th Grade – 12th Grade

Must Qualify

Chemistry (P) – 10th Grade – 12th Grade

Enrolled in algebra and a D grade or better in
biology

AP Chemistry
Grade

Must Qualify

(P) – 10th Grade – 12th

Conceptual Physics (P)

D or better in biology; finished a year of
chemistry (passing grade not required). D or
better in chemistry.

AP Physics 1 (P)

A grade of ‘C’ or better in biology and chemistry.

AP Physics E & M

Must Qualify; Concurrent or previous enrollment in calculus

AP Environmental Science (P) – 11th and 12th
Grade

Must Qualify; Completion of biology and
chemistry with or C or better

Human Anatomy and Physiology (P) – 11th and
12th Grade

Must Qualify; C in Biology and Chemistry

P = College Prep Course
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Biology (CSF-I)			
Year Course
Biology is a one-year, comprehensive, investigation-oriented introduction to biology. Emphasis
will be on laboratory investigations which will provide the opportunity for the student to discover
biology through inquiry. Students will compare and contrast the aspects of the living world by a
systematic study of the branches of biology, including the body systems, biochemistry, genetics,
cell biology, ecology, evolution, and technological advances. Pre-requisite: None

APPENDICES: G

Honors Biology (CSF-I)		
Year Course
Using fundamental biological concepts, the student will compare and contrast the aspects of the
living world by a systematic study of several branches of biology. The course covers all of the
California Content Standards for Life Science and Biology, including basic life functions, biochemistry, genetics, ecology, evolution, and technological advances. Emphasis will be on laboratory
investigations of the topics to be covered. A notebook must be kept and graded periodically. Compared to Biology, this course provides a more rigorous and in-depth study of biology.
Pre-requisite: Enrolled in Geometry

AP Biology (CSF-I)		
Year Course
AP Biology is designed to be the equivalent of the first year of college laboratory based biology.
The course is fast-paced, intensive, and rigorous. Students will be required to take the AP Biology exam in May, following a year of lectures, hands-on lab training, and independent study of
concepts. In order to be considered eligible for enrollment into this program, students must have
demonstrated exceptional achievement in both science and mathematics. Pre-requisites: B Grade
in Bio or Chemistry.
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Chemistry (CSF-I)		
Year Course
Chemistry is a college preparatory course which satisfies the physical science laboratory requirement for the California University System and the requirement for high school graduation.
This course will cover the California Content Standards for Chemistry with emphasis on critical
thinking, problem-solving, experiments, and demonstrations. Chemistry is a mathematics-based
subject. Pre-requisite: Biology

AP Chemistry (CSF-I)		
Year Course
The AP Chemistry course is designed to be the equivalent of the general chemistry course usually taken during the first year of college. The course contributes to the development of the
student’s ability to think clearly and to express ideas, orally and in writing, with clarity and logic.
This course covers the California State Content Standards for Chemistry but differs from the standard secondary chemistry course in the greater variety and depth of topics covered, the emphasis on chemical calculations, and the more detailed laboratory work done by students. Pre-requisites include: Completion of Algebra II with a “B” Grade or better. Successful completion of
Chemistry is recommended but not required.. Students enrolled in this class are expected to
take the Advanced Placement Chemistry exam administered by the College Board.

Conceptual Physics (CSF-I)
The Conceptual Physics course is designed for students who are interested in taking additional
science electives, or for students who are not interested in taking chemistry. The course is aligned
with the new Common Core Standards and the Next Generation Science Standards and provides
students with 10 units of Physical Science Credit and is a college preparatory, laboratory science
class that meets this course meets the CSU/UC ‘d’ Laboratory Science college entrance requirement. Conceptual Physics provides an integrated approach to physics content, instructional materials, and pedagogy. Students will develop scientific reasoning, scientific skills, and apply skills
being learned in Algebra I. Conceptual physics is different from the traditional physics course
because it is conceptually based and requires less computational mathematics. Topics include
motion, energy, Newton’s Laws and forces, sound and wave motion, and electricity and magnetism. Through inquiry labs, students explore their own notions about common physical phenomena, make observations, discuss observations with peers, practice data collection and graphing
techniques, and apply some mathematical skills (solving equations, interpreting graphs, and reasoning proportionately) to explain observations. Conceptual physics can be taken concurrently
with any AP science course, anatomy/physiology, or a re-take of chemistry.
Prerequisite: D or better in biology and algebra; enrolled in a year of chemistry.
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APPENDICES: G

Advanced Placement Physics 1 (CSF-I)
Advanced Placement Physics 1 course is designed for advanced students ready for college-level
physics who have successfully completed biology and chemistry. Students who enroll in Gabrielino’s Advanced Placement Physics 1 course will receive five credits for each semester they complete
successfully that will count towards graduation; the course is aligned with the new Common Core
Standards and the Next Generation Science Standards. The Advanced Placement Physics 1 course
provides students with 10 units of Physical Science Credit and meets this course meets the CSU/UC
‘d’ Laboratory Science college entrance requirement.   AP Physics 1 is a third or fourth-year, laboratory science course that is equivalent to a first-semester, college-level, general physics course.
This course covers in-depth kinematics, forces, circular motion and gravitation, work and energy,
momentum, rotational motion, simple harmonic motion, and mechanical waves and sound. It also
covers an introduction to electricity and circuits. Students are expected to apply specific science
practices through group activities and laboratory work; per the College Board, the course requires
25 percent of instructional time will be spent in laboratory work, with an emphasis on inquiry-based
investigations that provide students with opportunities to demonstrate the foundational physics
principles. AP Physics 1 also provides students with the opportunity to engage in the AP Science
practices which include: communicating scientific phenomena and solve problems using models
and representations, appropriate use of mathematics, scientific questioning, planning and implementing data collection, analyzing and evaluating data, communicate scientific explanations and
theories, and connect this knowledge across various scales and concepts. Students are expected
to take the AP Physics 1 examination in the spring.
Prerequisite: A grade of ‘C’ or better in biology and chemistry.

AP Physics M& E (CSF-I)		
Year Course
AP Physics is a college level laboratory science for all who intend to pursue careers in research,
engineering, medicine, and related fields. Physics is a study of the fundamental concepts of
time, distance, motion, force energy and power, and their measurements. The state standards are
all covered in this course. The uses of mathematics in science and computers for lab data collection will be emphasized. All course objectives are aimed at students challenging themselves to
attain college level mastery of first year physics and to prepare for the AP Physics C test.
Pre-requisite: Concurrent enrollment in/ completion of Calculus
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AP Environmental Science
Year Course

(CSF-I)									

AP Environmental Science (APES) is designed to be the equivalent of a one semester, introductory college course in environmental science. It is an interdisciplinary course, involving the fields of
biology, ecology, ocean and atmospheric sciences, climatology, chemistry, toxicology, geology,
geography, economics, political science, ethics, and others. The goals of the course are to provide students with the scientific principles, concepts, and methodologies required to understand
the interrelationships between biotic and abiotic components of the natural world, to identify
and analyze environmental problems (both natural and anthropogenic), to evaluate the relative
risks associated with environmental problems, and to examine alternative solutions for resolving
or preventing environmental problems. Students in APES will design their own laboratory experiments, and will be expected to clearly communicate their hypotheses, experimental design and
procedures, results, data analysis, and conclusions via a complete scientific write-up following
each lab. Pre-requisites: Completion of Biology and Chemistry.

Human Anatomy and Physiology (CSF-I)									
Year Course
Human Anatomy and Physiology is a laboratory science course for students interested in studying
the structure and function of the human body in detail. Most of the major body systems will be
studied. Course activities include lecture, demonstrations, case studies, microscopic examination
of human tissue, and dissections of cats and sheep hearts for the comparative study of the human
body. Group presentations on current topics related to physiology and medical issues will also
be required. Students will be expected to use proper laboratory skills in the handling of materials and equipment. The Anatomy and Physiology course provides students with 10 units of Life
Science Credit and meets this course meets the CSU/UC ‘d’ Laboratory Science college entrance
requirement. This course is designed for 11th grade students who are interested in Gabrielino’s
Sports Medicine CTE Pathway and Sports Medicine class. Pre-requisite: Biology and Chemistry.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
Course

Pre-requisite

World History (P) – 10th Grade

None

AP World History (P) – 10th Grade

Must Qualify

AP European History (P) – 10th-12th

Must Qualify

US History (P) – 11th Grade

None

AP U.S. History (P) – 11th Grade

Must Qualify

Government (P) – 12th Grade

Must Qualify

Economics (P) – 12th Grade

None

AP Government (P) – 12th Grade

Must Qualify

Psychology (P)—11th & 12th Grade

None (Semester Course)

World Geography (P) —11th & 12th Grade

None (Semester Course)

P = College Prep Course
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World History (CSF-I)										
Year Course
In this year-long College Prep course, students will demonstrate a basic understanding of our
World’s History, Geography, and Culture. Content will cover the use and effects of power; the
influence of Greco-Roman, Judeo-Christian, early British democracy, and Enlightenment ideas on
the foundation of modern political, economic and social thought (including nationalist revolutions
around the world); the causes and effects of the Industrial Revolution, the Rise of Imperialism and
Colonialism, World War I, Totalitarianism, World War II, and the Cold War. Students will be asked
to write critically and identify, analyze, and interpret significant primary source documents, literature, political cartoons, and geography applications. Student use of technology is embedded
into the course.

World History Integrated 		
Year Course
The curriculum for the Integrated World History Course is the same curriculum as the mainstream
World History Course, although there are methods of presentation altered to meet the needs
of an English Language Learner. Students are placed based on the California English Language
Development Test (CELDT).

AP European History (CSF-I)										
Year Course
In this year-long, college-level course, students will acquire a general knowledge of European
History (1450-through the fall of communism in the 1990s), and understanding of some of the
principal themes in modern European History. Students will analyze historical evidence and express themselves in writing and in class discussions. Focus will be placed on the study of intellectual, cultural, political, diplomatic, military, and social-economic history. The course is designed
to prepare students to take the Advanced Placement Examination in European History that is
offered through the College Board. Students are required to take the AP exam associated with
this course. Pre-requisite: Must Qualify

AP World History (CSF-I)											
Year Course
This is a year-long, college-level course designed to explore the themes, patterns and events
that have laid the foundation for the modern world. The course covers events ranging from the
earliest of human origins and cultures, patterns in world trade, advances in technology and major
events that created modern nations. This course moves at an accelerated pace; there is an emphasis on the analysis of historical evidence and the ability to express that understanding verbally & in writing. Students enrolled in the course are expected to take the Advanced Placement
World History exam. Pre-requisite: Must Qualify
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United States History (CSF-I)										
Year Course

APPENDICES: G

In this year-long College Prep course, students will develop a basic understanding of United
States history and its impact on our society today. Content covered includes American history from European colonization through modern times. Units are based around major events or
eras in American history, such as the Civil War or westward expansion. The course is structured
chronologically, but several key themes are revisited and built upon throughout the year. These
themes include the role of race, ethnicity, and gender in American society, demographic changes
in America, immigration, technological innovations, diplomacy, and America’s changing role in
world affairs. This class also analyzes how historians’ interpretations of events have changed over
time. Students will also be asked to write critically and identify, analyze, and interpret significant
primary source documents, literature, political cartoons, and geographical information.

United States History Integrated
Year Course
The curriculum for the Integrated U.S. History Course is the same curriculum as the mainstream
U.S. History Course, although there are methods of presentation altered to meet the needs of an
English Language Learner. Students are placed based on the California English Language Development Test (CELDT).

AP United States History (CSF-I)										
Year Course
This is a year-long, college-level course, designed to provide the student with the opportunity to acquire the analytical skills and factual knowledge needed to critically examine American
History. Through the concentrated study of United States History (from the Age of Exploration
to the present day), students will learn to assess, interpret, and weigh historical documentation.
Although the course is structured in a chronological manner, several key themes are revisited and
built upon throughout the year. These themes include the role of race, ethnicity, and gender
in American society, demographic changes in America, immigration, technological innovations,
diplomacy, and America’s changing role in world affairs. This class also analyzes how historians’
interpretations of events have changed over time. Students will also be asked to write critically
and interpret significant numbers of primary source documents. This course prepares students
to take the Advanced Placement United States History Examination offered through the College
Board. Pre-requisite: Must Qualify
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Government (CSF-I)												
Semester Course
In this semester-long College Prep course, students will review and greatly expand their knowledge of American Government. Students will analyze the foundation and development of the
scope of American government. Special emphasis on the role the Constitution plays in everyday
society, and in the basic structure and functions of government, is covered in depth. This course
also prepares students to vote, to reflect on the responsibilities of citizenship, and to participate
in community activities.

Government Integrated 											
Semester Course
The curriculum for the Integrated Government Course is the same curriculum as the mainstream
Government Course, although there are methods of presentation altered to meet the needs of an
English Language Learner. Students are placed based on the California English Language Development Test (CELDT).

AP Government (CSF-I)											
Semester Course
This year-long, college-level course is designed to give students an analytical perspective on
government and politics in the United States and prepare students for the AP Exam. This course
involves both the study of general concepts used to interpret U.S. politics and in depth analysis
of the various institutions, groups, beliefs, and ideas that constitute U.S. political reality. A major emphasis is placed on Federalism, the Constitution, and responsibilities of citizens in the US.
Pre-requisite: Must Qualify

Economics (CSF-I)												
Semester Course
In this semester-long College Prep course, students will develop an understanding our American economic system, its problems, advantages, and institutions. In addition to the fundamental
principles of economics, students will learn about financial literacy. Students will learn to make
reasoned and rational decisions regarding economic issues as citizens, workers, consumers,
business owners and managers, and members of civic groups. In this course, students will add to
the economic understandings they acquired in previous grades and apply tools (such as graphs,
statistics, and equations) learned in other subject fields to their understanding of our economic
system. Pre-requisite: None
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Economics Integrated 											
Semester Course
The curriculum for the Integrated Economics Course is the same curriculum as the mainstream
Economics Course, although there are methods of presentation altered to meet the needs of an
English Language Learner. Students are placed based on the California English Language Development Test (CELDT).

APPENDICES: G

Psychology (CSF-II)												
Semester Course
In this semester-long College Prep course students are introduced to the study of psychology,
with a focus on the scientific study of human development, learning, motivations, and personality. Students will develop some basic concepts of psychology and a historical perspective on
psychology. Students will explore the contributions of pioneers in the field of psychology and
how they impact modern psychology. Students will have an opportunity to explore implications
for everyday life of scientific perspective on human behavior, and they will learn about the various
careers associated with this field. Pre-requisite: None

World Geography (CSF-II)											
Semester Course
In this semester-long College Prep course, students are introduced to the study of World Geography. World Geography focuses on exploring different countries, cultures, the people who inhabit
those regions, and how we affect the environment around us. Students will examine how humans
interact with different people around the world, and how humankind has impacted and impacts
the environment. During the class students will study how human interaction has created conflict
around the world, how the world is changing, and the environmental conditions that are affecting
our lives. Pre-requisite: None
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Career Technical Education
Courses

Pre-requisites

Ninth Grade College Prep Transition Course– 9th None
grade only
Health – 9th grade only

None

Marketing Foundations (CTE) – 9th Grade – 12th
Grade

None

Business Communications (CTE) – 9th Grade –
12th Grade

None

Woods – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

None

Advanced Woods (CTE) – 10th Grade – 12th
Grade

C grade in Woods

Stagecraft Technology (CTE) – 9th Grade – 12th
Grade

None

Advanced Stagecraft (CTE

Successful completion of Stagecraft

Computer Programming (BASIC) -- 9th Grade 12th Grade

C/better in Alg. 1

Professional Actors Workshop

None

Java Computer Programming -- 10th Grade – 12th C/better in Algebra 1
Grade
AP Computer Science
Grade

(P) – 10th Grade – 12th B/better in Algebra 2 (preferably Honors)

C++ -- 10th Grade - 12th Grade

B or better in AP CS (preferably) or Java

Data Structures -- 10th Grade - 12th Grade

B or better in AP CS (preferably) or Java

P = College Prep Course
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Ninth Grade College Prep Transition Course									
Semester Course
Gabrielino’s College Prep Transition Class is a project-based technology course that will prepare
students for the rigor of high school and support their post-secondary planning. The course will
be aligned with the Common Core Standards, 21st Century Skills, and the International Society
for Technology in Education’s (ISTE) National Educational Technology Standards. The College
Prep Transition Class will be taught in conjunction with the ninth grade health course, and students will move between the courses every quarter. Each unit will include all four levels of the
Depth of Knowledge: Recall, Skill and Concept, Strategic Thinking, and Extended Thinking. 		
												

APPENDICES: G

Health														
Semester Course
Health & Safety will acquaint students with the concepts of Physical, Mental/Emotional, and
Social well-being. Topics include nutrition, fitness, eating disorders, self-esteem, stress management, healthy relationships, bullying, tolerance, coping skills, peer pressure, drugs, human reproduction, STDs/HIV/AIDS and more. Students explore how the topics they learn about in class relate to the world around them and develop strategies for navigating this complex world in which
they live. Students also hear from guest speakers, experts in their fields, who discuss some of the
most important aspects of the Health curriculum. The goal in Health class is to prepare students
to make healthy and responsible decisions in their lives and learn the skills necessary to deal with
the many challenges they will face. 										
		
Woods														
Year Course
This course is a beginning woods class. Safety factors are strongly stressed, along with the fundamental use of both hand and power tools. Required projects are completed by the students,
giving them a variety of tools and ideas to study. Quizzes and tests are given on the material
covered.

Advanced Woods			
Year Course
This R.O.P. course is a year-long course that is a follow up to the beginning woods class. Safety
factors will be strongly emphasized including a review of basic principles and the introduction
of new methodologies and techniques related to the advance application of power tools. This
course is project driven where the students work on teams and accomplish a product used by
organizations and the community. The projects are designed to relate closely with industry,
technology, and school to work goals. Projects are submitted to the school either by staff or
outside agencies and the students are teamed to meet the customer’s needs and complete the
project. Students often are involved in the design process of the project and need to select the
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proper materials and methods of construction to complete the process. The standard for grading is based on the student’s ability to properly operate equipment, efficiency and quality of the
project. Heavy emphasis is placed on dimensional accuracy, and customer satisfaction. Individual power tool instruction is given at all times to insure both quality and safety. Pre-requisite: C
Grade or Better in Woods and 16 Years of Age (Special permission is available for 15 years of age
students.)
Business Communication 1
Business Communication affects aspects of our lives. This course will teach students to communication in a clear and courteous, concise, complete manner on both the personal and professional
levels. Students will learn business fundamentals, goal-setting, resource allocation, organizational
structure and management techniques. Competency will be developed in oral, written, interpersonal, technologies, and employment communication. The goal is to provide students with a
proficient portfolio consisting of a cover letter, resume, and follow-up letter.

Marketing 1
Marketing is the foundation for all marketing courses. Students will learn basic principles that lead
to careers in marketing, finance, hospitality, and management. Students will be introduced to the
world of marketing including the free enterprise system. The seven core functions of marketing
will be examined: Marketing, Planning, Marketing-Information Management, Pricing, Product /
Service Management, Promotion, Channel Management, and Selling. A central focus throughout
the course will be the development of soft skills including teamwork, oral communication, written
communication, decision-making, and emotional intelligence. Students have the opportunity to
participate in FBLA, a student organization that prepares emerging leaders and entrepreneurs.
FBLA related activities and curriculum can be used as an approval part of all marketing classes.
Students will learn business fundamentals, goal-setting, resource allocation, organizational-structure and management techniques. Competency will be developed in oral, written, interpersonal,
technologies, and employment communication.

Stagecraft Technology (CTE)											
Year Course
In addition to introducing students to job titles and functions in the Theatre Arts industry, this
course gives students career-oriented, hands-on training and experience bringing all the technical
aspects of the Gabrielino Theatre Department shows and other events to life. Students will learn
lighting & electricity, color & design, sound & set design, stage and production management
and will crew all shows and many events throughout the year. Students will also learn the basics of carpentry for the stage, with an emphasis on safety, by actively building and dressing sets
and making props. Students will also operate a variety of production equipment.   The course is
geared for beginning as well as advanced and prepares students to go out and get work in the
Theatre Arts industry.
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BASIC Computer Programming (CSF-II)		
Year Course
BASIC Computer Programming is a one-year course that enables students to write computer programs in the BASIC language. Topics will include flowchart design, loops, arrays, graphics and
animation. Pre-requisite: C or better in algebra 1.
Java Computer Programming (CSF-II)			

Year Course

APPENDICES: G

Java Computer Programming is a one-year course designed to enable students to develop skills
in writing computer programs in the Java language. Topics will include an introduction to hardware, software development, object-oriented programming, Java classes, objects and methods,
Java syntax, primitive data types, strings, loops, arrays, searching and sorting. Pre-requisite: C or
better in algebra 1. B or better in Geometry or Algebra 2 or QBASIC.
AP Computer Science (CSF-II)			
Year Course
Computer Science AP is a one year course designed to prepare students for the AP Computer Science A exam. The course will emphasize object oriented programming methodology in
Java, analysis and implementation of algorithms, strings, arrays, recursion, searching and sorting.
Pre-requisite: B or better in Algebra 2 (preferably honors). Programming experience recommended.
C++
C++ is a one year course covering classes, objects, methods, recursion, and analysis of algorithms. This course covers C++, a widely-used object-oriented programming language similar to
Java. Pre-requisite: B or better in AP CS (preferably) or Java.
Data Structures
Data Structures is a one year course covering advanced data structures in Java, including recursion, linked lists, stacks, queues, priority queues, binary trees, hashing, searching and sorting.
Pre-requisite: B or better in AP CS (preferably) or Java.
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DEPARTMENTAL CLASSES
Course

Pre-requisites

Beginning Speech – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

None

Advanced Speech – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

Teacher approval

Oral Interpretation – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

Teacher approval

Leadership – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

Teacher approval

Yearbook – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

Teacher approval

Journalism (P) – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

Teacher approval

Peer Helping I – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

Application and/or teacher approval

Peer Helping II – 10th Grade – 12th Grade

Peer Helping I and teacher approval

Library Aide – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

Librarian’s approval

Office Aide – 9th Grade – 12th Grade

Teacher/Counselor approval

P = College Prep Course
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Beginning Speech (CSF -II)											
Year Course

APPENDICES: G

Beginning students will be introduced to basic speech techniques, such as speech organization
and content, audience analysis, oral delivery (including focus on articulation, enunciation, voice
projection, reducing speech anxiety, etc.). Students will give speeches to inform, persuade,
demonstrate, and interpret. The variety of speeches will include both prepared and extemporaneous/impromptu speeches. Students will also learn basic parliamentary procedure through Student Congress and basic techniques through modified debates. The purpose of the class will be
to help the students develop confidence in speaking before a group. Students will have the opportunity to participate in novice speech tournaments and to become members of the Speech/
Debate Team. Participation in tournaments is voluntary, although students will be encouraged
to attend Package Deal, Fall Novice, Spring Novice, and/or Novice championship Tournaments.
Students who opt to compete at tournaments will be expected to help with team fund- raising
efforts. Pre-requisite: None

Advanced Speech (CSF-II)		
Year Course
Advanced Speech students will use class time to prepare, practice, present, critique, and evaluate
their individual events for competition. An emphasis will be placed on critique and evaluation
of team members’ events. Varsity speakers will be expected to assist Novice and Junior Varsity
speakers in developing and refining their events. Class requirements will include class assignments related to preparation for tournament events as well as competition at League tournaments. (Novices must compete at Package Deal, Fall Novice, Spring Novice, and Novice Championships. Varsity must compete at Fall Varsity, Spring Varsity, State Quals, as well as judging at
novice tournaments.) The team will fundraise to raise money for entry fees for league tournaments. Participation in College Invitationals will be voluntary and entry fees will be paid by the
students. Class enrollment is required for participation on the team, with few exceptions related
to class conflicts such as Band, Freshman Basketball, and Swimming. Students with conflicts will
be expected to schedule regular meetings with the Speech Coach outside of class time (during
6th period or after school) in order to go over individual events and share information related to
upcoming tournaments. Pre-requisite: Teacher Approval

Oral Interpretation (CSF-II)		
Year Course
Oral Interpretation is the art of reading, analyzing and interpreting drama, prose, and poetry
through the use of voice and body. This course will offer students opportunities to interpret
published works as well as to study rhetoric to create and enhance their own works for performance. Students will also be critically assessing and analyzing oral interpretations by professional
performers and speakers. In addition, the course offers students a chance to perform outside
the classroom at community and school-sponsored events. Note: Students may be required to
attend and participate in events held outside of school hours.
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Leadership													
Year Course
This course is designed to handle the business of student activities. The purpose of the leadership class is to have an increased awareness of current student activities, and the efficient operation of a student government. Only elected and selected student officers are eligible. Pre-requisite: Must Qualify

Yearbook		
Year Course
This course is aimed at providing students with a clear understanding of the major elements of
print journalism. Students will learn how to research facts, conduct interviews, and communicate
information and ideas in an informative and interesting way. All students enrolled in the class will
participate in the production of the Gabrielino High School newspaper, the Tongva Times.
Pre-requisite: Must Qualify

Journalism (CSF-II)		
Year Course
This course is aimed at providing students with a clear understanding of the major elements of
print journalism. Students will learn how to research facts, conduct interviews, and communicate
information and ideas in an informative and interesting way. All students enrolled in the class will
participate in the production of the Gabrielino High School newspaper, the Tongva Times.
Pre-requisite: Must Qualify

Peer Helping I			
Year Course
Peer Helping I is the foundation of the Peer Support Program designed to provide training, experiences and supervision for students who wish to become Peer Helpers. Students will receive information and training that will enable them to assist their peers to deal with topics such as peer
pressure, alcohol, tobacco, personal loss, stress, depression, dating and conflict resolution. The
curriculum includes training in decision making, communication, and helping and self-awareness
skills. Students learn to handle problems thoughtfully and learn techniques for referring students
to appropriate adult resources. Students enrolled in the first year course provide low risk peer
support such as new student orientation, conflict mediation, big brother/big sister relationship
and academic support. Pre-requisite: Must Qualify
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Peer Helping II		

Year Course

The second year course provides more advanced instruction as well as on the job training. Students will have a supervised caseload of individual students with whom they interact on a weekly
basis. They may also work under supervision outside of the school site at elementary and middle
schools as well as local community agencies. Pre-requisite: Peer Helping 1 and Teacher Approval.

APPENDICES: G

Library TA 													
Semester Course
Students will be given instruction and opportunities for practical experience in phases of library
procedures and operation, and will be given opportunities to become proficient in using library
resources, including the computerized catalog, books, and media. Regular attendance, a strong
attention to detail, and a willingness to assist in the efficient operation of the Media Center is
required. Pre-requisite: Librarian’s Approval

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Students who have been tested and approved are enrolled in special education classes according
to their IEP’s. In addition to core academic courses taught in a Specialized Academic Instruction
setting, students may be enrolled in a Resource class.
Resource Period
·

The purpose of the resource period is to aid designated students in their class/homework
and IEP goals in a specified setting.

·

The objective is to modify assignments (per IEP), reteach as needed, and provide additional resources to ensure that students may acquire the necessary skills needed to succeed in
the Least Restricted Environment (LRE).

·

Additionally, Transition and Academic goals will be addressed.

·

Continuing contact with General Education/SAI teachers and parents will be employed.

		
		

Created on April 5, 2011 - Last updated on December 18, 2017
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Gabrielino High School: CTE Pathways 2017-2019
Visual and Performing Arts
Drama 1

Formerly: Beg. Drama

1 Year (2 Semesters/10Un)

Prereq: None

Drama 2

Formerly: Adv Drama

1 Year (2 Semesters/10Un)

Prereq: Drama 1 OR
Professional Actor’s
WS 1

Professional Actors’ Workshop 1

Formerly: Professional Actors’
Workshop

1 Year (2 Semesters/10Un)

Prereq: None

Professional Actors’ Workshop 2

Formerly: Professional Actors’
Workshop

1 Year (2 Semesters/10Un)

Prereq: Prof. Actors’
WS 1 OR Drama 1

Stagecraft Technology 1

Formerly: Beginning Stagecraft

1 Year (2 Semesters/10Un)

Prereq: None

Stagecraft Technology 2

Formerly: Advanced Stagecraft

1 Year (2 Semesters/10Un)

Prereq: Stagecraft Tech
1

Graphic Design Basics – UC
Approved

Formerly: Intro to Graphic
Design

1 Year (2 Semesters/10Un)

Prereq: Intro to Art

Graphic Design Advanced

New: SY18-19

1 Year (2 Semesters/10Un)

Prereq: Graphic Design
Basics

Woodworking, Carpentry, Cabinet Making
Woodshop 1

Formerly: Beginning Woodshop

1 Year (2 Semesters/10Un)

Prereq: None

Woodshop 2

Formerly: Advanced Woodshop

1 Year (2 Semesters/10Un)

Prereq: Woodshop 1

Business Communications 1

Formerly: Same

1 Year (2 Semesters/10Un)

Prereq: None

Business Communications 2

New SY18-19

1 Year (2 Semesters/10Un)

Prereq: Buss Comm 1

Marketing Fundamentals 1

Formerly: Same

1 Year (2 Semesters/10Un)

Prereq: None

Marketing Fundamentals 2

New SY18-19

1 Year (2 Semesters/10Un)

Prereq: Marketing
Fund. 1

Business Management

Marketing, Sales, and Service

Rio Hondo – Concurrent Enrollment (7th Period)
Kinesiology: Athletic Trainer’s/CSU Transferable to Bachelor of Kinesiology and Athletic Trainer Certification
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Kin197: Prevention and Treatment of Athletic Injuries

1 Semester: Fall 2017

Prereq: None

Kin193: Standard First Aid and CPR

1 Semester: Spring 2018

Prereq: None

Eng101: Introduction to Technical Design and Drafting

1 Semester: Fall 2017

Prereq: None

Eng150: AutoCAD for Basic CADD Applications

1 Semester: Spring 2018

Prereq: Eng. 101

Engineering: Certificate Program

Counseling
Prereq: None

151: Career Exploration and
Life Planning

Prereq: None

APPENDICES: G

101: College and Life Success 1 Semester: Fall 2017
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1 Semester: TBD Spring 2018

GABRIELINO HIGH SCHOOL
FOCUS ON LEARNING - ESLRs

Expected Schoolwide Learning Results
· Every student will demonstrate growth over time in all content
standards and supplemental performance assessments.
· Every student will have a career/academic plan, be employable,
and prepared for employment expectations.
· Every student will be technologically literate and able to function
in a technological society.
· Every student will be able to communicate effectively and work
collaboratively.
· Every student will show evidence of personal accountability, responsibility and involvement within a culturally diverse community.
Approved by Stakeholders – November 1998
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Club Name

Club Description

Category

Advisor

Club President

Charters

Approval

Photography Club

A club that will explore
and learn about various
forms of photography.

Recreational

Ms. Ly

Unplugged Club

Acoustic instrument music performance

Recreational

Mr. Hoenigmann

Optimist

Aimed towards helping
children

Service

Mr. Velekei

STEM

Expose students to
Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math

Academic

Ms. Mao

Science Olympiad

Competitive club devoted to studying multiple
branches of Science.

Academic

Ms. Leyda

Helen Vo

Yes

Yes

UNICEF Club

Partners with UNICEF
USA to educate and
advocate on behalf of
children of the world.

Service

Ms. Gluskin

William Tantribeau

Yes

yes

Drama Club, ACT

Provides support for
theater and acting

Recreational

Ms. Gluskin

Nisa Alan

Yes

Yes

Math Club

Competitive club that
works on challenging
math problems.

Academic

Mr. Barraclough

DIY Club

Work on crafts and designing creative projects.

Recreational

Ms. Romero

Katie Kwok

Yes

yes

Write Now!

Creative writing

Academic

Ms. Gurrola

FBLA

Future Business Leaders
of America compete in
business-related conferences.

Academic

Ms. Thorp

Conversation
Partners

Connections EL students
and native speakers to
improve English Skills.

Service

Ms. Chang

Badminton Club

Students play badminton
with friends

Recreational

Mr. Cameron

Home Economics

Cook and assemble affordable foods and learn
new cooking techniques.

Recreational

Mrs. Strom

Lloydd Kwan

yes

yes

Art Club

Members work on fun art
projects.

Recreational

Mr. Suess

Annie Huang/Linda
Thai

yes

yes

Encore

Music Honors Society
dedicated to inspiring
music participating
through activities and
concerts.

Service

Ms. Romero/Ms.
Lucio

Readers Club

Discuss books chosen
Academic
from California Young
Reader nominees and
participate in Read Across
America

Mrs. Esseln
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GSA

Gender and Sexualities
Club, provides a safe
space for people to talk
about their rights and
political issues.

Recreational

Kat Ross

Salsa Club

Teach Latin dancing

Recreational

Ms.Arvizo

M.E.S.A.

Math, Engineering,
Science, Achievement
Program

Academic

Ms. Aguilera

America Red Cross

Members learn about
emergency preparedness,
health and safety.

Service

Mr. Velekei

Christian Club

Provide a safe place
where students can study
the bible and service the
community

Religious

Mr. Mikasa/Mr.
Zamora

Anime Club

Members will look and
appreciate Japanese
culture through the lenses
of anime and manga

Recreational

Mr. McClure

Alice Shen

Key Club

Service club sponsored
by Kiwanis International to serve school and
community

Service

Ms. Rivera/Pablo
Del Palacio

Makeup Club

Informational beauty tips
and teaching basic to
complex makeup tricks

Recreational

Ms. Chen

HOSA

Health Occupation
Students of America educating students interested
in different health occupations through various
health-related activities,
events, and competitions.

Academic

Ms. Leyda

Veritas

Catholic fellowship where
students can deepen
their faith in Catholicism.

Religious

Mrs.Lopez

Computer Science
Club

A club for students interested in activities related
to computer science.

Academic

Mr. McHard

Table Tennis Club

Members create community through Ping
Pong tournaments and
recreational playing

Recreational

Mr. Yee

GEMS

Gabrielino, Engineering,
Mechanics, Students. A
competition/academic
club that educates students about mechanical
engineering, software
engineering, and other
stem topics.

Academic

Mr. McClure

KClub

Students can share interest in kpop, kdramas and
Korean beauty

Cultural

Ms. Lew

People for the
Planet

Students can participate
in habitat and community
restoration.

Service

Ms. Ly
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Thomas Ung

Angelina Liang

Yes

yes

Sean Do

yes

yes

Edward Tan

Yes

yes

Stanley Lee

Yes

Yes

Audrey Pham

Yes

PAW

Protecting Animals
Welfare

Service

Ms. Lew

USA Biology
Olympiad

Students compete in the
USABO Opens and grasp
a deeper understanding
of Biology

Academic

Mrs. Mao

Cinematic Arts
League

Students gain experience
within the film industry,
and nourish creative
talents

Recreational

Ms. Gluskin

Works in Progress

Bring awareness to issues
which plague the world.

Service

Pending

Gaming Club

Play video games and
work together

Recreational

JC Gafford

Origami Club

Members will fold different types of origami art
they want to create.

Recreational

Ms. Lin

Food Appreciation
Club

Members appreciate and
try different foods that
students bring to the
meetings.

Recreational

Mr. Doring

Table Top Club

Board game club. Strategy making, teamwork,
social and communication
skills.

Recreational

Ms. Rivas

Interact

Sponsored by Rotary
International, students
attend volunteer services
throughout the city.

Service

Ms. Lin/Mr. Biery

Current Events
Club

Members join together to
express their own opinions on today’s news.

Recreational

Ms. Aguilera

Weightlifting Club

Help students who want
to weight train.

Recreational

Mr. Brummett

Environmental
Science Club

Club designed to students to become more
environmentally conscious.

Service

Ms. Traeger

TBT-Truth Be Told

Bible Study Group

Religious

Ms. Shi

Hands for Her

Students empower women to empower the world

Service

Mr. Huang

Krista Talavera

Yes

yes

Ryan Cheng

Yes

Yes

ASB Advisor: Mrs. Aparicio
Senior President: Audrey Kuptz
Junior President: Annie Tran
Sophomore President: Kenneth Yao
Freshmen President: Jack Chiou
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E. School accountability report card (SARC)
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California Department of Education
2017 California Gold Ribbon Schools Program

Middle and High School Application: Part B
Gabrielino High School

Model Program/Practice Summary
1. Name of Model Program/Practice:
Professional Collaboration
2. How long has this Model Program/Practice been in place?
Less than 2 years		

2-4 years		

5-8 years		

8+ years

3. What is the Target Area? (Choose at least one area.)
		

Target Areas:

		

Career Technical Education

		

Chronic Absenteeism and Dropout Prevention

		

Civic Education Awareness

		

Closing the Achievement Gap

		

Education Supports

		

Nutrition and Physical Activity/Education

		

Parent, Family, and Community Involvement

		

Professional Development

		

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics

		

Use of Technology

		

Visual and Performing Arts
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4. What are the target populations? (Check all that apply.)
Race/Ethnicity Subgroups:
		

American Indian or Alaskan Native

		

Asian

		

Black or African American

		

Filipino
Hispanic or Latino
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

		

White

APPENDICES: G

Two or More Races
Other Student Groups:
Socioeconomically Disadvantaged
		

English Learners

		

Students with Disabilities

		

At-Risk Students (Academic, Social, Emotional, Behavioral, or Health)

		

Other (specify)      

5. What strategies are used to implement the Model Program/Practice? (Check all that apply.)
Strategies:
		

School Climate

		

Small Learning Communities

		

Parent Involvement

		

Data-Driven Decision Making

		

Health Support

		

Social/Emotional/Behavioral Support

		

Professional Development

		

Other (specify) Professional Collaboration
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6. How is your Model Program/Practice referenced in your district’s LCAP? [Refer to the State Priorities listed in Education Code (ED) sections 52060 and 52066. Charter schools must address
priorities in EC Section 5206(d).]
The San Gabriel Unified School District’s LCAP includes two goals with actions items that reference Gabrielino’s Model Practice, they are:
A. Students will be college and career ready (Goal A)
a. Action Item: Continue to investigate barriers to UC/CSU A-G completion rates for
targeted students (ELs, LTELs, SED, SWD and homeless and foster youth) to develop a plan for 2016-2017 to address and reduce these obstacles.
B. Students will receive high quality instruction and intervention to eliminate the
achievement gap (Goal B).
a. Action Item: Develop and implement a model of instructional support (during the
school year and/or summer) focusing on English Language Development and math
for newcomer English Learner students K-12. English Learners not making a year’s
progress on 2016provide CELDT, and 6th-12th CDE-identified LTEL.
Note: When completing the Model Program/Practice Narrative, your response needs to provide clarifying explanation on how your implementation of the Model Program/Practice at
your school site is distinguished from the district’s model.
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Model Program/Practice Narrative
Model Program/Practice Name: Collaborative Professional Teacher Groups
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1. Description of the Model

Gabrielino High School’s model practice is a collaborative and data-driven approach to closing
the academic achievement gap between Hispanic and Asian students, and also between English
Learners (EL) and English Only (EO) students. These achievement gaps are in evidence in the percent of students meeting or exceeding the standards on the ELA Smarter Balanced Assessment,
which are 75% for the Asian population and 43% for Hispanics, and 37% for English Learners. The
three collaborative groups that embody Gabrielino’s model practice are the Behavior RTI Team,
ELD Team, and Data Team. This collaborative model practice is aligned with the San Gabriel
Unified School District’s LCAP and therefore Gabrielino’s Single Plan for Student Achievement
(SPSA). The two goals that are in both plans that relate to the collaborative model practice are:
“Students will be college and career ready,” and “Students will receive high quality instruction
and intervention to eliminate the achievement gap.” Gabrielino uses LCAP funding to support
these collaborative working groups through the purchase of the essential resource of substitute
coverage on meeting days. These three collaborative groups embody the spirit of the school’s
motto, CANI, “Constant and Never-Ending Improvement,” and capture the energy, passion, and
determination of Gabrielino’s teaching staff, and the team’s accomplishments, both qualitative
and quantitative, are shared with the entire school community through the ongoing WASC process and SPSA.
This model collaborative approach started in the 2012-2013 school year with the creation of the
Behavior RTI team, which is comprised of counselors, administrators, the school psychologist,
and as of this year, the district’s social worker. The goal of the Behavior RTI Team is to leverage
administrative and counseling resources to maximize the time that students are in an instructional setting. The Behavior RTI Team’s original and only goal was to decrease the numbers of days
of suspensions for Gabrielino’s Hispanic students. Data showed that this goal was successful,
and the team has found that while suspensions are still an issue, truancy rates and mental health
issues have replaced suspensions as the reason why students are not accessing the instructional
setting. Because of a significant increase in truancy, the team’s focus has shifted to discussing
students with attendance problems and crafting a school-based response that includes both support and a SART/SARB referral. In addition to looking at attendance data, the Behavior RTI Team
conducts confidential individual case studies of students with behavior and/or mental health challenges; these case studies often include associated attendance issues.
Based on the success of this first collaborative model, in the 2013-2014 school year Gabrielino
initiated the ELD Team. The ELD Team was created in response to a school-wide concern that
English Learner needs were not being met, and that the ELD program lacked organizational
clarity. A significant portion of Gabrielino’s students are English Learners: in 2013-2014 ELs were
16.9% of the student body, in 2014-2015 17.4%, and in 2015-2016 20.9%; and of Gabrielino’s
6+ years ELs, 67% are considered L-TEL’s. The ELD Team consists of designated ELD teachers,
selected English teachers, a biology teacher, a social science teacher, the district’s ELD TOSA, a
high school counselor, and the assistant principal of curriculum and instruction.
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The ELD Team recursively examines individual student data in order to refine placement decisions
and progression through the ELD program. The ELD Team is in some cases the primary architect of placement decisions, even superseding the role of the counselor, such as with incoming
8th grade EL/L-TEL students. In other situations the ELD Team creates policy to be implemented
school-wide, such as placing L-TEL students in regular classes with clustered cohort with likepeers. The ELD Team has made significant programmatic changes, which include: A) adding a
new ELD 4 support class for EL students transitioning to an integrated setting, B) altering the ELD
3 block from two hours of designated support to one hour of ELD Designated and one hour of
English 9 Integrated (college prep), and C) adding a new Spanish for Spanish Speakers 2 course,
for Spanish-speaking L-TELs. In the 2017-2018 school year, GHS will offer Spanish for Spanish
Speakers Level 3 (for L-TELs), and a new intervention course for L-TELs. Besides revising the ELD
program, the ELD Team has also influenced curriculum and instructional decisions: the ELD Team
examines EL student work, aligns the ELD standards with CCSS and lesson plans, and refines
curriculum and assessment in tandem with the adoption of materials. In collaboration with district
staff, the ELD Team participated in the investigation and adoption of the SIOP model; a program
that is now being implemented district-wide. The ELD Team will be the site leads for further implementation of the SIOP model.
For the past two years, the ELD Team has analyzed the stories behind the EL students who did
not graduate. In most cases, these EL students were newcomers were unable to accrue the social
science credits required for graduation; it is rare for a student enroll at Gabrielino with an international transcript showing credits in US History or US Government. Previously, Gabrielino ELD
students were unable to access social science credit until they were in ELD 2, but now, through
changes proposed by the ELD Team and agreed to by the social science department, ELD 1 students are enrolled in a non-college-prep US Econ and Government course.
The third collaborative group is the Data Team, which was created to analyze data for the purposes of closing the achievement gap between Gabrielino’s Hispanic and Asian population. The
Data Team’s Purpose Statement is: “The Gabrielino Data Team is a collaborative action group
designed to improve student achievement,” and the actions of the Data Team have been refined to increase the rate at which Gabrielino’s Hispanic students graduate UC/CSU eligible. The
Data Team was created in 2014-2015 and consists of representation from the four core content
areas, one counselor, and three administrators, including the principal. The Data Team consistently examines Hispanic student UC/CSU eligibility and student grades in core content areas.
The examination of grade data has included diving into teacher gradebooks to draw conclusions
about what weighted categories influence student success or failure. The discussion in the Data
Team meeting is loosely structured to allow for participants to guide the conversation. These
discussions have led to significant changes, including the elimination of non-college prep courses Integrated Science 1 and 2 in the 2015-2016 school year, and instead the requirement that all
ninth graders take college prep biology and all tenth graders take college prep chemistry.

2. Implementation & Monitoring of the Model
Gabrielino’s collaborative practice utilizes certificated staff as the primary engaged stakeholder. In
order to build capacity, at each department meeting that follows an ELD or Data Team meeting,
representatives bring data and discussion points for further discussion, and an email is sent to the
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whole staff summarizing agenda topics and highlighting key discussion points. Given the confidential nature of the Behavior RTI Team, updates about these meetings are not sent out to staff.
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In addition to these communication tools, Gabrielino follows a yearly Focus on Learning WASC
process; WASC Focus Groups meet at least twice a year every year, and Focus Groups update
evidence. One Focus Group meeting every year includes the opportunity for staff to analyze data
identified by the ELD and Data Teams. All staff, including classified, are given the opportunity to
examine the list of non-grads, and to see the percent of graduates, disaggregated by race, that
are UC/CSU eligible.
The School Site Council supports the development of the school’s Single Plan for Student
Achievement, which includes all three collaborative teams as action items with budgets. Members of the SSC approve the plan yearly and they are privy to progress monitoring updates on the
action items, including the ELD Team and the Data Team. Given the confidential nature of the
Behavior RTI Team, these updates are not shared with the School Site Council, or with any other
parent group.
Changes in the ELD program have been shared with ELAC parents. In order to increase the engagement of these parents, school staff have implemented a strategy to better meet the cultural
needs of Chinese and Hispanic families’ by facilitating two separate ELAC meetings, one for the
Chinese parent group and one for the Spanish-speaking parent group. This is a recent change
but a promising one for creating an environment that encourages parent-to-parent relationships.
Gabrielino has initiated a Hispanic Parent Group to address the unique needs of the Hispanic
community in a school setting. These meetings are conducted in Spanish with the participation
of one of GHS’ Spanish teachers. The Hispanic Group is modeled after an approach articulated
in Reaching Out to Latino Families of English Language Learners, by Campos, Delgado, and
Soto Huerta. At the Hispanic Parent Group meetings, administration is transparent about the goal
of the group, which is to create a supportive parent community in order to raise the academic
achievement of Hispanic students. The families have been given hands-on training on how to
access their child’s Naviance 4-year plan by the College and Career Counselor, a representative
from the science department is coming to talk about access to AP courses, and the parents have
requested training on how to utilize the Parent Portal for online gradebook and attendance access.

3. Results of the Model/Pupil Outcomes
The collaborative model’s three groups all engage in data collection and analysis to monitor and
assess results of the efforts to close the achievement gap.
Gabrielino’s Data Team, and by extension the whole community, has been tracking the UC/CSU
eligibility rate for three years and evidence shows a positive trend. Since 2013-2014, the percent
of Hispanic students who graduated UC/CSU eligible increased by 12%. It is expected that this
percentage will increase as the changes implemented last year are actualized.
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Year

# of Seniors

% Asian UC/CSU Eligible

% Hispanic UC/CSU Eligible

June, 2014

489

62%

25%

June, 2015

449

62%

30%

June, 2016

415

70%

37%

Besides UC/CSU eligibility, the team is monitoring the effect that requiring biology has had
on students. Initial data are showing this has been a success, in 2014-2015, 290 students took
college prep biology, and 6% of the students received an F, while in 2015-2016, 368 students
took college prep biology and 8% received an F. This is a 21% increase in enrollment with a 2%
increase in failing grades. It is anticipated that this same ratio of growth in enrollment versus
growth in failing grades will continue with college prep chemistry this year.
The graduation data for the past two years shows that in the 2014-2015 school year 76% of the
non-grads were EL students, and in the 2015-2016 school year 63% of the non-grads were EL
students. Because so many of the programmatic changes made to the ELD program will have an
effect on student graduation dates in two years, the monitoring results that the ELD Team has
evaluated to determine student success are the number of students who have enrolled in classes
that will move them closer to graduation or UC/CSU eligibility. For example, there are 21 ELD
1 students enrolled in the new (non-college prep) Intro to Econ and Government course, all of
whom had a C or better at the last progress report period, and there are 32 students enrolled in
ELD 3/English 9 who, if they took the same course last year, would not have received any college
prep credit for their English class.
The Behavior RTI Team’s interventions resulted in a decrease of 33% days of suspension in the
Hispanic students targeted for the Community Integration Program, which was created and facilitated by the team. This improvement in suspension has been born out through consistently low
levels of suspension rates for the past three years: 2.6% in the 2013-2014 school year, and 2.2%
in both 2014-2015 and 2015-2016. There were two expulsions in all three years combined.
Besides suspension data, student progress is shared and evaluated through a qualitative lens of
“story-telling,” or a discussion of student case studies. In these cases, the measurement of success is through the coordination of resources, effective communication between staff and outside
agencies, creative problem-solving, and the creation of comprehensive safety plans.
The Behavior RTI Team is also tracking the truancy data and has noticed a negative trend in moving from a 3% to 15% truancy rate as reported by the CDE. The Team has begun to unpack these
data and is determining how to reassign resources to address this.
As data is collected and analyzed a written summary of the findings are included in the yearly
updated Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA), including the twice a year progress monitoring portion of the SPSA.
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Gabrielino High School has a rigorous, engaging Visual and Performing Arts department offering
24 courses serving 987 students in spite of not being explicitly included in the District Master
Plan.
The Visual and Performing Arts are included in the school’s strategy to implement State Standards. VAPA courses are an integral part of students’ ability to fulfill the UC A-G requirements.
California State Standards for the Visual and Performing Arts provide the guiding framework for
all of the VAPA UC approved courses, 17 in total. The site has invested in 10 visual arts courses, including 5 sections of the introductory course and 9 upper level courses; 7 music courses,
including 4 instrumental courses and 2 choral courses; 7 performance courses, including 4 theater courses and one of the top speech and debate teams in the country. During the 2017-2018
school year, three AP courses will be added to the course offerings. The visual arts and music
courses are aligned with VAPA state standards, and all VAPA courses integrate the Common Core
four c’s of creativity, collaboration, communication, and critical thinking.
GHS has a flexible master schedule that allows students to take VAPA courses alongside their
other academic and elective courses. GHS provides for extended course offerings outside of the
regular school day. Two extra periods, zero and seventh period, are made available specifically
to VAPA students to ensure access to VAPA courses. This commitment to an expanded master
schedule is provided within the Local Control Accountability Plan. Excluding to the extended
schedule opportunities, within the regular school day students are provided one elective choice
freshman and sophomore year, three elective choices junior year and four electives senior year.
The regular school day provides for six 55-minute periods. On top of that, zero period is offered
before school for 55 minutes a day, and seventh period is offered afterschool for two to four
hours, two days a week. While 55-minute periods are not ideal for project-based instruction, the
VAPA courses have implemented creative solutions to infuse the curriculum with 21st century skills
within the confines of the traditional bell schedule model.
The Visual and Performing Arts department is committed to strengthening the offerings we currently provide and growing the department to meet the needs of future generations of students.
The direction and vision of the department are set collaboratively within the department with the
guidance of the department chair. The chair is filled by a credentialed teacher from within the
department and serves as department chair in two-year stints. Department administration and
common planning time are provided for through a collaboration time model, utilizing multiple
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late start schedules for administrative purposes. Departments are given 90 minutes of common
planning and collaborative administration time five times a year, as well as five 45-minute department meetings within the regular workday.
The Visual and Performing Arts program is included in state and local evaluation processes and
documents. VAPA programs and offerings are included in the WASC evaluation process. VAPA
teachers contributed to the WASC document and are represented on each of the WASC action
teams. At the district level, VAPA is listed within the LCAP under the goal: Students will be college and career ready. The district has guaranteed resources be provided to accommodate students’ extended course offerings to ensure access to VAPA classes. At the school site, the VAPA
department has led site-wide professional development on creativity and runs a creativity recognition program to honor and bring attention to creativity among the faculty and staff.
Theme 2 – Curriculum and Instruction
Three of the four arts disciplines are included in the VAPA sequence of courses. The VAPA department houses 24 courses in visual arts, music, and performing arts. Each arts discipline offers
introductory and advanced level courses serving a total of 987 students. Of these courses, 17 are
UC approved. Three new courses are planned for the upcoming school year; AP Studio Art: 2D
Design, AP Studio Art: 3D Design, and AP Studio Art: Drawing and Painting.
The curricula of the courses offered are aligned with VAPA standards. Each visual and performing
arts course develops artistic perception, creative expression, introduces students to historical and
cultural context, encourages aesthetic valuing, and creates connections, relationships, and applications to other art forms, subject areas, and to careers. For instance, an introductory visual arts
course unit on value portraits introduces students to visual arts specific vocabulary, asks students
to develop and refine technical drawing skills, introduces students to artists, Kehinde Wiley and
artistic team Retna and El Mac, provides an opportunity for students to create a graphite photo-realist drawing with an abstract pattern background, and then analyze their own work in written form and discuss the works produced by the class in an oral critique. In Advanced Orchestra,
classes take part in a yearly festival with the middle school orchestra classes, where the focus is
on collaboration. Members from both orchestras break up into small groups to compose a piece
of music, or arrange a piece of music for their specific instrumentation needs. Students then perform the works for one another, and provide feedback and mentorship.
VAPA courses provide opportunities for students to interact with professionals in their field.
During the 2015-2016 school year, the VAPA department developed a Real-World Experiences
Initiative in which faculty were encouraged to infuse the curriculum with guest speakers and field
trips to introduce students to real-world instances of their specific art form. Some courses create clear links between the artwork, projects, and careers of the guest speakers and the course
content. For instance, in Art in Motion, a video and animation course, Benjamin Ducroz spoke
via videoconference to the students about his experimental stop-motion animation practice from
Melbourne, Australia. The students then produced a large-scale stop-motion animation project
inspired by his work. Outside of the scope of the Real-World Initiative, the Speech and Debate
courses maintain a strong link with their alumni network. Former debate team champions return
as volunteers to coach and/or judge for the students. As an example from theater, the Begin261
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ning Drama and Stagecraft courses co-produce an event with the City of San Gabriel called “The
Haunted Zone,” a Halloween themed event that serves over 5,000 San Gabriel residents and
their families.
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The VAPA faculty plans unit and lesson instruction, assessment of student learning, and instructional delivery using a variety of strategies. For each unit in the visual arts, instruction is provided
in written form, orally, with active demonstration, and visually. Translations of key instructional
materials, such as rubrics and skill building worksheets, are provided in the home languages
(Chinese, Vietnamese, and Spanish) of English Language learners. In instrumental music courses,
daily learning objectives are presented to the students prior to each rehearsal. Weekly lesson
plans rotate between full ensemble rehearsals, small ensemble rehearsals within instrument sections, as well as, weekly music theory lessons. Students are given theory benchmark exams at the
beginning and end of each semester, and rubrics are provided to each student for playing test
assessments.
The VAPA courses include applied, project-based, and contextual learning experiences. Using the
foundational visual arts course as an example, a unit may include applied skill-building exercises
building up to a project-based assessment. Along the way, individual checks for understanding
ensure each student is grasping the content leading up to the main project. At the outset of the
project, students are introduced to contextual information for the project, so that they can be familiar with artists who work in a similar fashion or who use similar techniques for different purposes. At the culmination of the project, students articulate their visual design strengths and areas
of growth, as well as, analyze the projects in a class critique. Using a beginning theater course
as an example, during the first semester, students are provided with smaller applied lessons,
larger project-based units, and culminating in “The Great American Sock Puppet Challenge.” In
this project-based assessment, students create their own scripts, puppets, and scenery, and then
perform puppet shows for an audience of their peers. The Intermediate and Advanced Drawing
and Painting students took a fieldtrip to the J. Paul Getty Museum to walk through replicas of
the Mogao caves from Dunhuang, China in order to add context to their Dunhuang-style fresco
painting assignment.
Each VAPA art has an articulated sequence of courses that build off of the introductory level
course. In visual arts, Introduction to Art provides a survey of visual arts media and concepts. Advanced level courses build off of the foundation built in the introductory course, albeit in different
directions. Students interested in focusing on drawing and painting concerns can take Intermediate Drawing and Painting and Advanced Drawing and Painting, with AP Studio Art: Drawing and
Painting coming next school year. Students focused on three-dimensional concerns can take Ceramics, Advanced Ceramics, Advanced Sculpture, and next year, AP Studio Art: 3D. Students interested in two-dimensional compositional concerns can take Graphic Design, Printmaking, and,
in the future, AP Studio Art: 2D. Students interested in video, animation, installation, or timebased works, can take Art in Motion 1 and Art in Motion 2. Students with an interest in pursuing
the arts are encouraged to take afterschool, weekend, and/or summer courses at local arts institutions, such as Art Center College of Design and Gnomon School of Visual Effects, Games, and
Animation. In instrumental music, the middle school band and orchestra feed directly into the
high school program. Students can take multiple years of band and orchestra at the high school
and are encouraged to pursue music at the collegiate level. Advanced theater courses build off
of the Beginning Drama course, just as the choral students start with an entry course and audition
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for the advanced course. In Speech and Debate, there is clear vertical articulation between the
middle school and high school programs, however this does not inhibit new participants from
entering into the program later in their educational career.
VAPA courses integrate the 21st century skills of creativity, collaboration, critical thinking, and
communication into the curriculum. In Speech and Debate, students are asked to think critically
about issues of importance, collaborate with peers to develop a coherent message, approach the
subject creatively to engage the audience, and communicate their message clearly to the audience. In Printmaking, during a unit on a collaborative book project, the class is asked to create
an edition of hand-made books based on a story they write together as a class. The students’
use their 21st century skills to write, layout, design, and create pages of the book using multiple
printmaking processes that they then bind into a hardbound edition. In the instrumental music
classes, students participate in weekly sectionals based on their chosen instruments. During these
sessions, students collaborate to problem solve issues of rhythmic and melodic accuracy (pitch,
intonation, phrasing, etc.), as a way to improve their contribution to the whole ensemble. This
activity is completely student-led, with the instructor rotating around the groups.

All 24 of the VAPA courses are approved for high school graduation elective credit. Almost all
of the VAPA courses, 17 out of 24, are UC approved, with three new courses going through the
approval process for AP and UC approval in the next year.
Theme 3 – Student Assessment
Students can attain industry or academic certifications when applicable. When CTE used to be
called ROP, the Graphic Design and Stagecraft courses resulted in a certificate of completion,
recognizing these students as possessing the entry-level skills needed in those fields. While ROP
does exist any longer, those courses are still providing students with the requisite skills to enter
into those fields at the entry level. Next year, three new courses will be offered: AP Studio Art: 2D
Design, AP Studio Art: Drawing and Painting, and AP Studio Art: 3D Design. These courses will
provide students with Advance Placement credit in the visual arts upon completion of a successful portfolio as dictated by AP Central.
VAPA faculty use a variety of standards-based, authentic, traditional, and project-based assessments. In the visual arts, project-based assessments are commonly used at the end of each unit.
Standards-based assessments are used leading up to the culmination of the unit. Authentic
assessments are used at the end of term. Traditional assessments are used on rare occasion to
make students aware of their progress integrating subject-specific vocabulary. For example, in
the Graphic Design unit on advertising posters for the school theater performance, project-based
assessments are used to determine student learning at the culmination of the unit, whereas
standards-based assessments are used to assess skill-building exercises leading up to the main
poster. In instrumental music, traditional assessments are used for theory benchmarks. Authentic
assessments are used at the end of each grading period. Project-based assessments are used
when students are working on composition and arranging projects. At the end of each semester,
students are also given a chance to reflect on their own progress, as in an authentic assessment,
and are given the opportunity to set goals for what they would like to achieve in the next semester or following school year.
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The assessments used in VAPA courses are unique to the students’ art form and are related to
student expectations and content standards. In Art in Motion, a formal, end of unit, project-based
assessment captures students’ understanding of specific video concerns, such as, timing, the
illusion of fluid motion, sound and visual integration, and editing, while a reflective assessment
captures the student’s understanding of how their video relates to the larger art historic cannon,
to similar videos that influenced their work, and how successful they were at meeting the goals of
the project, as well as, giving the students an opportunity to analyze their video work. In instrumental music there are currently two levels of string orchestra, an intermediate and advanced.
The focus in the intermediate orchestra is much more fundamental, meaning more weight is put
on students understanding of the basic musical concepts such as: rhythm, pitch, technique, etc.
The assessments for this class are primarily authentic and content-based (proficient level of standards), and develop over time as the students become more proficient. Students in the advanced
orchestra already have a strong grasp of these concepts, and therefore can be challenged with
the advanced set of VAPA content standards.
The VAPA department uses data to demonstrate the effectiveness of programs and initiatives.
For instance, the results of the 2015-2016 Real-World Experience Initiative used data to show the
VAPA department dramatically increased student access to real-world experiences within in the
arts world, increasing students’ knowledge of the working field of visual and performing arts, and
creating engaging, memorable learning experiences that increased students’ investment in their
classes. 21 supplemental experiences were offered, including 7 field trips and 14 guest speakers.
1,152 students were reached by the initiative, with 51% members of a targeted population, such
as socio-economically disadvantaged students, English language learners, and foster youth. 90%
of all students engaged in the initiative experienced an activity they could not have otherwise
accessed. 85% of students reported they were more invested in their subject matter post-experience. VAPA also uses data to show that our courses are not preventing students from becoming
A-G eligible and that we are meeting the needs of English language learners. Every other year,
VAPA faculty members enter a self-evaluation process with an administrator, using data to show
their growth within the teaching profession.
All of the visual arts and performing arts teachers are properly credentialed, ensuring they are
highly qualified to help students achieve their academic and career goals. Two of the visuals arts
teachers hold Single Subject teaching credentials in visual arts, as well as Masters in Fine Arts
degrees. The third visual arts teacher holds a visual arts credential, in addition to a LACOE ROP
occupational equivalency proficiency in Graphic Design and a Masters degree in Art Education.
The Speech and Debate teacher has a California Eminence credential. The theater faculty members hold Vocational Education or CTE credentials, one of whom brings with him professional
theater experience.
Students are formally recognized for their VAPA achievements in public forums. Each year, an Art
Expo night is held to showcase the work of students from each VAPA course. Parents, students,
and community members come by the hundreds to experience the evening. The instrumental
music students have multiple concerts per year, including yearly school concerts, 4-5 competitive field show tournaments, all home and away football games, and a winter showcase. The jazz
band, concert band, and string orchestras also take part in outside adjudicated festivals, and
various school and community activities. The choral students take part in a handful of festivals.
The speech and debate students participate in up to 20 competitions throughout the year. Each
event has a public awards ceremony. Over two hundred trophies won each year are displayed
on stage during the annual Speech & Debate Showcase. The speech and debate classroom is a
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historical museum showcasing the legacy of one of the best programs in all of America over the
past 15 years. The theater students put on a play and a musical for the community with show
times offered during the school day, afterschool, and on the weekend to meet the needs of all
community members. The choral students annually perform in concerts, both at school and in the
community, at festivals, and at Disneyland. During the annual Renaissance Rally, students in each
of the arts disciplines are honored for their excellence and achievements.
Theme 4 – Student Support
Through the career and counseling department, students are thoughtfully guided through course
offerings. After taking the introductory course, teachers help students identify an appropriate
advanced level course depending on their aspirations. As an example, a visual arts student who
wants to continue pursuing the arts after the introductory course can focus on drawing and painting (Intermediate Drawing and Painting, Advanced Drawing and Painting, AP Studio Art: Drawing
and Painting), taking a series of courses that will build upon those interests and skills.
VAPA informational materials are available to students on the school website, in the counseling
department, and are sent home in an informational packet prior to the start of the school year.
The informational materials about the course offerings are made available in English, Spanish,
Vietnamese, and Chinese to accommodate the demographics of our community.
Arts career resources are available to students, staff, and parents. The VAPA department works
closely with the Career Center to invite guest speakers from higher education art programs to
speak in the VAPA classes. These two- and four-year degree programs, as well as certificate programs, provide students with information on an array of local and statewide choices. Teachers in
each arts discipline work with individual students to think through portfolio or audition needs specific to their career goals. Professionals within the arts industry are brought in as guest speakers
to introduce students to the range of careers available within the arts. An example of this can be
seen in Art in Motion, where guest speakers have come to talk about 3D modeling, background
painting, sound design, experimental animation, and editing. Students are encouraged and
supported to pursue their career aspirations in both traditional and non-traditional arts. We are
fortunate to be situated next door to a hub for arts-oriented careers and try to expose students to
as much of that variety as possible.
Counselors and instructors work closely with students to ensure appropriate placement based
upon class requirements and the personal desires of the students. After taking the prerequisite
introductory VAPA course, students with an interest in pursuing more of that art are informed of
the different course offerings available and are encouraged to continue pursuing the arts. For example, after completing the visual arts introductory course, students with an interest in sculpture
can take Ceramics, Advanced Ceramics, Advanced Sculpture, and, as of next year, AP Studio Art:
3D Design.
Students are guided through career assessments, interest and aptitude surveys provided by the
career center, career pathway information provided by their VAPA teacher, and college and career fairs organized by the career center. Information about guest speakers related to their career
field of interest are distributed via email to targeted students, to the whole school over the PA
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system during morning announcements, and in VAPA courses related to the speaker. Student not
enrolled in the course the speaker is visiting, are able to sign up to attend the speaker session
through the career center. College and career fairs feature a handful of art specific schools as well
as universities and colleges that have strong art programs.
Theme 5 – Professional Development
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While the on-site professional development does not speak to each teacher’s specific art discipline, the VAPA teachers have been integrated into a culture of valuing creativity at the school
site. The VAPA teachers have led site professional development about creativity in assessment
and instruction. On top of the on-site professional development, the visual arts teachers have
gone to a visual arts specific AP training for implementation of the AP Studio Art series of tests
and courses. Recently, the visual arts teachers attended a professional development evening organized by the Museum of Contemporary Art in downtown Los Angeles.
The Visual and Performing arts teachers are continually in conversation with and engaging with
the art community specific to their field. JC Gafford runs Stagecraft and Beginning Drama at the
high school, as well as professional shows in the community. David Pitts heads the choral program at the high school, and is a member of a band in the community. The visual arts teachers
regularly attend museum and gallery shows to inform the artwork discussed and assigned in the
classroom.
Theme 6 – Community Involvement and Collaboration
There are articulation agreements with post-secondary institutions, and advanced placement is
being developed for VAPA courses. Next year, three advanced placement courses will be added
to the course offerings: AP Studio Art: 2D Design, AP Studio Art: 3D Design, and AP Studio Art:
Drawing and Painting. Students are also able to take courses at Rio Hondo Community College
concurrently. Although we do not offer any community college level art courses on campus,
students are able to meet with the Rio Hondo Outreach representative to enroll in courses at Rio
Hondo’s campus. The Outreach representative is on campus every Thursday.
The community-at-large supports and embraces the value of the VAPA program. Community
members and organizations support the VAPA program financially and as audience members. San
Gabriel Education Foundation donated the funds for the marching band uniforms, as well as the
purchase of new band and orchestra instruments. The Parent Teacher Student Association donated $700 worth of pumpkins for a pumpkin carving experience for the visual arts students. Members of the governing board and district administration can be seen attending concerts, theater
performances, and the Art Expo night each year.
The 2015-2016 Real-World Initiative created a strong connection between classroom instruction
and the art community. Students in each VAPA course were offered the opportunity to attend
meaningful, arts oriented field trips that directly connected in in-class learning. Professional artists
in the community are invited to speak to the students at school, expanding students’ understanding of what a career in the arts looks like.
Student learning and achievement successes are shared with the community on a regular basis.
Marching Band performs for San Gabriel city’s Labor Day Mission Fiesta, parent information night,
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all home and away football games, several competitive field show tournaments, as well as a winter showcase for community members. Two string orchestras, jazz band, and concert band perform at the winter and spring concert, adjudicated festivals which are open to the community, as
well as other community events. Choir attends multiple festivals open to the community. Speech
and Debate attend regular tournaments and hold an end of the year showcase. The speech and
debate accolades are posted to their website, ghsscreamingeagles.weebly.com. Students also
write and perform speeches at local service club (Lions, Optimist, Rotary) meetings. The theater
students put on a play and a musical each year with multiple show times for each offering, on top
of performance events in the community. The Art Expo, in the spring, showcases visual art, theater, instrumental and choral music performances.
Theme 7- Resources, Facilities, and Funding
VAPA funding is determined by the principal, through site fund allocations, and through supplemental student and parent donations. The principal takes into consideration feedback from VAPA
faculty when determining the department budget.
LCFF Funds are used to support the VAPA program. During the 2015-2016 school year, LCFF
funds were used to fund the Real-World Experiences Initiative that increased students’ access to
professional arts experiences.
The digital visual arts courses are held in a mac lab with Adobe software products, and have
access to color and black and white regular and large format printers, a scanner, two still cameras and a green screen. The traditional arts courses are held in two studio classrooms shared
amongst three teachers, and have access to a bank of eight mac computers, a black and white
printer, and a laser engraver. The instrumental music courses are held in a sound-dampening,
large ensemble room. Construction is currently being planned for an expanded band room renovation. The choral courses are held in a high ceiling room with risers. The theater courses have
access to a theater performance venue with lighting and some sound technology, and a backstage area used as the scene shop.
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